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  PFMC EM Workshop Agenda Item D.2.a 
  Attachment 1 – EM Strawmen 
  February 2013 
 


Electric Monitoring Strawmen for Consideration 
 


• Midwater Trawl for Catcher Vessels Delivering At-Sea 
• Midwater Trawl for Shoreside IFQ Deliveries 
• Vessels Participating in Trawl Rationalization Program Using Fixed Gear 
• Bottom Trawl  
• Large and Small Footrope, including Flatfish Trawl 


 
Midwater Trawl for Catcher Vessels Delivering At-Sea 


 


 
Maximum Retention / Full Accountability Fishery: 


• Non selective discards only 
• Regardless of why or how the discard happened, the vessel will be held accountable for 


the discard and deductions will be debited from IFQ vessel accounts. 
 
Electronic Monitoring Plans (EMP):   


• Each camera system application will have elements unique to the vessel (similar to the 
catch monitor plan for first receiver site licenses) 


 
System Components: 


• Tamper Proof System, Secure/Watertight Data Storage, Digital Cameras, Encrypted Data, 
Sensors, Deck/Stern Lighting, Bridge Monitor, GPS, VMS, Geo Fencing, E Log Book, 
Maximum Retention, Non Selective Discards only, Video Analysis by SFD/PSMFC 


 
System Configuration: 


• Consistent with previous standards, i.e. EFP and PSMFC pilot.  
• E logbook compatibility 


  
Data Analysis:   


• Responsibility of SFD and PSMFC.   
• Models to consider;  


(1)  A system similar to the one used by Archipelago (labor intensive),  
(2) Software analysis model being developed and tested by Alaska Science Center 


(minimum of 4 years to perfect).   
(3) Others? 


• Will need regulations or other administrative process to determine methodology for 
estimating discards, large and small, for deducting vessel accounts 


• For now we go with the labor intensive strategy reviewing tape manually and employ 
software analysis techniques as they become available 


•  
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Regulation Considerations: 
• Time and Area Restrictions 
• Use Amendment 10 Draft as template  
• Update equipment specs to reflect upgrades in the technology.   
• Use specs approval process to update technology specifications in the future 
• Will need regulations or other administrative process to determine methodology for 


estimating discards, large and small, for deducting vessel accounts 
• Others? 


 
 
 
 
E Log Book: 


• Verification of randomly selected video against log book entries allows for audit procedure 
that reduces the need to review 100% of the video data  


• Log Book is a self reporting component that along with camera establishes trust and 
verification of the data 


• Compatible with camera, i.e. timestamp and GPS 
• E Log Book will use state log book as template and convert format from paper to 


electronic, i.e. same approach used in e fish tickets 
• Emulate same process used in creating e-fish ticket program 
• Federal and state regulations will need to be addressed making groundfish log books a 


Federal Requirement.   
• State long books will need to be modified for reporting discards and expanded 


specifications.   
• E Log Books have a significant “value added” component to their development and 


implementation. 
 


Biological Sampling 
• Presume the pre-IFQ NW Science Center sampling program will continue.   
• Observers deployed on a percentage basis, with data extrapolated across the fleet. 
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Midwater Trawl for Shoreside IFQ Deliveries 
 
 
Maximum Retention  / Full Accountability Fishery: 


• Non selective discards only 
• Regardless of why or how the discard happened, the vessel will be held accountable for the 


discard and deductions will be debited from IFQ vessel accounts. 
 
Electronic Monitoring Plans (EMP):   


• Each camera system application will have elements unique to the vessel (similar to the 
catch monitor plan for first receiver site licenses) 


 
System Components: 


• Tamper Proof System, Secure/Watertight Data Storage, Digital Cameras, Encrypted Data, 
Sensors, Deck/Stern Lighting, Bridge Monitor, GPS, VMS, Geo Fencing, E Log Book, 
Maximum Retention, Non Selective Discards only, Video Analysis by SFD/PSMFC 


 
System Configuration: 


• Consistent with previous standards, i.e. EFP and PSMFC pilot.  
• E logbook compatibility 


  
Data Analysis:   


• Responsibility of SFD and PSMFC.   
• Models to consider;  


(1) A system similar to the one used by Archipelago (labor intensive)  
(2) Software analysis being developed and tested by Alaska Science Center (minimum 


of 4 years to perfect).   
(3) Others? 


• Will need regulations or other administrative process to determine methodology for 
estimating discards, large and small, for deducting vessel accounts 


• For now we go with the labor intensive strategy reviewing tape manually and employ 
software analysis techniques as they become available 


•  
Regulation Considerations: 


• Time and Area Restrictions 
• Use Amendment 10 Draft as template  
• Update equipment specs to reflect upgrades in the technology.   
• Use specs approval process to update technology specifications in the future 
• Will need regulations or other administrative process to determine methodology for 


estimating discards, large and small, for deducting vessel accounts 
• Others? 
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E Log Book: 


• Verification of randomly selected video against log book entries allows for audit procedure 
that reduces the need to review 100% of the video data  


• Log Book is a self reporting component that along with camera establishes trust and 
verification of the data 


• Compatible with camera, i.e. timestamp and GPS 
• E Log Book will use state log book as template and convert format from paper to 


electronic, i.e. same approach used in e fish tickets 
• Emulate same process used in creating e-fish ticket program 
• Federal and state regulations will need to be addressed making groundfish log books a 


Federal Requirement.   
• State long books will need to be modified for reporting discards and expanded 


specifications. 
• E Log Books have a significant “value added” component to their development and 


implementation. 
 
Biological Sampling 


• Presume the pre-IFQ NW Science Center sampling program will continue.   
• Observers deployed on a percentage basis, with data extrapolated across the fleet. 
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Vessels Participating in Trawl Rationalization Program 
Using Fixed Gear 


 
 
Maximum Retention (non selective discards only) / Full Accountability Fishery:   


• Regardless of why or how the discard happened, the vessel will be held accountable for 
the discard and deductions will be debited from IFQ vessel accounts. 


• May only need full retention on IFQ species, or, Rockfish and Sablefish 
 


Electronic Monitoring Plans (EMP):   
• Each camera system application will have elements unique to the vessel (similar to the 


catch monitor plan for first receiver site licenses) 
 
System Components: 


• Tamper Proof System, Secure/Watertight Data Storage, Digital Cameras, Encrypted 
Data, Sensors, Deck/Stern Lighting, Bridge Monitor, GPS, VMS, Geo Fencing, E Log 
Book, Maximum Retention, Non Selective Discards only, Video Analysis by 
SFD/PSMFC 


 
System Configuration: 


• Consistent with previous standards, i.e. EFP and PSMFC pilot.  
• E logbook compatibility 


  
Data analysis:   


• Responsibility of SFD and PSMFC.   
• Models to consider;  


(1)  A system similar to the one used by Archipelago (labor intensive),  
(2) Software analysis being developed and tested by Alaska Science Center (minimum 


of 4 years to perfect).   
(3) Others? 


• Will need regulations or other administrative process to determine methodology for 
estimating discards, large and small, for deducting vessel accounts 


• For now we go with the labor intensive strategy reviewing tape manually and employ 
software analysis techniques as they become available 


•  
Regulation Considerations: 


• Time and Area Restrictions 
• Use Amendment  10 Draft as template  
• Update equipment specs to reflect upgrades in the technology.   
• Use specs approval process to update technology specifications in the future 
• Will need regulations or other administrative process to determine methodology for 


estimating discards, large and small, for deducting vessel accounts 
• Others? 
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E Log Book: 


• Verification of randomly selected video against log book entries allows for audit 
procedure that reduces the need to review 100% of the video data  


• Log Book is a self reporting component that along with camera establishes trust and 
verification of the data 


• Compatible with camera, i.e. timestamp and GPS 
• E Log Book will use state log book as template and convert format from paper to 


electronic, i.e. same approach used in e fish tickets 
• Emulate same process used in creating e-fish ticket program 
• Federal and state regulations will need to be addressed making groundfish log books a 


Federal Requirement.   
• State long books will need to be modified for reporting discards and expanded 


specifications.   
• E Log Books have a significant “value added” component to their development and 


implementation. 
 
Biological Sampling: 


• Presume the pre-IFQ NW Science Center sampling program will continue.   
• Observers deployed on a percentage basis, with data extrapolated across the fleet. 


 
Halibut Viability: 


• Option 1. All halibut considered dead under the camera option.  
• Option 2.  Long-term potential for developing a different type of halibut viability model 


(additional research required) 
• Others? 
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Bottom Trawl  
Large and Small Footrope, including Flatfish Trawl 


 
 
Maximum Retention (non selective discards only) / Full Accountability Fishery:   


• Regardless of why or how the discard happened, the vessel will be held accountable for 
the discard and deductions will be debited from IFQ vessel accounts. 
 


Electronic Monitoring Plans (EMP):   
• Each camera system application will have elements unique to the vessel (similar to the 


catch monitor plan for first receiver site licenses) 
 
System Components: 


• Tamper Proof System, Secure/Watertight Data Storage, Digital Cameras, Encrypted 
Data, Sensors, Deck/Stern Lighting, Bridge Monitor, GPS, VMS, Geo Fencing, E Log 
Book, Maximum Retention, Non Selective Discards only, Video Analysis by 
SFD/PSMFC 


 
System Configuration: 


• Consistent with previous standards, i.e. EFP and PSMFC pilot.  
• E logbook compatibility 


  
Data Analysis:   


• Responsibility of SFD and PSMFC.   
• Models to consider;  


(1) A system similar to the one used by Archipelago (labor intensive) 
(2) Software analysis being developed and tested by Alaska Science Center (minimum 


of 4 years to perfect).   
(3) Others? 


• Will need regulations or other administrative process to determine methodology for 
estimating discards, large and small, for deducting vessel accounts 


• For now we go with the labor intensive strategy reviewing tape manually and employ 
software analysis techniques as they become available 


• Cameras, to date have not proven adequate for species id let alone length and weight 
calculations.   


• For trawl, passing under a camera using some type of measurement scale has proven 
feasible at this time.   


• Could prove to be extremely labor intensive which increases the cost significantly.   
• Software analysis may provide mechanism for id and catch accounting, but years away 


from implementation 
  


Regulation Considerations: 
• Time and Area Strictions 
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• Use Amendment  10 Draft as template  
• Update equipment specs to reflect upgrades in the technology.   
• Use specs approval process to update technology specifications in the future 
• Will need regulations or other administrative process to determine methodology for 


estimating discards, large and small, for deducting vessel accounts 
 
E Log Book: 


• Verification of randomly selected video against log book entries allows for audit 
procedure that reduces the need to review 100% of the video data  


• Log Book is a self reporting component that along with camera establishes trust and 
verification of the data 


• Compatible with camera, i.e. timestamp and GPS 
• E Log Book will use state log book as template and convert format from paper to 


electronic, i.e. same approach used in e fish tickets 
• Emulate same process used in creating e-fish ticket program 
• Federal and state regulations will need to be addressed making groundfish log books a 


Federal Requirement.   
• State long books will need to be modified for reporting discards and expanded 


specifications.  
• E Log Books have a significant “value added” component to their development and 


implementation.  
 
Biological Sampling: 


• Presume the pre-IFQ NW Science Center sampling program will continue.   
• Observers deployed on a percentage basis, with data extrapolated across the fleet. 


 
Halibut Viability: 


• Option 1. All halibut considered dead under the camera option.  
• Option 2.  Long-term potential for developing a different type of halibut viability model 


(additional research required) 
 
Going Forward: 


• We need PSMFC cameras on bottom trawl vessels this summer!!!! 
• Fishing at night.  As yet, no system has proven to be effective in capturing video at night.   
• One potential would be a species id camera/software system deployed in the net itself.  A 


Potential application of the research being done by Alaska Science Center, but we are 
years away. 


• Full retention regulations, and no fishing at night gets us closer, but with no history on 
camera deployment on bottom trawl we are operating at a severe disadvantage.   
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Materials for the Trawl Catch Share Program Electronic Monitoring Workshop February 
25-27, 2013 
 
The following are the materials distributed for the Council workshop on electronic monitoring 
for vessels participating in the groundfish trawl catch share program. 
 
Agenda 


Item Attachment Title 
A.2  Attachment 1 - Terms of 


Reference 
Terms of Reference for the Pacific Council Workshop on 
Electronic Monitoring for Vessels Participating in the Groundfish 
Trawl Catch Share Program 


A.2 Attachment 2 - Workshop 
Agenda 


PROPOSED AGENDA, Electronic Monitoring Workshop 


B.1 Attachment 1 –Cameras 
for Whiting 


Electronic Monitoring in the Shore-Side Hake Fishery 2004 to 
2010 


B.2.a Attachment 1 – FMA 
Project 


National Fish and Wildlife Grants, to the Fishermen’s Marketing 
Association 


B.2.b Attachment 1 - Fixed Gear 
Vessels – Morro Bay 


Electronic Monitoring Pilot Study Report for West Coast 
Groundfish Trawl ITQ Program 


B.2.b Attachment 2 - Cap Log 
Report 


Introduction to Economic Model and Summary of Monitoring 
Concepts for the West Coast Groundfish FIQ Program 


B.2.c Attachment 1 - Sea State  
Project 


Sea State, February 13, 2013, EM Workshop Presentation 
Description 


B.2.d Attachment 1 – PSMFC 
Project 2013 


PSMFC Project – 2012 Season Results 


B.3 Attachment 1 – EM in 
Alaska 


Electronic Monitoring in Alaska – Synopsis for Agenda Item B.3 


C.1 Attachment 1 – Strawmen 
P&N, G&O 


Electronic Monitoring – Background, Purpose and Need, Goals 
and Objectives 


D.1.a Attachment 1 – 
Preliminary Feasibility 
Matrix – NWFSC 


Preliminary Thoughts on Observer Functions and the 
Corresponding Abilities of Electronic Monitoring 
(Northwest Fishery Science Center (NWFSC) Response) 


D.1.b&c Attachment 1 – 
Preliminary Feasibility 
Matrix – NW OLE, 
NOAA GCEL, and 
NWR 


Preliminary Thoughts on Observer Functions and the 
Corresponding Abilities of Electronic Monitoring 
(Northwest Division Office of Law Enforcement(NW 
OLE),  NOAA General Counsel Enforcement Litigation 
(NOAA GCEL), and Northwest Region (NWR)) 


D.2.a Attachment 1 – EM 
Strawmen 


Electric Monitoring Strawmen for Consideration 


D.2.a Attachment 2 – 
Compliance Incentives 


Creating an Incentive Based Environment for Good 
Behavior Consideration of a Cooperative Agreement 
Program  for Furthering Electronic Monitoring Compliance 


E.1 Attachment 1 – PSMFC 
Rare Events 


Pacific Sates Field Study – Detection of Rare Events 


E.2 Attachment 1 – PSMFC 
2013 Design 


Pacific Sates Field Study –2013 Study Design 


F Attachment 1 – Draft 
Calendar 


DRAFT Possible Regulation Amendment Process for 
Consideration of Electronic Monitoring  







Back-
Ground 


 Background - CCC EM 
Agenda and NMFS 
Whitepapers 


 Electronic Monitoring Annotated Agenda CCC Meeting – 
February 21, 2013 Silver Spring, MD [also includes 
whitepapers] 


Back-
Ground 


Background - Tech Paper 
- Est Wt and Species 


ESTIMATING WEIGHT AND IDENTIFYING SPECIES 
THROUGH ELECTRONIC MONITORING (EM): A 
PRELIMINARY COMPARISON OF ELECTRONIC AND 
OBSERVER-BASED REPORTING 


Back-
Ground 


 Background - Fisheries 
Monitoring Road Map 


Cover letter and Fisheries Monitoring Roadmap 


 
For supplemental distribution at meeting 
Agenda 
Item Attachment Title 
Back-
Ground 


Supplemental Background 
- News Article - Fishery 
Recovery 


Press Democrat: Feds see early signs of Pacific fishery recovery 


 








  PFMC EM Workshop Agenda Item A.2 
  Attachment 2 - Workshop Agenda 
  February 2013 
 


PROPOSED AGENDA 
Electronic Monitoring Workshop 


Pacific Fishery Management Council 
Embassy Suites – Portland Airport 


Spruce Room 
7900 NE 82nd Avenue 


Portland, Oregon, 97220 
Telephone: 503-460-3000 


February 25-27, 2013 
 
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 25. 2013 – 10:00 A.M. 
 


A. Call to Order Dan Wolford 
1.  Introduction of Attendees  
2.  Workshop Purpose, Process and Protocol Don McIsaac 


 
B. Vessel Electronic Monitoring (EM) Studies on the West Coast and Other 


Regions 
For each study, presenters have been asked to include: purpose, lessons 
learned thus far, status of ongoing work (including time frame for 
expected results), applicability to monitoring vessels in trawl 
rationalization program. 


1. Electronic Monitoring in the Shoreside Hake Fishery 2004 to 2010 
(30 min) Howard McElderry 


2. Other  West Coast ongoing and proposed studies 
a. NFWF Funded Project (Fishermen’s Marketing Association)  


(30 min) Pete Leipzig 
b. EM for Fixed Gear Vessels - Morro Bay Project (30 min) 


  Michael Bell 
c. NFWF Funded Project (Sea State) and Image Analysis Programming 


(30 min)  Karl Haflinger and Eric Torgerson 
d. PSMFC Project – 2012 Season Results (20 min) Dave Colpo 


3. Electronic Monitoring in Alaska (30 min) Farron Wallace 
a. Brief description of developments in electronic monitoring for 


Alaska with focus on data needs that are similar to ours 
b. What is the potential for overlap in participation between West Coast 


and Alaska fisheries?  
4. Northeast Region Pilot Program (10 min) Melissa Hooper 


 







C. Regulatory Objectives for an Electronic Monitoring Program (Workshop 
Objective 1) (1.5 hours) Seger/Jud 
This agenda item focuses on identification of existing policy objectives 
pertinent to electronic monitoring, the purpose and need for this action, and 
the regulatory objectives for action which flow from that purpose and need.   
1.  Presentation  
2. Discussion and Development of Preliminary Recommendations 
3. Public Comment 
4. Finalize Recommendations 


 
D. Vessel-Based Electronic Monitoring Preliminary Feasibility Evaluation 


(Workshop Objective 2) 
The intent for this agenda item is not to complete a feasibility evaluation 
but rather to conduct an initial scoping of feasibility and identify questions 
and issues.  The main focus will be to review the results from the 
preliminary feasibility evaluation matrix exercise provided in advance of 
the meeting, discuss the concerns expressed by invited constituents, and 
consider implications identified from strawman alternatives with the aim 
of providing the Council with a list of potential issues and identifying 
those issues most in need of additional investigation (e.g. a whitepaper). 


1. Review Evaluation Matrix Provided in Advance of Meeting and Discuss 
Main Questions/Issues to be Resolved(10 minute presentation and 20 
minute discussions) 
a. NWFSC – Observer Program and Science (30 min)McClure/Erickson 
b. NWR – Management (30 min) Lockhart/Brady 


 
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 26. 2013 – 8:00 A.M. 
 


c. Legal and Enforcement Considerations (30 min) Moeller, 
 Matthews/Anderson 


d. Views of Invited Constituent and General Discussion (1 hour) Seger 
 


2. Design Elements for Electronic Monitoring – to be Implemented through 
Regulation (2.5 hours) 
a. Strawman Electronic Monitoring Systems  


 Matthews, Colpo/Seger 
Presentations of 20 minutes or less on each fishery and remainder 
of time for discussion. 


i. Midwater Trawl - At-sea Catcher Vessels 
ii. Midwater Trawl - Shoreside 


iii. Multispeces Bottom Trawl  
iv. Fixed Gear (Longline and Pot)  


b. General Discussion of Critical Design Issues (3  hours) 
  Wolford/Seger 


 
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 27. 2013 – 8:00 A.M. 
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E. Pacific States Field Study (Workshop Objective 3) (1.5 hours) Colpo/DeVore 


1. Statistical analysis of risk of missing rare events  
2. 2013 study design 


 
F. Draft Process and Schedule (Workshop Objective 4) (1 hour) Seger/Ames 


 
PUBLIC COMMENT  
 


G. Finalize Recommendations and Consensus (30 min) 
 


ADJOURN 
 
PFMC 
2/15/2013 
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		PROPOSED AGENDA

		February 25-27, 2013






 PFMC EM Workshop Agenda Item D.1.b&c 
 Attachment 1 – Preliminary Feasibility Matrix – NW OLE, NOAA GCEL, and NWR 
  February 2013 
 


Preliminary Thoughts on Observer Functions and the 
Corresponding Abilities of Electronic Monitoring 


(Northwest Division Office of Law Enforcement(NW OLE),  
NOAA General Counsel Enforcement Litigation (NOAA GCEL), and  


Northwest Region (NWR)) 
 
Council staff asked various offices within NMFS to provide: 


1. A list of  
a. the functions or data that you rely on and is currently provided by the observer 


program, and 
b. your initial thoughts about the ability of vessel based electronic monitoring to 


address those needs, and  
2. A list of functions or needs not met by the current observer program which may be 


met by vessel based electronic monitoring. 
 
The attached matrices were provided to facilitate response.  This document contains the 
responses provided by the NW OLE, NOAA GCEL, and NWR as the preliminary thoughts of 
Dayna Matthews. 
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1. Midwater Trawl for Catcher Vessels Delivering At-sea 
 
Central Assumptions Regarding Electronic Monitoring Hardware and Regulations  
 e.g. camera placement, hatch sensors, maximum retention regulations. 
Tamper Proof System, Secure/Watertight Data Storage, Digital Cameras, Encrypted Data, Sensors, Deck/Stern Lighting, Bridge Monitor, GPS, 
VMS, Geo Fencing, E Log Book, Maximum Retention, Non Selective Discards only, Time and Area Restrictions, Video Analysis by 
SFD/PSMFC 
 
Vessel Monitoring Plans (VMP):  Each camera system application will have elements unique to the vessel (similar to the catch monitor plan for 
first receiver site licenses) 
 
If cameras are deployed in lieu of observers, describe this fishery as a Maximum Retention (non selective discards only) /  Full Accountability 
Fishery (regardless of why or how the discard happened), the vessel will be held accountable for the discard and deductions will be debited from 
IFQ vessel accounts. 
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Table 1.a Dayna Matthews’ initial thoughts on ability of electronic monitoring to provide data/functions currently provided through 100% 
observer coverage for midwater trawl for catcher vessels delivering at-sea. 


 
1. 


Functions and/or Data 
Provided by Current On-


Board 
Observers/Compliance 


Monitor 


2. 
Related 
Manage


ment 
Objective 


3. 
Can be Provided 


by Electronic 
Monitoring?(Y/N


) 


4. 
If Electronic Monitoring =Yes 


Any comments in addition to central assumption? 


5. 
If Electronic Monitoring = No or 


Presents Difficulty 


4a. 
Comments on Camera or Other 


Coverage Required to Meet Need 


4b. 
Type of Regulatory 


Modifications Needed 
5a. 


Priority of Need. 


5b. 
Alternative 


Adjustments 
1.Compliance Monitoring  Yes System configured with previous 


standards, i.e. EFP and PSMFC 
pilot. E logbook compatibility.  
Data analysis becomes 
responsibility of SFD and 
PSMFC. 
Data analysis:  For now we go 
with the labor intensive strategy 
and employ software analysis 
techniques as they become 
available 


Use Am 10 Draft as 
template, Update 
equipment specs to 
reflect upgrades in the 
technology.  Use specs 
approval process to 
update technology 
specifications in the 
future 


  


2.Catch Accounting  Yes Same as Compliance Monitoring.  
Data analysis, two models to 
consider; system used by 
Archipelago (labor intensive), 
software analysis being 
developed and tested by Alaska 
Science Center (minimum of 4 
years to perfect).  Others? 
For now we go with the labor 
intensive strategy and employ 
software analysis techniques as 
they become available 


Same as Compliance 
Monitoring.  Also will 
need regs or other 
administrative process to 
determine methodology 
for estimating discards, 
large and small, for 
deducting vessel 
accounts. 


  


3.Biological Sampling  No, Presume 
the pre-IFQ NW 
Science Center 
sampling 
program will 
continue  
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Table 1.b.  . Dayna Matthew’s initial thoughts on other needs which electronic monitoring might meet, not currently met by 100% observer 
coverage. 


 
1. 


What Else Can Vessel Based Electronic 
Monitoring Do to Meet Data and 


Monitoring Needs? 


2. 
Comments on Camera or Other Coverage 


Required to Meet Need 
3. 


Comments on type of Regulatory Modifications Needed 
1.E Log Book.  Much can be done to 
improve quality and timeliness of data 


E Log book needs to be compatible with 
camera, i.e. timestamp and GPS.  .  E 
Log Books are an integral part of the 
Camera data audit system. 
Verification of randomly selected 
video against log book entries allows 
for audit procedure that reduces the 
need to review 100% of the video 
data. Log Book is a self reporting 
component that along with camera 
establishes trust and verification of the 
data. 


Federal and state regs would need to be addressed. 
Regulations making groundfish log books a Federal 
Requirement.  State long books will need to be modified for 
reporting discards and expanded specifications.  
Development/modification of the e-logbook will emulate same 
process used in creating e-ticket program. 
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2. Midwater Trawl for Catcher Vessels Delivering Shoreside 
 
Central Assumptions Regarding Electronic Monitoring Hardware and Regulations  
 e.g. camera placement, hatch sensors, maximum retention regulations. 
Tamper Proof System, Secure/Watertight Data Storage Digital Cameras, Encrypted Data, Sensors, Bridge Monitor, Deck/Stern Lighting, GPS, 
VMS, Geo Fencing, E Log Book, Maximum Retention, Non Selective Discards Only, Time and Area Restrictions, Video Analysis by 
SFD/PSMFC 
 
Vessel Monitoring Plans (VMP):  Each camera system application will have elements unique to the vessel. 
 
If cameras are deployed in lieu of observers, describe this fishery as a Maximum Retention (non selective discards only) / Full Accountability 
Fishery (regardless of why or how the discard happened), vessel will be held accountable for the discard and deductions will be debited from 
IFQ accounts 
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Table 2.a Dayna Matthews’ initial thoughts on ability of electronic monitoring to provide data/functions currently provided through 100% 
observer coverage for midwater trawl for catcher vessels delivering shoreside. 


 
1. 


Functions and/or Data 
Provided by Current On-


Board 
Observers/Compliance 


Monitors 


2. 
Related 
Manage


ment 
Objective 


3. 
Can be 


Provided by 
Electronic 


Monitoring?(Y/
N) 


4. 
If Electronic Monitoring =Yes 


Any comments in addition to central assumption? 


5. 
If Electronic Monitoring = No or 


Presents Difficulty 


4a. 
Comments on Camera or Other 


Coverage Required to Meet Need 


4b. 
Type of Regulatory 


Modifications Needed 


5a. 
Priority of 


Need. 


5b. 
Alternative 


Adjustments 
1.Compliance Monitoring  Yes System configured with previous 


standards, i.e. EFP and PSMFC 
pilot. E logbook compatibility.  
Data analysis becomes 
responsibility of SFD and 
PSMFC. 


Use Am 10 Draft as 
template, Update 
equipment specs to 
reflect upgrades in the 
technology.  Use specs 
approval process to 
update technology 
specifications in the 
future 


  


2.Catch Accounting  Yes Same as Compliance Monitoring.  
Data analysis, two models to 
consider; system used by 
Archipelago (labor intensive), 
software analysis being 
developed and tested by Alaska 
Science Center (minimum of 4 
years to perfect).  Others? 
For now we go with the labor 
intensive strategy and employ 
software analysis techniques as 
they become available 


Same as Compliance 
Monitoring.  Also will 
need regs or other 
administrative process 
to determine 
methodology for 
estimating discards, 
large and small, for 
deducting vessel 
accounts. 


  


3.Biological Sampling  No, Presume 
the pre-IFQ 
NW Science 
Center 
sampling 
program will 
continue  


  High 
Priority 


Return to sampling 
model used prior to 
Catch Shares, ego:  
Observers deployed 
on a percentage 
basis, with data 
extrapolated across 
the fleet. 
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Table 2.b.  .  Dayna Matthews’ initial thoughts on other needs which electronic monitoring might meet, not currently met by 100% observer 
coverage. 
 


1. 
What Else Can Vessel Based Electronic 


Monitoring Do to Meet Data and 
Monitoring Needs? 


2. 
Comments on Camera or Other Coverage 


Required to Meet Need 
3. 


Comments on type of Regulatory Modifications Needed 
1.E Log Book.  Much can be done to 
improve quality and timeliness of data 


 E Log book needs to be compatible with 
camera, i.e. timestamp and GPS.  .  E Log 
Books are an integral part of the Camera data 
audit system. Verification of randomly selected 
video against log book entries allows for audit 
procedure that reduces the need to review 
100% of the video data. Log Book is a self 
reporting component that along with camera 
establishes trust and verification of the data 


Federal and state regs would need to be addressed. 
Regulations making groundfish log books a Federal 
Requirement.  State long books will need to be modified for 
reporting discards and expanded specifications.  
Development/modification of the e-logbook will emulate same 
process used in creating e-ticket program. 
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3. Bottom Trawl (large and small footrope, including flatfish trawl) 
 
Central Assumptions Regarding Electronic Monitoring Hardware and Regulations  
 e.g. camera placement, hatch sensors, maximum retention regulations. 
Tamper Proof System, Secure/Watertight Data Storage Digital Cameras, Encrypted Data, Sensors, Bridge Monitor, Deck/Stern Lighting, GPS, 
VMS, Geo Fencing, E Log Book, Maximum Retention, Non Selective Discards Only, Time and Area Restrictions, Video Analysis by 
SFD/PSMFC 
 
Vessel Monitoring Plans (VMP):  Each camera system application will have elements unique to the vessel. 
 
If cameras are deployed in lieu of observers, describe this fishery as a Maximum Retention (non selective discards only) / Full Accountability 
Fishery (regardless of why or how the discard happened), vessel will be held accountable for the discard and deductions will be debited from 
IFQ accounts 
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Table 3.a  Dayna Matthew’s initial thoughts on ability of electronic monitoring to provide data/functions currently provided through 100% 
observer coverage for bottom trawl (large and small footrope, including flatfish trawl). 


 
1. 


Functions and/or Data 
Provided by Current On-


Board Observers 


2. 
Related 
Manage


ment 
Objectiv


e 


3. 
Can be 


Provided 
by 


Electronic 
Monitoring


?(Y/N) 


4. 
If Electronic Monitoring =Yes 


Any comments in addition to central 
assumption? 


5. 
If Electronic Monitoring = No or Presents Difficulty 


4a. 
Comments on 


Camera or Other 
Coverage Required 


to Meet Need 


4b. 
Type of Regulatory 


Modifications 
Needed 


5a. 
Priority of Need. 


5b. 
Alternative Adjustments 


1.Compliance Monitoring  Potentially 
Yes, but 
major 
issues still 
to be 
addressed
, see 
comments 
in 5. 


System configured 
with previous 
standards, i.e. EFP 
and PSMFC pilot. E 
logbook 
compatibility.  Data 
analysis becomes 
responsibility of SFD 
and PSMFC. 


Use Am 10 Draft as 
template, Update 
equipment specs to 
reflect upgrades in 
the technology.  Use 
specs approval 
process to update 
technology 
specifications in the 
future 


WE NEED 
PSMFC 
CAMERAS ON 
BOTTOM 
TRAWL 
VESSELS THIS 
SUMMER!!!! 
High Priority.  


The issue is fishing at night.  As 
yet, no system has proven to be 
effective in capturing video at 
night.  One potential would be a 
species id camera/software 
system deployed in the net 
itself.  A Potential application of 
the research being done by 
Alaska Science Center, but we 
are years away. 
Full retention regs, and no 
fishing at night gets us closer, 
but with no history on camera 
deployment on bottom trawl we 
are operating at a severe 
disadvantage.   
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1. 


Functions and/or Data 
Provided by Current On-


Board Observers 


2. 
Related 
Manage


ment 
Objectiv


e 


3. 
Can be 


Provided 
by 


Electronic 
Monitoring


?(Y/N) 


4. 
If Electronic Monitoring =Yes 


Any comments in addition to central 
assumption? 


5. 
If Electronic Monitoring = No or Presents Difficulty 


4a. 
Comments on 


Camera or Other 
Coverage Required 


to Meet Need 


4b. 
Type of Regulatory 


Modifications 
Needed 


5a. 
Priority of Need. 


5b. 
Alternative Adjustments 


2.Catch Accounting  Potentially 
Yes, but 
major 
issues still 
to be 
addressed
, see 
comments 
in 5b 


Same as 
Compliance 
Monitoring.  Data 
analysis, two models 
to consider; system 
used by Archipelago 
(labor intensive), 
software analysis 
being developed 
and tested by 
Alaska Science 
Center (minimum of 
4 years to perfect).  
Others? 
 


Same as 
Compliance 
Monitoring.  Also will 
need regs or other 
administrative 
process to 
determine 
methodology for 
estimating discards, 
large and small, for 
deducting vessel 
accounts. 


 This is where things break 
down.  Cameras, to date have 
not proven adequate for species 
id let alone length and weight 
calculations.  For trawl, passing 
under a camera using some 
type of measurement scale and 
thinking we are going to get an 
id is just not feasible at this 
time.  Highly labor intensive 
which increases the cost 
significantly.  We are just going 
to have to wait for software 
analysis to get us out of this 
hole when it comes to bottom 
trawl.  And that only works if the 
video feed is of significant 
quality to make it work  


3.Biological Sampling  No 
Presume 
the pre-
IFQ NW 
Science 
Center 
sampling 
program 
will 
continue 


  High Priority Return to sampling model used 
prior to Catch Shares, ego:  
Observers deployed on a 
percentage basis, with data 
extrapolated across the fleet. 
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Table 3.b.  .  _Dayna Matthews’ initial thoughts on other needs which electronic monitoring might meet, not currently met by 100% observer 
coverage. 
 


1. 
What Else Can Vessel Based Electronic 


Monitoring Do to Meet Data and 
Monitoring Needs? 


2. 
Comments on Camera or Other Coverage 


Required to Meet Need 
3. 


Comments on type of Regulatory Modifications Needed 
1.E Log Book.  Much can be done to 
improve quality and timeliness of data 


E Log book needs to be compatible with 
camera, i.e. timestamp and GPS.  .  E Log 
Books are an integral part of the Camera data 
audit system. Verification of randomly selected 
video against log book entries allows for audit 
procedure that reduces the need to review 
100% of the video data. Log Book is a self 
reporting component that along with camera 
establishes trust and verification of the data 


 Federal and state regs would need to be addressed. 
Regulations making groundfish log books a Federal 
Requirement.  State long books will need to be modified for 
reporting discards and expanded specifications.  
Development/modification of the e-logbook will emulate same 
process used in creating e-ticket program. 


3.  Or what cameras can’t do.  
Halibut viability. 


Cameras cannot do halibut viability. Option 1. 
All halibut considered dead under the camera 
option. Option 2.  Long-term potential for 
developing a different type of halibut viability 
model.  


Need for a research study to develop new halibut viability model. 
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4. Vessels Participating in Trawl Rationalization Program Using Fixed Gear 
 
Central Assumptions Regarding Electronic Monitoring Hardware and Regulations  
 e.g. camera placement, hatch sensors, maximum retention regulations. 
Tamper Proof System, Secure/Watertight Data Storage Digital Cameras, Encrypted Data, Sensors, Bridge Monitor, Deck/Stern Lighting, GPS, 
VMS, Geo Fencing, E Log Book, Maximum Retention, Non Selective Discards Only, Time and Area Restrictions, Video Analysis by 
SFD/PSMFC 
 
Vessel Monitoring Plans (VMP):  Each camera system application will have elements unique to the vessel. 
 
If cameras are deployed in lieu of observers, describe this fishery as a Maximum Retention (non selective discards only) / Full Accountability 
Fishery (regardless of why or how the discard happened), vessel will be held accountable for the discard and deductions will be debited from 
IFQ accounts 
 
For fixed gear, we may only need full retention on IFQ species, or, Rockfish and Sablefish.  
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Table 4.a  Dayna Matthew’s initial thoughts on ability of electronic monitoring to provide data/functions currently provided through 100% 
observer coverage for fixed gear vessels. 


1. 
Functions and/or Data 


Provided by Current On-
Board Observers 


2. 
Related 


Management 
Objective 


3. 
Can be 


Provided 
by 


Electronic 
Monitoring


?(Y/N) 


4. 
If Electronic Monitoring =Yes 


Any comments in addition to central assumption? 


5. 
If Electronic Monitoring = No or 


Presents Difficulty 


4a. 
Comments on Camera or 


Other Coverage Required to 
Meet Need 


4b. 
Comments on type 


of Regulatory 
Modifications 


Needed 
5a. 


Priority of Need. 


5b. 
Alternative 


Adjustments 
1.Compliance Monitoring  Yes, This 


is 
probably 
the best 
applicatio
n for 
cameras, 
followed 
by at sea 
whiting. 


System configured with 
previous standards, i.e. EFP, 
Alaska Science Center pilot, 
and PSMFC pilot. E logbook 
compatibility.  Data analysis 
becomes responsibility of 
SFD and PSMFC. 


Use Am 10 Draft as 
template, Update 
equipment specs to 
to reflect upgrades 
in the technology.  
Use specs approval 
process to update 
technology 
specifications in the 
future 


  


2.Catch Accounting  Yes Same as Compliance 
Monitoring.  Data analysis, 
two models to consider; 
system used by Archipelago 
(labor intensive), software 
analysis being developed and 
tested by Alaska Science 
Center (minimum of 4 years 
to perfect).  Others? 
For now we go with the labor 
intensive strategy and employ 
software analysis techniques 
as they before available. 


Same as 
Compliance 
Monitoring.  Also will 
need regs or other 
administrative 
process to 
determine 
methodology for 
estimating discards, 
large and small, for 
deducting vessel 
accounts. 
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1. 
Functions and/or Data 


Provided by Current On-
Board Observers 


2. 
Related 


Management 
Objective 


3. 
Can be 


Provided 
by 


Electronic 
Monitoring


?(Y/N) 


4. 
If Electronic Monitoring =Yes 


Any comments in addition to central assumption? 


5. 
If Electronic Monitoring = No or 


Presents Difficulty 


4a. 
Comments on Camera or 


Other Coverage Required to 
Meet Need 


4b. 
Comments on type 


of Regulatory 
Modifications 


Needed 
5a. 


Priority of Need. 


5b. 
Alternative 


Adjustments 
3.Biological Sampling  No   High Priority Return to sampling 


model used prior to 
Catch Shares, ego:  
Observers 
deployed on a 
percentage basis, 
with data 
extrapolated across 
the fleet. 


 
Table 4.b.  .  Dayna Matthew’s initial thoughts on other needs which electronic monitoring might meet, not currently met by 100% observer 
coverage. 


1. 
What Else Can Vessel Based Electronic 


Monitoring Do to Meet Data and 
Monitoring Needs? 


2. 
Comments on Camera or Other Coverage Required to 


Meet Need 
3. 


Comments on type of Regulatory Modifications Needed 
1.E Log Book.  Much can be done to 
improve quality and timeliness of data 


E Log book needs to be compatible with camera, i.e. 
timestamp and GPS.  .  E Log Books are an integral 
part of the Camera data audit system. Varificaion of 
randomly selected video against log book entries 
allows for audit procedure that reduces the need to 
review 100% of the video data. Log Book is a self 
reporting component that along with camera 
establishes trust and verification of the data 


 Federal and state regs would need to be addressed. 
Regulations making groundfish log books a Federal 
Requirement.  State long books will need to be modified 
for reporting discards and expanded specifications.  
Development/modification of the e-logbook will emulate 
same process used in creating e-ticket program. 


 Or what cameras can’t do.  Halibut 
viability. 


Cameras cannot do halibut viability. Option 1. all 
halibut considered dead under the camera option. 
Option 2.  Long-term potential for developing a 
different type of halibut viability model.  


Need for a research study to develop new halibut 
viability model. 
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PFMC EM Workshop Agenda Item D.2.a 
Attachment 2 – Compliance Incentives 


February 2013 


Creating an Incentive Based Environment for Good Behavior 
Consideration of a Cooperative Agreement Program 
 for Furthering Electronic Monitoring Compliance 


Premise:   
Programs which depend upon compliance to achieve program goals and objectives, whether 
implemented by regulation or as a demonstration pilot are influenced by participant behavior.  
For example:  pilot programs behavior is influenced by whether the participant wants the 
program to succeed or fail. 


Traditionally, compliance has been pursued through either voluntary or regulated behavior. 
The regulatory approach which includes regulation development, enforcement, and due process 
can be arduous, time consuming, and expensive for all parties involved.  Is there an alternative? 


Cooperatives / Agreements / Contracts: 
The success of directing / controlling behavior derived through participants receiving perceived 
benefits, as seen in the At-Sea Pacific Whiting Fishery Cooperatives and IFQ Shoreside Risk 
Pools are achieved through the underlying agreements/contracts binding the participants. 


Proposal:  (This proposal has not been vetted by General Counsel and will require significant 
legal analysis.) 


1. A regulation which says Compliance Monitoring (100% human coverage) is required to
fish in the Limited Entry Trawl fishery to include:  MSCV endorsed vessels, Shoreside
IFQ Pacific whiting vessels, IFQ bottom trawl vessels, and IFQ fixed gear vessels.


2. In lieu of a Compliance Monitor, participants may join the Pacific States Marine
Fisheries Commission (PSMFC) Electronic Monitoring Cooperative (EMC).


3. And as such, are authorized to use in lieu of a Compliance Monitor, an approved
Electronic Monitoring System (EMS) as describes in an Electronic Monitoring Plan
(EMP), provided by a certified EMS provider.  Provisions for becoming an EMS provider
to be developed.  Options:  emulate certified observer provider program (Amendment
10), PSMFC as sole provider, others.
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4. PSFMC EMC Regulations Requirements (list is not exhaustive, will need further 
development and vetting) 


• Comply with all Federal and State Regulations 
• Maximized Retention (non selective discards only) 
• Full Accountability 
• Time and Area Restrictions 
• Data Collection Equipment Criteria 
• Data Collection Requirements 
• Vessel Responsibilities 
• System Audits, Pass /Fail Criteria 
• Loss of Camera use Privilege Criteria  
• Vessel Operator Performance Standards and Responsibilities 
• Administrative Accountabilities (i.e. conditions for permit renewal) 


 
5. EMC Agreement Contract Components (again, list is not exhaustive, will need further 


development and vetting) 
• Comply with all Federal and State Regulations 
• Maximized Retention 
• Full Accountability 
• Time and Area Restrictions 
• Data Collection Equipment Criteria 
• Data Collection Requirements / Vessel Responsibilities 
• Vessel Operator Performance Standards and Responsibilities 
• Discard Assessment Protocols and Procedures,  


o based on management and  accounting goals and objectives  
• Scale for Assessing Deductions 
• Vessel Account Deduction made on “Best Information Available”  


o used as a proxy for exact poundage 
• Systems Audits, Pass/Fail Criteria 
• Revocation of Cooperative Membership 
• Administrative Accountability  
• Escape Clause 


 
Industry Cooperative Development Committee: 
As addressed above, the list(s) are not exhaustive, especially regarding behavior that the 
cooperative would like to see emulated by the participants.  In that regard, a committee of 
industry participants should be convened to: 
 


(1) Do further provision scoping for consideration/inclusion in the EMC industry 
agreement contract, and 
(2) Develop a list of vessel operator performance standards and responsibilities, along with  
(3) Proposed accountability measures for those who ignore or underperform said 
performance standards and responsibilities. 
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  PFMC EM Workshop Agenda Item B.1 
  Attachment 1 –Cameras for Whiting  
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Electronic Monitoring in the Shore-Side Hake Fishery 2004 to 2010 
 
Howard McElderry 
Archipelago Marine Research Ltd. 
 
Abstract 
 
The non-tribal, commercial Pacific hake fishery is a seasonally intense spring/summer fishery 
that operates off the coasts of Washington, Oregon and northern California, consisting of both an 
at-sea processor fleet and a shore-side fleet.  The shore-side fleet comprises about 35 vessels that 
make day fishing trips and deliver their catch to six ports.   The shore-side whiting fishery has 
been subject to 100% at-sea monitoring since 2004; initially (2004 to 2010) this was carried out 
with Electronic Monitoring, mandated through an Exempted Fishing Permit (EFP), then later 
(2011 to present) with observers when the IFQ program was implemented.  At-sea monitoring 
was primarily intended to ensure that vessels complied with maximized retention requirements, 
thereby allowing accurate accounting of all catch at shore-side offload stations. 
 
All vessels carried an EM system, which consisted of two or three mast-mounted CCTV 
cameras, a GPS receiver, a hydraulic pressure sensor and a winch sensor.  EM systems are 
generally installed on vessels prior to commencement of the fishing season and kept in place 
until the season completed.  The EM system recorded sensor data continuously while the vessel 
was at sea and imagery was recorded from the start of the first fishing event until the vessel 
returned to port.  Vessel skippers are required to keep accurate vessel logs for comparison with 
EM data.  
 
Provisions of the EFP required that the EM system was powered continuously while the vessel 
was at sea, cameras kept clean, and the system regularly inspected.  The vessel was required to 
report in if the EM system ceased operating.  As well, vessel masters were required to keep 
accurate vessel fishing logbook on a haul by haul basis. 
 
EM data were collected from fishing vessels on an approximately biweekly schedule.  An 
analysis team reviewed all data from all vessels to assess data quality, identify the time and 
location of fishing operations, and monitor compliance with full retention requirements.  As well, 
vessel logbook data were keypunched for comparison with EM data.  The analysis results were 
available 1-2 months after collection.  Compliance issues were directly forwarded to NOAA, 
while the bulk of the analysis results were compiled as an end of season report.   


Over the seven years where the EM program was in place, the fishery ranged from 24 to over 
180 days in duration and a typical year would involve about 800 fishing trips and 1,800 fishing 
events, equating to over 20,000 hours of sensor data and 16,000 hours of image data.  Over the 
life of the program, there were improvements in both monitoring system performance and fishery 
compliance as a result of several factors including improved technology, maturing operational 
systems, and improved feedback and reporting processes.  Data collection success went from 
85% in early years to over 98% in the last two years of the program.  Comparing 2006 to 2010 
results, the frequency of discard events (events per set) went from 20% where all vessels had 
some discards, to 4% where the majority had established strategies to comply with maximized 







retention.  The above discard events were ‘operational discards’ relating to overfull intermediate 
nets or catching more than vessel capacity, resulting in the release of unsorted catch.  There were 
no incidents of ‘selective discarding’ where a catch (e.g. salmon or rockfish) was sorted and 
discarded.  It is suspected that such incidents were rare overall but would more likely occur with 
the EM system powered off. 
 
Industry and NMFS co-fund the EM program with industry covering about 75% of the costs.  
Industry paid for all costs associated with placement and operation of EM systems aboard the 
vessel, and the cost for initial interpretation of EM data.  NMFS paid for program outreach, 
training of NMFS staff, and data analysis, reporting and delivery of data.  The total cost of the 
EM program was about $250 per sea day, or about 1% of the catch value.  The program was year 
to year; costs would likely decline in a permanent program with established infrastructure and 
fishery participants would be motivated to purchase rather than lease EM systems.  
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Pacific States Field Study (Workshop Objective 3) (1.5 hours) Colpo/DeVore 


Detection of Rare Events Analysis 


J. Cahalan, PSMFC 


For some rare species, such as NW rockfish species in rebuilding status, the catch (retained or discarded) 


must be known with minimal error for effective management and quota tracking. To know catch without 


error, sampling is not an option; however, note that census based approaches are not error-free. This 


analysis addresses the detection of sensitive rare species in the Northwest Pacific Trawl Rationalization 


Program under a monitoring system similar to the electronic (video) monitoring (EM) system currently in 


place in the BC halibut fishery.  West Coast Observer Program (WCGOP) data from 2011 are used in this 


analysis to address the issue. 


In this potential monitoring scenario, logbook data are used as the record of at-sea discards. In addition, we 


are assuming that for those vessels that choose to not carry an at-sea compliance monitor, a requirement 


for all fishing trips to be monitored using a video monitoring (EM) system would have been implemented 


as an auditing system. The logbook data would be audited using data from a review of a portion (random 


sample) of the video record (hauls) for each trip in the fishery. The numbers of each species observed to be 


discarded on the video record for the selected trip would be compared with numbers of discard reported in 


the vessel’s logbook. 


Some discards may not be reported in the logbook as a result of unintentional data recording errors (wrong 


species code, wrong number of fish), intentional misreporting (underreporting of species catches), or 


discard events that are unknown to the person filling out the logbook record (unidentified crew discards). 


There is a concern that EM review rates may not provide a sufficient audit of the logbook record; only a few 


(or no) EM records of rebuilding (rare) rockfish species discard will be in the sample. A simulation exercise 


was conducted to assess the probability that a sample of EM records will contain rebuilding rockfish 


species discard events (hauls with discards of a rebuilding rockfish species). 


Data from the WCGOP (2011) were used in this analysis. Observer data from 93 fishing vessels were 


included in this analysis. These data do not include the shoreside hake fishery (mid-water trawl). For each 


observed haul in the shoreside non-hake fishery, an indicator of rockfish discard for each of 6 rebuilding 


PFMC EM Workshop Agenda Item E.1 
Attachment 1 - PSMFC - Rare Events 


February 2013
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rockfish species was generated (Table 1). A total of 1,471 trips were included in the simulation population; 


these are the assumed true values. The average number of hauls per trip ranged from 3 to 20 (Table 1). 


Within each trip, a sample of hauls was selected as ‘sampled’ according to a nominal sampling rate 


(described below). If discards of any rebuilding rockfish species occurred in one of the sampled hauls, that 


species of rockfish was considered detected and at least one discard event would be available for logbook 


auditing. 


The input data are summarized in Table 1. Catch share (including limited entry CA halibut) fishery trips are 


included in the analysis. There were no rebuilding rockfish species discard events in the excluded non-hake 


mid-water trawl trips. On one trip, two gear types were recorded; 14 bottom trawl hauls and 8 mid-water 


hauls. For this trip only, the mid-water trawl hauls were reassigned to bottom trawl (no rebuilding rockfish 


were discarded on this trip). 


The nominal sample rates tested were 10%, 25%, and 50%; the number of hauls randomly selected was 


determined by multiplying the sample rate by the number of hauls on the trip, and rounding up to the next 


whole number. For example, under the nominal 10% sample rate, a trip with 1 to 10 hauls would have one 


haul sampled while a trip with 11 to 20 hauls would have 2 hauls sampled. Under each nominal sample 


rate, 1,000 simulation trials were conducted and the results summarized (Table 2 and Figure 1). Since the 


number of trips to be sampled is always rounded up, the actual sample rates are higher than the nominal 


rates due to the sampling procedure. 


This is a simplified scenario where it is assumed that for each fishing haul, all discard that occurs during the 


haul is recorded.  In other words, if the at-sea compliance monitor did not observe a discard event, we are 


assuming one did not occur.  In addition, note that some hauls were excluded on some trips due to 


incomplete species composition sampling of the haul by the at-sea compliance monitor. In the simulation 


trials, the number of hauls fished on those trips was set to include only those hauls that were sampled 


(where we have records of rockfish discards). We are assuming that the simulated (true) population is 


representative of a fishing year, although the actual data may not exactly match the data used in fishery 


management. 


The total magnitude of rebuilding rockfish species discards was generally small (Table 2). Darkblotched 


rockfish were discarded the most in terms of both number of discard events (172 trips had discard) and 


magnitude of total discards (3,567 lbs). Yelloweye rockfish were discarded the least with only two fish 


discarded on two different trips (12 lbs). 
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For each simulated sampling of the observer data, the number of trips where rebuilding rockfish species 


were detected was summarized (Figure 1). For yelloweye rockfish, discards occurred on two trips. Of the 


1,000 samples (simulation trials) taken at a nominal 10% sample rate, close to 80% (close to 800 of the 


samples) detected no yelloweye discards. In other words, for approximately 800 of the 1,000 times we 


sampled, the hauls from 2 trips with yelloweye rockfish discards were not included in the sample and those 


discards were not detected. In the case of Boccacio, there were 5 trips with discards, all five hauls with 


discard were never detected within a single simulation trial under the nominal 10% sample rate. 


While Figure 1 addresses the probability of detecting discards at a fleet-wide level, this does not assess the 


potential for discards to be detected on any individual trip. In other words, what are the chances that a 


sample of a specific trip will detect discards of a specific rebuilding or rare species that occurred on that 


trip? Figure 2 presents the proportion of the 1000 simulation trials where the discards were detected from 


trips that were known to have had an occurrence of a discard of the specific species. The box contains the 


center 50% of the trips with the vertical line representing the median value. 


As a result of the sampling routine (e.g., at least one haul per trip), the median probability of a sample 


including at least one of the hauls where discards occurred was above the nominal sample rate (Figure 2). 


The range of detection is wide with some trips having a 100% probability of discard detection even at a 


10% sample rate (e.g. darkblotched rockfish in Figure 2). The probability of sampling a trip and having one 


or more hauls with detected discard events in the sample is a function of the trip length as well as the rarity 


of discarding. In the extreme, a trip with only two hauls will always have one haul sampled, and hence will 


always have a 50% probability of detecting the discard event. There are a few trips where the probability of 


detecting the discard event is less than the nominal sample rate. 
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Table 1: Total number of hauls and discarded rockfish in catch share fisheries. This includes the Limited Entry Halibut 


fishery (CA) but does not include mid-water trawl trips. 


 Number 
of Trips 


Number 
of Hauls 


Mean Hauls per Trip 
(range) Actual Sample Rates for Nominal 


Northern Area  10% sample 25% sample 50% sample 
Bottom Trawl 856 7,225 8.4 (1 to 28) 19.1 31.8 54.6 
Hook and Line 21 402 19.1 (1 to 38) 24.5 36.5 55.3 


Pot 79 774 10.0 (1 to 23) 18.25 31.5 54.0 
Southern Area     


Bottom Trawl 296 1,555 5.2 (1 to 15) 26.7 35.7 56.3 
Hook and Line 71 211 3.0 (1 to 20) 47.3 48.0 57.4 


Pot 148 736 5.0 (1 to 30) 50 55.3 67.2 
 


 


Table 2: Summary of frequency and magnitude of rebuilding rockfish species discards in the 2011 NW observer data for 


catch share trips. This includes the Limited Entry Halibut fishery (CA) but does not include mid-water trawl trips. 


  Northern Area Southern Area 
Total 


  Bottom Trawl Hook and 
Line Pot Bottom 


Trawl 
Hook and 


Line Pot 


Trips (hauls) 
Bocaccio 


0 0 0 5 (6) 0 0 5 (6) 


Number Fish (lbs) 0 0 0 16 (19) 0 0 16 (19) 


Trips (hauls) Canary 
Rockfish 


15 (31) 0 0 0 0 0 15 (31) 


Number Fish (lbs) 189 (303.5) 0 0 0 0 0 189 (303.5) 


Trips (hauls) 
Cowcod 


0 0 0 4 (5) 0 0 4 (5) 


Number Fish (lbs) 0 0 0 17 (7) 0 0 17 (7) 


Trips (hauls) Darkblotched 
Rockfish 


133 (346) 5 (31) 1 (1) 32 (46) 0 1 (1) 172 (425) 


Number Fish (lbs) 4,481 (3,181) 96 (266) 1 (1) 517 (118) 0 1 (1) 5096 (3567) 


Trips (hauls) Pacific Ocean 
Perch 


53 (78) 4 (15) 0 0 0 0 57 (93) 


Number Fish (lbs) 253 (723) 31 (56) 0 0 0 0 284 (779) 


Trips (hauls) Yelloweye 
Rockfish 


2 (2) 0 0 0 0 0 2 (2) 


Number Fish (lbs) 2 (12) 0 0 0 0 0 2 (12) 
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Figure 1: Probability of detecting discard events for 6 species of rockfish. Probability of detection is computed as the proportion of simulation trials where 


discard of the species was detected on a trip where rockfish were discarded. Inset table depicts the actual number of trips where each species was discarded. 


Note changes in y-axis scaling. 
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Figure 2: The trip-specific proportion of simulation trial (samples) that included hauls with rockfish discard. Each data point represents the probability of 


detecting rockfish discards for a single trip where rockfish were discarded. The box outlines the center 50% of the data points while the vertical line inside 


the box represents the median proportion over all trips. 
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February 12, 2013 
 
EM Workshop Presentation Description 
 
Presenters (Karl Haflinger and Eric Torgerson) are currently working on a NFWF funded 


project to reduce the time spent reviewing electronic video monitoring data by 


developing computer algorithms to flag activity on a fishing vessel that may indicate 


when discards could potentially occur.  Discarding of fish can occur any time from when 


the net arrives alongside the vessel and is taken aboard to when the vessel ties up at the 


processor, and this is one reason why previous efforts to use EM in trawl fisheries have 


incorporated extensive manual video review.  Rather than devote significant man hours to 


review, we are working to develop software-based approaches that allow for a focused, 


time saving review of video based on the identification of activities where discards could 


occur.   We envision that the scenario for video review would be:  


• At the end of each trip a vessel would upload recorded video to a secure server.   
• Software on this server would then scan the recorded video record for activity on 


deck that needed to be examined.  Where such examinations are necessary, a 
bookmark would be added to the table of contents for that particular trip.     


• Additional bookmarks would be set to the net hauling event, and to a series of 
random examination points in the trip.   


• Once a table of contents to the trip footage was assembled, the observer in charge 
of monitoring the video can scan through all significant events in the trip – rather 
than the entire trip – resulting in less time spent reviewing video material.  The 
entire trip would remain on the secure server and be available to Federal 
management staff as necessary.  


 
Our presentation at the workshop will consist of a demonstration of the techniques we 
have developed to date under this contract. 


 


 
Sea State, Inc - 2/12/13 
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PSMFC Project – 2012 Season Results (30 min) Dave Colpo 


• Observer data were not made available to provide data comparisons between observer
data and video data for this briefing book


• 2012 Vessels outfitted with cameras:
o Whiting: 6 vessels
 Both shoreside and at-sea deliveries
 Deliveries to Newport & Astoria primarily


o Fixed gear vessels: 5 vessels
 4 pot boats; 1 pot & line gear boats
 Deliveries to Morro Bay & Half Moon Bay


o All cameras supplied by Archipelago Marine Research (AMR)
o Video review software provided by AMR


• NMFS direction: PSMFC met with representatives of the NW Region and NW Fisheries
Science Center (July) to receive NMFS direction on cameras


• PSMFC secured funding to support camera field work through June 2014


• PSMFC hired/trained 1 video reviewer; on line to hire second in March


• PSMFC/IPHC PIs discussed possibility of developing analysis/modeling of halibut
viability using available or readily available data:


o Sea temperature
o Deck temperature
o Length of tow/set
o Length of time on deck


o PSMFC has funds to support modeling efforts at the levels described by IPHC PI


• PSMFC, in collaboration with the AFSC Observer program, provided cameras for use in
software development to expedite video review


• PSMFC developed video storage array: ~100TB main storage with similar sized backup
storage
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Northeast Region Pilot Program 
By Melissa Hooper 


 
In 2010, the Northeast Fisheries Science Center and Archipelago Marine Research, Ltd. initiated a multi-
year pilot project to test the applicability of electronic monitoring (EM) technology in the Northeast 
region.  The study has focused on evaluating the utility of EM to monitor discards by Northeast 
groundfish cooperatives (aka “Sectors”), a multispecies catch share fishery.  Approximately 30% at-sea 
observer coverage is currently required to monitor catch toward quota allocations.  Some members of 
the New England Council and the fishing industry are interested in using EM in place of, or to 
supplement, observer coverage to reduce costs.  To date, the pilot project has focused on building 
capacity and exploring methods for estimating weight and identifying to species.  Preliminary results are 
promising and the Northeast Regional Office and Science Center are evaluating next steps for the pilot 
project and EM, which may include expanding experiments to hone methods for species identification 
and weight estimation, developing operational protocols, and planning for implementation. 
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ELECTRONIC MONITORING –  
BACKGROUND, PURPOSE AND NEED, GOALS AND OBJECTIVES 


 
Context for Electronic Monitoring Deliberations (Background) .................................................. 1 


Why 100% Monitoring? ............................................................................................................. 1 


Why Monitoring With Observers?.............................................................................................. 2 
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Goals and Objectives  (Strawman to Initiate Discussion Only – Based on Council Discussion) 4 


MSA and FMP Policy Goals and Objectives ................................................................................ 5 
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Groundfish FMP Goals and Objectives ...................................................................................... 6 
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Rebuilding Plan Goals and Objectives ................................................................................... 9 


License Limitation Goals and Objectives (Amendment 6) ................................................... 10 


Trawl Rationalization Program Provisions for Tracking and Monitoring .................................. 11 
 


Context for Electronic Monitoring Deliberations (Background) 


Prior to the trawl rationalization program, the West Coast groundfish observer program 
monitored approximately 20 percent of the trips taken on groundfish trawl vessels.  The trawl 
rationalization program relies on the monitoring of all trips.  See page 11 for the current 
language on electronic monitoring in the trawl rationalization appendix (Appendix E) to the 
groundfish FMP.  Modification of this language would occur through a regulatory amendment.  
 


Why 100% Monitoring? 


One hundred percent monitoring is required to provide for the individual accountability on which 
the program relies, to fully achieve the potential program benefits, and to prevent the complexity 
and challenging enforcement circumstances which would arise if some vessels were monitored 
and others were not.  The trawl fishery is a multispecies fishery in which the allowable harvest 
levels for some stocks (potentially including overfished species) constrain total harvest.  If a 
vessel were not monitored on a particular trip, the elimination of individual accountability would 
generate an incentive to alter fishing behavior and target stocks that are more difficult to catch 
without encountering high levels of constraining species.  The trawl rationalization program has 
helped the fleet make tremendous gains in bycatch avoidance.  During an unmonitored trip the 
incentive to avoid bycatch would be minimal.  Alternative regulations would have to be 
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developed for unmonitored trips, adding to regulatory complexity.  Those regulations would 
have to assume high bycatch rates for constraining species in order to ensure that the trawl 
allocations not be exceeded. The assumption of such high bycatch rates would increase vessel 
operation costs (require the vessel to use more quota) and diminish quota potentially available 
for the remainder of the fleet.  To provide more opportunity, different bycatch rates could be 
created for different harvest areas.  However, this would increase regulatory complexity with a 
greater number of management lines and assumed bycatch rates, make the calculation of trip 
catch more complex and time consuming, and potentially burden enforcement with 
determination of whether any tows on the trip crossed into the high bycatch area.  This example 
assumes that area of catch is the only parameter affecting high bycatch rates of constraining 
species.  Other parameters such as the sonar signal on which fishermen set their gear and the 
configuration and manner in which the gear is fished may also affect bycatch rates.  For example, 
halibut excluders might be disabled on unmonitored trips in order to increase CPUE.  Finally, the 
Council is in the process of considering more fully achieving the potential benefits of the 
individual incentives provided by the trawl rationalization program by liberalizing a number of 
regulations governing trawl vessels (e.g. gear regulations).  If some vessels were unmonitored, 
two sets of regulations might need to be maintained, one for monitored vessels the other for 
unmonitored vessels, further increasing regulatory complexity.  For these reasons, 100 percent 
monitoring is required for effective function of the program. 
 


Why Monitoring With Observers? 


Currently 100% monitoring is achieved through the use of observers on the vessels.  The 
Council’s final action on trawl rationalization included a provision allowing vessel observes to 
be supplemented with cameras (one of the most common forms of electronic monitoring), but 
not allowing the use of cameras to completely fulfill the monitoring function.  At the time the 
Council took final action, the program had already been in development for over five years and 
consideration of camera monitoring may have further delayed implementation.  The trawl 
rationalization program entailed a tremendous change to the fishery and, while the change was 
expected to be positive, there was concern about the potential for unexpected consequences.  
Even though cameras had been successfully used to monitor the whiting fleet on an experimental 
basis, the incentives provided by individual accountability also create an incentive to avoid 
detection, which was not present during the development of the camera monitoring program for 
the whiting fishery.  The West Coast Groundfish Observer Program was successfully monitoring 
about 20% of the trips and was a familiar tool.  While the incentives to avoid detection could 
also lead to behaviors frustrating the observer’s role, a human observer has more ability than a 
camera system to detect and respond to contingencies and collect information useful to 
modifying the monitoring program.  The decision to not include cameras as an alternative to 
observes was made in the context of uncertainties about the performance of the overall program 
and cameras and potential delays in program implementation that may have resulted from a more 
careful considering of the camera options.   
 
Purpose and Needs (Strawman to Initiate Discussion Only – Based on Council 
Discussion) 


These circumstances, under which electronic monitoring was originally rejected, have changed.  
Fishery managers have now had two years of experience under the program, which has provided 
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a better understanding of how the fishery performs and how fishermen operate under the 
program.  This has reduced some of the uncertainty about potential unintended consequences.  
Now, increasing information is becoming available on the performance of electronic monitoring 
and there is time to more carefully consider the utility of electronic monitoring relative to human 
observers.  There are a number of needs that an alternative to monitoring with observers may 
address.  First, for vessels, the need to pay for vessel observers is one of the most expensive 
compliance costs associated with participation in the trawl rationalization program.  For the first 
years of the program, NMFS has subsidized observer costs to help the fleet though the period of 
adjusting to the new management system.  Overall fleet profits, and consequently the price of 
quota, will be below what they might otherwise be if less expensive monitoring is available.  
Second, small vessels may be disproportionately affected by observer costs.  Vessels are billed 
for observers on a per day basis, and because smaller vessels have a lower total revenue per day 
at sea [this statement needs to be verified with data] observer costs reduce vessel net revenue 
disproportionately more than for larger vessels.  On this basis, over time it might be expected 
that quota will migrate to larger vessels and there will be fewer smaller vessels in the fleet—
assuming small vessels do not have other countervailing advantages.  Third, because of the 
overhead involved with maintain observer availability in small somewhat isolated ports with 
relatively low demand for observers, at least one observer company has indicated that it may pull 
out of at least one of the small ports on the West Coast.  Thus, over time, smaller ports may be 
disadvantaged by the observer requirement, relative to larger ports.  Fourth, if overall monitoring 
costs can be reduced (those borne by both private parties and the public), national net economic 
benefits may be increased.  And finally, the observer fee system puts pressure on vessels to fish 
in unsafe conditions.  Because vessels are billed on per day both for at-sea and for standby time, 
vessels may incur higher costs for standing down due to marginal weather conditions.  In 
summary, the needs for action are: 
 


• to reduce total observer costs for the fleet as a whole, 
• to reduce relative cost burden for small vessels,  
• to ensure that vessels operating out of smaller ports have an equitable opportunity to 


acquire observers,  
• to increase national net economic benefits, and 
• to reduce the pressure on vessels to fish in poor weather 


 
while at the same time providing for catch monitoring adequate to maintain full functionality of 
the trawl rationalization program, in particular with respect to maintaining individual 
accountability. 
 
While considering policy adjustments to meet these needs, there is also a need to ensure 
continued collection of adequate scientific data on the fishery.  The effect of any changes in 
observer coverage on the quantity and quality of other biological and habitat data will need to be 
considered and appropriate adjustments made.  On the one hand, the use of electronic monitoring 
may reduce the amounts of some types of data collected by the fishery monitoring system.  On 
the other hand, it is possible that electronic monitoring might otherwise mitigate some of the 
potential losses or that the amounts of other types of useful data might be increased.  
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Goals and Objectives (Strawman to Initiate Discussion Only – Based on Council 
Discussion) 


The regulatory objectives for this action are closely tied to the needs and would be intended to 
further the policy goals and objectives of the Magnuson-Stevens Act (MSA) and the groundfish 
fishery management plan (FMP).  The regulatory objectives for this action are to: 
 


1. reduce total fleet monitoring costs; 
2. reduce disproportionate costs for small vessels; 
3. maintain monitoring capabilities in small ports; 
4. increase national net economic value generated by the fishery; and 
5. decrease incentives for fishing in unsafe conditions, 


 
while  


6. maintaining individual accountability for catch,  
7. maintaining the collection of biological information necessary for managing the fishery, 


for stock assessments, and to meet other needs for scientific data, 
8. taking into account agency budgets and abilities to support any new policy, and  
9. following an implementation path most optimal for the fishery. 


 
The following section contains a list of the MSA and FMP policy goals and objectives most 
directly furthered by to these regulatory objectives.   
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MSA and FMP Policy Goals and Objectives 


This section contains the primary goals and objectives cited in the MSA and the groundfish FMP 
and related amendments.   
 
MSA – National Standards 5 
Groundfish FMP Goals and Objectives 6 
Trawl Rationalization Goals and Objectives (Amendment 20) 8 
Rebuilding Plan Goals and Objectives 9 
License Limitation Goals and Objectives (Amendment 6) 10 
 
Those that appear least related to electronic monitoring have been struck through.  There may be 
some that are not yet stricken that should be.  Further, during review, additional sections of the 
MSA and FMP providing standards and requirements may be found to include implicit goals and 
objectives relevant to deliberations on electronic monitoring.  These may be added to this list as 
they are identified. 
 
Finally, trawl rationalization program language related to tracking and monitoring is provided on 
page 11. 
 


MSA Management Standards 


 SEC. 301. NATIONAL STANDARDS FOR FISHERY 16 U.S.C. 1851 CONSERVATION 
AND MANAGEMENT 


NS-1 Conservation and management measures shall prevent overfishing while achieving,on a 
continuing basis, the optimum yield from each fishery for the United States fishing industry. 


NS-2 Conservation and management measures shall be based upon the best scientific information 
available. 


NS-3 To the extent practicable, an individual stock of fish shall be managed as a unit throughout its 
range, and interrelated stocks of fish shall be managed as a unit or in close coordination. 


NS-4 Conservation and management measures shall not discriminate between residents of different 
States. If it becomes necessary to allocate or assign fishing privileges among various United 
States fishermen, such allocation shall be (A) fair and equitable to all such fishermen; (B) 
reasonably calculated to promote conservation; and (C) carried out in such manner that no 
particular individual, corporation, or other entity acquires an excessive share of such privileges. 


NS-5 Conservation and management measures shall, where practicable, consider efficiency in the 
utilization of fishery resources; except that no such measure shall have economic allocation as its 
sole purpose. 


NS-6 Conservation and management measures shall take into account and allow for variations among, 
and contingencies in, fisheries, fishery resources, and catches. 


NS-7 Conservation and management measures shall, where practicable, minimize costs and avoid 
unnecessary duplication. 


NS-8 Conservation and management measures shall, consistent with the conservation requirements of 
this Act (including the prevention of overfishing and rebuilding of overfished stocks), take into 
account the importance of fishery resources to fishing communities by utilizing economic and 
social data that meet the requirements of paragraph (2), in order to (A) provide for the sustained 
participation of such communities, and (B) to the extent practicable, minimize adverse economic 
impacts on such communities. 
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 SEC. 301. NATIONAL STANDARDS FOR FISHERY 16 U.S.C. 1851 CONSERVATION 
AND MANAGEMENT 


NS-9 Conservation and management measures shall, to the extent practicable, (A) minimize bycatch 
and (B) to the extent bycatch cannot be avoided, minimize the mortality of such bycatch. 


NS-10 Conservation and management measures shall, to the extent practicable, promote the safety of 
human life at sea. 


 


Groundfish FMP Goals and Objectives 


General FMP 


 GROUNDFISH FMP GOALS AND OBJECTIVES 
  
FMP – G1 Goal 1 - Conservation.  Prevent overfishing and rebuild overfished stocks by managing for 


appropriate harvest levels and prevent, to the extent practicable, any net loss of the habitat of 
living marine resources. 
 


FMP – G2 Goal 2 - Economics.  Maximize the value of the groundfish resource as a whole. 
 


FMP – G3 Goal 3 - Utilization.  Within the constraints of overfished species rebuilding requirements, 
achieve the maximum biological yield of the overall groundfish fishery, promote year-round 
availability of quality seafood to the consumer, and promote recreational fishing opportunities. 
 


 Objectives.  To accomplish these management goals, a number of objectives will be considered 
and followed as closely as practicable: 
 


FMP – O1 Conservation 
 
Objective 1.  Maintain an information flow on the status of the fishery and the fishery resource 
which allows for informed management decisions as the fishery occurs.  


FMP – O2 Objective 2.  Adopt harvest specifications and management measures consistent with resource 
stewardship responsibilities for each groundfish species or species group. Achieve a level of 
harvest capacity in the fishery that is appropriate for a sustainable harvest and low discard rates, 
and which results in a fishery that is diverse, stable, and profitable.  This reduced capacity should 
lead to more effective management for many other fishery problems. 


FMP – O3 Objective 3.  For species or species groups that are overfished, develop a plan to rebuild the stock 
as soon as possible, taking into account the status and biology of the stock, the needs of fishing 
communities, recommendations by international organizations in which the United States 
participates, and the interaction of the overfished stock within the marine ecosystem. 


FMP – O4 Objective 4.  Where conservation problems have been identified for non-groundfish species and 
the best scientific information shows that the groundfish fishery has a direct impact on the ability 
of that species to maintain its long-term reproductive health, the Council may consider 
establishing management measures to control the impacts of groundfish fishing on those species.  
Management measures may be imposed on the groundfish fishery to reduce fishing mortality of a 
non-groundfish species for documented conservation reasons.  The action will be designed to 
minimize disruption of the groundfish fishery, in so far as consistent with the goal to minimize 
the bycatch of non-groundfish species, and will not preclude achievement of a quota, harvest 
guideline, or allocation of groundfish, if any, unless such action is required by other applicable 
law. 
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 GROUNDFISH FMP GOALS AND OBJECTIVES 
FMP – O5 Objective 5.  Describe and identify EFH, adverse impacts on EFH, and other actions to conserve 


and enhance EFH, and adopt management measures that minimize, to the extent practicable, 
adverse impacts from fishing on EFH. 


 
FMP – O6 


Economics 
Objective 6.  Within the constraints of the conservation goals and objectives of the FMP, attempt 
to achieve the greatest possible net economic benefit to the nation from the managed fisheries. 


FMP – O7 Objective 7.  Identify those sectors of the groundfish fishery for which it is beneficial to promote 
year-round marketing opportunities and establish management policies that extend those sectors 
fishing and marketing opportunities as long as practicable during the fishing year. 


FMP – O8 Objective 8.  Gear restrictions to minimize the necessity for other management measures will be 
used whenever practicable.  Encourage development of practicable gear restrictions intended to 
reduce regulatory and/or economic discards through gear research regulated by EFP. 


 
 
FMP – O9 


Utilization 
 
Objective 9.  Develop management measures and policies that foster and encourage full 
utilization (harvesting and processing), in accordance with conservation goals, of the Pacific 
Coast groundfish resources by domestic fisheries. 


FMP – O10 Objective 10.  Recognize the multispecies nature of the fishery and establish a concept of 
managing by species and gear or by groups of interrelated species. 


FMP – O11 Objective 11.  Develop management programs that reduce regulations-induced discard and/or 
which reduce economic incentives to discard fish.   Develop management measures that 
minimize bycatch to the extent practicable and, to the extent that bycatch cannot be avoided, 
minimize the mortality of such bycatch.  Promote and support monitoring programs to improve 
estimates of total fishing-related mortality and bycatch, as well as those to improve other 
information necessary to determine the extent to which it is practicable to reduce bycatch and 
bycatch mortality. 


 
 
FMP – O12 


Social Factors. 
 
Objective 12.  When conservation actions are necessary to protect a stock or stock assemblage, 
attempt to develop management measures that will affect users equitably. 


FMP – O13 Objective 13.  Minimize gear conflicts among resource users. 
FMP – O14 Objective 14.  When considering alternative management measures to resolve an issue, choose 


the measure that best accomplishes the change with the least disruption of current domestic 
fishing practices, marketing procedures, and the environment. 
 


FMP – O15 Objective 15.  Avoid unnecessary adverse impacts on small entities. 
 


FMP – O16 Objective 16.  Consider the importance of groundfish resources to fishing communities, provide 
for the sustained participation of fishing communities, and minimize adverse economic impacts 
on fishing communities to the extent practicable.  
 


FMP – O17 Objective 17.  Promote the safety of human life at sea. 
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Trawl Rationalization Goals and Objectives (Amendment 20) 


 TRAWL RATIONALIZATION GOALS AND OBJECTIVES 
A20-G Goal 


Create and implement a capacity rationalization plan that increases net 
economic benefits, creates individual economic stability, provides for full 
utilization of the trawl sector allocation, considers environmental impacts, 
and achieves individual accountability of catch and bycatch. 


 
 Objectives 


 
The above goal is supported by the following objectives:  


A20-O1 1. Provide a mechanism for total catch accounting. 
A20-O2 2. Provide for a viable, profitable, and efficient groundfish fishery. 
A20-O3 3. Promote practices that reduce bycatch and discard mortality and minimize ecological 


impacts. 
A20-O4 4. Increase operational flexibility. 
A20-O5 5. Minimize adverse effects from an IFQ program on fishing communities and other fisheries to 


the extent practical. 
A20-O6 6. Promote measurable economic and employment benefits through the seafood catching, 


processing, distribution elements, and support sectors of the industry. 
A20-O7 7. Provide quality product for the consumer. 
A20-O8 8. Increase safety in the fishery. 
 Constraints and Guiding Principles 


 
The above goals and objectives should be achieved while the following occurs: 


A20-C1 1. Take into account the biological structure of the stocks including, but not limited to, 
populations and genetics. 


A20-C2 2. Take into account the need to ensure that the total OYs and allowable biological catch (ABC) 
are not exceeded. 


A20-C3 3. Minimize negative impacts resulting from localized concentrations of fishing effort. 
A20-C4 4. Account for total groundfish mortality. 
A20-C5 5. Avoid provisions where the primary intent is a change in marketing power balance between 


harvesting and processing sectors. 
A20-C6 6. Avoid excessive quota concentration. 
A20-C7 7. Provide efficient and effective monitoring and enforcement. 
A20-C8 8. Design a responsive mechanism for program review, evaluation, and modification. 


 A20-C9 10. Take into account the management and administrative costs of implementing and oversee the 
IFQ or co-op program and complementary catch monitoring programs, as well as the limited 
state and Federal resources available. 
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Rebuilding Plan Goals and Objectives 


 4.6.3.1  GOALS AND OBJECTIVES OF REBUILDING PLANS 
RBP-G 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
RBP-O 


The overall goals of rebuilding programs are to (1) achieve the population size and structure that 
will support the MSY within a specified time period that is as short as possible, taking into 
account the status and biology of the stock, the needs of fishing communities, and the interaction 
of the stock of fish within the marine ecosystem; (2) minimize, to the extent practicable, the 
adverse social and economic impacts associated with rebuilding, including adverse impacts on 
fishing communities; (3) fairly and equitably distribute both the conservation burdens 
(overfishing restrictions) and recovery benefits among commercial, recreational, and charter 
fishing sectors; (4) protect the quantity and quality of habitat necessary to support the stock at 
healthy levels in the future; and (5) promote widespread public awareness, understanding and 
support for the rebuilding program.  More specific goals and objectives may be developed in the 
rebuilding plan for each overfished species. 
 
To achieve the rebuilding goals, the Council will strive to (1) explain the status of the overfished 
stock, pointing out where lack of information and uncertainty may require that conservative 
assumptions be made in order to maintain a risk-averse management approach; (2) identify 
present and historical harvesters of the stock; (3) where adequate harvest sharing plans are not 
already in place, develop harvest sharing plans for the rebuilding period and for when rebuilding 
is completed; (4) set harvest levels that will achieve the specified rebuilding schedule; (5) 
implement any necessary measures to allocate the resource in accordance with harvest sharing 
plans; (6) promote innovative methods to reduce bycatch and bycatch mortality of the overfished 
stock; (7) monitor fishing mortality and use available stock assessment information to evaluate 
the condition of the stock;  (8) identify any critical or important habitat areas and implement 
measures to ensure their protection; and (9) promote public education regarding these goals, 
objectives, and the measures intended to achieve them. 
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License Limitation Goals and Objectives (Amendment 6) 


The following are the goals and objectives for LE adopted by the Council in April 1990.  The 
primary objective directly addresses the overcapacity problem, and the secondary objectives 
address the ways the Council hopes LE will promote achievement of the Council's goals and 
objectives for the groundfish fishery. 
 


 11.1.2  Goals and Objectives for Groundfish Limited Entry 
A6-G Goals.  The goals for the west coast groundfish fishery LE program are to improve stability and 


economic viability of the industry while recognizing historic participation, meet groundfish 
management objectives, and provide for enforceable laws. 
 


A6-PO Primary Objective.  The primary objective of the LE program will be to limit or reduce harvest 
capacity in the west coast groundfish fishery. 
 


A6-SO Secondary Objectives.  In pursuit of the primary objective, the following secondary objectives 
will be addressed: 


 Economic 
A6-SO1 1. Promote long-term economic stability. 
A6-SO2 2. Increase net returns from the fishery. 
A6-SO3 3. Allow flexibility for combination vessels. 
 Management 
A6-SO4 4. Stabilize management regimes by reducing need for frequent inseason changes. 
A6-SO5 5. Reduce the cost of management. 
A6-SO6 6. Reduce bycatch and waste. 
A6-SO7 7. Encourage effort in underutilized species fisheries. 
 Enforcement 
A6-SO8 8. Promote cost-effective enforcement by reducing need for frequent changes and tight trip 


limits. 
A6-SO9 9. Promote logistically viable enforcement by minimizing need to use regulations such as 


trip limits or subarea closures which are more difficult to enforce. 
 Social 
A6-SO10 10. Recognize and accommodate historical participation of those investing their life and 


resources in the fishery. 
A6-SO11 11. Maintain a mechanism for fishery entrance/exit and flexibility for change in the fleet. 
A6-SO12 12. Reduce conflicts between user groups by limiting or reducing effort competition for the 


same resource. 
A6-SO13 13. Provide a stable supply of groundfish to the public at a reasonable price. 
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Trawl Rationalization Program Provisions for Tracking and Monitoring 


 
Table D-1.   Full description of the IFQ Program for shoreside trawl deliveries. 


A-2.3.1 
Tracking, 
Monitoring 
and 
Enforcement 


It is the Council intent to provide NMFS flexibility sufficient to design and implement a tracking and 
monitoring program that will achieve the goals and objectives of the trawl rationalization program. 
Discarding by Shoreside Sector 
Nonwhiting – Discarding of IFQ species allowed, discarding of IBQ species required, discarding of 


nongroundfish species allowed.  
Whiting  


Maximized retention vessels:  
Discarding of fish covered by IFQ or IBQ, and nongroundfish species prohibited. 


Vessels sorting at-sea: 
Same as for nonwhiting. 


At-Sea Catch Monitoring for Shoreside Sector 
Nonwhiting – The sorting of catch,  the weighing and discarding of any IBQ and IFQ species, and the 


retention of IFQ species must be monitored by the observer. 
Whiting  


For maximized retention vessels: video monitoring as proposed under Amendment 10.  
Observers would be required in addition to or as a replacement for video monitoring.  


For vessels that sort at-sea:  The sorting, weighing and discarding of any IFQ or IBQ 
species must be monitored by an observer with supplemental video monitoring. 


 
Shoreside Landings Monitoring  


The sorting, weighing and reporting of any IFQ species must be monitored by a shoreside 
landings monitor (IBQ will have been discarded at sea).  


 
Catch Tracking Mechanisms for Shoreside Sector 


Electronic vessel logbook report   
VMS-based electronic logbook required to be transmitted from vessel.  At-sea entry by 


vessel personnel required including catch weight by species and if retained or 
discarded. 


Vessel landing declaration report   
Mandatory declaration reports. 


Electronic ITQ landing report 
Mandatory reports completed by processors and similar to electronic fishticket report. 


Processor production report 
Mandatory reports (possible inclusion of proprietary data included to be recommended as 


option is fleshed out). 
 


Cost Control Mechanisms for Shoreside Sector 
Shoreside landing hour restrictions  


Landing hours may be restricted. 
Shoreside site Licenses 


 Mandatory license for shoreside deliveries.  License can be issued to any site that meets the 
monitoring requirements.  


Vessel Certification 
   Mandatory certification. Certificate can be issued to any vessel that meets the monitoring 


requirements. 
 


Program Performance Measures for Shoreside Sector 
Integrate into the tracking and monitoring program the collection of data on cost, earnings and 
profitability; economic efficiency and stability; capacity measures; net benefits to society; distribution 
of net benefits; product quality; functioning of quota market; incentives to reduce bycatch; market 
power; spillover effects into other fisheries; contribution to regional economies (income and 
employment); distributional effects/community impacts; employment in seafood catching and 
processing; safety; bycatch and discards; administrative, enforcement, and management costs. (See 
A-2.3.2) 
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B-1.4 At-sea Observers/ Monitoring 
 
At-sea Whiting Fishery:  100 percent observer coverage aboard MS and CP will continue.  
Observers would be required in addition to or as a replacement for video monitoring. 
 
For some coverage, cameras may be used in place of observers (feasibility to be determined).  It 
is the Council’s intent to provide NMFS flexibility sufficient to design and implementation a 
tracking and monitoring program that will achieve the goals and objectives of the trawl 
rationalization program. 
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Electronic Monitoring Workshop
Pacific Fishery Management Council
Embassy Suites - Portland Airport
Portland, Oregon
February 25-27, 2013


“Legal and Enforcement Considerations”


Niel Moeller
Regional Enforcement Attorney
NOAA General Counsel Office


Seattle, WA


1. In a civil administrative enforcement proceeding, NOAA must prove facts constituting the
violation by a preponderance of reliable, probative, substantial, and credible evidence.  This
standard requires NOAA to demonstrate that the facts it seeks to establish are more likely than
not to be true.


2. NOAA’s administrative enforcement proceedings are governed by the procedures in 15 Code
of Federal Regulations Part 904.  Under 15 C.F.R. § 904.251(a)(2), “All evidence that is
relevant, material, reliable, and probative, and not unduly repetitious or cumulative, is admissible
at the hearing.  Formal rules of evidence do not necessarily apply to the administrative
proceedings, and hearsay evidence is not inadmissible as such.”


3. The Federal Rules of Evidence apply only in federal district court, and do not apply to NOAA
administrative hearings, however the administrative law judge (ALJ) hearing a NOAA
administrative enforcement case may choose to consider the Federal Rules, and related federal
case decisions, for general guidance on evidentiary issues, including Federal Rule of Evidence
702, which governs the admissibility of scientific or technical expert witness testimony in federal
district courts.   


4. In bringing an enforcement action based on electronic monitoring (EM) technology, NOAA
may choose to rely on expert testimony and related evidence to establish the reliability of the EM
technology, and the accuracy of the data it produces.  In an enforcement hearing, in determining
whether to admit or exclude scientific or technical evidence relating to EM technology, the ALJ
may choose to apply certain factors developed by the U.S. Supreme Court in Daubert v. Merrell
Dow Pharmaceuticals, Inc., 509 U.S. 579 (1993) to determine whether scientific testimony is
sufficiently reliable:  (1) whether the scientific theory or technique can be tested; (2) whether the
theory or technique has been subjected to peer review and publication; (3) whether there is a
known or potential error rate; and (4) whether the theory or technique is generally accepted in
the scientific community.


PFMC EM Workshop Agenda Item D.1.c 
Supplemental Attachment 2 – NOAA GCEL


February 2013








Pacific States Field Study (Workshop Objective 3) (1.5 hours) Colpo/DeVore 


2013 study design 


• 2013 vessels (expected):
o Groundfish trawlers
 Verbal agreement on up to 12 vessels
 Expectation of discards of halibut, salmon, large fish (sharks) and logs/crab pots,


etc.
 Expectation of retention of all other catch


o No directed whiting vessels expected in 2013
 Some groundfish trawlers expected to participate in whiting


o Fixed gear vessels: 12 vessels
 Mix of pot boats and pot/line boats
 4 of 5 CA vessels are expected to return
 Add OR/WA fixed gear vessels


• Cameras
o AMR expected to provide cameras for all groundfish trawlers and CA fixed gear


vessels
o AMR expected to provide cameras/support some OR/WA fixed gear vessels
o Expectation is all AMR video will be reviewed by PSMFC staff with AMR providing


backstop support as needed
o Sub-contract negotiations are ongoing at this time


o Saltwater Inc. expected to provide cameras/field support for up to 4 OR fixed gear
vessels (Newport/Astoria)


o Limited video software review options at this point
o Sub-contract negotiations are ongoing at this time
o Expectation is all Saltwater video will be reviewed by PSMFC staff


PFMC EM Workshop Agenda Item E.2 
Attachment 1 - PSMFC 2013 Design 


February 2013












  PFMC EM Workshop Agenda Item B.3 
  Attachment 1 – EM in Alaska 
  February 2013 
 


Electronic Monitoring in Alaska - Synopsis for Agenda Item B.3 


The 2013 Alaskan Observer Program differs from that used in the North Pacific since 1990 as the 
commercial fleet now has either a full or a partial observer coverage requirement.  The partial coverage 
category covers primarily the smaller catcher vessels, many of which have not had observers before.  
The National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) is now randomizing deployment among vessels 
designated to be in the partial coverage category.  In expanding the observer program, the North Pacific 
Fisheries Management Council (Council) recognized that observers may not be workable on many 
smaller vessels and has considered electronic monitoring (EM) as a potential tool to provide information 
for the future.  The Council included EM in their motion on proposed observer regulations (NPFMC, 
2011), setting a “goal of integrating EM into the observer program as an alternative tool for meeting 
program requirements”.  For EM to be viable, it must provide useful information in a cost effective 
manner. To date, the results of EM studies have been n mixed (e.g. Bonney et al. 2009, Cahalan et al. 
2010, Dalskov and Kindt-Larson 2009).  However, well designed EM programs do offer a way to obtain 
specific independent fishery data on board vessels and to validate self reported data. NMFS in Alaska 
will begin testing Electronic Monitoring (EM) systems on small (<57.5 LOA) fixed gear halibut and 
sablefish IFQ vessels in April 2013. 


Our project strategy and design incorporates many of the lessons learned from past studies in Alaska 
and elsewhere. This study is intended to assess the efficacy of using technology for capturing, 
quantifying discard and effort; and build Agency infrastructure for an information system that can be 
scaled to support large scale implementation. The study will address challenges to managing a fishery 
using an integrated system approach that incorporates data collected through a variety of sources that 
includes electronic reporting (eticket, elog and sensors), data obtained from camera based systems and 
observer information. We will specifically examine; 1) the durability of EM equipment under Alaskan 
fishing conditions; 2) precision and accuracy of the data collected by EM, 3) infrastructure issues related 
to cost, data management, post processing, enforcement, fleet management, and integration with the 
catch accounting database, and 4) the need for timely data for quota fishery management.   


In an effort to reduce post-processing cost of video data we will also conduct a feasibility study for 
automated image processing techniques to identify and capture serial catch events and obtain length 
measurements of catch using stereo cameras. This work is already well underway at the AFSC through 
development of a survey CamTrawl (RACE) that tracks individual fish caught in an underwater trawl and 
provides length measurements. We will also conduct a feasibility study (EM light) for collection of 
temporal-spatial catch and effort data in the small boat commercial groundfish and halibut fleet. These 
data may have the potential to inform; 1) post stratification assumptions, 2) observer effect, 3) accuracy 
of eticket area landings data, 4) define high bycatch rate areas 4) inform stock assessments (Index of 
CPUE) 5) and inform enforcement in a near real time basis.  These studies have the potential to not only 
greatly reduce costs of an electronic monitoring program, but greatly advance cutting edge technology 
that will lead to improved data quality and control.  


To better inform the NMFS and Council process for establishing or modifying the existing AK monitoring 
program, we will present a strategic technology monitoring plan to the NPFMC in June 2013 for their 
review and comment. This plan will focus on implementation process and consider a broad range of 
goals, objectives and information that NMFS is currently responsible for and those specific to the AK 
fishery management plan(s). The plan will contrast how different monitoring tools and strategies can 
contribute to achieving a wide range of objectives.  It will also serve to help identify specific high priority 
goals and objectives that the Council believes is vital for attaining the management goals of the fishery 
or mission of NOAA-Fisheries.    
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To: The Nature Conservancy (TNC) 
Fr: Kate Quigley, Cap Log Group, LLC (CapLog) 
Dt: October 20, 2012 
Re: Introduction to Economic Model and Summary of Monitoring Concepts for the West 


Coast Groundfish IFQ Program 


In September 2012, CapLog was asked to work with The Nature Conservancy (TNC) and an 
advisory group of fishing representatives from multiple fishing communities, as well as 
other NGOs to complete two tasks: 


(1) Develop a simple tool that will help stakeholders assess the potential impact on 
individual groundfish fishing businesses and their communities as the fishing 
industry takes responsibility for paying for 100% on-board monitoring and other 
fishery management costs. 


(2) Present a short summary of monitoring tools that have been used in other fisheries 
to reach monitoring goals comparable to the West Coast Groundfish IFQ Program 
(the “IFQ Program”).  


Economic Model and Findings 
CapLog solicited 2011 economic data from twelve groundfish fishing businesses in several 
communities in California and Oregon. The businesses approached included two gear types: 
trawl and pots/traps. The average per trip (groundfish) landings for these vessels ranged 
from 2,000 to 35,000 pounds. Their cost and landings information allowed CapLog to build 
a model that can be refined and shared with West Coast fishing operations and 
communities. In addition, this model has provided individuals volunteering data a detailed 
snapshot of both their current financial performance and the potential financial impact on 
their businesses of increased responsibility for covering monitoring and management costs. 
Find below summary findings from the participating vessels, as well as an explanation of the 
model intended for vessels, their communities and other industry stakeholders. CapLog 
does not intend for the summary information provided below to be considered actual 
projections; rather we view this paper and the associated model as a tool to contribute to 
thinking about the impact of different decisions on the financial viability of both vessels and 
communities of vessels. Copies of the model will be available to interested parties on-line at: 
http://www.caploggroup.com/Cap_Log_Group/Tools.html 


Monitoring Standards and Tools 
CapLog worked with a team of advisors that included persons with significant experience in 
the West Coast Groundfish IFQ Program, as well as international experts to: (a) Summarize 
recent and existing studies of monitoring tools; (b)Outline possible monitoring objectives 
that would support the goals of the IFQ Program; and (c) Collate a few examples of 
monitoring tools that have been used in similar fisheries within and outside of the US. 
CapLog does not seek to provide a comprehensive review or analysis of such tools; as 
documented in the first section, such work is already underway with regards to electronic 
monitoring in this fishery. Rather, CapLog seeks to identify practices and tools that are being 
tested or have been used in other multispecies trawl fisheries with bycatch concerns in order to 
help others explore useful monitoring approaches and tools used elsewhere. 


PFMC EM Workshop Agenda Item B.2.b 
Attachment 2 - Cap Log Report 


February 2013
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Economic Model and Findings 
The financial viability of groundfish fishing businesses will be impacted when the industry 
becomes responsible for paying for 100% on-board observer coverage and other fishery 
management fees. While some businesses may continue to operate their vessels for reasons 
unrelated to the financial viability of groundfish fishing (e.g., in order to provide work for 
crew outside of other fishing seasons), the increased costs associated with covering 
monitoring will potentially make their groundfish fishing businesses less viable. Persons 
knowledgeable and active in the fishery will likely not be surprised by this statement.  
 
Summary of Economic Findings from Participating Vessels 
Twelve vessels provided some level of data (e.g., costs, landings, revenue). This data was 
used to build an economic model for individual and multiple vessels. For purposes of 
showing how the model might be used, below we present data from five vessels that 
provided the most complete data and agreed to share this information with the public. 
These vessels may or may not be a representative sample of the over 100 active 
vessels in the fishery. Readers should NOT assume that the information presented 
below can be extrapolated across the fleet. That said, the analysis suggests that the 
viability of various fishing communities will likely be affected to different degrees by the 
shift to industry-paid observer coverage.  
  
Sample Use of Model to Understand Changes in Cost for Vessels or Communities 
The model can show how the shift in responsibility for paying for 100% on-board observer 
coverage and other scheduled management fees may affect a group of vessels. The tables 
below were generated using the model; they show the impact of the projected increase in 
costs resulting from monitoring and managements costs being shifted to industry. 
  
Table 1: Estimated Current Monitoring and Management Fees for IFQ Program 
Based on actual vessel 2011 data and on current industry payment responsibilities 


 


 
 
Table 2: Estimated Future Monitoring and Management Fees for IFQ Program 
Based on actual vessel 2011 data and on planned industry payment responsibilities 
 


 


Monitoring 


Regime


Gross Revenue 


from 


Groundfish 


Trips


Cost % of Rev Cost % of Rev Cost % of Rev Cost % of Rev Cost % of 


Rev


Vessel One 660,000$         33,000$  5.0% -$          0.0% 26,015$  3.9% -$        0.0% 59,015$      8.9%


Vessel Two 350,000$         17,500$  5.0% -$          0.0% 10,080$  2.9% -$        0.0% 27,580$      7.9%


Vessel Three 308,000$         15,400$  5.0% -$          0.0% 7,344$    2.4% -$        0.0% 22,744$      7.4%


Vessel Four 276,000$         13,800$  5.0% -$          0.0% 5,124$    1.9% -$        0.0% 18,924$      6.9%


Vessel Five 352,000$         17,600$  5.0% -$          0.0% 6,100$    1.7% -$        0.0% 23,700$      6.7%


Total Management 


and Monitoring Costs


Trawl Buyback Fee 


(5%)


IFQ Cost Recovery 


Fee (3%)


Groundfish Trip 


Monitoring Costs 


(recurring)


First Receiver Catch 


Monitoring Costs 


(recurring)


Monitoring 


Regime


Gross Revenue 


from 


Groundfish 


Trips


Cost % of Rev Cost % of Rev Cost % of Rev Cost % of Rev Cost % of 


Rev


Vessel One 660,000$         33,000$  5.0% 19,800$    3.0% 75,625$  11.5% 4,582$    0.7% 133,007$    20.2%


Vessel Two 350,000$         17,500$  5.0% 10,500$    3.0% 56,000$  16.0% 1,575$    0.5% 85,575$      24.5%


Vessel Three 308,000$         15,400$  5.0% 9,240$      3.0% 40,800$  13.2% 2,039$    0.7% 67,479$      21.9%


Vessel Four 276,000$         13,800$  5.0% 8,280$      3.0% 18,900$  6.8% 1,260$    0.5% 42,240$      15.3%


Vessel Five 352,000$         17,600$  5.0% 10,560$    3.0% 22,500$  6.4% 2,250$    0.6% 52,910$      15.0%


Total Management 


and Monitoring Costs


Trawl Buyback Fee 


(5%)


IFQ Cost Recovery 


Fee (3%)


Groundfish Trip 


Monitoring Costs 


(recurring)


First Receiver Catch 


Monitoring Costs 


(recurring)
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The vessel data analyzed on the previous page validates a concern voiced by many of the 
groundfish fishermen that additional monitoring cots will negatively impact the fishing 
fleet. The primary reasons include: 


 
a. The cost of observers varies across the fishery. The cost of observers is not constant 


across vessels or communities. The cost to the vessel varies based on the provider(s) 
available in your region and the number of trips the vessel takes or the vessels in the 
community take. Costs to the vessel currently can vary from about $61.50 to $290.00 
per sea day ($390 to $620 without NMFS financial assistance), depending on how many 
trips are taken in a month. As such, certain communities of vessels with higher sea day 
costs actually pay more now and will continue to do so in the future. This finding is 
reflected in the difference in costs currently borne by different vessels in the sample 
(for example, Vessel One currently pays a higher amount per day of on-board 
monitoring than Vessel Three). 
 


b. The observer companies may not be sufficiently profitable in many locations in the fishery 
to continue to provide consistent observer coverage at current rates. There are 
indications that observer providers may be unable to supply observers to many 
locations at the current prices. If observer providers are not profitable at current prices, 
they will either have to increase their rates for observer coverage or decrease service 
offerings in certain areas; both outcomes would exacerbate the financial impact to 
certain vessels. Further discussions with observer companies may be warranted to 
inquire about likely future sea day prices for different communities, as well as to 
identify possible ways to structure contracts to ensure the profitability needed to 
provide such coverage. 


 
Using Model to Estimate Impact on Financial Viability of Groundfish Fishing Businesses  
In addition to understanding the relative cost of monitoring and management fees now and 
in the future, the model is built to allow users to consider the potential impact of this shift 
on the financial viability of groundfish fishing businesses on a vessel level or within a 
particular community. It does so by allowing the user to consider three separate but related 
income streams associated with the IFQ Program: quota leasing, groundfish fishing 
operations and groundfish labor (captains and crew).1 This allows users to make reasonable 
assumptions and use real data from groundfish fishing businesses on landings, revenue and 
operating costs to understand impact on their fishing businesses or a community of fishing 
businesses. They can compare the business’ net income with an opportunity cost (adjusted 
for the number of days fishing for groundfish) to suggest a likelihood of continued 
participation in the West Coast Groundfish IFQ Program. The model allows them to enter 
such data and assumptions and then explore the impact of the change from current 
responsibilities for paying for monitoring and other management fees to planned future 
responsibilities for the 100% on-board monitoring program and the IFQ Cost Recovery Fee. 


                                                        
1 Although there is overlap between each (e.g., business owners owning QS, vessel captains owning fishing 
businesses), in order to understand the financial viability of groundfish fishing businesses and fishing communities 
supported by those businesses, it is helpful to consider these separate income streams. For example, a viable 
groundfish fishing business ultimately needs to generate sufficient revenue to pay for the full costs of participating in 
the fishery and operating its business. These full costs include both leasing all of the QP required to land groundfish 
(from affiliated or unaffiliated entities) as well as paying a captain and crew (even if it may own QP and have an 
owner-captain that does not receive a crew share). If such cost factors are not included, the groundfish business may 
be subsidized by either the owner of the QS or by the captain and crew. 
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The model may be helpful in exploring the differential impact in particular communities of 
the shift in responsibilities for paying for these fees. In doing so, it is important to recognize 
that some vessels may choose to remain active in the fishery for non-economic reasons that 
are not fully considered by this tool. 
 
Using Model to Estimate the Effect of Other Monitoring Approaches on Groundfish Fishing 
Vessels Businesses 
In addition to understanding the potential economic impact (both on individual vessels and 
communities of vessels) of the shift in payment for the 100% on-board monitoring program, 
the model allows users to begin to explore how alternative monitoring tools, such as 
electronic monitoring, might affect the costs and the subsequent financial viability of vessels 
and communities. The model classifies both one-time (investment) and recurring costs for 
electronic monitoring, based on assumptions entered by users.   
 
Table 3 below uses an estimate of $165 per day for the recurring electronic monitoring 
costs and assumes 100% electronic monitoring and no on-board monitoring for the sample 
vessels. It holds all of the other data and assumptions constant. The example highlights how 
a reduction in one of the programmatic costs associated with groundfish fishing could affect 
the profitability of a particular vessel or a group of vessels. 
  
Table 3: Estimated Future Monitoring and Management Fees for IFQ Program with 
100% Electronic Monitoring (rather than 100% On-board Monitoring) 
Based on actual vessel 2011 data and on planned industry payment responsibilities 


 


 
 
 
As stated before, the results from five vessels presented above do not necessarily represent 
the situation across the entire fishery; that said, further use of models like this one at a 
fishing community level may be helpful in informing stakeholders of the effects of the 
increased responsibility for paying for the costs of management and monitoring on vessels 
active in their communities. Likewise, they can help inform how alternatives to 100% on-
board monitoring that meet the necessary monitoring requirements may improve the 
economic viability of fishing vessels and communities in this fishery. 
  


Monitoring 


Regime


Gross Revenue 


from 


Groundfish 


Trips


Cost % of Rev Cost % of Rev Cost % of Rev Cost % of Rev Cost % of 


Rev


Vessel One 660,000$         33,000$  5.0% 19,800$    3.0% 24,956$  3.8% 4,582$    0.7% 82,339$      12.5%


Vessel Two 350,000$         17,500$  5.0% 10,500$    3.0% 23,100$  6.6% 1,575$    0.5% 52,675$      15.1%


Vessel Three 308,000$         15,400$  5.0% 9,240$      3.0% 16,830$  5.5% 2,039$    0.7% 43,509$      14.1%


Vessel Four 276,000$         13,800$  5.0% 8,280$      3.0% 6,930$    2.5% 1,260$    0.5% 30,270$      11.0%


Vessel Five 352,000$         17,600$  5.0% 10,560$    3.0% 8,250$    2.3% 2,250$    0.6% 38,660$      11.0%


Total Management 


and Monitoring Costs


Trawl Buyback Fee 


(5%)


IFQ Cost Recovery 


Fee (3%)


Groundfish Trip 


Monitoring Costs 


(recurring)


First Receiver Catch 


Monitoring Costs 


(recurring)
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Monitoring Standards and Tools 
 
Summary of Electronic Monitoring Pilot Studies in the Pacific 
 
Morro Bay 
TNC contracted with Archipelago to expand upon a 2008 study in Morro Bay. Six vessels 
were monitored over a five and a half month period and for a total of 332 hauls, taking place 
during over 125 days at sea. EM system data collection was 91% overall for all participating 
vessels and trips and the majority of the lost data was of low risk since it occurred during 
transit to and from the fishing grounds. Every vessel carried an observer and skippers filled 
out a haul-by-haul fishing logbook for every trip. The EM data collected was matched up and 
used for catch assessment comparisons with 97% of all hauls recorded by observer and 
fishing log. 


EM and observer fishing event and catch data were available for over 105,000 total fish 
catch items and a total of 276 fishing events. EM data had 1% less pieces of catch than 
observer overall, with high agreement on piece counts of sablefish (1% difference) and 
grouped rockfish (4% difference), the two most important species groups of this study (for 
market and conservation reasons, respectively). There were 328 events compared between 
EM and fishing log data. The total piece comparison between EM and fishing log data was 
very good, since fishing log data contained 0% different total catch items and 1% more and 
4% less items for sablefish and rockfishes respectively. All but one of 329 fishing events 
captured on video were usable (deck lights failed during a night haul on the one unusable 
record).  While sun glare during the day and backlighting by deck lights during night hauls 
can adversely affect video quality, determining catch count and composition was essentially 
unaffected. 


Pacific States Marine Fisheries Commission  
In conjunction with Archipelago, the PSMFC is testing the use of electronic monitoring to 
demonstrate the feasibility of using electronic monitoring (EM) for compliance monitoring 
on selected commercial fishing vessels as an alternative to human observers. 


Short Term Goals: (1) Compare EM to the observer data to determine confidence levels; 
(2) Set up EM review and camera install and maintenance infrastructure; (3) Solve the 
issues through a collaborative group. 


Long Term Goals: (1) Maintain the biological integrity of the existing system; (2) Save 
some money for the fishermen and taxpayers; (3) Insure the confidence of the landing and 
discard data; (4) Integrate with electronic logbooks; (5) Look for opportunities to add to 
stock assessment information. 


An update on this pilot program will be provided at the November 2012 Council meeting 
and is available in the Briefing Book. 
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Develop Video Monitoring for Full Retention Fisheries (WA, OR)  
Grantee: Marine Conservation Alliance Foundation 


This project will develop a video-based catch monitoring system and computer-aided video 
review software. By reducing the number of human observers and reviewers involved in 
the monitoring of full-retention fisheries, the cost of the observer program should decrease.  


Full-retention fisheries or fisheries with minimal discards that do not require observer 
speciation should benefit from the application of video technologies, as observers often 
have no duties when not recording catch on deck. In such fisheries, video systems have been 
tested to allow for more observer coverage at lower costs and on smaller vessels that have 
difficulty accommodating observer, but video has generally been found to be as costly as 
live observer coverage, due in part to inefficient review processes. Reducing the video 
review time should allow for faster data turnaround and greater observer coverage in areas 
with fixed budgets for observers. This project will collect video from the shoreside whiting 
fishery off the coast of Washington and Oregon. Movement-recognition algorithms will be 
developed and used to develop the interface that will allow video reviewers to quickly 
assess significant on-deck events, eliminate unproductive review time and reduce the cost 
of implementing video observing programs. 
 
Development and Evaluation of Image Recognition Software (CA) 
Grantee: Fishermen's Marketing Association, Inc. 


This project will develop and evaluate image recognition software that can be used to 
screen video images collected onboard commercial fishing boats. It will track discard 
activities and identify the species of fish being discarded. 
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Brief Overview of Monitoring Standards and Tools Used in Other Fisheries 
 
CapLog interviewed nine fisheries monitoring experts from the US, British Columbia, Nova 
Scotia and New Zealand in order to identify practices and tools that have been successfully 
employed in fisheries with similar profiles to the non-whiting Pacific Groundfish fishery 
(multispecies trawl gear, constraining species and significant bycatch).  CapLog identified 
the following fisheries as potentially the most comparable to the Pacific IFQ Program: 
 


1) British Columbia Groundfish Trawl – 100% on-board observer coverage 
2) Northeast Groundfish Trawl – 25% on-board observer coverage (including 8% on-


board coverage by scientific observers) 
3) EU North Sea Groundfish (Denmark, England, Scotland) – electronic monitoring 
4) Australian Southeast Multispecies Trawl Fishery – 5% on-board observer coverage 
5) New Zealand Multispecies Trawl – 0-30% on-board observer coverage depending 


on vessel size due to cost concerns 
6) Nova Scotia Groundfish Fishery – 2-20% on-board observer coverage depending on 


area  
7) Alaska Groundfish Fishery – 30-100% on-board observer coverage depending on 


vessel size and poundage caught for certain species 
 
The following observations are based on the interviews and available literature: 
 


1) Observer coverage rates (particularly those associated with trawl gear) can 
fluctuate from year-to-year in each fishery and are not generally available 
through technical reports or on-line;  


 
2) Monitoring standards are not effectively identified in most of these programs. In 


many cases, once an IFQ was implemented, the existing programs were 
expanded without identifying what the monitoring needs were; and  


 
3) Needs faced by each fishery varied widely. In fisheries outside the US, the 


monitoring frequently focused on recording marine mammal and seabird 
interactions. Most fisheries outside of the US did not have the depleted stock 
concerns that exist for West Coast Groundfish IFQ Program. 


 
This brief overview validated the challenge facing the Council and the importance of the on-
going work to test electronic monitoring tools and software for the West Coast Groundfish 
IFQ Program. Experts consistently identified on-board observers for trawl vessels and 
electronic monitoring for fixed gear vessels as the most established monitoring tools being 
used. The experts identified a worldwide struggle to find affordable monitoring for fisheries 
where only a small level of risk is acceptable. Some people have suggested focusing on the 
trade-offs between the monitoring tool and other options as a way to illustrate the impacts 
of use. One individual suggested discussing the potential trade-off between the ABC buffer 
and the level of monitoring used.  
 
In summary, this initial overview highlights that the West Coast Groundfish IFQ Program 
has an opportunity to take an international leadership role both in establishing clear 
objectives (standards) for the monitoring program and in identifying and implementing 
affordable monitoring for a fishery with a low level of risk tolerance. One possible step in 
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the review of monitoring options might be for the Council to link its requirements for 
monitoring tools to objectives it has established for the IFQ Program.  
  
 
 
 
 
 


Possible core monitoring requirements might include: 
1. Documenting species, locations and weights of groundfish (a) to ensure compliance 


with a vessel’s quota pounds and (b) to determine total mortality of groundfish 
species by collecting weight and species retained.  


2. Determining the weight and identification of species discarded at sea. 
a. Estimating the total mortality of halibut.    


3. Documenting interactions with protected species.   
a. The species and condition upon release also needs to be recorded. 


 
Additional requirements that may or may not be part of the catch monitoring program include: 


4. Collecting information on where fishing activities are occurring and what gears are 
being fished.  


5. Collecting biological samples in order to determine stock structure, fecundity 
and overall spawning stock biomass estimates. 


6. Collecting economic data from fishermen and first receivers in order to calculate 
relative contributions to both cost recovery and the buyback program and track 
success of the program. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Exploratory experiments were carried out between November 2011 and May 2012 as part 
of the New England electronic monitoring (EM) pilot project to provide preliminary data 
on: 1) whether estimating weight using length-weight conversions and/or volumetric 
estimates should be pursued further and 2) whether EM data can be used to identify 
discarded fish species in the Northeast (NE) groundfish fishery.  


Observers and EM systems were simultaneously in place and the experimental methods 
were intended to allow for comparisons of observer and EM reviewer data at the 
individual fish and basket level. EM data was analyzed by two independent reviewers, 
Reviewer A and Reviewer B.  


Results from the length-weight experiments found no significant difference between 
weights calculated from observer lengths and actual weights collected by the observer 
(bootstrap mean difference of -0.3491 lbs and upper bound of 95% CI 0.2247 lbs). 
Bootstrapped mean differences between observer and reviewer calculated weights 
revealed a statistically significant difference between the measurements and, on average, 
flounder species were underestimated by 3.67% ( Reviewer A) and 8.02% (Reviewer B). 
Atlantic cod was, on average, underestimated by 8.78% (Reviewer A) and overestimated 
by 12.20% (Reviewer B).  


Volume experiment results showed that reviewers overestimated the weight of flounders 
compared to actual weights on average by 1.778 lbs (Reviewer A) and 0.872 lbs 
(Reviewer B) per basket using small baskets and by 4.850 lbs (Reviewer A) and 6.32 lbs 
(Reviewer B) per basket using bushel baskets. Gadids were overestimated on average by 
1.79 lbs (Reviewer A) and 2.40lbs (Reviewer B) by basket. Reviewers overestimated 
mainly due to very low volumes being rounded up to ¼ basket full estimates.  


Species identification experiment results showed that Reviewer A and B had similar 
results for sand dab flounder, Atlantic cod and ocean pout, where reviewers matched 
observer identification in >90% of entries. American plaice flounder had 63% and 66% 
matched identification for Reviewer A and B respectively. American plaice flounder was 
difficult to identify whenever its mouth was not clearly visible. Yellowtail flounder and 
winter flounder had high matching success for Reviewer A (97% and 91% respectively) 
but Reviewer B had difficulties detecting the identifying characteristics on these species 
(66% and 19% matching success respectively). Expansion of the exploratory experiments 
is needed to include additional species and increase the sample sizes for others as well as 
to incorporate methodology changes to increase the identification success for American 
plaice and achieve greater consistency in identifying winter, and yellowtail flounder 
among reviewers. 


The data collected during these exploratory experiments was sparse and the results 
presented in this report are preliminary. However, the preliminary results show that the 
use of length-weight relationships should be pursued further as it is a promising method 
for estimating discarded weight of some regulated species and that the EM video can be 
used by reviewers to consistently identify a variety of species, including some, but not 
all, flounders. Volumetric methods may not be well suited for accurate weight estimation 
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in applications with low catch volumes since reviewers overestimated weight mainly due 
to very low volumes being rounded up to ¼ basket full estimates. Overall the results are 
positive, especially considering that there was limited opportunity to improve the 
methodologies since the experiments spanned only 14 trips, and we do not see any 
obvious obstacles to working on resolving the outstanding issues identified through 
further work. This work should include expanding the experiments in order to collect data 
on more species, improve species identification and weight estimation as well as develop 
operational methodologies. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
In April 2010, the Fisheries Sampling Branch (FSB) of the Northeast Fisheries Science 
Center (NEFSC) of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) 
contracted with Archipelago Marine Research Ltd. (Archipelago) on a multi-year project 
to test the applicability of electronic monitoring (EM) technology for collecting catch and 
effort data aboard vessels, and evaluating the utility of EM in monitoring catch in the 
Northeast multispecies fishery (also referred to as the NE groundfish fishery).  


The first year of the project focused on building local capacity to support current and 
future EM efforts in the region and gathering an initial comparative data set with observer 
and EM data (Pria et al., 2011). For this initial data set, observer and EM data were 
collected independently and used different methods which introduced too many external 
factors to be able to understand how species identification and weight estimation using 
EM data may differ from observer identification and weight collection. 


To begin answering the question of how these weight estimation methodologies and 
species identification may compare between observers and EM reviewers, we carried out 
exploratory experiments that used observer data to ground truth the estimated weights 
and species identification gathered from EM. Given that weight cannot be determined 
directly from EM visual data, we chose to explore two methods for estimating weight 
from video data: using fish length and applying length-weight relationships, and using 
volumetric estimates and applying density factors.  


The exploratory experiments had two independently tested objectives: 


• To provide preliminary data to decide whether estimating weight using length-weight 
conversions and/or volumetric estimates should be pursued further, and  


• To provide preliminary data on whether EM data can be used to consistently identify 
discarded fish species in the NE groundfish fishery. 


The exploratory experiments were carried out on a commercial fishing operation so that 
the experiments would be based on real catch composition and at-sea environmental 
conditions. However the exploratory experiment design was as independent of vessel 
layout or gear type as possible and was based on a semi-controlled environment with the 
intention to maximize the alignment between the two data sources and limit external 
factors influencing the comparisons. The design was not intended to adhere to operational 
observer or EM on-board methodologies.  


This report presents the work done during the exploratory experiments with the intention 
of identifying which methodologies are worth pursuing further. In addition, the report 
identifies some of the key methodology elements that would be required when 
developing operational applications. 
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2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Vessel Selection 
Vessels used for these exploratory experiments were selected from those participating in 
the New England EM pilot study. Vessels were selected based on the following criteria:  


• Good track record for providing high quality EM data (complete EM data 
collection for the entire fishing trip with EM system powered from port to port).  


• Actively targeting and discarding regulated species. 
• Vessel captain agreeable to carrying observers and modifying catch-handling 


practices for the purpose of the experiments. 
 
Data used in this report were from two day-trawlers, herein referred to as Vessel A and 
Vessel B.  
 
Data Collection Timeframe 
Exploratory experiment data collection took place between November 2011 and May 
2012 (Table 1).  
 
Table 1  Data collection periods by experiment for each of the two vessels 


 Length Volume Species Identification 
Vessel A Nov 2011- Feb 2012 Nov 2011 – Mar 2012 Mar 2012 
Vessel B n/a May 2012 May 2012 


 
Due to the nature of the data collected for length and species identification experiments 
(catch had to be sorted by species for length experiment and randomly sorted for species 
identification experiment), length and species identification data could not be collected 
on the same haul. Volume data were collected on all experimental hauls. Observers 
concentrated on collecting length and volume data for the first part of the experimental 
data collection period and species identification and volume data for the second part. The 
data collection period finished at the end of May. 
 
Species Involved in the Experiment 
The experiment concentrated on working with discarded regulated species. These species 
are prohibited or regulated through trip limit and ACE. 
 
The species regulated through trip limit was Atlantic halibut (Hippoglossus hippoglossus) 
while those prohibited were Atlantic wolffish (Anarhichas lupus), ocean pout (Zoarces 
americanus) and sand dab flounder (Scophthalmus aquosus). ACE regulated species 
were:  
 


• Atlantic cod (Gadus morhua) 
• Haddock (Melanogrammus aeglefinus) 
• Pollock (Pollachius virens) 
• Redfish  (Sebastes spp)  
• White hake (Urophycis tenuis) 
• American plaice flounder (Hippoglossoides platessoides) 
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• Winter flounder (Pseudopleuronectes americanus) 
• Witch flounder (Glyptocephalus cynoglossus) 
• Yellowtail flounder (Limanda ferruginea) 


 
Overview of Experimental Design 
Experimental design was based on collecting and reviewing EM data and comparing 
them to data collected by an observer. For this comparison to be meaningful, EM and 
observer data had to be collected in a manner that maximized alignment. 
 
FSB project staff were on board each experimental trip to collect the data for the 
exploratory experiments. For the purposes of this report FSB staff on board experimental 
trips will be referred to as “observers.” Observers collected standard at-sea monitor 
(ASM) program data as well as data specifically for comparison with EM reviewer data. 
Only experiment-specific data were used for comparison to EM reviewer data. 
 
In all experimental hauls the observer and crew put aside all regulated species that were 
to be discarded. The observer then sorted this catch by species into baskets and took a 
weight of each basket, either using a Marel scale or a spring scale. Spring scales were 
used during hauls in which the motion-compensated scale could not be calibrated 
properly. The observer then collected data depending on the experiment being carried out 
(described in sections 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3). 
 
Two independent reviewers examined all fishing events: one Archipelago reviewer 
(Reviewer A) and two FSB staff (grouped as Reviewer B). All reviewers were trained in 
NE groundfish identification and EM video review. No catch information from the 
observer data set was available to the reviewers ahead of video review.  
 
The exploratory experiments assumed observer data and actual weights from observers to 
be accurate (i.e. no observer measurement error was calculated or considered in the data 
analysis). However, it is possible that errors within observer data introduced differences 
between the data sets. 
 
EM System Description 
The EM systems used to gather data consisted of a control centre, a user interface 
(monitor and keyboard), a suite of sensors (including GPS receiver, hydraulic pressure 
transducer, and a drum rotation sensor), and up to four waterproof armored-dome closed 
circuit television (CCTV) cameras (Figure 1).   
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Figure 1  Schematic of the electronic monitoring system used in the experiments 
 
EM Data Collection 
EM sensor data were recorded continuously while the EM system was powered, which 
was intended to be for the entire duration of the fishing trip (i.e. from the time the vessel 
left port to engage in fishing, to the vessel’s return to port). Video recording started once 
the winch rotated or hydraulic pressure exceeded a threshold level after the vessel left 
port, and video recording ended when the vessel returned to port. 
 
Camera Configuration 
Two cameras were used for recording video data on each vessel (Table 2).  One camera 
was set up to provide an orthogonal, close-up view of the discard area and the other 
provided a wide-angle view of the deck (Figure 2 and Figure 3). On Vessel A the wide-
angle view was initially used for estimating basket fullness (for the first five hauls) but it 
was determined that a close-up view of the baskets was more appropriate. The wide-angle 
view was changed at the end of January to capture the observer working area and was 
used by the reviewer to be alerted when fish entered the close-up camera field of view, 
which made it easier to align the two data sets at the individual fish-level. 
 
Table 2  Camera installation specifications. Distances are from the camera dome to the center of 
view. Distance for Vessel A wide-angle view camera corresponds to observer working area view 


Vessel Camera Lens Size 
(mm) 


Distance 
(m) 


Location 


Vessel A     
 Close-up 12.0 2.13 Wheelhouse overhang, starboard side. 
 Wide-angle 8.0 3.81 Wheelhouse gantry starboard mast. 
Vessel B     


 Close-up 12.0 1.93 Wheelhouse gantry lower crossbar. 
 Wide-angle 6.0 3.96 Wheelhouse gantry ‘A’ frame port side. 
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Figure 2  Camera views from Vessel A: The top two examples display the initial wide-angle camera 
view for basket fullness estimation (top left), and the modified wide-angle view for context (top right). 
The bottom two examples are the close-up view of the discard area used for basket fullness 
estimation (bottom left) and length and species identification (bottom right) 
 


  
Figure 3  Camera views from Vessel B: Wide-angle view (left) and close-up view (right) 
 
On Vessel A, the close-up camera view of the discard chute was used for taking length 
measurements during the length experiments and for identifying catch during species 
identification experiments. It was also used for estimating basket fullness in ten out of 
fifteen hauls where volume experiments were carried out. The wide-angle view was used 
for estimating basket fullness in five out of fifteen hauls. 
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Similarly, the close-up camera view was used for basket fullness estimation on Vessel B 
and the wide angle view was used to alert the reviewer to baskets being placed on the 
close-up field of view. 
 


2.1. Length experiment 
 
All fish in the experiment were presorted by species (to avoid introducing error due to 
species identification). The fish moved one by one through the close-up view of the 
discard area, which for the vessel used was a half PVC pipe discard chute, and the discard 
chute and camera were fixed at a constant distance.  
 
Length measurements were taken according to the NEFSC bottom trawl survey methods 
(center-line fork lengths for species with forked tails and center-line total lengths for 
species with round or square tails). The only exception was Atlantic halibut for which 
NEFSC bottom trawl survey collects forked length, but observers in this experiment 
collected total length. 
 
Observers measured each fish to the nearest centimetre and placed the fish at the end of 
the conveyer belt for it to slide onto the discard chute. Fish length measurements were 
recorded in the same order that the fish were shown on the discard chute to facilitate 
alignment between the two data sets.   
 
Reviewers determined fish length by measuring the fish in millimeters on the computer 
screen with a ruler. The screen measurements were then scaled using a multiplier 
calculated from the reference provided by the graduation marks on the discard chute. The 
multiplier was calculated by measuring the distance between the marks at the furthest left 
of the screen, the furthest right of the screen and at the center of the screen and averaging 
those three measurements. The marks were measured at the middle of the chute. 
 
(Equation 1)  Reviewer Length = screen length * multiplier  
 
Graduation marks were adjusted throughout the course of the length experiment data 
collection period (Figure 4). At the beginning of the data collection period, observers 
were requested to mark the surface of the chute with regular markings five centimeters 
apart and on the same plane as that on which the fish were going to be when measured by 
the reviewers. Observers tried to fulfill this requirement for the first five trips but were 
unable to due to complications trying to mark the chute while the vessel was at sea. The 
faint and irregular markings from these trips were used to calculate the scale multiplier 
but may have affected the reviewer length accuracy for those trips. For the final trip, the 
captain of the vessel was then requested to mark the chute in a dry location on land, 
which provided regular 5cm markings. 
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Figure 4  Variation in graduation markings throughout the length experiment data collection  
 
In some instances, reviewers had difficulties measuring the fish length for reasons 
described below (Figure 5): 


• Part of the fish was outside camera view in the images available (referred to as 
partial image) 


• Low image quality caused edge of the fish to be difficult to discern 
• Fish curled reducing the two dimensional length on the screen 
• Part of the fish covered by the discard chute (chute interference) 
• Part of the fish covered by the observer (observer interference) 


Faint 6 inch markings Irregular ~5cm markings 


Overlaid grid with 5 cm marking Regular 5 cm markings 
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Figure 5  Examples of reasons for identifying a measurement as “compromised” (measuring 
difficulties) 
 
Observer and reviewer lengths were converted to weights using NEFSC length-weight 
relationships (Wigley et al., 2003). Length-weight relationships were based on combined 
sex and on survey data which included winter data for all species, except Atlantic halibut 
(autumn) and redfish spp (spring/autumn). Fish identified to a species group (i.e. hake, nk 
or “not known”) were not included in the weight comparisons since it was not possible to 
know which hake species length-weight relationship to apply. 
 
The difference between observer and reviewer lengths and between observer and 
reviewer weights calculated from length-weight relationships was tested. Furthermore, 
the validity of the length-weight relationships was investigated by testing whether there 
was a difference between the observer actual weights and the sum of observer weights 
calculated from length-weight relationships. Finally, observer actual weights were 
compared to the total estimated reviewer weight to provide insight into whether this 
methodology can be applied in an operational setting. 
 


2.2. Volume experiment 
 
All fish were sorted by species into baskets of known volume and all baskets were shown 
in camera view.  
 


Partial image Low image quality 


Curled fish Chute interference 
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Two types of baskets were used for all but the last exploratory experiment trip: bushel 
baskets and fish totes. While carrying out these experiments it was apparent that the 
overall volume of regulated species discards was very low and most of the baskets were 
not being filled. A third basket type, about half the size of a bushel basket, was sourced at 
the end of the data collection period and was only used on the last exploratory experiment 
trip. A description of the baskets and their volumes is provided in Table 3.  
 
Observers and reviewers estimated the fullness of the baskets visually to the nearest ¼ 
based on how much the fish covered the side of the baskets. Because the bushel baskets 
had a conical shape and the fish totes had a trapezoidal shape, the volume that 
corresponded to each height estimate by the reviewer or observer was calculated using 
geometry.  
 
For all three different types of baskets used, those filled with a small amount of fish were 
considered to be ¼ full rather than rounded down to 0 and baskets with a fullness height 
between ¼ and ⅓ were rounded down to ¼, which resulted in the average amount of fish 
for the “¼ basket estimate” to be 0.1875 rather than 0.25. For this reason the 
corresponding volume proportion for the “¼ basket estimate” was based on an estimated 
fullness height of 0.19 for all baskets. 
 
Table 3  Description of the shape and size of the baskets used as well as the corresponding volume for 
each fullness level estimated by reviewers and observers 


Basket Description 
Estimated 
Fullness by 


Height 


Corresponding 
Volume 


Proportion 


Volume 
(ft^3) 


NEFOP standard conical bushel basket    
 Full 1 1.49 
 ¾ 0.71 1.05 
 ½ 0.44 0.66 
 ¼ 0.15 0.22 
NEFOP standard trapezoidal fish tote    
 Full 1 2.69 
 ¾ 0.74 2.00 
 ½ 0.49 1.32 
 ¼ 0.18 0.48 
Rectangular small basket    
 Full 1 0.61 
 ¾ 0.75 0.46 
 ½ 0.5 0.31 
 ¼ 0.19 0.12 


 
Reviewer estimated volumes were converted to weights using approximate density 
factors using Equation 2. It was not possible to obtain independent density or average 
basket weights for regulated species. Actual weights from full baskets collected in the 
experiment were used to estimate an approximate density factor. Atlantic cod, haddock 
and pollock were grouped under “gadids” and were assumed to have the same density for 
the purpose of these exploratory experiments. Similarly, all flounders were assumed to 
have the same density. The rest of the species and species groups, including Atlantic 
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halibut, were assumed to have significantly different densities to gadids and flounders 
and were not included in the volume experiment analysis because there were no full 
baskets to calculate their approximate density factors. 
 
Equation 2   Weight = Density factor * Volume 
 
The difference between observer and reviewer basket fullness estimates was tested as 
well as the difference between reviewer estimated weights and the observer actual 
weights. 
 


2.3. Species identification experiment 
 
The observer mixed all the fish and then randomly took each fish from the basket, 
recorded the species and placed the fish at the end of the conveyer belt for it to slide onto 
the discard chute. Fish identification was recorded in the same order as the fish appeared 
on the discard chute to facilitate alignment between the two data sets. All fish in the 
experiment moved through the discard chute one by one. 
 
Following NEFOP species identification guidelines, reviewers identified the fish to the 
lowest taxonomical level possible by using a minimum of two identifying characteristics 
and were free to use any characteristic they considered appropriate for that species. All 
reviewers used observer training resources to confirm identification characteristics 
including (Chase and Galbraith, 2004) as well as their previous experience. In addition 
Reviewer A used a variety of published resources (Gilbert and Williams, 1993; Douglas 
et al., 1999; Froese and Pauly, 2012). In cases where defining characteristics were not 
visible, the reviewers recorded the fish under the lowest species group for which 
identifying characteristics were discernible. Reviewers were asked to write down the 
characteristics used to identify the catch.  
 
Observer catch entries were paired with each of the reviewer’s catch entries to compare 
identification between the two at the individual catch entry level.  
 


2.4. Data Source Pairing 
 
Since the main goal of the exploratory experiments was to compare reviewer to observer 
at the catch-item or basket level, it was important to appropriately pair the two data sets. 
Analysis of individual fish or basket data required a data pairing process since the 
observer and reviewer data sets sometimes did not match up item-to-item. These 
mismatches were caused when either the reviewer or the observers did not record a fish 
or basket that was seen by the other data source. Any records that could not be reconciled 
between the two data sets were excluded from the analysis.  
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3. RESULTS 


3.1. Length Experiment 


3.1.1. Data Inventory 
 
Fish length data were collected throughout seven trips comprised of fifteen hauls in total 
and included eleven regulated species and one species group (hake, not known). There 
were 74 actual weights collected by observers throughout the length experiment. 
 
Observers collected 1,462 fish lengths and each reviewer collected 1,463. Individual 
observations were paired between the observer and reviewer data sets, and pairs where 
measurements were compromised were excluded from the final sample used in 
comparisons between observer and reviewer data for calculated weight and fish lengths 
(this process is summarized in Table 4.).   
 
The pairing of observer to each of the reviewer data sets resulted in a total 1,443 length 
matching pairs between observer and Reviewer A, and 1,444 length matching pairs 
between observer and Reviewer B (shown under “Total” in Table 4; the “No Measuring 
Difficulties” column includes the data pairs for which the reviewers did not highlight any 
problem measuring the fish length).  
 
Finally, the final sample excluded 166 of Reviewer B fish lengths of species with forks 
(Atlantic cod, haddock and Atlantic halibut) which were measured as total lengths instead 
of fork lengths. In addition, the total sample also excluded outliers caused by data entry 
errors (three from the Reviewer A data set and two from the Reviewer B data set). 
Comparisons between observer and reviewer fish lengths and calculated weights were 
based on this final sample of matching pairs which excluded all measurements that had 
measuring difficulties and those where the reviewer recorded the incorrect length type 
(total length instead of fork length).  
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Table 4  Length data pairs available for comparison by species or species group 


Species 
Original 


Observer 
Sample 


Observer- Reviewer A  
Matching Pairs 


 Observer- Reviewer B  
Matching Pairs 


Total 
No 


Measuring 
Difficulties 


Final 
Sample 


 
Total 


No 
Measuring 
Difficulties 


Final 
Sample 


Yellowtail flounder 588 587 459 459  587 510 510 
Sand dab flounder 366 361 288 288  362 326 326 
Atlantic cod 352 352 223 221  352 210 47 
American plaice flounder 72 65 61 61  65 62 62 
Winter flounder 58 57 51 51  57 53 53 
Ocean pout 11 11 4 4  11 4 4 
Haddock 9 4 4 4  4 4 1 
Atlantic halibut 2 2 2 2  2 2 1 
Hake, not known 1 1 1 1  1 1 1 
Witch flounder 1 1 1 1  1 1 1 
White hake 1 1 1 0  1 1 0 
Redfish 1 1 0 0  1 0 0 
Total 1462 1443 1095 1092  1444 1174 1006 
Total as percentage of 
original observer sample 


 99% 75% 75%  99% 80% 69% 


 
Measurements with no difficulties highlighted comprised 75% and 80% of records for 
Reviewer A and Reviewer B length measurements respectively. In both reviewer data 
sets the majority of measuring difficulties were due to only part of the fish being captured 
on the video as it traveled down the discard chute (Table 5). Reviewer A marked more 
lengths as difficult to measure compared to Reviewer B, and most of the differences 
between the two were under the “low image quality” category. “Curled fish” was the 
second most common measuring difficulty for Reviewer B and the third for Reviewer A 
but did not represent a large proportion of the total measurements (5% and 4% for 
Reviewer A and Reviewer B respectively).  
 
Table 5  Number of observations removed from the reviewer data sets due to compromised 
measurements, out of a total of 1443 and 1444 matching pairs for the Reviewer A and Reviewer B 
data sets respectively  


Measuring Difficulty 
Reviewer A  Reviewer B 


Number of 
Observations 


Percent of 
Total Pairs 


 Number of 
Observations 


Percent of 
Total Pairs 


Partial image 183 13%  200 14% 
Low image quality 77 5%  4 0% 
Curled fish 71 5%  56 4% 
Chute interference 9 1%  0 0% 
Observer interference 8 1%  10 1% 
Total 348 25%  270 19% 
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3.1.2. Comparisons  
 
Haul-Level Comparisons of Observer Calculated Weights and Actual Weights 
Actual haul weights taken by the observers were compared with the sum of the calculated 
weights from observer length measurements to test the applicability of the length-weight 
relationships for estimating discarded weight. Both a histogram of the differences and a 
scatter plot show the haul weights by species were similar between the two methods 
(Figure 6). 
 


 
Figure 6  Comparisons of observer-calculated weights and actual weights: the histogram (left) depicts 
the difference between the observer-calculated weights by species by haul and the actual weights, and 
the scatter plot (right) illustrates the actual weights and observer calculated weights. 
 
The data were not normally distributed (Shapiro-Wilk p-value<0.01) and could not be 
transformed using typical functions such as log transform, inverse or cube root. A non-
parametric bootstrapping technique and corresponding 95% normal confidence interval 
could be used in hypothesis testing (Crowley, 1992). In this report it was used for testing 
for a difference from zero for the means.  
 
There was no evidence of a significant difference on average between observer-
calculated weights and the actual deck weights; the bootstrapped haul weight mean 
difference was -0.3491 lbs with an approximate 95% confidence interval that included 
zero (-0.9265 lbs, 0.2247 lbs).  
 
Individual Fish Comparisons of Observer and Reviewer Calculated Weights 
Having established that the length-weight relationships were an appropriate way of 
estimating discarded weight by confirming that there was no significant difference 
between observer calculated and actual weights, comparisons were made between the 
individual fish weights calculated using length-weight relationships from the observer 
length data set and each of the reviewer length data sets. Hake, not known was not used 
for these analyses since a length-weight relationship could not be applied to a species 
group. 
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Initial inspection of the data revealed that they were closely correlated (Reviewer A 
adjusted R squared 0.939; Reviewer B adjusted R squared 0.949) with slopes close to one 
(Reviewer A slope 0.884; Reviewer B slope 1.135) (Figure 7). Furthermore the 
distributions of fish weight differences were centered around zero (Figure 7). 
 


  


  
Figure 7  Comparisons of observer and reviewer calculated weights for each reviewer data set 
(Reviewer A data comparisons displayed on the left and Reviewer B comparisons on the right): The 
scatter plots (top) show observer and reviewer-calculated fish weights. The histograms (bottom) show 
the difference between the observer and reviewer-calculated weights.  
 
The differences between reviewer and observer calculated weights were not normally 
distributed (Shapiro-Wilk p-value<0.01) and could not be transformed. A difference from 
zero for the means between weights was tested for using the same non-parametric 
bootstrapping technique as with the haul-level comparisons of observer calculated weight 
and actual weights. Bootstrapped confidence intervals for Reviewer A and B did not 
include zero, which provided significant evidence at an alpha level of 0.05 that 
Reviewers A and B are underestimating fish weight on average (upper bound of 
confidence intervals were -0.0505 lbs and -0.0203 lbs for Reviewer A and B respectively) 
(Table 6).  
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Using only species for which there were more than five records, the results from Kruskal-
Wallis one way analysis of variance were significant (Reviewer A H=240.631 and 
Reviewer B H=94.797, 4 d.f., P<0.001) meaning that the median difference between 
observer and reviewer calculated weights were different among the five species for both 
reviewer data sets. This effect was further confirmed using a linear regression model 
(complete test results included as Appendix I) where there was a major difference 
between the line of best fit for Atlantic Cod compared to the rest of the species in both 
Reviewer A and Reviewer B data sets. Furthermore there was no evidence of a major 
difference among flounder species in both the Reviewer A and Reviewer B data sets 
suggesting that for all flounder species the measurement bias was approximately the same 
and these species may be grouped when calculating weight differences between observer 
and reviewers. 
 
Based on these results, a bootstrapping technique was used to estimate the mean weight 
difference per fish between observer and reviewer-calculated weights of Atlantic cod and 
of flounders, which included yellowtail flounder, American plaice flounder, sand dab 
flounder and winter flounder. Both reviewers underestimated flounder weight as 
compared to observer calculated weight; Reviewer A by 0.021 lbs, or 3.66% and 
Reviewer B by 0.045 lbs, or 8.02% per flounder (Table 6).  
 
Atlantic cod was underestimated on average by 0.2172 lbs per fish (or 8.78%) by 
Reviewer A while it was overestimated by 0.3051 lb per fish (or 12.20%) by Reviewer B. 
 
Table 6  Weight differences per fish calculated from observer and reviewer data sets bootstrapped 
means and confidence intervals 


Species Type 
Reviewer A  Reviewer B 


Mean Lower 95% Upper 95%  Mean Lower 95% Upper 95% 


Overall - lbs -0.0620 -0.0736 -0.0505  -0.0287 -0.0371 -0.0203 
Atlantic cod - lbs -0.2172 -0.2636 -0.1708  0.3051 0.2130 0.3973 
Atlantic cod - % -8.782 -11.370 -6.193  12.200 8.425 15.980 
flounders - lbs -0.0214 -0.0270 -0.0159  -0.0454 -0.0511 -0.0397 
flounders - % -3.658 -4.656 -2.661  -8.022 -9.044 -7.001 


 
A second Kruskal-Wallis one way analysis of variance, which used fishing trip as the 
factor to be tested, detected a statistical significant difference between observer and 
reviewer calculated weight among fishing trips for both Reviewer A and Reviewer B data 
sets (Reviewer A H=392.299 and Reviewer B H=608.335, 6 d.f., P<0.001). 
 
Individual Fish Comparisons of Observer Lengths and Reviewer Lengths 
Comparisons between observer fish lengths and reviewer fish lengths had very similar 
results as those for the comparisons of calculated weights. Initial inspection of the data 
revealed that they were closely correlated (Reviewer A adjusted R squared 0.950; 
Reviewer B adjusted R squared 0.927) with slopes close to one (Reviewer A slope 0.931; 
Reviewer B slope 1.055) (Figure 8). Furthermore the distributions of fish length 
differences were centered around zero (Figure 8). 
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Figure 8  Comparisons of observer and reviewer fish lengths for each reviewer data set (Reviewer A 
data comparisons shown on the left, and Reviewer B comparisons on the right): The scatter plots 
(top) show observer and reviewer fish lengths. The histograms (bottom) show the difference between 
the observer and reviewer fish lengths 
 
The differences between reviewer and observer fish lengths were not normally distributed 
(Shapiro-Wilks p- value<0.01) and could not be transformed. There was evidence at 
alpha level 0.05 that the observer and reviewer lengths were statistically significantly 
different (upper bound of confidence intervals were -0.5620 cm and -0.6183 cm for 
Reviewer A and B respectively) (Table 7). 
 
Table 7  Difference from measured lengths by observers and reviewers bootstrapped means and 
confidence intervals 


Reviewer Mean (cm) Lower 95% (cm) Upper 95% (cm) 
Reviewer A -0.6742 -0.7865 -0.5620 
Reviewer B -0.7241 -0.8299 -0.6183 
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Individual Fish Comparisons of Reviewer A and Reviewer B Lengths  
Data from the two independent reviews were different. The bootstrapped mean difference 
between the two independent reviews was -1.3896cm with a 95% confidence interval of 
(-1.5234cm, -1.2561cm). 
 


3.2. Volume Experiment 


3.2.1. Approximate Density Factor Calculation 
 
Atlantic cod had 11 baskets estimated as full by reviewers while sand dab flounder and 
yellowtail flounder each had two. The actual weights of these baskets were used to 
calculate an estimated basket weight for gadids and flounders and, using the known 
volume of the baskets, calculate an approximate density for gadids and flounder species 
groups (Table 8). Since none of these baskets were filled completely, the volume was 
estimated based on 95% fullness. There were no full baskets for any of the other species 
and species groups to calculate density and these species were not included in any 
volume experiment weight comparisons.  
 
Table 8  Approximate basket density for gadids and flounders calculated from average actual 
weights of full baskets estimates 


Species Type Full Baskets 
Mean Basket 
Weight (lb) 


Basket Volume 
(ft^3) 


Approximate Density 
(lb/ft^3) 


Gadids 11 74.92 1.399002 53.55 
Flounders 4 79.80 1.399002 57.04 


 


3.2.2. Data Inventory 
 
Volumetric estimate data using bushel baskets were collected throughout 14 trips and 38 
hauls and included 11 regulated species, and one species group (hake, not known).   
 
Observers collected 188 volumetric estimates and basket weights using bushel baskets. 
Reviewer A collected 187 and Reviewer B collected 188 volumetric estimates on bushel 
baskets. Individual bushel basket observations were paired between the observer and 
reviewer data sets resulting in a total 183 volumetric estimate pairs between observer and 
Reviewer A and 185 volumetric estimate pairs between observer and Reviewer B (shown 
under total matching pairs in Table 9).  
 
Volumetric estimates using fish totes were collected on one trip throughout two hauls for 
two regulated species. The observer and Reviewer A collected two volumetric estimates 
and Reviewer B collected one, which resulted in two volumetric estimate pairs between 
observer and Reviewer A and one volumetric estimate pairs between observer and 
Reviewer B (shown under total matching pairs in Table 9).  
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Volumetric estimate data using small rectangular baskets were collected throughout one 
trip and six hauls and included four regulated species, including redfish. The observer 
collected 14 volumetric estimates and basket weights. Reviewers also collected 14 
volume estimates. Individual basket observations were paired between the observer and 
reviewer data sets resulting in a total of 14 volumetric estimate pairs between observer 
and each reviewer (shown under total matching pairs in Table 9).  
 
Weight comparisons were only conducted on gadids and flounder volume estimates 
excluding full baskets because these were used to approximate a volume estimate. 
 
Table 9  Volume estimates data pairs available for comparison by basket type and species or species 
group 


Basket 
Type 


Species / Species Groups Fish Type 


Observer- Reviewer A 
Matching Pairs   


Observer- Reviewer B 
Matching Pairs 


Total 
Weight 


Comparison 
 Total 


Weight 
Comparison 


Bushel Basket       
 Atlantic cod gadids 37 26  38 27 
 Haddock gadids 3 3  3 3 
 Sand dab flounder flounders 33 31  33 30 
 Yellowtail flounder flounders 31 29  32 29 
 Winter flounder flounders 31 31  31 31 
 American plaice flounder flounders 25 25  25 25 
 Witch flounder flounders 3 3  3 3 
 Ocean pout other 15 n/a  15 n/a 
 Hake, not known other 2 n/a  2 n/a 
 White hake other 1 n/a  1 n/a 
 Atlantic halibut other 1 n/a  1 n/a 
 Redfish other 1 n/a  1 n/a 
 Total for bushel basket  183 148  185 148 
Fish Tote       
 Atlantic cod gadids 1 n/a  1 n/a 
 Atlantic halibut other 1 n/a  0 n/a 


Total for fish tote  2 n/a  1 n/a 
       


Small Basket       
 Witch flounder flounders 6 6  6 6 
 American plaice flounder flounders 6 6  6 6 
 Redfish other 1 n/a  1 n/a 
 Atlantic halibut other 1 n/a  1 n/a 


 Total for small basket  14 12  14 12 


 
Discard volumes by species throughout the experiment were very low, resulting in ~78% 
of baskets being estimated as ¼ full by observer and reviewers (Figure 9). It was not 
possible to quantify how many entries were rounded up with the data collected but by 
using data collected for the other experiments the median number of fish in each basket 
estimated as ¼ full was four, which indicated that over half of the ¼ full baskets were 
rounded up. 
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Figure 9  Number of baskets by fullness level from observer and reviewer data sets for Vessel A (left) 
and Vessel B (right) 
 


3.2.3. Comparisons  
 
Basket Fullness Comparison of Observer and Reviewers Estimates 
Bushel baskets fullness estimates between observer and reviewers were identical for 93% 
and 91% of paired volumes for Reviewer A and Reviewer B respectively (Table 10). 
Small basket volumes were identical for 71% of paired volume estimates for both 
reviewers.  
 
Table 10  Frequency of differences between observer and reviewer volume estimates by basket type 
for each reviewer 


Reviewer - Observer 
Fullness Difference 


Reviewer A  Reviewer B 
Bushel 
Basket Small Basket  


Bushel 
Basket Small Basket 


-0.25 4% 21%  3% 29% 
0 92% 71%  90% 71% 


0.25 3% 8%  5%  
0.5    1%  


0.75 1%   1%  
Total 183 14  185 14 


 
Basket Weight Comparison of Actual Weights and Reviewer-Estimated Weights 
Both reviewers on average overestimated weight as compared to actual weights for 
gadids and flounders in both vessels (Figure 10). Both reviewers overestimated weight 
compared to actual weights for gadids and flounders in both container types. Mean 
weight differences were greatest for flounders using bushel baskets (5.469 lbs per basket 
for Reviewer A and 6.323 lbs per basket for Reviewer B). The mean difference was much 
smaller when the small rectangular baskets were used (1.778 lbs per basket for Reviewer 
A and 0.872 lbs difference per basket for Reviewer B).  
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Figure 10  Histograms of the difference between Reviewer A (left) and Reviewer B (right) estimated 
weight and actual weights (lbs). Bushel baskets gadids (top), bushel baskets flounders (center), small 
baskets flounders (bottom) 
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Basket Fullness Comparison of Reviewer A and Reviewer B Estimates 
Comparison results of basket fullness estimation between reviewers show a very similar 
distribution as observer and reviewer comparisons with most paired estimates being 
identical for both reviewers: 95% of the bushel basket paired entries and 86% of the 
small basket paired entries (Table 11).  
 
Table 11  Frequency of differences between reviewers basket fullness estimates by vessel. 


Reviewer A – Reviewer B 
Fullness Difference 


Bushel 
Basket 


Small Basket 


-0.75 1%  
-0.25 3%  


0 95% 86% 
0.25 1% 14% 
0.5   


0.75   
Total 185 14 


 


3.3. Species Identification Experiment   


3.3.1. Data Inventory 
 
Species identification data were collected on Vessel A throughout six trips consisting of 
19 hauls in total. Observers identified 2,973 fishes, Reviewer A identified 2,993 and 
Reviewer B identified 2,976 (Table 12). Reviewer A had approximately 20 entries more 
than the observer and Reviewer B because Reviewer A recorded data for a group of sand 
dab flounder that were accidentally discarded en masse by the observer, while the 
observer and Reviewer B did not collect data for these. 
 
Observer data included seven regulated species, three non-regulated species and one 
species group, Hake, not known, which encompassed Urophycis, Merluccius and 
Physiculus sp (including red, white and silver hake)  (Table 12). Reviewer data included 
the same species and species groups as the observer, except Reviewer B data did not 
include four spot flounder. In addition, both reviewer data sets included three additional 
species groupings, which were flounder, not known for catch identified to the flounder 
level, groundfish, not known for catch identified no further than as a regulated groundfish 
species, and fish, not known for catch that could not be identified to any taxonomic level 
higher than a fish. These additional species groups accounted for 2.4% of Reviewer A 
and 16.7% of Reviewer B catch entries. 
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Table 12  Data entries from observer, Reviewer A and Reviewer B by species or species group 
(regulated species or groups that include only regulated species are marked with an asterisk) 


Species/ Species Group 
Observer 


Entries 
Reviewer A 


Entries 
Reviewer B 


Entries 
Yellowtail flounder * 1264 1242 871 
Sand dab flounder * 1161 1179 1150 
Atlantic cod * 280 277 274 
Winter flounder * 113 103 25 
American plaice flounder * 95 61 100 
Ocean pout * 34 34 35 
Hake, silver 11 17 17 
Hake, not known * 11 4 2 
Witch flounder * 2 2 3 
Four spot flounder 1 1 0 
Monkfish 1 1 1 
Flounder, not known 0 64 488 
Fish, not known 0 7 9 
Groundfish, not known * 0 1 1 


Total 2973 2993 2976 


 
The pairing of observer to each of the reviewer data sets resulted in a total 2,918 species 
matching pairs between observer and Reviewer A and 2,917 species matching pairs 
between observer and Reviewer B. 
 


3.3.2. Comparisons  
 
Individual Fish Identification by Observer and Reviewers 
Catch pairs between observer and reviewer catch entries were compared for identification 
matches. Observer and Reviewer A comparisons for sand dab flounder and Atlantic cod 
had identical identification in 100% and 99% of observer entries respectively while 
yellowtail flounder and ocean pout were matched for 97% and winter flounder for 91% of 
observer entries. American plaice flounder was only matched for 63% of the observer 
entries (Table 13). Table 14 shows that 23 of the 29 non-matching American plaice 
flounder entries between observer and Reviewer A data were entered as flounder, not 
known, indicating that they could not be identified as a specific flounder species. 
Anecdotal information from the reviewer suggests that in many of these cases the 
reviewer was able to narrow identification down to American plaice flounder or 
yellowtail flounder but further identification was not possible because the mouth was not 
clearly visible, nor was the yellowtail flounder distinctive yellow colored ventral caudal 
peduncle area. A complete list of identification features used by reviewers, and the 
frequency with which they were used, are included as Appendix II. 
 
Reviewer B comparisons to observer identification for Atlantic cod , sand dab flounder 
and ocean pout had a  high proportion of matches with 99%, 98% and 94% observer 
entries matched respectively, which were within one and three percent points of the 
Reviewer A comparison results for these species. American plaice flounder comparisons 
for Reviewer B data also had similar results as Reviewer A with 66% of observer entries 
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matched. Furthermore, Table 15 shows a similar distribution of un-matched American 
plaice observer entries with 18 out of 26 non-matched observer entries identified as 
flounder, not known by Reviewer B. 
 
Reviewer B to observer identification comparisons had had very different results to 
Reviewer A to observer comparisons. While Reviewer A identification of yellowtail 
flounder and winter flounder matched 97% and 91% of observer entries for each species 
respectively, Reviewer B matched 66% of yellowtail flounder and 19% of winter 
flounder observer entries. Table 15 shows that 62 out of 88 (or 70%) of the non-matched 
winter flounder and 382 out of 423 (or 90%) of the non-matched yellowtail flounder were 
entered as flounder, not known. 
 
Results from hake, not known, witch flounder, silver hake, and four spot flounder 
comparisons are inconclusive because these species had less than a dozen entries 
compared; however, the data suggested that reviewers had difficulties identifying hake, 
not known which is consistent with anecdotal information provided by reviewers that the 
specimens identified as fish, not known were likely to be very small hake, not known 
(~10cm) for which identifying characteristics were not discernible (Figure 11). 
 
Table 13  Number of paired observer entries by species/species group with the corresponding 
number of reviewer identification matched entries (Percentages of paired observer entries matched 
by reviewer are shown for species/species groups with over 30 entries) 


Species / Species Group 


Reviewer A  Reviewer B 
Paired 


Observer 
Entries 


 Reviewer 
ID 


Matches 
%  


Paired 
Observer 


Entries 


Reviewer 
ID 


Matches 
% 


Yellowtail flounder 1253 1220 97%   1255 832 66% 
Sand dab flounder 1150 1147 100%   1151 1124 98% 
Atlantic cod 277 274 99%   275 272 99% 
Winter flounder 110 100 91%   109 21 19% 
American plaice flounder 78 49 63%   76 50 66% 
Ocean pout 34 33 97%   34 32 94% 
Hake, not known 10 4    11 2  
Witch flounder 2 2    2 2  
Silver Hake 3 2    3 3  
Four Spot flounder 1 1     1 0   


Total 2918 2832 97%  2917 2338 80% 
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Table 14  Catch identification matrix between observer and Reviewer A matched pairs 
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Atlantic cod 274           1     1     1 277 
American plaice flounder   49         6         23   78 


Four Spot flounder     1                     1 
Sand dab flounder       1147     2         1   1150 


Winter flounder         100   3         7   110 
Witch flounder           2               2 


Yellowtail flounder   1   6     1220         26   1253 
Hake, not known               4     6     10 


Silver Hake                 2   1     3 
Ocean pout 1                 33       34 


Total 275 50 1 1153 100 2 1232 4 2 34 7 57 1 2918 


 
 
Table 15  Catch identification matrix between observer and Reviewer B matched pairs 
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Atlantic cod 272     1     1 1 275 
American plaice flounder  50 1 1  6     18  76 
Four Spot flounder     1        1 
Sand dab flounder  1 1124   5     21  1151 
Winter flounder  4 5 21  17     62  109 
Witch flounder     2        2 
Yellowtail flounder  32 7   832   2  382  1255 
Hake, not known       2  1 8   11 
Silver Hake        3     3 
Ocean pout   2      32    34 


Total 272 87 1139 22 3 861 2 3 35 8 484 1 2917 


 
Species identification difficulties were not annotated into the data record by the reviewers 
in a standardized manner that would allow a quantitative analysis. However reviewer 
comments and post-review interviews revealed that the main factor that prevented 
discerning identifying characteristics in catch was the effect caused by the water pushing 
the fish down the discard chute. Sometimes the water flow would make the fish seem 
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blurry or be strong enough to cause foam to form on the discard chute and cover parts of 
the fish. Flounders and smaller round fish were affected the most by this. For some 
flounders, species identification was not possible if the size and shape of the mouth was 
not visible to the reviewer. Reviewers also commented that increasing the resolution of 
the images would facilitate species identification. 
 


 


 
Figure 11  Example images of fish where water flow obscured identifying characteristics (left) and 
where water flow did not have a detrimental effect on identification (right) 
 
 


Fish, not known Hake, not known 


Flounder, not known Sand dab flounder 
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4. DISCUSSION  
 
The results show that the methodology of using length-weight relationships to estimate 
the weight of regulated groundfish species using EM data deserves further investigation. 
Although the weights were statistically different, the differences were on average within 
4% to 8% for flounders and within 8% to 12% Atlantic cod. Furthermore, there was 
evidence that using observer fish lengths and length-weight relationships to calculate 
weight is comparable to actual weights taken by observers, since there was no statistical 
difference between observer calculated weights and actual weights. 
 
The preliminary estimates of the difference between observer weights and reviewer 
weights using length-weight relationships for flounders and Atlantic cod may be used to 
understand the potential impact of these differences in the context of estimating discard 
weights for a NE groundfish vessel. Throughout the experimental trips, Vessel A 
discarded approximately 49 pieces of Atlantic cod per trip which would represent a 
weight difference of -10 lbs to +15 lbs on average per trip (using Reviewer A and 
Reviewer B mean weight differences respectively). Assuming that the vessel does 80 
trips in a fishing season, discarded weight from reviewer length measurement data would 
roughly represent a difference of -800 lbs to 1,200 lbs compared to observer actual 
weights. Vessel A discarded approximately 285 flounders per trip which would represent 
a weight difference of -6 lbs or -13lbs on average per trip and could translate to 
underestimating discarded catch by about 480lbs to 1,040lbs compared to observer actual 
weights over 80 trips in a fishing season. 
 
It is worth noting that not all measurements were incorporated in the analysis. The 
estimated weight differences using length-weight relationships were based on instances 
where the reviewers were successful at obtaining a full length measurement of the fish. 
This would be an issue for calculating the total weight using reviewer lengths as the 
weight from these fish could be grossly underestimated. In an operational program these 
instances would have to be eliminated or their impact mitigated by, for example, applying 
sampling techniques using the complete length measurement data. 
 
Instances when reviewers could not measure the full length of the fish were mostly due to 
partial images, which affected approximately 14% of the reviewer measurements. This 
issue could be minimized through a combination of changes to increase the success of 
having the entire length of the fish in the camera view. These changes could include: 
increasing the amount of frames per second recorded in the EM video, changing the catch 
handling process (such as slowing down the flow of the fish or holding the fish in camera 
view instead of sliding it) or modifying camera set-up to cover a larger area (in effect 
increasing the time the fish would be in camera view).   
 
There were two main types of variation in the differences between reviewer and observer 
calculated weights using length-weight relationships: among reviewers and among 
fishing trips. Differences between reviewer estimates were particularly evident in 
Atlantic cod estimates, which were underestimated by Reviewer A and overestimated by 
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Reviewer B. It was not possible to identify the source of the difference although it was 
likely caused by differences in reviewer technique. 
 
It is likely that differences between fishing trips were at least partially caused by 
inconsistency in the quality of the graduation marks, which varied over the course of the 
experiments. Furthermore, poor quality graduation marks could have been a factor 
affecting reviewer to observer comparisons.  
 
Catch volume per species per haul was too low throughout the experiment to be able to 
apply a volumetric technique successfully. The mean weight differences using bushel 
baskets were relatively low (within two pounds for gadids and within six pounds for 
flounders) per basket (and hence per haul); however, the distribution of the differences 
had a wide spread and was not centered on the mean. For example, approximately one 
third of reviewer flounder weight estimates using bushel baskets overestimated the basket 
weight by 12 pounds. This was mostly due to over half of the basket fullness estimates 
being rounded up to ¼ full when they had four or less fish in them.   
 
Using the small baskets reduced the weight difference between reviewer-estimated weight 
and actual weights (mean and spread) compared to the larger bushel baskets, even though 
with the smaller baskets there was greater disagreement estimating volume between ¼ and ½ 
fullness between observer and reviewers as well as amongst reviewers. 
 
The exploratory experiment results for one of the reviewers established that it is possible 
for a reviewer to successfully identify discarded yellowtail flounder, Atlantic cod, sand 
dab flounder, winter flounder and ocean pout from EM data up to 91% to 100% of the 
time, based on the Reviewer A data set. However, there were differences between 
reviewers identification success. While Reviewer A was successful at identifying 
yellowtail flounder 97% and winter flounder 91% of the time, Reviewer B’s success rate 
was 66% and 19% respectively. Furthermore, Reviewer A used the general species 
grouping flounder, not known for 2% of catch entries compared to 16% for Reviewer B; 
suggesting differences in success finding identifying characteristics on the video data. 
The differences in identification success rate between reviewers could be due to a 
combination of differences in experience identifying catch on video between reviewers 
and the characteristics selected by each reviewer. Fish identification through video often 
requires recognizing characteristics differently than an observer handling the fish would.  
 
Consistent identification of American plaice flounder was difficult for both reviewers 
(63% and 66% matching identification for Reviewer A and Reviewer B respectively). A 
large mouth is one of the main identifying characteristics for distinguishing American 
plaice from yellowtail flounder. Reviewer A reported that the main issue preventing 
consistent identification of American plaice was that the video data did not clearly show 
the fish mouth due to foam in the water flow obscuring the fish mouth. This issue could 
be resolved by reducing the amount of water flowing when a discard chute is used, or 
modifying catch handling or equipment set-up to ensure that the fish mouth is visible in 
the video. 
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The data source pairing process was aimed at minimizing misalignment between the data 
sets. However, some comparison results may have been affected by errors innate in the 
comparison method itself rather than in measurement error or misidentification. In many 
cases, in particular for length data within a specific species or for species identification 
between similar species, these errors cannot be detected and hence quantified. In cases 
that include species identification matching pairs of species that are clearly different the 
alignment errors become more apparent. For example, the Atlantic cod to ocean pout 
comparisons between both reviewers and observer (likely recorded in different order) or 
hake, not known to ocean pout comparisons between Reviewer B and observer (likely the 
reviewer entering the wrong species name by mistake).  
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5. CONCLUSIONS 
 
The objective of this work was to provide an initial assessment on whether these 
methodologies should be pursued further. The data collected during these exploratory 
experiments was sparse and the results presented in this report are preliminary. 
Additional data collection is needed in order to improve species identification and weight 
estimation, test the methodologies on a greater number of species and develop 
operational methods. Nevertheless, the preliminary results show that the use of length-
weight relationships is a promising method for estimating discarded weight of regulated 
species and that the EM video can be used to consistently recognize indentifying 
characteristics on several species while others require more work. A volumetric 
methodology using bushel baskets is not appropriate for accurate weight estimation in 
applications where low volumes need to be estimated and more work is needed for 
evaluating whether weight estimates using smaller baskets may be adequate for 
estimating low catch volumes. Overall the results are positive, especially considering that 
there was limited opportunity to improve the methodologies since the experiments 
spanned only 14 trips, and we do not see any obvious obstacles to working on resolving 
the outstanding issues identified through further work. 
 
Further work on evaluating these methodologies should involve two aspects: expanding 
the experiments and developing operational methods. Expanding the experiments is 
needed in order to compare observer and reviewer data for additional species and to 
improve the experimental design based on the results from the exploratory experiments. 
In particular, future work should target trips where hake species are expected given that 
this species group was highlighted as difficult to identify in the New England EM pilot 
2010 report (Pria et al., 2011) and the exploratory experiments included less than a dozen 
records.  
 
Collecting the data required to ground truth these methodologies against observer data 
during fishing trips is difficult because it is dependent on the schedule and type of fishing 
the participating vessels are pursuing during experimental data collection. It may take a 
long time to collect the amount of data necessary for rigorous analysis. Alternatively, 
these methodologies may be tested in a laboratory environment with sample fish.  
 
The second aspect that requires further work would be to use the lessons learned from the 
exploratory experiments in order to develop an operational methodology, which would 
have an on-board component (including equipment configuration as well as catch 
handling) and data analysis components. This aspect would need to take into account 
specific requirements for each gear type in the fishery (longline, gillnet and trawl). 
 
An operational on-board methodology would continue to require a set-up where fish are 
presented to a close-up orthogonal camera view one-by-one for identification and 
measurement to allow the reviewer to measure and identify the discards. However, the 
specifics of the experimental observer on-board methodology would need to be adjusted 
so that captains and crew could carry it out within the operational reality of the vessel. 
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The reviewer methodology would also need to be adjusted towards maximizing 
operational efficiencies instead of the experiment’s focus on collecting data in a way that 
allowed alignment to the observer data set on an individual fish or basket level. Other 
aspects of developing operational methods include training of reviewers and 
standardizing vessel set-ups to reduce variation in EM estimates. 
 
These two aspects, the expansion of comparisons between observer and reviewer data 
and the development of operational methodologies, could not occur on the same vessel at 
the same time. The experiment expansion could take place initially or both aspects could 
occur in parallel, where some experimental data collection takes place strategically 
during the best data collection opportunities while other vessels take part in the 
operationalization of promising methodologies.  
 
When weighing the need to expand the comparison between EM and reviewer data, a 
determination should be made in balancing rigorous scientific validation and operational 
realities. Although there was a statistically significant difference between reviewer and 
observer calculated weights, it is important to assess whether, in the event that this 
methodology was used in an operational program, this difference would constitute an 
acceptable risk or whether it needs to be reduced and, if so, to what level. Additionally, 
when considering the risk associated with using these methodologies for providing 
weight estimates by species from EM data based on comparisons to at-sea observer data, 
it is important to frame the issue in the context that there would be measurement and data 
collection errors intrinsic in any data collection method, including EM and human 
observer data. 
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APPENDIX I – STATISTICAL TESTS LENGTH EXPERIMENT 
RESULTS 
 


Reviewer A and Observer Estimated Weight Differences- 
Linear Regression Model 


 
lm(formula = Weight Difference ~ Species + tripID) 


 
Residuals: 
     Min       1Q   Median       3Q      Max  
-1.57599 -0.03146  0.00272  0.04091  1.36163  
 
Coefficients: 
                              Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     
(Intercept)                  0.018231   0.026422   0.690 0.490344     
Species.Atlantic cod        -0.124483   0.027344  -4.552 5.91e-06 *** 
Species.Atlantic halibut    -0.022509   0.123345  -0.182 0.855233     
Species.haddock             -0.052480   0.088962  -0.590 0.555370     
Species.ocean pout          -0.084951   0.089643  -0.948 0.343515     
Species.sand dab flounder    0.006761   0.024529   0.276 0.782872     
Species.winter flounder      0.019720   0.033242   0.593 0.553165     
Species.witch flounder      -0.028773   0.173028  -0.166 0.867958     
Species.yellowtail flounder -0.012136   0.024387  -0.498 0.618844     
tripID.311820.04            -0.020215   0.021377  -0.946 0.344533     
tripID.311821.01             0.014264   0.019463   0.733 0.463775     
tripID.311822.03            -0.074205   0.020465  -3.626 0.000301 *** 
tripID.311823.02            -0.073174   0.020429  -3.582 0.000356 *** 
tripID.311827.01            -0.084007   0.028228  -2.976 0.002986 **  
tripID.311828.01            -0.170029   0.024515  -6.936 6.96e-12 *** 
--- 
Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1  
 
Residual standard error: 0.1713 on 1076 degrees of freedom 
Multiple R-squared: 0.2352,     Adjusted R-squared: 0.2253  
F-statistic: 23.64 on 14 and 1076 DF,  p-value: < 2.2e-16 
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Reviewer B and Observer Estimated Weight Differences- 
Linear Regression Model 


lm(formula = Weight Difference ~ Species + tripID) 
 
Residuals: 
     Min       1Q   Median       3Q      Max  
-1.22049 -0.03001  0.00663  0.03485  0.51322  
 
Coefficients: 
                              Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     
(Intercept)                 -0.076962   0.014792  -5.203 2.38e-07 *** 
Species.Atlantic cod         0.283879   0.018819  15.085  < 2e-16 *** 
Species.Atlantic halibut    -0.026634   0.096931  -0.275   0.7835     
Species.haddock              0.020637   0.096873   0.213   0.8313     
Species.ocean pout           0.031057   0.051367   0.605   0.5456     
Species.sand dab flounder    0.011860   0.013599   0.872   0.3833     
Species.winter flounder      0.010175   0.018638   0.546   0.5852     
Species.witch flounder       0.013792   0.096931   0.142   0.8869     
Species.yellowtail flounder  0.011347   0.013606   0.834   0.4045     
tripID.311820.04             0.073080   0.012404   5.891 5.24e-09 *** 
tripID.311821.01            -0.046200   0.010561  -4.375 1.34e-05 *** 
tripID.311822.03             0.129755   0.011729  11.063  < 2e-16 *** 
tripID.311823.02             0.024867   0.011517   2.159   0.0311 *   
tripID.311827.01             0.002937   0.015215   0.193   0.8470     
tripID.311828.01             0.025216   0.019597   1.287   0.1985     
--- 
Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1  
 
Residual standard error: 0.09595 on 990 degrees of freedom 
Multiple R-squared: 0.4972,     Adjusted R-squared: 0.4901  
F-statistic: 69.94 on 14 and 990 DF,  p-value: < 2.2e-16 
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APPENDIX II –SPECIES IDENTIFICATION FEATURES USED BY 
REVIEWERS 
 
Please note that the feature descriptions were not standardized across reviewers. As a 
result, descriptions between reviewers may overlap in situations when one reviewer 
described a feature in slightly more or less detail than the other reviewer or used a 
combination of features as one.  
  


 
Feature 


Reviewer A Reviewer B 


 
Times 
Used 


% 
Used 


Times 
Used 


%  
Used 


American plaice     
 Large Mouth 61 100% 75 75% 
 Right Eyed 61 100% 22 22% 
 Convex Tail 15 25% 68 68% 
 Narrow Caudal Peduncle 43 70%   
 Slender Body Profile with Round/Spade Shaped Tail 1 2%   
 Large Mouth   1 1% 
 Thick Body   1 1% 
 Lack of Other Flounder Characteristics   16 16% 
  Total entries for American plaice 61   100   
Atlantic cod     
 White lateral line 271 97% 268 98% 
 Three dorsal fins 236 85% 212 78% 
 Coloration  209 75% 67 25% 
 Sub-terminal mouth 90 32% 2 1% 
 Chin barbel 12 4%   
 Slightly forked/squared tail 4 1%   
 Two anal fins 1 0%   
 Large eyes 1 0%   
  Total entries for Atlantic cod 278   273   
Fish, not known     
 Slender body 5 71%   
 Long and Silver 1 14%   
 No identifying characteristic recorded   9 100% 
  Total entries for fish, not known 7   9   
Flounder, not known     
 Right eyed 62 97%   
 Narrow caudal peduncle 33 52%   
 Small mouth 15 23%   
 Slender body profile and round tail 6 9%   
 Slender body profile 4 6%   
 Dark dorsal surface 3 5%   
 Thick caudal peduncle 2 3%   
 Left eyed 1 2%   
 Large mouth 1 2%   
 Flat body shape   474 97% 
 Round body shape   1 0% 
 No identifying characteristic recorded   15 3% 
  Total entries for flounder, not known 64   490   
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Feature 


Reviewer A Reviewer B 


 
Times 
Used 


% 
Used 


Times 
Used 


%  
Used 


Fourspot flounder     
 Left eyed 1 100%   
 Large Mouth on Slender Body 1 100%   
 Spade-shaped caudal fin 1 100%   
  Total entries for fourspot flounder 1       
Groundfish, not known     
 Three dorsal fins 1 100%   
 Sub-terminal Mouth 1 100%   
 Mottled brown body color 1 100%   
 Round body shape   1 100% 
  Total entries for Groundfish, not known 1   1   
Hake, not known     
 Long second dorsal fin 4 100% 2 100% 
 Long anal fin 2 50%   
 Round caudal fin 2 50%   
 Long pelvic fin   2 100% 
  Total entries for hake, not known 4   2   
Monkfish     
 Large head with huge mouth followed by short tapering body 1 100% 1 100% 
 Small fleshy pelvic fins posterior to pectoral fins 1 100% 1 100% 
 Large body to tail ratio   1 100% 
 Distinctive fins   1 100% 
  Total entries for monkfish 1   1   
Ocean pout     
 Very elongate body with reduced caudal fin 34 100% 15 43% 
 Large orange/yellow pectoral fins 32 94%   
 Large fleshy mouth 18 53%   
 Dorsal fin ends well before tail 6 18%   
 Reduced tail 2 6%   
 Large pectoral fins 1 3%   
 Orange/brown body color 1 3%   
 Rounded pectoral fin   19 54% 
 Continuous anal/caudal fin   28 80% 
 Continuous dorsal fin   7 20% 
  Total entries for ocean pout 34   35   
Sand dab flounder     
 Very round body profile 1182 100% 1151 100% 
 Left eyed 1169 99% 8 1% 
 Heavy Spotting on Fins 1143 97% 1138 99% 
 Visible gut cavity 4 0%   
 Large mouth   12 1% 
 Convex tail   2 0% 
  Total entries for sand dab flounder 1182   1152   
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Feature 


Reviewer A Reviewer B 


 
Times 
Used 


% 
Used 


Times 
Used 


%  
Used 


Silver Hake     
 Long second dorsal fin 17 100%   
 Long anal fin 9 53%   
 Round caudal fin 1 6%   
 Coloration    17 100% 
 Large mouth   7 41% 
 No barbel   1 6% 
  Total entries for silver hake 17   17   
Winter flounder     
 Right eyed 102 99% 2 8% 
 Small mouth 70 68% 20 80% 
 Thick caudal peduncle 103 100%   
 White ventral surface (opaque) 32 31%   
 Thick body   25 100% 
 Flat lateral line   1 4% 
 Convex tail   3 12% 
 No upturned mouth   1 4% 
  Total entries for winter flounder 103   25   
Witch flounder     
 Right eyed 2 100%   
 Small mouth 2 100%   
 Concave pelvic region 1 50%   
 Narrow caudal peduncle with round tail 1 50%   
 Dark around anal fins   2 67% 
 Dark spot on pectoral fin   2 67% 
 Thin body   2 67% 
  Total entries for witch flounder 2   3   
Yellowtail flounder     
 Right eyed 1242 100% 163 19% 
 Upturned mouth/snout 1173 94% 866 100% 
 Dirty yellow ventral surface of caudal peduncle 338 27% 45 5% 
 Small mouth 1175 94%   
 Narrow caudal peduncle 944 76%   
 Slender body with round tail 3 0%   
 Convex tail   807 93% 
 Large fleshy lip   18 2% 
  Total entries for yellowtail flounder 1242   869   
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TERMS OF REFERENCE 
for the PACIFIC COUNCIL WORKSHOP on 


ELECTRONIC MONITORING FOR VESSELS PARTICIPATING IN THE 
GROUNDFISH TRAWL CATCH SHARE PROGRAM 


 
I. Purpose 


The purpose of the workshop is to develop the policy context and identify necessary elements 
for a thorough Magnuson-Stevens Act (MSA) process to consider possible regulatory 
changes providing for the use of electronic monitoring to adjust the current 100 percent catch 
observer coverage requirement in the West Coast groundfish trawl catch share program, with 
the intent of providing recommendations for consideration at the Pacific Council April, 2013 
meeting.  
 


II. Workshop Objectives1  
1. Identify draft objectives related to the possible use of electronic monitoring.  
2. Identify key questions about and requirements for an electronic monitoring program, 


and recommend approaches to more thoroughly investigate concerns and 
requirements as workshop follow-ups. The following categories apply to this 
workshop objective.  


a. Enforcement.  
b. Observer program products2. 
c. Repercussions to current management systems, including total cost.  
d. Legal issues. 
e. Constituent issues. 


3. Identify elements that should be included in the at-sea and on shore components of the 
study design for the 2013 Pacific States Marine Fisheries Commission (PSMFC) field 
project.  


4. Develop a draft process and schedule for a consideration of regulatory changes, 
including a Council decision-making process and the National Marine Fisheries 
Service (NMFS) approval and implementation process. 


 
III. Workshop Objectives Detail, Responsible Presenters, and Rapporteurs 


1. Workshop Objective 1. This workshop objective deals with discussion of the “why” 
reasons for considering a change in the current program to allow for electronic 


1For the purpose of this Terms of Reference document, it is useful to distinguish the different uses of the word 
objective.  There are four objectives of this workshop as described in section II.; it is the intent to refer to these 
consistently as workshop objectives.  There are policy goals and objectives currently established for the 
groundfish trawl catch share program that are at a higher level of policy generality, do not typically get into 
specific detail, and currently do not mention electronic monitoring; this document will consistently refer to 
these as existing policy objectives.  One intent of this workshop is to identify draft “new” objective statements 
or recommended regulatory objectives to be achieved by an electronic monitoring program; these objectives 
will be referred to simply as objectives or regulatory objectives for an electronic monitoring program, to be 
viewed as a product of this workshop for consideration by the Council at the April, 2013 Council meeting. 
 
2 It may be useful to separate the discussion of the current observer program products into two categories: 
one relating to pure catch compliance purposes (counting the number of fish caught), and another relating to 
what has been termed scientific or ancillary purposes (at-sea biological data on discarded fish, such as halibut 
liveliness at time of release, observations of sea bird interactions, etc.).  This is an important distinction in that 
it is commonly felt that electronic monitoring, as currently being considered, cannot provide information that 
falls into the category of scientific or ancillary purposes (such as sea bird interactions). 


                                                           







monitoring, and developing draft objective statements can be achieved through the 
use of electronic monitoring. As examples, a presumed cost savings to individual 
fishing businesses has frequently been spoken to at Council meetings as a reason to 
move to electronic monitoring, particularly in the context of this being done when 
Federal subsidies of catch observer costs phase out; there has also been mention of 
electronic monitoring enhancing the scientific information beyond what is currently 
collected; it has also been suggested a shift to electronic monitoring would help 
maintain the economic competitiveness and participation by small vessels as Federal 
subsidies for catch observers phase out. Workshop participants then need to identify 
specific objectives, or modifications of existing policy objectives, expressing what is 
expected to be achieved by a shift to an electronic monitoring program.  


 
To accomplish this workshop objective, it is appropriate to first review the relevant 
existing policy objectives regarding fishery monitoring and data collection that imply 
the necessity of 100 percent observer presence (from MSA, Fishery Management Plan 
(FMP), and Amendment 20). MSA and FMP goals and objectives will be distributed 
prior to the workshop. It may be useful to separate the discussion of electronic 
monitoring objectives into two categories: one relating to pure catch compliance 
purposes (counting the number of fish caught), and another relating to what has been 
termed scientific or ancillary purposes (at-sea biological data on discarded fish; 
observations of sea bird interactions, etc.). While the primary purpose of this 
workshop objective is to develop draft objective statements, it would be useful for 
participants to consider recommending elements of a draft purpose and need 
statement that can also be considered at the April Council meeting.   


a. Responsible presenter: Jim Seger 
b. Rapporteur: Shems Judd 


 
2. Workshop Objective 2. This workshop objective is to identify the key questions and 
potential problems associated with a possible shift to, or supplemental use of, electronic 
monitoring and to recommend program design elements to be considered for possible 
inclusion as part of the program and those design elements that need to be more 
thoroughly investigated after the workshop. Discussion of this workshop objective 
would come after reviewing the functions and purposes of the current 100 percent 
observer program and other electronic monitoring studies and results. Follow-up 
investigations after the workshop could be in the form of a White Paper or Data Report, 
for example. This workshop objective can be separated into several separate 
components, as described below. As a foundation of considerations under this objective, 
it will be useful to look at a preliminary feasibility evaluation of potential for use of 
electronic monitoring for monitoring compliance; this will be provided in advance of the 
workshop (see matrix attached).  The preliminary scoping which occurs under this 
agenda item will be used to generate a report to the Council which includes: 
identification of key concerns, important elements of the a program design, and areas 
needing further investigation (e.g. whitepaper topics).  


a. Key Considerations to be Addressed: 
i. Enforcement needs met by observer coverage.   


1. Responsible presenter: Dayna Mathews 
2. Rapporteur: Brian Corrigan 


ii. Current observer program data products. 
1. Responsible presenter: Michelle McClure 
2. Rapporteur:  Dan Erickson 
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iii. Repercussions to current management systems, including total cost. 
1. Responsible presenter: Frank Lockhart 
2. Rapporteur: Colby Brady 


iv. Legal considerations. 
1. Responsible presenter: Niel Moeller  
2. Rapporteur: TBD 


v. Constituent perspectives. 
1. Responsible presenter: Invited Constituents 
2. Rapporteur: Jim Seger 


b. Design elements for an electronic monitoring program to be implemented 
through regulatory changes and identify elements that need further 
investigation. To help the workshop discussion get specific, some ideas about 
gear-specific strawman regulations for trawl quota share program electronic 
monitoring will be presented. Gear-specific strawman would include the 
multi-species trawl fishery, the mid-water trawl fishery, and the gear-switched 
fixed gear fishery. 


1. Responsible presenter: Dayna Matthews,  and Dave Colpo 
2. Rapporteur:  Jim Seger 


 
2. Workshop Objective 3. A presentation of the 2012 field season will be made, as well 


as a presentation on 2013 field season possibilities.  This workshop objective deals 
with the Council process of the MSA requirement for an Scientific and Statistical 
Committee (SSC) review of the best available science for use in any regulatory 
changes, in the context of advance advice on a study design to explore electronic 
monitoring capabilities to accomplish expected results. The term study design and 
field season refers to both the at-sea design for camera placement on boats and the 
sector/geographic/temporal/logistic array of boats collecting data, and the on-shore 
review of camera recordings. This workshop objective is not to produce a detailed 
study design recommendation, but rather to identify the elements of a study design 
that can be refined to a recommendation during the Council process at the April, 
2013 Council meeting.   


a. Responsible presenter: Dave Colpo 
b. Rapporteur: John DeVore 


 
3. Workshop Objective 4. This workshop objective is to provide a draft process and 


schedule for a full Magnuson regulatory process, including the information 
development and Council decision-making components and the NMFS approval and 
implementation component. While it should not be presumed that the Council 
process will result in a regulatory change decision, nor that NFMS will approve any 
Council recommendation, it is useful to outline a reasonable process so as to achieve 
a realistic idea of an accomplishable timeframe and the necessary steps involved. 
The Council would consider what is produced at this workshop at the April, 2013 
Council meeting.  


a. Responsible presenter: Jim Seger 
b. Rapporteur: Kelly Ames 
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IV. Outcomes 
1. Workshop Report document, to be completed by the advance Briefing Book deadline 


for the April, 2013 Council meeting (March 13, 2013).  This would include a 
summary of key workshop discussion points, reference materials, and the following 
targets: 


a. Workshop Objective 1. 
i. A list of draft objectives that might be achieved through the use of an 


electronic monitoring program.  
ii. A draft purpose and need statement for a Council regulatory process. 


b. Workshop Objective 2. 
i. A listing of questions about EM and implementing an electronic 


monitoring program. 
ii. A listing of potential design elements and requirements of an electronic 


monitoring program.  
iii. A listing of follow-up white papers or data reports needed for Council 


consideration on how to proceed. 
c. Workshop Objective 3. 


i. Recommendations on summer 2013 at-sea fieldwork study design 
elements or issues for particular attention by the SSC. 


ii. Recommendations for on-shore camera recording study design 
elements (such as video review). 


d. Workshop Objective 4. 
i. A draft process and schedule for Council deliberations. 


 
V. Logistical Matters 


1. Dates and location:  February 25-27, 2013 
2. Workshop Terms of Reference distribution: February 1, 2013 
3. Workshop Chair and responsible Council Staff Officer: 


a. Dan Wolford 
b. Jim Seger 


4. Potential attendees/participants formally invited  –40 (expected: 38) 
a. SSC representatives: 2 
b. Groundfish Advisory Subpanel reps (Trawl, Nontrawl, and Environmental): 9 
c. Groundfish Management Team reps (state commercial, NMFS): 4  
d. Enforcement Consultant reps – (state , NMFS Office of Law Enforcement, 


U.S. Coast Guard): 4 
e. NMFS specialists –  


i. Northwest Region: 1 
ii. Northwest Fisheries Science Center: 1 


iii. NOAA General Counsel – policy and litigation: 3 
iv. NMFS – Headquarters: 1 


f. “Outsider” special invitees 
i. Observer Company : Lake 


ii. Archipelago: McElderry 
iii. PSMFC: Colpo 
iv. National Fish and Wildlife Foundation Projects –Leipzig and Haflinger 
v. Morro Bay Project –Bell 


vi. Fixed Gear Participant –Bettencourt 
vii. Alaska Fishery Science Center- Wallace 
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g. Council Member(s): Dan Wolford, Dorothy Lowman, Michele Culver, Gway 
Kirchner, Frank Lockhart (5) 


h. Other Council Staff 
i. Don McIsaac 


ii. Kelly Ames 
iii. John DeVore 


5. Documents due in the Council office on February 14.  
a. A 1-2 page synopsis for each West Coast or Alaska electronic monitoring 


study to be presented at the workshop.  
b. For Workshop Objective 1 


i. A compilation of existing policy objectives. 
ii. A draft purpose and need statement. 


iii. Listing of draft objectives describing what providing for electronic 
monitoring would accomplish.  


c. For Workshop Objective 2 
i. Matrices listing functions carried out by existing observers, and 


identifying those functions that might be carried out by electronic 
monitoring, the characteristics of the electronic monitoring required to 
fulfil the function, complementary regulatory changes, and, as 
appropriate, alternative (non-electronic monitoring) means for 
fulfilling the function. 


ii. Hypothetical strawman ideas about regulatory design features of an 
electronic monitoring program.  


d. For Workshop Objective 3 
An initial list of elements for a 2013 field season study design. 


e. For Workshop Objective 4 
i. Possible process as shown at the June and November, 2012 Council 


meetings. 
6. Potential Agenda/Format  


a. (See attached preliminary detailed draft agenda)  
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		TERMS OF REFERENCE

		for the PACIFIC COUNCIL WORKSHOP on

		ELECTRONIC MONITORING FOR VESSELS PARTICIPATING IN THE GROUNDFISH TRAWL CATCH SHARE PROGRAM






Materials for the Trawl Catch Share Program Electronic Monitoring Workshop February 
25-27, 2013 
 
The following are the materials distributed for the Council workshop on electronic monitoring 
for vessels participating in the groundfish trawl catch share program. 
 
Agenda 


Item Attachment Title 
A.2  Attachment 1 - Terms of 


Reference 
Terms of Reference for the Pacific Council Workshop on 
Electronic Monitoring for Vessels Participating in the Groundfish 
Trawl Catch Share Program 


A.2 Attachment 2 - Workshop 
Agenda 


PROPOSED AGENDA, Electronic Monitoring Workshop 


B.1 Attachment 1 –Cameras 
for Whiting 


Electronic Monitoring in the Shore-Side Hake Fishery 2004 to 
2010 


B.2.a Attachment 1 – FMA 
Project 


National Fish and Wildlife Grants, to the Fishermen’s Marketing 
Association 


B.2.b Attachment 1 - Fixed Gear 
Vessels – Morro Bay 


Electronic Monitoring Pilot Study Report for West Coast 
Groundfish Trawl ITQ Program 


B.2.b Attachment 2 - Cap Log 
Report 


Introduction to Economic Model and Summary of Monitoring 
Concepts for the West Coast Groundfish FIQ Program 


B.2.c Attachment 1 - Sea State  
Project 


Sea State, February 13, 2013, EM Workshop Presentation 
Description 


B.2.d Attachment 1 – PSMFC 
Project 2013 


PSMFC Project – 2012 Season Results 


B.3 Attachment 1 – EM in 
Alaska 


Electronic Monitoring in Alaska – Synopsis for Agenda Item B.3 


C.1 Attachment 1 – Strawmen 
P&N, G&O 


Electronic Monitoring – Background, Purpose and Need, Goals 
and Objectives 


D.1.a Attachment 1 – 
Preliminary Feasibility 
Matrix – NWFSC 


Preliminary Thoughts on Observer Functions and the 
Corresponding Abilities of Electronic Monitoring 
(Northwest Fishery Science Center (NWFSC) Response) 


D.1.b&c Attachment 1 – 
Preliminary Feasibility 
Matrix – NW OLE, 
NOAA GCEL, and 
NWR 


Preliminary Thoughts on Observer Functions and the 
Corresponding Abilities of Electronic Monitoring 
(Northwest Division Office of Law Enforcement(NW 
OLE),  NOAA General Counsel Enforcement Litigation 
(NOAA GCEL), and Northwest Region (NWR)) 


D.2.a Attachment 1 – EM 
Strawmen 


Electric Monitoring Strawmen for Consideration 


D.2.a Attachment 2 – 
Compliance Incentives 


Creating an Incentive Based Environment for Good 
Behavior Consideration of a Cooperative Agreement 
Program  for Furthering Electronic Monitoring Compliance 


E.1 Attachment 1 – PSMFC 
Rare Events 


Pacific Sates Field Study – Detection of Rare Events 


E.2 Attachment 1 – PSMFC 
2013 Design 


Pacific Sates Field Study –2013 Study Design 


F Attachment 1 – Draft 
Calendar 


DRAFT Possible Regulation Amendment Process for 
Consideration of Electronic Monitoring  







Back-
Ground 


 Background - CCC EM 
Agenda and NMFS 
Whitepapers 


 Electronic Monitoring Annotated Agenda CCC Meeting – 
February 21, 2013 Silver Spring, MD [also includes 
whitepapers] 


Back-
Ground 


Background - Tech Paper 
- Est Wt and Species 


ESTIMATING WEIGHT AND IDENTIFYING SPECIES 
THROUGH ELECTRONIC MONITORING (EM): A 
PRELIMINARY COMPARISON OF ELECTRONIC AND 
OBSERVER-BASED REPORTING 


Back-
Ground 


 Background - Fisheries 
Monitoring Road Map 


Cover letter and Fisheries Monitoring Roadmap 


 
For supplemental distribution at meeting 
Agenda 
Item Attachment Title 
Back-
Ground 


Supplemental Background 
- News Article - Fishery 
Recovery 


Press Democrat: Feds see early signs of Pacific fishery recovery 
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Electronic Monitoring Annotated Agenda 


CCC Meeting – February 21, 2013 


Silver Spring, MD 


1. Title of Discussion: Electronic Monitoring: Toward a Cost-Effective and Regionally-


Appropriate Strategy for Fishery-Dependent Monitoring 


2. Presenter(s):  Mark Holliday, Director, Office of Policy, NOAA Fisheries


3. Objective/Purpose:  [Informational & Action]


The purpose of this agenda item is to seek CCC agreement to work collaboratively with NOAA 


Fisheries on a more cost-effective and sustainable approach to fishery-dependent data collection 


that utilizes electronic technologies where appropriate.   


4. Background/Synopsis:


 The demands for more frequent, more precise and more types of fishery dependent data for


the agency’s science, compliance and management use continue to rise every year.  Agency


budget appropriations, however, have been and will likely to continue to be on the decline.


The impact of this combination of trends for data collection is neither economically


sustainable nor meeting the needs for quality, timeliness and coverage across fisheries,


regions, or regulations.


 Electronic technology data collection methods include electronic reporting (ER) such as


electronic vessel trip reporting and e-logbooks and electronic dealer reporting, and electronic


monitoring (EM) such as vessel monitoring systems and digital camera video monitoring.


 NOAA Fisheries has initiated a strategic effort to consider the challenges and opportunities


associated with the adoption of electronic technologies in fishery-dependent data collection


programs.  The goal of this effort is to achieve a more cost-effective and sustainable


approach, and, in doing so, take advantage of the range of current and emerging technologies.


Most notably this includes the potential use of electronic monitoring (EM) using digital video


cameras and electronic reporting (ER) using e-logbooks.  We would like to pursue this


strategic effort in partnership with the Regional Councils, including their Scientific and


Statistical Committees and Advisory Panels, as well as in collaboration with the fishing


industry.


 To initiate this effort, in January 2012 NOAA Fisheries Leadership agreed in the near-term to


develop a series of white papers exploring management, science, policy and enforcement


issues impacting adoption of ER/EM, including: (1) Existing Technologies, (2) Enforcement,


(3) Confidentiality Concerns, (4) Research and Development, (5) Alignment of Objectives,


and (6) Funding Options.  These white papers provide information to consider when


evaluating EM/ER as a possible method of data collection, including the benefits and


PFMC EM Workshop 
Background - CCC EM Agenda and NMFS Whitepapers


February 2013
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drawbacks of ER/EM options. The white papers, provided in the briefing materials for this 


meeting,
1
 are a starting reference point for future discussion (see: Supplemental materials).  


 


 After reviewing the white papers last Fall, the agency developed three principles for future 


fishery dependent data collection:  


(1) The agency encourages and endorses the use of electronic monitoring technologies 


where appropriate;  


(2) Current fishery dependent data collection programs are expected to transition to a 


state of fiscal sustainability; and  


(3) Regional strategies to consider the possible adoption of EM/ER solutions should be  


developed for each federally-managed fishery in collaboration with and to meet the needs 


of the industry, Councils, and the agency.   


 


These principles are currently being incorporated into an internal policy statement to guide 


NOAA Fisheries employees. This directive will put forth an overarching vision that 


embraces both traditional methods such as fishery observers, as well as methods of digital 


electronic video monitoring and other ER/EM technologies.   


 


 Recognizing the consequences, complexity, and challenges associated with creating these 


EM/ER strategies, the agency now seeks participation from CCC and Councils on the 


identification of goals and objectives for data collection programs, evaluation of case study 


and pilot project results, and development of guidance and best practices for use in the 


consideration and selection of EM/ER options. Over the course of the next four months we 


propose working with the Councils to develop a series of workshops, webinars and Council-


NOAA Fisheries meetings that can be used to inform the content and scope of these regional 


strategies.  We anticipate that this joint effort will provide:  


 


 An introduction and description of the challenge and objective(s) for a sustainable 


fishery dependent data collection program. 


 Process steps and flow of decisions associated with the design and 


implementation of a fishery dependent data collection program, including one that 


considers ER/EM.  


 Examples of ER/EM technical guidance, focusing on case studies; equipment, 


hardware and software choices; subsequent data handling; quality assurance; 


infrastructure specifications; and other requirements for cost-effective electronic 


monitoring and electronic reporting.   


 Tools and preferred methods to conduct comparative analyses of ER/EM options.   


 Identification of key policy and decision points in the development of a program 


that considers ER/EM options.  


 An inventory of short and long term information gaps affecting the successful 


application of an ER/EM strategy that must be resolved. 


 


                                                           
1
 The confidentiality white paper is not included in the briefing materials since the agency is currently engaged in a 


rulemaking implementing confidentiality policy changes driven by the 2006 reauthorization of the Magnuson 


Stevens Act. The information presented in the document is subject to change based on the content of the final 


confidentiality regulation.  
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 At the conclusion of the four month period, we should have accumulated sufficient technical 


guidance to decide on how and when to consider EM/ER as part of a long term data 


collection program strategy. From July 2013 and forward the respective NOAA Fisheries 


Regional Administrators, Regional Council and their stakeholder will apply this information 


and process guidance to determine which if any fishery would benefit from the adoption of 


an EM/ER element. Within a year to 18 months we expect the Council and NOAA Fisheries 


will be applying this information and process to the fisheries in their regions and where 


appropriate move forward on issuing plan amendments and regulations where EM/ER was 


found to be relevant and helpful. 


 


In the following proposed timeline we lay out a draft process for developing and applying this 


guidance, beginning with confirmation from the CCC of the plan and this proposed process.  


 


5. Proposed Timeline for NOAA Fisheries/Regional Council/Industry Collaboration 


 


 February 2013:  CCC meeting in DC – Deliver white papers. Present then discuss input 


on process and timeline with Councils. Engage Councils on how best to develop guidance 


and capture Council and industry input over next four months (e.g., Council/SSC/AP 


mtgs, workshops, webinars, town halls, etc) 


 


 February/March 2013: Starting with a synthesis of white papers, further develop 


strawman technical and process guidance materials to help discussion of EM/ER options. 


(White papers serving as appendices) 


 


 March – June 2013: Conduct outreach and solicit input from NOAA/CCC EM Working 


Group/ Councils/SSCs/APs/stakeholders (fishing industry, EM/ER practitioners, etc.) on 


technical and process guidance. 


 


 March – June 2013: Conduct regional E-monitoring workshop(s) - Coordinate w/possible 


Council/other potential regional workshops. Public input on technical and process 


guidance creation. 


 


 April/May 2013: Managing Our Nations Fisheries III – Poster session on draft EM/ER 


technical and process guidance.  


 


 June 2013 Post-symposium: Finalize technical and process guidance. Execute 


communications roll-out strategy throughout summer 2013. 


 


 July 2013-end of year: Regional Offices/Science Centers/Councils begin applying 


technical/process guidance to federally managed fisheries in their region to evaluate 


potential role of EM/ER; goal to develop regional strategy/plan on consideration of 


EM/ER. 


 


 September 2013: American Fisheries Society Symposium on EM/ER – Possible outreach 


and discussion of NOAA Fisheries/Regional Councils EM/ER planning efforts.  
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 October 2013: Possible national workshop on EM/ER to compare plans, advance and 


share knowledge base, and resolve problems. 


 


 2014 and beyond: As agreed to by NOAA Fisheries/Regional Councils/industry, conduct 


regional implementation of Plan amendments and/or regulatory changes to adopt EM/ER 


solutions  
 


6.  Supplemental materials - Electronic Monitoring White Paper Topics 


 


 Existing Technologies (Appendix B): This paper provides an overview of existing ER/EM 


technologies and their applications for U.S. fisheries. The paper documents the current 


capabilities and limitations of ER/EM technologies; considers pros and cons of implementing 


ER/EM technologies; provides an overview of costs; and describes how ER/EM technologies 


can meet management, regulatory, enforcement, and science needs. 


 Enforcement (Appendix C): This white paper describes the experiences, challenges, and pros 


and cons associated with using ER/EM from an enforcement perspective.   


 Research and Development (Appendix D): This white paper provides an overview of recent 


research and development projects for testing the feasibility and potential benefits of 


implementing new ER/EM technologies, describes the collaborative process that is needed 


for determining appropriate ER/EM technology standards, and documents how priorities 


could be set for future research and development.   


 Alignment of Objectives (Appendix E): This white paper lays out an example of the type of 


analysis and process that could be used by Regional Fishery Management Councils, NOAA 


Fisheries, states, the industry, and private technology developers to align monitoring methods 


with regulatory needs.  The paper also describes how to develop a monitoring regime for 


both newly established fisheries/regulations and for adjusting regimes, where needed, in 


those that already exist. 


 Funding Options (Appendix F): This white paper identifies potential funding sources for 


ER/EM, along with advantages and disadvantages for each option and their legal and policy 


implications. The paper includes the use of appropriations, industry funding, and third-party 


funding sources. 







 


Electronic Monitoring 
White Papers 


February 15, 2013 
 


 


Source: NOAA Fisheries Office of Policy & 


Electronic Monitoring Working Group 
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1. Key Findings 


 The decision to invest in ER/EM technologies depends on the fishery, gear type, 


monitoring and reporting requirements, cost-effectiveness, available funding, and other 


criteria discussed in this paper. 


 


 Electronic Reporting (ER) and Electronic Monitoring (EM) technologies are significantly 


different in terms of design, purpose, scope, and application.  Collectively, these 


technologies range from electronic reporting of trip data by fishermen, to catch, landings, 


and purchase data by dealers or processors, to electronic monitoring equipment such as 


video cameras which capture information on fishing location, catch, and discards.  


 


 Many ER/EM technologies have been integrated into existing data collections systems, 


and more potential certainly exists.  The decision to adopt any particular technology 


requires an investment of resources from a limited pool of funds and personnel.  Thus, 


the choice of where to invest is an important one. 


 


 Vessel ER exists in some capacity for many U.S. fisheries, representing a wide range of 


sectors and fisheries. Dealer ER is used in some capacity throughout the country. 


 


 EM via VMS is used to monitor approximately 4,500 vessels permitted in more than 17 


federal fisheries. The system has the potential to be expanded to include transmitting 


other types of data including e-logbooks, landings information, photo/video data and 


sensor data. 


 


 Many ER/EM technologies have been successfully integrated into a variety of fisheries.  


Others are still under development but show promise of being able to meet increasing 


data requirements in a growing number of fisheries.   


 


 However, despite an increasing number of pilot projects in recent years, many fisheries 


still lack viable ER/EM technologies for day to day operations.  Many fisheries continue 


to use paper forms for reporting.   


 


 ER is generally considered effective at capturing fishery dependent data.  However, as 


with any self-reported data, including data recorded on paper, it is still possible to submit 


incorrect information.  ER does not completely prevent intentional or unintentional 


reporting errors.  Further engagement with the industry – from fishing vessel operators to 


truckers – would be helpful to educate and establish buy-in among participants on the 


data needed to improve the information collected to manage our nation’s fishery 
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resources. 


 


 Cost variations among the regions and systems can be attributed generally to the novelty 


of the system, the complexity of the system, and its general applicability to other regions 


or fisheries.  The more complex a reporting system is, the higher the initial development 


costs. But if that system can be easily implemented in another area, those costs generally 


go down. Once deployed, in order to remain successful, ER systems require ongoing 


funding for operations, maintenance, and quality checks (QA & QC). 


 


 The goal of video monitoring is to provide a cost-effective monitoring solution capable of 


collecting data for scientific, management, and compliance purposes. 


 


 Despite numerous past and ongoing video monitoring pilot projects there are currently no 


operational video monitoring programs in NMFS-managed fisheries where data extracted 


from video are used for science or management purposes.  This is due to operational 


issues including the ability to accurately identify species, ability to estimate weights of 


discarded fish, and length of time required to obtain and review video and extract all 


requisite information.   


 


 To date video monitoring has proven to be most effective as a compliance tool for 


monitoring crew activities.  


 


 Video monitoring may not be effective for identifying protected or prohibited species.  


 


 Video monitoring projects vary widely depending on the management objectives of the 


monitoring program, and may not be more cost-effective that observers. 


2. Introduction 


The National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) uses a wide variety of electronic technologies to 


collect fishery-dependent information from U.S. commercial and recreational fisheries.  The 


MSA requires implementation of annual catch limits to end overfishing which has increased the 


burden on industry and managers alike to provide more data at the lowest possible cost.  


Increasing observer coverage requirements, particularly in catch share programs, have high cost 


burdens that can be problematic for industry-funded programs and difficult for NMFS to fund 


given current fiscal constraints.  Increasingly, the use of electronic technology (monitoring and 


reporting) is perceived as a mechanism to improve the efficiency and cost-effectiveness of data 


collection. 


The term electronic monitoring (EM) is used broadly, indicating all means of collecting, 


recording, or reporting data both on shore and at sea.  However, EM and electronic reporting 
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(ER) technologies are significantly different in terms of design, purpose, and application.  


Collectively, these technologies range from electronic reporting of trip data by fishermen and 


catch, landings, and purchase data by dealers or processors, to electronic monitoring equipment 


such as video cameras that capture information on fishing location and catch with variable data 


storage options.  To the extent possible, this paper will provide distinctions between ER and EM 


while maintaining a cohesive summary of existing technologies. A list of commonly used terms 


in ER/EM is provided in Appendix 1. 


This paper groups data collection methods into five different categories under two main topics:  


(1) Electronic reporting, including: 


(a) electronic vessel trip reporting and e-logbooks; 


(b) electronic dealer reporting. 


 


(2) Electronic monitoring, including: 


(a) vessel monitoring systems; 


(b) video monitoring; 


(c) other existing technologies (Table 2).   


 


Each of these data collection tools is described in further detail below including information 


about the specific fishery/species in which it is used, gear types, information technology (IT) 


infrastructure requirements, cost, potential sources of bias, and pros/cons of each of the 


technologies.   


3. Objectives/Purpose 


The purpose of this white paper is to provide an overview of existing ER/EM technologies and 


their applications for U.S. fisheries, and to: 


 Document the current capabilities and limitations of ER/EM technologies; 


 Consider pros and cons of implementing ER/EM technologies; 


 Provide an overview of costs; 


 Describe how ER/EM technologies can meet management, regulatory, enforcement, and 


science needs. 


 


In some situations, ER/EM technologies can be used to replace components (paper fish ticket vs. 


electronic fish ticket, camera vs. observer) or enhance existing systems (electronic reporting by 


observers through electronic logbooks).  Additional factors to be considered prior to adoption of 


ER/EM technologies are described in “Electronic Monitoring White Paper Alignment of 


Objectives”, and are not discussed in detail here.   
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4. Existing Technologies 


This section provides information about five broad categories of ER/EM technology. Each of 


these categories is described in terms of the following:  


 Fishery or species monitored  


 Gear type monitored 


 Infrastructural requirements 


 Costs  


 Sources of bias 


 Effectiveness 


 Pros and cons    


4.1. Electronic Reporting 


 


4.1.1. Electronic Vessel Reporting and E-Logbooks 


In general, NMFS or the states collect data on vessel catch and/or landings using vessel trip 


reports (VTR) or logbooks. Either of these can be filled out and submitted electronically, and a 


trip report may or may not be based on a logbook.  In the Northeast region, owners or operators 


of commercial groundfish vessels with federal permits have the option of submitting logbooks 


electronically (eVTR).  In other regions, the submission of a trip ticket, which includes 


information about catch and landings, is submitted by a permitted dealer with the agreement of 


the vessel captain.  This section will focus only on electronic reporting by vessel captains or 


crew. 


 


Each region or science center holds the primary responsibility for the collection of fishery 


dependent information from commercial fishery operations for most federally managed species.  


Some regions rely on state data collection systems. Data collected by the various programs may 


include: user identification, socio-economic data, trip data (including whether or not a trip was 


taken), location, gear used and set type, crew size, effort, catch, landings, and bycatch or 


discards.  Appendix 3a provides a summary of electronic reporting systems around the country. 


 


Fishery/species: Electronic vessel reporting exists in some capacity for many U.S. fisheries, 


representing a wide range of sectors. Both commercial and recreational sectors may use 


electronic reporting (Table 2a).      


 


Gear: Most gear types are represented in the fisheries that use electronic vessel reporting: trawl 


(bottom, mid-water, and shrimp), troll, hook and line, long line, gillnet, purse seine, and pot. 


 


Infrastructures: For electronic reporting, data are collected via web-based or computer based 


applications.  Data are frequently transmitted via a secure website, emailed (which may require 
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satellite transmission capability), or hand delivered to an agency port agent (via disk or thumb 


drive).  Some systems have a quality control check that flags errors or potential problems at the 


point of entry and may include a check for completion of mandatory fields.  This built-in 


validation can streamline data entry and virtually eliminates send-backs for correction. 


 


Cost: Costs for ER systems are difficult to quantify. Costs are divided into: development, 


deployment, and maintenance costs.  For vessel reporting systems, development costs vary 


widely – from several thousands of dollars to over $1 million. Cost variations can generally be 


attributed to the novelty of the system, the complexity of the system, and its general applicability 


to other regions or fisheries.  If a system can be easily implemented in another area, for instance, 


where follow-on systems use similar design and source codes, costs would go down for the 


subsequent area(s) since much of the initial development cost would have been borne by the 


initial developer.  The same holds for number of personnel – teams of one or two to full scale 


teams of over 10 may be needed to develop a system.  Deployment costs are generally lower than 


development costs, and fewer personnel are needed. Ongoing maintenance of the systems 


generally requires a staff of one or two.  Once deployed, ER systems entail costs for operations, 


maintenance, and QA & QC. Approximate costs for each region are provided in Appendix 2. 


 


Potential sources of bias: Bias can be introduced into vessel reporting systems by incorrect 


reporting.  There may be incentive to misreport species when limitations (quotas) are being 


reached.  Likewise, misreporting location information can, and has, occurred.  However, the 


potential to misreport locations can be mitigated through automation and integration with a 


Global Positioning System (GPS).   


 


Effectiveness: As with any self-reported data, it is possible to submit incorrect information. 


Some items, such as vessel identity, may be accurately reported, but other items, such as the 


reporting of catch (species and amount) will only be as accurate as the information provided by 


the person completing the report.  Input validation can greatly increase the quality and 


completeness of the submitted data.  


 


Pros and Cons: 


 


Pros: 


 Timely reporting of data to meet the needs of agencies tasked with fisheries 


management and enforcement; 


 Real-time or near real-time reporting enables real-time accounting for catch share 


programs; 


 More timely access to vessel activity data may improve enforcement efficacy and 


compliance 


 Improved data quality; 
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 Industry access to information; 


 Can reduce redundant reporting when multiple agencies can gain real time* access to 


electronically submitted data; 


 Decreased cost to agencies entering data submitted via paper forms; 


 Easy to use; 


 Eliminates transcription errors; 


 Adaptable technologies. 


 


*as compared to manually entered and then shared data. 


 


Cons: 


 Timely data dependent upon compliance with requirements and ample enforcement; 


 Increased costs to develop and maintain electronic reporting systems; 


 Technology failures and technology incompatibility; 


 Vague questions such as those requesting “yes/no” answers do not allow for 


collecting more detailed information (such as defining how much or what kind); 


 Limited deployment of some systems limits utility; 


 Resistance from industry to new or unfamiliar technology; 


 Reporting valid, but incorrect, information; 


 Not all partners have implemented all provisions; 


 Large numbers of fields makes user interface problematic and confusing. 


 


4.1.2. Electronic Dealer Reporting 


Electronic dealer reporting is used in some capacity by all regions.  Each region or science center 


is responsible for collecting fishery-dependent information from commercial dealers for most 


federally managed species.  The fish ticket system on the West Coast relies on state data 


collection efforts and in Alaska is accomplished through a multi-agency partnership among 


NMFS, the state, and the International Pacific Halibut Commission.  Data collected by the 


various programs include information regarding catch and landings, vessel trip information, 


economic data, fish sales, license number, and species. Dealer data are used to track landings for 


in-season management as well as individual fishing quotas (IFQs), other quotas, and annual 


catch limit (ACL) accounting.  Data are also used to cross-check vessel reported catch and 


landings through electronic trip reports (Table 2b). 


 


Fishery/species: E-reporting in the Northeast includes all federal and state permitted dealers (in 


general states in the NE also allow paper reporting).  In the Southeast, snapper/grouper, reef fish, 


and golden crab dealers and those buying king and Spanish mackerel use e-reporting, as well as 


permitted dealers.  The Southwest Region has no dealer reporting requirement. In the Northwest, 


fish dealers purchasing IFQ fish use e-reporting as do the catch monitors hired by the fish dealers 


through third party providers.   As a means of quality control, fish tickets from the dealers are 
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compared with the catch monitor fish tickets and differences are reconciled.  Typically, 


observers on board vessels become catch monitors, monitoring and reporting of offloads in 


processing plants.  In Alaska all catcher/sellers and processing plants use e-reporting for 


groundfish and crab, and electronic reporting is being implemented for the salmon fisheries.  In 


the Pacific Islands fish dealers, wholesalers, and retailers use e-reporting or hard copy report 


forms.  The vast majority of large dealers, wholesalers, and retailers are presently reporting 


electronically in a timely manner.   For Atlantic Highly Migratory Species (HMS), ER will be in 


place for most tuna, swordfish, and shark fisheries come 2013.  


 


Gear: Most dealers do not report the gear used by fishing vessels, but most gear types are 


represented in the fisheries that use electronic dealer reporting.  


 


Infrastructure: For IT infrastructure requirements for dealer reporting, see the previous section 


on Electronic Vessel Reporting and E-Logbooks. 


 


Cost: Generally, if a system is applicable to a wide range of the industry – such as Alaska’s 


eLandings system – the development costs are on the higher end of the range. Similarly, because 


that system is statewide and Alaska's geography is so expansive, many employees were involved 


in the initial deployment including NMFS AKR staff, and regional ADF&G staff.  Another 


example would be Atlantic HMS, which requires coordination with all the states and territories, 


and any system must fit in with existing NMFS electronic reporting. 


 


Potential sources of bias: For potential sources of bias in dealer reporting, see the previous 


section on Electronic Vessel Reporting and E-Logbooks.  In addition, for non-mandatory 


systems, there may be some bias in that larger companies tend to use electronic systems while 


smaller entities use paper.  The larger companies are more likely to report in a timely manner, 


but mandatory programs reduce this bias in timeliness. 


 


Effectiveness: For discussion on effectiveness of dealer reporting, see the previous section on 


Electronic Vessel Reporting and E-Logbooks. 


 


Pros and Cons: For the pros and cons of dealer electronic reporting, see the previous section on 


Electronic Vessel Reporting and E-Logbooks. 


4.2. Electronic Monitoring  


 


4.2.1. Vessel Monitoring Systems 


The Vessel Monitoring System (VMS) is a satellite based technology program remotely 


monitoring fishing vessel locations and other data depending upon the equipment used and the 


regulatory requirements of the fishery.   
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Today, the NOAA Office of Law Enforcement (OLE) VMS Program is monitoring over 4,500 


vessels, and it transmits position data, including vessel identification data; declarations
1
; and 


two-way messaging/email.  


Uses of VMS data include: 


 Tracking, monitoring, and predicting fishing effort, activity, and location; 


 Evidence in legal and administrative proceedings; 


 Monitoring for illegal, unreported, and unregulated (IUU) operations; 


 Monitoring activity and arrivals in port to allocate sampling; 


 Supporting catch share and ACL programs; 


 Monitoring and enforcing compliance with regulatory requirements and sensitive area 


restrictions; 


 Managing observer programs (safety, deployment and coverage, enforcement); 


 Verifying/validating data from other sources; 


 GIS mapping; 


 Supporting Homeland and National Security initiatives. 


Fishery/Species: Currently, VMS is used to monitor vessels permitted in more than 17 federal 


fisheries.  The number of VMS-required fisheries is growing, and will likely include additional 


High Seas permitted vessels within this year.  


Gear Types: VMS is not restricted to specific gear types and is used across a wide variety of 


platforms.  The primary limitation on adoption of VMS is initial cost, but adding vessels to an 


existing system is relatively low-cost.  


Infrastructure: VMS is composed of: (1) On-board transceiver units that transmit positions and 


may send and receive other data and messages; (2) satellite communications networks that 


transmit information to and from the vessel and monitoring center(s); (3) surveillance software 


and its associated systems/processes that interface with the communications providers; (4) 


monitoring center(s) and staff; and (5) government IT services and systems that parse and store 


the data.  


Sources of potential bias: Power can be turned off to the unit causing lapses in data leading to 


potential biases.  However, non-reporting units can be identified by OLE monitoring staff, which 


would trigger an investigation into the cause.  Fishers would be cited for non-compliance if they 


are found to have turned the unit off.  In some regions (AK, NE) there have been problems with 


                                                 
1
 A declaration is a report submitted by a fisherman to OLE (by phone, interactive voice response, VMS or other 


method) that specifies the gear type that a vessel will use on a fishing trip.  More complex declarations can also 


include area to be fished or other codes like days at sea etc.  Declarations can also be used as hail in/out of the 


fishery or landing notice. 
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reliability and data gaps with some vendors’ units, which can lead to bias concerns.  The polling, 


or reporting rate should also be considered to ensure the data collected meet management and 


enforcement needs.  


Costs: In most of NOAA’s regions, OLE is responsible for the costs of items three through five 


on the above referenced infrastructure list, and the fishers are generally responsible for items one 


and two
2
. The OLE’s cost to operate and maintain the system is approximately $1.2 million per 


year which includes annual requirements for vendor software changes and associated 


installations plus a reimbursement program mentioned below.  Also included in that yearly cost 


are maintenance and support for the surveillance software; communications and VMS unit 


(transceiver) costs for all units in the Pacific Islands Regional
3
; and vendor-related support.  


Vendor-related support includes system and unit troubleshooting and assistance with non-


reporting units. There are also costs associated with OLE’s monitoring and help-desk staff, IT 


staff, and government-owned IT hardware/software and associated support costs which are in 


addition to the $1.2 million annually obligated to support OLE’s VMS programs. 


When new or different VMS regulations are established requiring changes to the VMS reporting 


requirements of a fishery, vendors may be required to modify the software on all of the units that 


are in use by fishers.  For any one instance requiring vendor modifications it can cost $20,000 (or 


more) and that cost depends upon the number of units affected by the regulatory change and the 


complexity of the software changes. 


A typical VMS off-the-shelf unit may run approximately $3,100, although costs vary widely 


depending on the vendor and the capabilities of the unit.  NOAA OLE provides a list of approved 


VMS units that is updated regularly to account for changing technology and requirements
4
.  


Currently, NOAA offers a one-time reimbursement opportunity for eligible fishers, contingent 


on availability of funds via a grant managed by the Pacific States Marine Fisheries Commission.  


Monthly communications costs are generally incurred by fishers, and those costs vary depending 


upon the regulatory requirements of each fishery.  Monthly communications costs can range 


from $21.99 for hourly position reports only to $100 per month or more depending on the 


amount of data sent / received by the VMS unit (e.g. position reports, email).  Average 


communication costs are approximately $50 / month / vessel. 


The surveillance software licensing costs and the bulk of the system’s implementation costs were 


one time fees (in 2009, for the current system approximately $1.75 million).  Now that the 


                                                 
2
 OLE is responsible for items one and two in the Pacific Island Region, only. 


3
OLE payment of the cost for units and communications for the Hawaii and American Samoa longline fleets is 


based on Federal Regulations dating back to the mid 1990’s when use of VMS equipment was an “experiment.”  


Those regulatory provisions remain in effect today. 
4
http://www.nmfs.noaa.gov/ole/docs/2012/noaa_fisheries_service_type.pdf. 
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system is in place and operating, it can accommodate a large number of additional vessels at 


little to no additional cost
5
. 


Pros and Cons: 


Pros: 


 Provides fisheries monitoring, management, scientific, compliance, enforcement and 


safety benefits.  


 Is a proven, well-established technology, and VMS position data are widely used and 


accepted for enforcement purposes. 


 Low system complexity compared to other ER/EM systems (i.e. simple, autonomous, 


automatic operation; low/no operator intervention required for reporting, no complex 


analysis of images required, low bandwidth/data requirements, etc.). 


 Provides cost-effective monitoring and enforcement options for remote areas that 


otherwise would have little to no monitoring (Marine Monuments, closed areas, etc). 


 Is an effective tool for focusing limited surface or air patrols by other enforcement 


assets like U.S. Coast Guard patrol platforms. 


 Though not a primary rescue alert device, VMS data can be a vital tool in search and 


rescue efforts in the event of a vessel in distress.     


 Can incorporate substantial growth in the number of vessels being monitored for a 


relatively low cost.  


 The system has the potential to be expanded to include transmitting other types of 


data including e-logbooks, landings information, photo/video data and sensor data.  


However, such expansion has not been fully assessed and might require expansion of 


bandwidth, upgrades/changes to software, hardware and increases in communications 


costs.  


 


Cons: 


 While basic operational VMS costs are low relative to other monitoring options, they 


are not insignificant.  Annual costs after implementation can be highly variable 


depending upon regulatory changes requiring updates to software and/or hardware. 


 Current data transmission capability is limited. 


 Some approved units have performance issues. 


 Time-consuming process to approve new VMS units. 


 Like all electronic devices, VMS units are not tamperproof.  They are tamper resistant 


and methods for detecting tampering events have improved.  


                                                 
5
 The addition of a very large number of vessels may cause OLE to incur additional costs in the following areas: 


communications and transceiver costs in the Pacific Islands; additional monitoring/help-desk staff; monitoring 


software support; and vendor-related work-requests (e.g. software updates, non-reporting vessel inquiries and 


communications troubleshooting).  
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4.2.2. Video Monitoring 


NMFS has traditionally relied on observers to collect data on fishing vessels because of their 


proven reliability, versatility, and quality.  Recently there has been a growing interest in the use 


of video monitoring to offset the cost of observer coverage. This stems in part from the proposed 


transition to industry-funded observer programs in some regions (NW and NE) and interest from 


NMFS, fishermen, and Congress to reduce monitoring costs.  Video monitoring can potentially 


provide a cost-effective monitoring solution in some circumstances: (1) Scientific purposes 


(identifying species composition of catch and bycatch); (2) management (quota monitoring); and 


(3) compliance (enforcement). 


Video monitoring integrates the use of video cameras, gear sensors, and GPS to provide data on 


fishing methods and gears, fishing locations and times, and catch and bycatch (including 


discards).  The degree of integration depends on the specific objectives of the application. EM is 


not intended to be used exclusively as an alternative to human observers.  In many cases ER and 


EM may be used to augment and improve monitoring programs.  Thus there may be value in 


using these tools both as alternatives or in conjunction with human observers. 


Fishery/Species: Although there have been many pilot projects in the United States (Table 3), 


video monitoring is currently being used operationally in only three fisheries: 


 Amendment 80 to the Bering Sea Aleutian Island non-pollock trawl fishery requires 


video recording of sorting activity in bins (or an alternative measure) to prevent pre-


sorting of the catch before the observer has an opportunity to sample the catch; 


 


 Amendment 91 to the Bering Sea Aleutian Island pollock trawl fishery requires video 


monitoring of all locations where salmon bycatch is sorted by the crew and the location 


where the salmon are stored until sampling by an observer. 


 Starting in 2013, freezer longliners with endorsements to catch and process Pacific cod 


with hook and line gear in the BSAI have additional equipment and operation 


requirements.  If vessels are using motion-compensated scales to weigh Pacific cod, they 


are required to maintain a video system to monitor sorting and flow of fish over the scale. 


In all three cases, video cameras are used for compliance monitoring.  Cameras record the 


activities of vessel personnel and provide a record that NMFS can use to enforce requirements.  


The video is stored on the vessel and made available to NMFS for review upon request.  No data 


are extracted from the images for management, instead, the video provides an audit option to 


confirm whether sorting standards were met and data provided by observers are unbiased. 


There have been numerous past and ongoing pilot projects in the U.S. exploring the potential to 


extract specific information from video for management purposes.  The information derived 
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from these projects has been instrumental in laying the groundwork for future EM projects and 


enabled the implementation of current video monitoring in existing programs.  However, despite 


these projects, there are currently no operational video monitoring programs in NMFS-managed 


fisheries where data are extracted from video and used for science or management (Table 4). 


This is due to operational limitations such as the inability to accurately identify species, the 


inability to estimate weights of discarded fish, and the length of time required to obtain and 


review video and extract all requisite information.  These issues need to be resolved before EM 


can be implemented for quota accounting.   


Gear: Video monitoring is generally considered to have potential from a science, management, 


and enforcement perspective in fisheries where the catch is brought on board individually 


(gillnet, longline, and hook and line), and each specimen can be identified and total counts at 


varying taxonomic levels can be made.  Video monitoring is less able to identify species 


(particularly protected species such as fish, birds, sea turtles and marine mammals) that may not 


be brought on board or that are not viewable in the frame.  Video monitoring is also currently 


ineffective at determining weights aboard vessels that haul in large catches at once (such as trawl 


gear).  However video monitoring may be effective at monitoring compliance in full retention 


fisheries where species identifications and weights can be determined by dockside monitors. 


Infrastructure: Any application where video monitoring data are used for fisheries management 


will likely be complex and require considerable infrastructure investments for both industry and 


the government.  In the operational programs in Alaska, industry provides the cameras and 


developed the information storage solutions on board.  In other applications, depending on the 


specific goals of the monitoring program, a variety of data transfer, analysis, and storage issues 


may need to be resolved.  For example, if video data were going to be used for quota 


management, then a system would need to be developed for moving video data to a facility 


where they could be reviewed and stored; this could prove challenging from remote locations or 


where the information is needed quickly.  Additionally, data collected for fisheries management 


is required to be stored, archived, and accessible for further review and/or used in the 


prosecution of violations.  This would likely require an investment in data storage infrastructure.  


Finally, although initial attempts to automate video data analysis appear promising, considerably 


more work is needed to automate the video review process.  The potential for automation also 


depends on the specific objectives of the video.  For example, automating the counting of fish 


discards may be possible now, given the right configuration of discard chute and cameras, but 


automating the identification and weights of those discarded fish appears much more difficult. 


Costs: Costs for video monitoring may vary widely depending on the management objectives of 


the monitoring program.  The Northeast video monitoring project estimated costs of $505, $396, 
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and $539 per trip for longline, gillnet and trawl vessels
6
.  By comparison, human at-sea monitor 


costs average approximately $585-$675 per sea day in the Northeast
7
.  Observations in Alaska, 


on the other hand, indicated that video monitoring costs may be similar to or even greater than 


observer costs.  Bonney et al., 2009, found that video monitoring use may not result in any large 


scale cost savings for the Gulf of Alaska rockfish fishery, primarily because of the costs 


associated with the analysis of the EM data (particularly with rare events such as protected 


species bycatch).  In Alaska, NMFS estimated that a fairly simple installation would cost 


approximately $4,000, whereas a complex installation that would require significant vessel 


modification would cost approximately $22,000.  The Canada hook and line fishery estimated 


costs of $350 per day based on a review of 10% of the EM data collected and $708 per day for 


observers.  The lower cost per day in Canada is likely the result of the 10% audit rate where only 


10% of fishing events on any given vessel are reviewed and used to verify the catch and bycatch 


reported by the captain. 


Sources of Potential Bias: As with observer programs, there may be bias in fisheries where 


coverage is less than 100%.  Bias should be minimized if the selected vessels are required to 


carry video monitoring equipment 100% of the time.  Video monitoring equipment can be 


deployed on virtually any vessel regardless of size, type, or gear if reliable power is available and 


sensitive equipment, such as computers, are protected from the weather.  Concerns remain about 


accurate species identification and weight estimation, and one of the lessons learned from many 


of the EM pilot projects is that camera location and overall system design can be an iterative 


process tuned to each boat.  The deck layout on most vessels is unique, and issues on one vessel 


may be quite different from another vessel.  It is important to work closely with the vessel 


captain and crew to design a fish sorting system (including discarding) that provides an optimal 


view for the cameras in order to minimize any potential sampling error or bias. 


Effectiveness: To date video monitoring has proven to be most effective as a compliance tool for 


monitoring crew activity.  Working with industry, NMFS is trying to resolve remaining issues of 


species identification, weight estimation, data processing, and data storage to improve the 


effectiveness for management, enforcement, and science purposes.  A number of ongoing pilot 


projects are designed to address these concerns.  EM may not be effective for identifying 


protected species, in particular those that are prohibited from being brought on board.  


                                                 
6
These estimates do not include factors such as shore side infrastructure and support of data collection including the 


required computing infrastructure and associated positions. The costs do include the cost of reviewing 100% of the 


video. These costs are consistent with day trips; multi-day trips would increase the costs based on the number of 


additional tows. Pria et al., 2011. 
7
The cost estimates represent the daily at-sea cost charged by observer and at-sea monitor provider companies and 


do not include overhead costs such as travel, training, equipment, debriefing, and data management.   
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Pros and Cons: 


Pros: 


 Suitability across a wide range of vessel sizes, particularly smaller vessels that may 


not meet all requirements for carrying observers; 


 Interest from industry and support of the technology; 


 Fully integrated data collection tools can create a clear and accurate profile of fishing 


activity at sea; 


 24/7 operation on many vessels (with some exceptions) thereby capturing all events 


for later analysis or sampling. 


Cons: 


 Turnaround time for data is currently longer with video technology than observer 


reporting;  


 Inability to accurately identify some species and determine weights, particularly for 


rare events such as protected species that are not brought on board; 


 Inability to collect biological samples needed for stock assessments and to assign 


injuries and mortalities to species/stocks; 


 Enforcement concerns (see Enforcement white paper); 


 Costs associated with review of video; 


 Video systems are not tamper proof; 


 Monitoring is limited to the cameras view; 


 Power supply can be challenging; 


 Long term storage of video records is expensive and can result in data loss; 


 Scattered ports results in higher maintenance and travel costs; 


 Malfunctions in equipment could result in mandated returns to port depending on the 


penalty structure of an EM program; 


 Equipment durability. 


Although hurdles remain, video monitoring may eventually allow fishermen to be directly 


involved in their own data collection, allow them to quickly see the results of data collected on 


their vessels, and improve NMFS’ ability to manage fisheries.  


4.3. Other Electronic Monitoring/Reporting Technologies 


There are a variety of other ER/EM technologies being used for fishery-dependent data 


collection and reporting.  These technologies include handheld devices such as Personal Digital 


Assistants (PDAs), iPads, ruggedized laptops, electronic measuring boards and calipers, Passive 


Integrated Transponders (PIT) and PIT tag readers, automated flow scales, motion-compensated 


scales, satellite phones, and software (Table 4).  These tools are used by industry, observers, at-
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sea monitors, port agents, state and federal fishery managers, or scientists to collect data.  


Typically, the systems track catch, gear, as well as biological data about the catch. 


In many cases, these tools are intended to reduce the burden on observers or other monitors, 


while simultaneously improving the quality and timeliness of data collection and reporting. They 


can also be used in conjunction with other ER/EM technologies described in this paper. 
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Table 1. Summary table of existing technologies. 


 


Existing 


Technology 


Collection 


method 


Electronic 


capture of 


data 


Data 


transmission 


to NMFS 


Data 


Storage 


on vessel 


Data storage 


at NMFS 


Information 


extraction 


Information 


distribution Opportunities 


Electronic vessel 


trip reporting 


and e-logbooks variable 


Manual entry 


into NMFS 


application 


Satellite or 


web None 


Oracle 


database query database 


via database to 


NMFS, and web 


to external clients 


Expand within 


existing fleets 


Electronic dealer 


reporting variable  


Manual entry 


into NMFS 


application Web None 


Oracle 


database query database   


Expand within 


existing fleets 


and/or dealers 


Vessel 


Monitoring 


Systems (VMS) 


GPS on 


board 


Automated 


polling of the 


GPS position 


Satellite on 


polling 


schedule None 


Oracle 


database query database 


via database to 


NMFS authorized 


users 


Geo fencing 


potential, expand 


to existing fleets 


Video 


monitoring 


Camera 


images  


Automated 


image 


recording to 


hard drive 


Hard drives 


are physically 


retrieved post 


trip 


Database 


or hard 


drive 


Oracle 


database  


Image review, 


event 


recoding, and 


subsequent 


storage of 


resulting data   


Improve quality 


of images, 


advance 


automation of 


info extraction, 


improve  


integration with 


other sensors 


(GPS) 


Other existing 


technologies variable 


Manual entry 


into NMFS 


application 


Satellite or 


web 


Database 


or hard 


drive variable query database   


Automate data 


capture, expand 


within existing 


fleets 
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Table 2. Summary of fishery-dependent vessel and dealer reporting systems. This summary 


does not include systems entered by Agency personnel, including observers, port agents, or 


scientists. 


a. Electronic Vessel Reporting and E-Logbooks 


Region System(s) Name 


FMPs 


supported Fishery/Species Gear Cost IT Infrastructure 


ACCSP 
SAFIS: eTrips; 


eLogbooks 
State fisheries 


Commercial, 


charter/party, and 


recreational 


Hook gear 


(anglers) 
No Data (ND) 


Web based, secure 


transmission, oracle 


database 


Northeast 


eVTR -- Fisheries 


Logbook Data 


Recording System 


(FLDRS); eVTR -- 


Vessel Electronic 


Reporting System, 


All All All ND 


Web based, secure 


transmission through 


email, oracle database 


Southeast 


GoMex 


Snapper/Grouper IFQ 


system 


Gulf of 


Mexico Reef 


Fish 


Gulf of Mexico IFQ 


fishermen and permitted 


dealers 


ND 


$235k to 


develop; 


$150K to 


maintain 


PC based, any browser, 


Adobe Flash; 


Postgres SQL database 


Southwest 


Electronic Troll and 


Baitboat Logbook 


(FLDRS); 


South Pacific Tuna 


Treaty purse seine 


fishery logbook and 


port fish size sampling 


HMS and 


Treaties 


relating to 


HMS 


South and North Pacific 


Troll; 


North Pacific Baitboat; 


Commercial; 


U.S. South Pacific Tuna 


Treaty purse seine 


Troll, 


baitboat,and 


purse seine 


$0-50k to 


develop 


$0-20K to 


deploy 


Vessel PC transmits data 


via email or CD in the 


mail; 


Access, Oracle, and Excel 


databases 
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Northwest 


Pacific Coast 


Groundfish Quota 


Share/Vessel Account 


Balance System 


Pacific Coast 


groundfish 


Commercial IFQ Trawl 


Sector; and all groundfish 
ND 


Over $1M to 


develop; 


$450K to 


maintain 


Fishermen use pc’s to 


manage their vessel 


accounts and quota share 


accounts. 


Alaska 


eLandings - 


Interagency Electronic 


Reporting System 


BSAI 


Groundfish 


FMP; GOA 


Groundfish 


FMP; Crab 


FMP; Salmon 


FMP 


All state and federally 


managed groundfish 


fisheries; all halibut and 


sablefish IFQ fisheries; all 


rationalized crab fisheries; 


several state managed 


crab fisheries;  and 50% 


of all state managed 


salmon fisheries 


(implementation in 


progress); no recreational; 


All gear 


types 


$1M to 


develop; 


$300k to 


maintain, 


includes 


travel for 


training, 


server 


hosting, 


licenses, etc. 


Does not 


include help 


desk support. 


Web based online forms, 


web service XML 


submission; email XML 


submission; desktop 


applications for at-sea 


vessels via email 


transmission; desktop 


applications for tender 


vessels using a jump 


drive transfer, data are 


transmitted via ftp or 


email to oracle database 


Pacific 


Islands 


HDAR and WPacFIN 


Web-Based Reporting 


for Hawaii Commercial 


Fishermen 


All HI-based 


FEPs 
Commercial sector ND ND 


Data are entered via a 


secure website 


ND – No data; ACCSP – Atlantic Coastal Cooperative Statistics Program; SAFIS – South Atlantic Fishery Information System; IFQ – Individual Fishing Quota; HDAR – Hawaii 


Division of Aquatic Resources; WPacFIN – Western Pacific Fishery Information Network 
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b. Dealer trip reporting 


Region System(s) Name 
FMPs 


supported 


Fishery/ 


Species 
Gear Cost IT Infrastructure 


ACCSP SAFIS: eDR 
State 


fisheries 
Commercial All ND 


Web based, secure transmission, 


oracle database 


Northeast 


Dealer Electronic 


Reporting File 


Upload, Dealer 


Electronic Reporting 


(Bluefin Data L.L.C.), 


Surf Clam / Ocean 


Quahog File Upload 


System 


All All All ND 
Web based (HTTPs) , sFTP, 


oracle database 


Southeast 


SE Electronic Trip 


Ticket; GoMex 


Snapper/Grouper IFQ 


system 


 


SA 


snapper/grou


per, SA 


golden crab, 


Gulf reef 


fish, Coastal 


Migratory 


Pelagic 


Commercial 


sector only; 


Holder of 


snapper/groupe


r, reef fish, 


golden crab 


dealer permit or 


dealer buying 


king or Spanish 


mackerel; 


Gulf of Mexico 


IFQ fishermen 


and permitted 


dealers 


ND 


$200-235K to 


develop; 


$100-150K to 


maintain 


PC based, any browser, Adobe 


Flash; 


Postgres SQL database 


Southwest 
No dealer reporting at 


this time 
     


Northwest 


Electronic Fish Ticket 


System; 


IFQ Catch Monitor 


System 


Pacific coast 


groundfish 


Commercial 


IFQ Trawl 


Sector (due to 


provision that 


allows gear 


switching, IFQ 


trawl sector 


participants can 


Trawl and 


fixed gear 


who 


participate in 


the IFQ 


system 


$700k to 


develop 


(includes cost 


of catch 


monitor 


system); 


$100k to 


maintain 


Fish Ticket Data are transmitted 


over the web to an Oracle 


database; IFQ system uses 


specially designed software on a 


notebook p.c. 
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Region System(s) Name 
FMPs 


supported 


Fishery/ 


Species 
Gear Cost IT Infrastructure 


use trawl or 


fixed gear to 


fish their trawl 


allocations) 


(includes fish 


ticket and catch 


monitoring 


system, 


combined) 


Alaska 


eLandings - 


Interagency 


Electronic Reporting 


System 


BSAI 


Groundfish 


FMP; GOA 


Groundfish 


FMP; Crab 


FMP; 


Salmon FMP 


All state and 


federally 


managed 


groundfish 


fisheries; all 


halibut and 


sablefish IFQ 


fisheries; all 


rationalized 


crab fisheries; 


several state 


managed crab 


fisheries;  and 


50% of all state 


managed 


salmon 


fisheries 


(implementatio


n in progress); 


no recreational;  


All gear 


types 


$1M to 


develop; $300k 


to maintain, 


includes travel 


for training, 


server hosting, 


licenses, etc., 


but does not 


include help 


desk support. 


Web based online forms, web 


service XML submission; email 


XML submission; desktop 


applications for at-sea vessels 


via email transmission; desktop 


applications for tender vessels 


using a jump drive transfer, data 


are transmitted via ftp or email 


to oracle database 


Pacific 


Islands 


HDAR and WPacFIN 


HI Web Based Dealer 


Reporting System 


All HI-based 


FEPs 


Commercial 


sector 
ND ND 


Data are entered via Excel on a 


p.c. and transmitted via email  


HMS eDealer (currently 


under development) 


2006 


Consolidated 


HMS FMP 


Atlantic sharks, 


swordfish, and 


BAYS tunas 


All $676,000 to 


develop; 


anticipated 


$100K to 


maintain first 


year; additional 


funds needed 


for potential 


Dealer data are entered through 


web-based or PC-based 


programs; these are submitted 


over the web or through an ftp 


upload to Oracle database  
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Region System(s) Name 
FMPs 


supported 


Fishery/ 


Species 
Gear Cost IT Infrastructure 


enhancements/


maintenance  


ND – No data; HDAR – Hawaii Division of Aquatic Resources; WPacFIN – Western Pacific Fishery Information Network; FEP – Fishery Ecosystem Plan 
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Table 3. Video Monitoring Projects in U.S. Fisheries 


Region 


Yea


r Objective/Purpose 


Fishery/Speci


es Gear Project Type 


Vessels/Se


a Days Cost 
Alaska 


2002 Protected species/seabirds monitoring Halibut Longline Pilot 2/120   


2002 Protected Species monitoring Groundfish Factory Trawl Pilot 5/22   


2002 Protected Species monitoring Halibut Longline Pilot 2/90   


2004 Catch monitoring Halibut Longline Pilot 3/120   


2005 Discard monitoring Rockfish Trawl Pilot 10/38   


2005 Bin monitoring Groundfish Factory Trawl Pilot 1/14   


2007 Bin monitoring Groundfish Factory Trawl Pilot 4/328 $42,690 


2007 Compliance Bin monitoring Groundfish Factory Trawl 


Implemented – Amendment 


80 11/11,177   


2007 Bycatch monitoring Halibut Longline Pilot 4/13   


2007 Discard monitoring Rockfish Trawl Pilot - Phase 1 1/14   


2008 Discard monitoring Rockfish Trawl Pilot - Phase 2 4/104 


$108,38


0 


2010 Discard monitoring Rockfish Trawl Automated Video Analysis 5/118 $77,830 


2011 


Compliance monitoring – sorting of prohibited 


species Groundfish Trawl 


Implemented - Amendment 


91 20/2,605   


2013 Compliance monitoring flow scale Pacific Cod Longline 


Implement – 50 CFR Part 


679 20  


Southwest 


2006 Protected Species monitoring Swordfish Drift gillnet Pilot 5/58   


2007 Protected Species monitoring Swordfish Drift gillnet Pilot 1/3   


Northeast 2004 Discard monitoring Cod/Haddock Longline Pilot 4/10   
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2007 Catch monitoring Groundfish Longline/Gillnet Pilot 7/59   


2007 Catch monitoring Herring Small mesh trawl Pilot 1/10   


2010 Catch monitoring Groundfish 


Trawl/Longline/Gilln


et Pilot 9/358   


Northwest 


 2002 Discard monitoring Pacific hake Trawl Pilot 1/13 $30,000 


2004 Discard monitoring Pacific hake Trawl Implemented 26/823 


$240,00


0 


2005 Discard monitoring Pacific hake Trawl Implemented 28/982 


$240,00


0 


2006 Discard monitoring Pacific hake Trawl Implemented 37/1043 


$125,00


0 


2007 Discard monitoring Pacific hake Trawl Implemented 36/878 


$212,56


3 


2008 Discard monitoring Pacific hake Trawl Implemented  


$293,05


0 


2009 Discard monitoring Pacific hake Trawl Implemented  


$222,02


5 


2010 Discard monitoring Pacific hake Trawl Implemented  


$230,57


5 


Gulf of 


Mexico 2008 Catch monitoring Reef fish Longline Pilot 6/148 


$90,000


  


Southeast 2010 Catch monitoring Reef fish Bandit gear Pilot 6/524  


Pacific  2009 Catch monitoring Swordfish Longline Pilot 3/320   
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Table 4. Other Existing ER/EM Technologies 


Region 
Fishery/Observer 


Program 
EM type EM Activity Details Critical need   Status 


Alaska  North Pacific 


GroundfishObserver 


Program 


 


At sea data 


entry & 


transmission 


ATLAS software used to allow observers to enter catch and sample 


information used for near real time fisheries management.  Able to 


transmit data using a variety of methods (1998 first deployed).  Details 


available upon Request. 


At sea data 


transmission 
Implemented 


Scales Motion compensated scales to weigh total catch aboard factory trawlers 


and crab catcher processors. 
Catch Weight Implemented 


Scales Motion compensated scales used to allow observers to weigh samples 
Catch Weight Implemented 


Scales Motion compensated scales used to weigh only Pacific Cod aboard 


factory longliners (2011).  Details available upon request. Catch Weight In Progress 


Southeast Pelagic longline 


observer program, 


Southeast Shark 


Driftnet and Shark 


Bottom Longline 


Observer Program, 


Shrimp and Reef Fish 


Observer Programs 


PIT tags Passive Integrated Transponder (PIT) Tag readers to scan sea turtles for 


existing tags.  


Monitor Discard Implemented 


Satellite 


phones 


Satellite phones capable of data transmission although not used to date. 


Details available upon request. 


Data 


Transmission 


In Progress 
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Northeast Northeast Fisheries 


Observer Program 


 


iPAQ 


OBSCON and 


Special Access 


Program (SAP) 


Reporting,PDA 


Handheld PDA with a data entry program using Microsoft Mobile 5.0 


Operating System and secure upload website using Wi-Fi or ActiveSync, 


to provide accurate and timely observer trip summary and catch 


information of Species of Concern within 24 hours of landing.  Used to 


examine seaday accomplishments and provide data for quota estimates for 


the Northeast Regional Office. Details available upon request.  Data Entry 


Program (ObsCon) using Microsoft Mobile 5.0 Operating System and 


secure upload website using Wi-Fi or ActiveSync, provide accurate and 


timely observed trip summary information and SAP Species of Concern 


weights of kept and discarded within 24 hours of landing for seaday 


accomplishments and SAP data to the Northeast Regional Office for Total 


Allowable Catch and bycatch monitoring. 


    


Electronic Data 


Entry at Sea 


(EDES)GPS, 


computer 


Collection of observer data electronically at sea, replacing paper data 


collection.  Uses rugged laptops, Windows XP operating system, C# (data 


entry screens), My SQL (database conversion), GPS (haul locations), 


secure upload website, barcode scanner (samples/age structures), and 


digital cameras integrated into entry screens.  Details available upon 


request. 


    


Cooperative 


Research Study 


Fleet Project; 


GPS, computer 


The NEFSC is conducting a Study Fleet cooperative research project that 


includes research and development of an electronic laptop program to 


collect tow-by-tow self reported catch data including kept and discarded 


components. The system supports the collection of sub-trip composite 


records that included all of the Northeast data elements in the existing 


vessel trip reporting (VTR) requirements for permitted vessels and can 


track effort on a tow-by-tow basis, are integrated with vessel GPS and 


VMS systems and include a TD probe fixed to trawl doors. Details and 


demonstration available upon request. 


    


Marel Scale 


Pilot Project; 


Digital, 


motion-


compensated 


scales 


The NEFOP is in the field testing phase of the Marel scales.  The scales 


have been tested and compared to the hand-held spring scales, now they 


are being field tested prior to a more broad scale implementation. 


More accurate 


catch weights 


In Progress 


Southwest Southwest Observer 


Program; 


California/Oregon 


drift gillnet fishery 


Electronic 


observer 


forms;PDA 


Using an Allegro PC, HP iPAQ handheld PDA, and 


HagloffMantaxdigitech electronic calipers in California/Oregon drift 


gillnet fishery to collect observer data. 


  


 


  


PacFIN/FIS Electronic 


calipers 


Electronic calipers in albacore port sampling program     
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Pacific Islands 


Region 


NMFS Longline 


Observer Program 


PDA Proposed project testing the use of Trimble Nomad hand held collection 


units as a tool to gather at sea data. After testing this using our data forms, 


it was not practical to continuing with this device. 


data transmission canceled- we 


have decided 


to explore 


other data 


collection 


devices (but 


have not 


begun to yet) 


HQ Fisheries Scientific 


Computing System 


(FSCS) 


Computer This system will enable research scientists and/or observers to capture and 


store environmental, gear performance, and biological data from survey or 


commercial fishing operations using any gear type for integration and 


validation into a quality-controlled Oracle database in near real time. 


Details available upon request. 


 In Progress 


Atlantic Highly 


Migratory Species 


PIT tags PIT Tags used when requested for shark display permits (also use dart 


tags).  Aids in enforcement.  Pop-up satellite archive tags (PSAT) used for 


HMS.  Research on migrations and habitat use. 


    


Northwest West Coast 


Groundfish Observer 


Program  


 


Database Oracle apex database that uses Oracle express installation, and web-


services to transport xml data back to main oracle enterprise server. Data 


can be entered via a web-based GUI or via a client application on 


netbooks which then transmit data via broadband cards. 


 


Catch Data and 


near-real time 


reporting 


Oracle 


database: 


implemented 


 


 


Scales Motion compensated scales used aboard West Coast Trawl Catch Share 


vessels 


Catch Weight Implemented 


PIT tag readers Pit tag readers used to scan green sturgeon for existing tags. ESA Implemented 


Computer Netbooks, with broadband cards, using Oracle Apex client for data entry 


at-sea. Data can be transmitted once observer is in range of network which 


allows near real-time reporting. 


Catch data and 


near real-time 


reporting 


Netbooks: 


implemented 


Client 


application: 


Development 


Coded wire tag 


wands 


Wands used to scan salmon for coded wire tags. ESA Implemented 


Satellite 


phones 


Satellite phones are used to report catch over specified weight to observer 


program. 


Data transmission Implemented 
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1. Key Findings 


Pros: 


 ER systems can: 


o Provide the ability to track users entering data including who they are, the date/time data was 


entered, when and who edited the data, etc.  This change history is beneficial for 


investigative purposes. 


o Provide the ability to use electronic signatures, which is beneficial for establishing 


accountability. 


o Provide near-real-time information which can be: 


 Helpful in discovering and addressing compliance issues in a timely manner. 


 Beneficial for addressing ongoing violations.   


 Helpful in improving timeliness of reporting. 


 EM systems can: 


o Be a helpful compliance tool for monitoring specific requirements or prohibitions (if the 


definitions and regulations are clearly written for enforceability).   Early engagement of 


NOAA’s Office of Law Enforcement (OLE) and General Counsel Enforcement Section 


(GCES) during regulatory development can help ensure issues like digital evidence, 


power supply and tampering concerns, resolution, file format, file storage on board 


vessel, etc. are considered. 


o Be reliable and highly successful if vessel operator and crew are cooperative and 


supportive.   


o Provide monitoring in areas that otherwise might have little to no monitoring (like 


offshore marine monuments) due to the cost and availability of traditional surveillance 


methods.  


o Offer effective tools for focusing OLE’s limited resources as well as the limited assets of 


OLE’s enforcement partners. 


o Be useful to supplement observer data. 


o Be useful for full retention requirements where discards are not allowed or are limited to 


one location or for monitoring specific crew activities, e.g. real time video monitoring of 


fish bins fed to observer’s work stations allows observer to see if presorting or discarding 


by crew might be occurring prior to observer’s sampling.  


o Be used with sensors on the drums and hydraulic wenches to successfully define fishing 


events (when used in conjunction with cameras it assists in the analysis of the video 


footage).  


 Flow scales can: 


o Provide supporting evidence of compliance.      


o As demonstrated in Alaska, decrease presorting that would cause observer samples to be 


biased and decrease the number of observer interference complaints. 
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Cons: 


 With ER, the information collected is susceptible to human error.  


 When using video camera monitoring systems: 


o Species identification is still very difficult (and sometimes not possible) unless the 


fish are recorded individually with high-resolution cameras. 


o Data transmission and retrieval are not currently done in real time. 


o Review and analysis is currently not timely (often taking weeks or months). 


o Real time transmission or faster retrieval of data and faster review and analysis of 


data can substantially increase costs. 


o Catch and discards from trawlers and factory vessels can be challenging to monitor 


because most vessels can discard in several places (rail, deck, trawl alley, scuppers, 


sorting areas, factory, etc.).  Ensuring adequate video monitoring coverage to capture 


potential discards requires adequate camera installation to avoid blind spots 


throughout the vessel and adequate optics to meet regulatory requirements. 


o Deployment of cameras on large trawl vessels is unique to the vessel.  


 ER/EM technologies can be complex and maintaining expertise with the tools, equipment or 


systems, like VMS, video camera systems or flow scales, requires in-depth training, 


consistent use and significant OLE resources. 


 Video monitoring is not likely to provide complete monitoring for Endangered Species Act, 


Marine Mammal Protection Act, or other protected species. 


Things to Consider: 


 


 Upon consideration of ER/EM technologies currently tested and employed within NOAA, 


prior to implementing additional or new ER/EM technologies a fundamental question must 


be answered:  does the system need to be fast and accurate or does it need to be inexpensive?  


As described later in this document, with currently tested ER/EM technologies, if a system is 


designed to be fast and accurate it tends to be expensive to implement and maintain.  On the 


other hand, if the system is designed for affordability its potential speed and accuracy tends 


to decrease. 


 Reliability and maintenance of video equipment at sea can be challenging – dirt, salt, spray, 


slime and wind are issues that impact recorded video quality.   


o For these reasons, regulatory standards must be in place requiring hardware, software, 


output, and recording minimums.  Standards must also include specific requirements 


for what must be viewable, displayed, and/or recorded (i.e., individual fish must be 


clearly discernible to species and individual). 
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2. Executive Summary 


Electronic reporting (ER) and electronic monitoring (EM) technologies can be useful tools for 


NOAA’s Office of Law Enforcement (OLE) Special Agents (SAs) and Enforcement Officers 


(EOs) while conducting investigations, providing compliance assistance and during patrolling, 


inspecting and monitoring activities.  ER/EM technologies can be simple, relatively affordable 


tools or they can be more complex and expensive systems. 


ER/EM can provide monitoring in areas that otherwise might have little to no monitoring (like 


offshore marine monuments) due to the cost and availability of traditional surveillance methods.  


ER/EM can also be effective tools for focusing OLE’s limited resources as well as the limited 


assets of OLE’s enforcement partners. 


Video camera monitoring systems can be a helpful compliance tool for monitoring specific 


requirements or prohibitions.  These systems can be useful 1) to supplement observer data; 2) for 


full retention requirements where discards are not allowed; 3) when tied to sensors on the drums 


and hydraulic wenches to successfully define fishing events.  Species identification is usually 


required for enforcement purposes and video monitoring systems have as yet not proven reliable 


for species identification.   


Enforcement of video monitoring requirements can be challenging because the monitoring 


occurs at sea where industry is usually in control of the equipment and its operation.  For this 


reason, regulatory standards must be in place requiring hardware, software, output and recording 


minimums, etc.  Standards must also include specific requirements for what must be viewable, 


displayed and/or recorded.  Historically, video monitoring data transmission and retrieval have 


not been done in real time.  Review and analysis have not been timely, often taking weeks or 


months to complete.  Real-time transmission or faster retrieval of data and faster review and 


analysis of data can significantly increase costs. 


Upon consideration of ER/EM technologies currently employed within NOAA, prior to 


implementing additional or new ER/EM technologies a fundamental question must be answered: 


does the system need to be fast and accurate or does it need to be inexpensive?  If a video 


monitoring system needs to be fast and accurate (i.e., quick access to the images, quick review of 


data, quick turnaround of analysis, be verifiable against observer or other data, avoid blind spots 


and have the best optics available for potential species identification), it can tend to be expensive 


to implement, operate and maintain.  If the system needs to be affordable, the turnaround time 


for review and analysis will probably be slower, there may be blind spots due to fewer cameras, 


and optics may not provide the level of species identification necessary for catch accounting and 


evidentiary requirements.   
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Early engagement of OLE and the General Counsel Enforcement Section (GCES) during 


regulatory development can be beneficial in helping to ensure issues like digital evidence, power 


supply and tampering concerns, optical resolution, file format and storage on board vessels are 


considered from a law enforcement and prosecutorial view point.  For evidentiary and 


prosecutorial purposes, addressing these types of issues on a case-by-case, fishery-by-fishery 


basis is important because the objectives of using ER/EM may vary.   Furthermore, OLE’s 


unique experience and perspective can supplement that of the Centers and Regions to optimize 


the Agency’s understanding and adoption of prudent ER/EM technologies. 


3. Introduction and Purpose 


The purpose of this paper is to describe the experiences, challenges and pros and cons associated 


with using ER/EM from an enforcement perspective.  For purposes of this paper, the term 


“ER/EM” is synonymous with that used in the “Existing Technologies White Paper;” this paper 


also differentiates ER and EM as in this white paper. 


Since the mid-1990’s, OLE has utilized Vessel Monitoring Systems (VMS) to remotely monitor 


fishing vessels for compliance with U.S. fishery regulations.  Since that time, VMS programs 


have evolved and expanded to incorporate some ER (declarations, pre-landing estimates), and 


these programs have the potential to include e-logbook data.  As the Agency, Commissions, 


Councils and state partners have moved forward with considering and implementing various 


ER/EM initiatives, OLE’s role has been as a technical facilitator for VMS-based ER/EM.  OLE’s 


level of engagement has differed among the various fisheries and the ER/EM initiatives.   


4. Electronic Reporting 


Each National Marine Fisheries Service Regional Office/Science Center is responsible for 


collecting fishery-dependent data from commercial fishery and dealer operations, contract 


fishery observers, catch monitors and others for federally managed species.  These data are 


collected in various ways which are described in detail in Appendix B.  For enforcement 


purposes, access to ER data, which is generally captured near-real-time, is a key benefit to OLE 


in conducting investigations.  ER allows OLE to discover and address compliance issues in a 


timely manner, thus improving compliance. 


For effective enforcement of Federal and/or state mandates, the following planning factors 


should be considered when using ER: 


1) Data must be collected, processed and maintained in an accountable fashion to withstand 


prosecutorial challenges. 
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2) Data must have a clear and secure “chain of custody” from the collection point to the 


final user to confirm the authenticity and reliability of the data, for prosecution and other 


evidentiary needs. 


3) NOAA/NMFS should ensure the data collection requirements are consistently applied to 


help level the playing field.   


1) If data are not submitted as required, the entity requiring the data should work with 


OLE who will assist in obtaining the data.  Actions may range from phone contacts to 


attempt to gain compliance with reporting requirements to referral to GCES for 


consideration of an enforcement action.   


2) OLE recommends that all data be maintained by the entity/agency that collected it for 


a minimum of 5 years (civil statute of limitations) to support potential enforcement 


actions.   


4) The data should be available to OLE when needed for investigative purposes. 


5) Agency staff with pertinent information, including observers and/or catch monitors, 


should be available for debriefing or interviewing by OLE staff. 


6) Where the capability for electronic signatures exists, e-signatures are beneficial in 


allowing OLE to identify who submitted the data (for accountability purposes). 


7) As the Agency analyzes implementing ER, implementation and operational costs to OLE 


should be considered because they can be high and vary between fisheries and regulatory 


frameworks. 


Generally the cost for OLE to obtain access to electronically reported data comes in the form of 


personnel costs along with computer needs and the time it takes to develop and analyze the data 


for law enforcement purposes.  OLE has supervisors, managers, IT specialists, enforcement 


technicians and support personnel who assist SAs and EOs in gaining access to, reviewing and 


analyzing electronically reported data for investigative purposes.  For fisheries utilizing ER, OLE 


managers help analyze, design, develop and troubleshoot electronic data collection systems.  For 


example, during the development and implementation of the West Coast Groundfish Trawl 


Catch Shares Program, OLE invested substantial staff time assisting the Northwest Region 


(NWR) and Northwest Fisheries Science Center (NWFSC) in developing and implementing the 


quota share database and accounting system. 


Additional implementation costs for software development and deployment are incurred by OLE 


when the medium for inputting and/or transmitting the ER is VMS.  Software (primarily e-


forms) that resides on VMS units, compatible with all type-approved hardware, must be 


developed and then must be installed on each VMS unit in the fleet.  Each amendment or 


framework revision to a Fisheries Management Plan (FMP) that modifies the ER requirements 


creates costs for software development and deployment.  For example a single regulatory 


implementation in a single region can cost $20,000 or more.  Also, if the ER requirement is for 


real-time or near-real-time reporting via VMS, there can be substantial aggregate costs (whether 


borne by the vessel owner or NOAA) for data transmission via satellite airtime. 
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4.1. ER Pros and Cons 


Pros:  


 Electronic capturing of data is generally accomplished in real-time (or near-real time) which: 


o Allows OLE to discover and address compliance issues in a timely manner. 


o Assists OLE during investigations of on-going violations. 


 Data captured electronically usually provides the ability to identify and track users who enter 


the data, i.e., who they are (login, passwords, etc.), the date and time the data was entered, 


when it was edited and by whom, etc.   


o For investigative purposes this type of “change history” can be helpful. 


 Direct electronic input of data at or nearest to the source of that data can tend to lessen the 


potential for transcription errors.   


 


Cons:   


 Implementation and operational costs to OLE can potentially be high and vary between 


fisheries and regulatory frameworks. 


 Accuracy of ER data is dependent on the competence and accuracy of those entering the data. 


 


5. Electronic Monitoring 


 


5.1. Vessel Monitoring System (VMS) 


NOAA OLE’s VMS Program is discussed in detail in Appendix B.  Please refer to that paper for 


more details on OLE’s development of NOAA’s VMS Program as a compliance and 


enforcement tool, a summary of its current uses, costs and the pros and cons of using VMS. 


5.2. Video Camera and Sensor Monitoring Systems 


Based on OLE’s involvement with video cameras and sensors monitoring fishing activity, as 


pilot projects and as implemented via regulations, the following provides a summary of “lessons 


learned.”   


5.2.1. Nationally 


In general throughout NOAA, OLE and GCES should have input into development of programs 


that have the potential to use video camera and sensor equipment to ensure the regulations are 


specifically written for enforceability.  Each fishery and the objectives of using ER/EM may 


vary, so it is important, on a case-by-case basis, for OLE and GCES to address the following 


types of issues to ensure evidentiary (chain of custody, original evidence) and prosecutorial (best 


evidence) concerns are taken into consideration: 
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 What is the digital file format of the video and how is it stored on the vessel? 


 Who has access to the video files and data on vessels? 


 What frame rate, how many frames per second, is adequate for enforcement purposes? 


 Does the video contain a date/time stamp and counter embedded in the video file that 


cannot be altered? 


 How often is the data (hard drive) retrieved from the vessel and who retrieves the data? 


 How will enforcement obtain access to data and how does OLE ensure a forensically 


sound digital transfer from the recording devices storage to OLE’s storage for evidence? 


 How long can video be stored on the vessel (what is the maximum storage capacity in 


hours)? 


 What is the minimum resolution needed for enforcement purposes? 


 Will images be captured in black and white or color? 


 What are the low light capabilities of the system and are there alternative light sources? 


 What are the power supply requirements and does the system require uninterrupted power 


supply (battery back-up) to ensure system stays on line? 


 What are the operator's responsibilities to ensure the system remains up and running and 


cameras remain unobstructed due to environmental or other conditions? 


 How is the information on the video used to address a possible violation? 


 Will the video data be compared to observer data? Or other data?  And how long will that 


take? 


5.2.2. Alaska 


Within the past five years, NMFS implemented video camera monitoring in three Catcher 


Processor (C/P) fisheries as a compliance tool and to supplement observer data.  These three 


programs in the Bering Sea Aleutian Island non-Pollock, and Pollock, and Pacific cod fisheries 


are briefly described in Appendix B. 


 


The key features for enforcement purposes of these monitoring programs are that each vessel 


carries two observers on board, real-time video is fed to monitors/screens in the observer’s 


sampling station, industry is required to continually verify that their video monitoring system is 


operating and they must stop fishing (and processing/sorting) if the system fails.  The continuous 


verification and regulations that stop fishing if the system fails are essential for an effective EM 


system.   


As a result, regulations supporting the video requirements exist and are enforceable.  


Operationally NMFS takes control of the data by extracting it manually so chain of custody 


concerns are addressed, the U.S. Coast Guard (USCG) provides an additional deterrent by 


providing periodic at-sea review of some footage, and industry bears the burden of cost and 


maintenance of the equipment.  Tampering has not been an issue because it is detectable in real 
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time (the observer can see the images) and the industry has a regulatory requirement to keep the 


system working.  When dates and times of potential violations are known or reported by an 


observer, OLE can review video and quickly corroborate the video evidence.  This type of 


targeted review can greatly reduce the time required to investigate some violations.   


EM is in use on approximately 36 Bering Sea and Aleutian Island (BSAI) vessels which range in 


size from 120’ to over 300’.  The video feed helps observers ensure species are not presorted or 


discarded before sampling and it helps minimize sample bias.   


OLE currently bears no costs related to operating these video monitoring tools.  There are, 


however, costs involved in utilizing video footage collected from a vessel’s video camera 


monitoring system which can include: 


 Investigative travel costs and time for SAs and EOs to collect/seize hard drives from 


the vessel.  Generally SAs and EOs spend one to two hours on the vessel in addition 


to travel time.  Travel time usually involves flights to and from Dutch Harbor, or 


other remote Bering Sea port, and overnight stays (usually more than one night due to 


the unpredictability of the vessel return to port, investigative needs, weather delays, 


etc.).   


 Staff costs associated with “mirroring” the original hard drive(s) as evidence and 


making working copies for the investigative SAs or EOs.  It can take up to 48 hours 


to copy all of the data on a large hard drive. 


 Equipment purchases of hard drive(s) capable of holding extremely large video files. 


 Staff costs associated with review and analysis of video data. Video review/analysis 


requires a great deal of time.  Video footage may be from multiple camera angles and 


is recorded on a 24/7 basis for trips at least 120 days.  Even with fast play, it takes 


days of uninterrupted time to properly review video footage. 


5.2.3. Northwest 


Northwest Fisheries Science Center: In 2004, along the West Coast in the shore-based whiting 


fishery, the NWFSC began a video monitoring pilot study for at-sea discards and species 


identification of those discards with Archipelago Marine Research Ltd (Archipelago).   This 


fishery was managed by experimental fishing permits (EFP) and the video monitoring 


requirement was implemented as a condition of the permit.  For enforcement purposes, there 


were no prohibitions under this fishery. 


Initially, based on industry descriptions of their fishing activity, NOAA believed this was a full-


retention fishery, but the cameras revealed there were substantial "operational discards" in this 


fishery.  The fleet would net clean, top off their hold and dump the rest of the bag for safety 


reasons (or shovel through scuppers) or dump the bag before bringing it on board.  During this 
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pilot, camera equipment was able to detect discard events and efforts were made to quantify 


those discards.  However, estimated weights and species identification were accomplished only 


at the macro level.  Underwater video was not attempted so it was not possible to estimate what 


and how much might have been dumped in the water.  Failure of camera and sensor equipment 


was not easily distinguishable from intentional tampering, and loss of data was prevalent.  


Successful monitoring and data collection was highly dependent upon fleet cooperation, i.e., the 


potential for exploitation of equipment existed.  Camera optics were not to the quality that 


species were discernible on an individual level and it was quickly determined that adequate 


species identification was not possible for management, scientific or enforcement purposes. 


Northwest Region/Northwest Enforcement Division (NWED), OLE: In 2008 the West Coast 


shore-based whiting pilot migrated from a NWFSC project to a NWR/NWED 


collaboration.  Regulations were developed to address the challenge of full retention, and 


terminology was changed to maximum retention.   Maximum retention defined “operational 


discard” as two baskets per haul which was subtracted from the optimum yield allocation.  The 


by-catch rate (determined by the 20% observer coverage in the fishery) was applied to the 


estimated discards.  Video monitoring equipment and hydraulic sensors were installed on all 


vessels operating in the experimental fishery. 


Significant changes were made to camera installation which improved reliability and helped to 


detect and eliminate most tampering events.  Cameras, computers and their hard drives used to 


store the video imagery were essentially hard wired to the vessels using tamper proof outlets and 


plugs.  Battery backups were installed to maintain power to the systems when vessel power was 


intermittently lost due to generator changeovers, voltage surges, etc.  A systems-check protocol 


was initiated and geo fencing
1
 was incorporated.  With these modifications, the amount of video 


imagery, GPS, and sensor data captured continued to improve.  Data was retrieved at a bi-


monthly rate, which entailed a minimum of a two- to four-week analysis period and a minimum 


of four- to six-week turn around for catch accounting purposes. 


Cost of leasing/purchasing, installation and maintenance of video equipment shifted to the fleet. 


During the 2010 shore-based Pacific whiting fishery, which involved approximately 30 vessels, 


the annual cost for video monitoring was about $316,550, or approximately $10,500 per vessel.  


Cost per fishing day varied widely per vessel because of different fixed costs and the wide range 


of fishing days per vessel.  In the last year of the program, the fishery operated for five months, 


whereas in 2008 the fishery lasted less than one month.  Some vessels leased their equipment and 


others purchased.   


                                                 
1
 Geo fencing creates a demarcation line using latitudinal and longitudinal way points which can be registered by the 


GPS in the VMS system.  If the EM system is operating correctly, the cameras and recording equipment turn on 


automatically when the vessel passes the pre-established geo fence, which in this fishery was designated somewhere 


west of the port of call.  Upon returning to port, the system shuts down automatically when the vessel passes the geo 


fence on its return to port. 
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OLE costs during this pilot project were associated with staff time which included: 


 Reviewing and analyzing hard drive data by SAs. 


 IT staff hours making copies of hard drives for review and analysis. 


 IT staff hours handling and delivering hard drives to Archipelago representatives for use 


in the Whiting fishery. 


 Reviewing Archipelago summary and final reports. 


 Meetings with NWFSC, NWR and GCES staff. 


 


The cost of OLE staff time working with hard drives (procurement, maintenance, transport, 


travel time, shipping, storage, review and analysis) along with the initial hardware costs should 


be factored into the overall Agency costs because they can be significant.  Using SAs and EOs to 


perform the bulk of the above tasks is not cost effective if the Agency moves forward with 


potentially increasing the use of video monitoring systems.  These functions and others have 


been performed by SAs and EOs, initially, to help determine the feasibility of using video 


monitoring as a compliance and enforcement tool, and due to lack of support staff (in OLE and 


elsewhere) to perform these tasks.  However, consideration should be given to identifying more 


appropriate positions to perform the tasks required in managing video monitoring programs in 


the future and where those positions should be employed, i.e., as OLE, Regional, or Science 


Center staff or contracted through outside services, e.g. Archipelago.  These costs do not include 


potential costs for incorporating e-logbook data and transmission via VMS in conjunction with 


cameras.  This program was discontinued in 2011 when the fishery transitioned from an EFP to a 


catch share program.  In the development of the Trawl Rationalization Program on the West 


Coast, industry, early on, identified 100% observer coverage as a desired program component.  


OLE continues to support 100% monitoring by human observers as it is currently the Pacific 


Council’s preference.  With that said, EM continues to be evaluated with a few new studies 


underway in the NWR.  For example, a prototype using vision based computational monitoring 


has been developed and is further discussed in the Research and Development White Paper #5.   


 


In 2012, the Pacific States Marine Fish Commission (PSFMC) redeployed cameras on six at-sea 


whiting catcher vessels delivering to Motherships, six shoreside whiting vessels, and two fixed 


gear vessels.  The video data will be evaluated and compared to the observations made by the on 


board observers to determine the effectiveness of video monitoring verses human observers.  


Twelve additional bottom trawl vessels have been identified for camera installations, but at this 


time lack of funding has prevented expansion of the camera/observation evaluation experiment.  


Additionally, PSMFC has employed a statistician to evaluate differences in confidence intervals 


at various levels of monitoring, i.e. 100% or something less.  


Costs and effectiveness of these alternative monitoring programs have not yet been fully 


evaluated because the studies are not completed.  Prior to reducing or replacing human 
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observers, EM effectiveness in meeting management, scientific and enforcement purposes as 


well as cost effectiveness should be demonstrated.  From an enforcement stand point in the 


NWR, EM has demonstrated it can work well on whiting vessels and fixed gear vessels but EM 


has not been adequately tested on bottom trawl vessels. 


Given the pace of the ongoing studies and the time it takes to implement new regulations, the 


earliest implementation of any EM in lieu of human observers for participants in the West Coast 


catch shares program is estimated to be 2015, unless some type of EFP is issued to a subset of 


the fleet in 2014.  


Species identification is usually required when addressing enforcement issues.  Within these 


afore mentioned pilot programs, cameras did not prove to be reliable for species identification.  


Blind spots in camera coverage missed capturing or discarding protected species.  Video 


monitoring may be a valid method to supplement monitoring of some protected species where 


the species interactions are fatal, i.e. dead specimens, but biological samples, which tend to be 


the best evidence for investigations, can only be collected by observers.  By-catch harvest of 


protected species (fish, birds and marine mammals) may be monitored at limited locations 


onboard vessels if the entire population can be retained, and sorted or monitored down to the 


individual item.       


Video monitoring is not likely to provide complete monitoring for Endangered Species Act, 


Marine Mammal Protection Act, or other protected species.  Live animals are often not brought 


onboard.  When they are brought onboard, biological sampling and/or visual identification by an 


observer is the best evidence for determining the species for an investigation.  Live marine 


mammal and bird interactions tend to occur at random places on or nearby the fishing vessel 


and/or gear.  The potential camera area of coverage to capture these types of interactions is 


significantly broad; therefore, adequate or complete video monitoring might be challenging.   


5.2.4. Northeast 


A Northeast Fisheries Science Center (NEFSC) pilot study testing the use of video camera and 


sensor monitoring systems was implemented in 2010 to determine if such equipment is capable 


of monitoring catch and fishing effort in the Northeast Multispecies fishery.  The multi-year 


project is being evaluated as a possible way to reduce the costs of at-sea monitoring in the future. 


In 2010, ten vessels representative of the three primary groundfish gear types (gillnet, longline, 


and bottom otter trawl) volunteered to participate in the pilot study.   


After the first year of the pilot project, NMFS determined a more robust EM system is required 


to provide the high-quality data needed for allocation accounting and sub-Annual Catch Limits 


(ACL) monitoring.  The second phase of the pilot study will focus on addressing two system 


deficiencies identified by NMFS: 
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1. Obtaining fish weight with a known accuracy and precision to estimate catch weight; and 


2. Developing methods to increase species identification. 


This project will continue to work to address these system deficiencies so that EM technology 


can be considered for use in the future.  


This pilot focuses on addressing scientific data collection objectives and at this time it does not 


include any fisheries compliance or enforcement objectives.  As the Agency continues to address 


the above systems deficiencies, consideration should be given to the feasibility of incorporating 


compliance and enforcement uses. 


5.2.5. Southeast 


Southeast Enforcement Division (SEED), OLE: The SEED experimented with coupling gear 


and smoke-stack sensors
2
 with cellular-based VMS transceiver units in the mid-1990s.  At that 


time, interactions between different fisheries created significant gear conflicts on the water, so 


the Gulf Council recommended trying to use restricted areas allowing transiting only for some 


fisheries.  A pilot program was developed to try and monitor vessel activity within the restricted 


areas as an enforcement tool.  The pilot was based on cellular technology, so the data could not 


be retrieved until the vessel returned within cell phone range.  The sensors were difficult to make 


and weren’t commercially available.  In addition, they provided minimal reliability because they 


were easily tampered with.  The SEED dedicated two full-time FTEs to implement, troubleshoot 


and monitor this pilot.  The staff costs along with the sensor and cell phone technology issues did 


not result in an effective enforcement tool, so the pilot was discontinued. 


Southeast Region (SER): The SER has experimented with several video monitoring pilot 


programs.  OLE was not actively involved in developing those pilots.  Lacking enforcement 


components, OLE is not able to specifically assess the effectiveness or use of EM technologies 


as enforcement tools in those fisheries, other than to generally comment that video camera 


monitoring would need sufficient resolution and adequate camera placement, among other 


things, to be a significant benefit for enforcement.   


The South Atlantic Fisheries Management Council funded a study by the Marine Conservation 


Institute (MCI) to review current methods of surveillance and enforcement of marine protected 


areas.  The goal was to identify potential improvements to monitoring and enforcement to 


increase effectiveness of resource protection in marine protected areas in the South 


Atlantic.  MCI’s report, entitled “Review of Surveillance and Enforcement of Federal Fisheries 


                                                 
2
 Smoke stack sensors were temperature sensors (thermometers) that sense a significant change in the heat within the 


exhaust system of the vessel.  In theory, when a vessel was pulling its shrimp net, the “stress” or load of dragging 


the gear would cause the exhaust system’s temperature to rise.  And conversely, when the exhaust temperature was 


relatively cooler, it signaled that the engine was running easier, i.e. not dragging its gear in the water.  
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in the Southeastern US
3
,” provides a list of existing technologies that have the potential to aid in 


fisheries enforcement.  Additionally the report recommends necessary elements in developing a 


strong surveillance and enforcement program using advanced technologies.  A copy of this report 


can be found at http://www.marine-


conservation.org/media/filer_public/2012/03/23/safmc_serma_final_report.pdf 


5.3. Video Camera and Sensor Monitoring Systems Pros and Cons 


Pros: 


 Video monitoring can be a helpful compliance tool for monitoring specific requirements 


or prohibitions (if the definitions and regulations are tightly written).  


 For enforcement purposes, video monitoring can: 


o Be useful to help observers verify data quality and industry compliance. 


o Be useful for full retention requirements where discards are not allowed or are 


limited to one location (like Bering Sea catcher processor salmon by-catch) or for 


monitoring specific crew activities (like crewmembers inside fish bins where 


presorting and discarding might occur prior to the observer taking samples).   


o Be used, in some fisheries, with sensors on the drums and hydraulic wenches to 


successfully define fishing events, assisting in the analysis of the video. 


 Video monitoring may have utility on small hook and line and pot vessels with no in-


season management, as contemplated in certain Alaska fisheries, because on these vessels 


catch usually comes on board in small groups or one at a time so discards may be 


monitored.  However, this may not be the case in all hook and line fisheries so further 


assessments would need to be done for general applicability.   


 Video equipment and sensors can be made tamper evident. 


 The equipment failure rate has improved over the years.   


 Success has improved where vessel operator and crew are cooperative. 


Cons: 


 Species identification is still very difficult (and sometimes not possible) unless the fish 


are recorded individually with high resolution cameras. 


 Data are not transmitted and retrieval is not done in real-time, and doing so by currently 


tested and available means would generally be cost prohibitive and impractical: 


o Retrieval of hard drives and review and analysis of video data are not timely 


(currently it takes weeks or months depending upon the fishery). 


 Improvement on the analysis turnaround time, of data currently collected, is a function of 


cost.  Faster turnaround equates to increased costs.    


                                                 
3
 Marine Conservation Institute,  “Review of Surveillance and Enforcement of Federal Fisheries in the Southeastern 


US,  Report to the South Atlantic Fishery Management Council”, December 2011,  Sandra Brooke 



http://www.marine-conservation.org/media/filer_public/2012/03/23/safmc_serma_final_report.pdf

http://www.marine-conservation.org/media/filer_public/2012/03/23/safmc_serma_final_report.pdf
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 Monitoring for catch discards presents a challenge because most vessels can discard in 


several places (rail, deck, trawl alley, scuppers, sorting areas, factory, etc.).  Ensuring 


adequate video monitoring coverage to capture potential discards requires adequate 


camera installation throughout the vessel, which can increase the cost of the system.   


 Successful investigative work utilizing video monitoring requires a high degree of 


species and fishery knowledge along with video systems training and knowledge.   


 The success of the monitoring is highly dependent upon fleet behavior.  The potential for 


exploitation exists, so fleet cooperation is required. 


o For example, deployment of cameras on large trawl vessels is unique to the 


vessel.  Depending upon the regulated activity, camera placement can result in 


blind spots that can and have been exploited by the vessel operations.     


 Camera optics need further development/enhancements. 


 Cameras not tested for use during night operations in some fisheries.  Lighting for use in 


night-time fishing might be problematic in some fisheries, which may restrict application 


to day-time fisheries. 


 Digital media poses additional chain of custody and evidentiary issues that need to be 


addressed on a case-by-case basis for each fishery contemplating implementation of 


video and sensor equipment: 


o Observers can testify in court about the data they collected.  They can validate 


that the data submitted as evidence is the data they collected and/or observed 


(validation process).  


o Digital validation processes also exist, and it is important to ensure such a process 


is used when collecting video data, if possible, to strengthen the evidentiary value 


of the video data. 


6. Other Existing Technologies 


As described in Appendix B, there are a variety of other ER/EM technologies being used for 


fishery dependent data collection and reporting, and OLE SAs and EOs already use some of 


those tools.  For example, OLE utilizes ruggedized laptops, PDA’s, smart phones, etc., and costs 


associated with using these tools have included the unit price of each item and service/data plans. 


To help OLE SAs and EOs work more efficiently and effectively in the field, additional tools 


should be considered.  Examples include electronic ticket books rather than paper books 


(Enforcement Action Reports), and other cellular, Bluetooth and/or Wi-Fi connected devices that 


provide encrypted, secure, real-time access to NOAA, OLE, Department of Justice and other 


systems and data.  OLE is interested in another technology, not discussed in Appendix B, 


unmanned aerial systems (UAS).  OLE is interested in working with the NOAA-UAS program to 


explore potential enforcement benefits using UAS technology. 
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In some fisheries, the use of electronic motion compensated flow scales are used to obtain 


accurate weights of all the catch.  There is no cost to OLE to implement use of these scales 


because they are installed on the vessels at the cost of the vessel owner.    


Currently, most catcher processor fisheries in Alaska require flow scales to weigh all catch. 


Instead of estimating catch weight, vessel operators must record the actual scale catch weight per 


haul. This requirement limits intentional falsification of haul size which might be motivated by 


intent to overharvest, to change product recovery rate calculations, or to interfere with or bias 


observer(s) samples.   


Operators must verify the accuracy of the flow scale daily in the presence of an observer. 


However, flow scales are not tamper proof systems, as recent investigations demonstrated.  In 


coordination with other monitoring and reporting programs and systems, the flow scales deter 


potential violators.  Large manipulations of haul weights occur less frequently because violations 


are more detectable by observers and OLE.  In addition, flow scale systems make it difficult for 


industry to bias observer samples by methods of mechanical or physical pre-sorting of catch. The 


flow scale acts as a natural choke point when placed immediately outside of the fish holding 


tanks. This flow allows the observer to better monitor fish before samples, thereby minimizing 


sample bias through vessel design or crew tampering. 


6.1. Other Existing Technologies Pros and Cons 


Pros: 


 Mobile technology allows SAs and EOs to work in the field more effectively. 


 Allows timely access to information/data while in the field (VMS data, law enforcement 


data bases, Internet). 


 Can assist with more proactive rather than reactive enforcement responses for compliance 


assistance and investigations. 


 Improves timeliness of reporting. 


 Once the SA/EO understands flow scale systems and the documents associated with it, a 


tremendous amount of evidence can be gathered.   


 Flow scales can provide strong supporting evidence of proper compliance.  


 The documents associated with the flow scales have been helpful to determine if a 


witness/subject is providing truthful information.  


 The flow scale system can be enhanced to provide a more tamper resistant management 


tool.  


 Incorporating the flow scale systems and video (bin) monitoring has dramatically 


decreased the amount and level of presorting that would cause observer samples to be 


biased and decreased the number of observer interference complaints. 


Cons: 
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 Security of confidential information. 


 Potential costs. 


 Flow scales are complex systems requiring advanced knowledge of their operation. 
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7. Key Findings 


 Recent electronic monitoring (EM) R&D efforts have focused on automating the video 


review process in order to make EM more timely and cost-effective.  This includes 


adapting and developing image processing applications to improve species identification 


in conjunction with video monitoring and to quantify catch, discards, and other biological 


characteristics of catch. 


 


 Recent electronic reporting (ER) R&D efforts have focused on adapting existing 


electronic logbook systems to more fisheries. 


 Before ER and EM standards can be developed, minimum levels of performance required 


for effective monitoring and management of respective fisheries must be identified. 


 


 Based on these minimum levels of performance, standards should be developed for the 


following: technical architecture, software, data elements, metadata, timeliness of data, 


data checking and error-correction, and handling of confidential data. 


 


 Priorities for future R&D projects include developing/testing new technologies that 


address current performance gaps, reducing costs of transmitting data electronically at 


sea, reducing costs of EM review and transcription, improving integration of electronic 


data feeds from different sources, and improving accuracy and reliability of automated 


data collection. 


8. Objective & Purpose 


The objective of this paper is to briefly provide an overview of recent research and development 


projects for testing the feasibility and potential benefits of implementing new ER/EM 


technologies, to describe the collaborative process that is needed for determining appropriate 


ER/EM technology standards, and to describe how priorities should be set for future research and 


development.   
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9. Background & Synopsis 


Despite rapid growth of electronic technologies and the myriad of NMFS-sponsored projects to 


test such technologies, there is still not a set of ER/EM technology standards that   can be applied 


across fisheries.  The development of minimum requirements for effective monitoring in specific 


fisheries and standards for the implementation of ER/EM technologies will require collaborative 


strategic planning that involves all stakeholders.  A collaborative cross-regional planning effort 


should be established that will include representatives from the regional offices, the science 


centers, the Office of Law Enforcement, the regional fishery management councils, the interstate 


fisheries management commissions, the state fisheries agencies, the commercial and for-hire 


recreational fishing industries, recreational fishing organizations, academia, and non-government 


organizations.  Working together, the various stakeholders should assess the current monitoring 


capabilities, as well as the additional capabilities needed to support effective management and 


enforcement of different types of fisheries.  Given that different stakeholders may have different 


assessments of the requirements, it is important that all stakeholder inputs be considered before 


establishing minimum monitoring requirements, determining ER/EM technology standards, and 


setting priorities for future research and development.      


9.1. Monitoring Program Design Context for EM Development 


It is important that each component of a data collection program be based on a sound design.  If a 


census survey approach is used, it is important to ensure that there are procedures in place to 


minimize and/or account for biases.  For example, a mandatory census that collects data on all 


vessel trips must be designed to assess possible errors that can result from incomplete coverage 


(e.g., non-registered vessels), non-compliance (e.g., missing reports), inaccurate reporting (e.g., 


errors in species identification or reported quantities of catch), or inaccurate measurements (e.g., 


incorrect measurement methods or units of measure).  If data is collected from a sampling of 


vessel trips, it is also important to use a probabilistic sampling design and achieve the desired 


level of statistical precision by setting appropriate sample sizes and sampling stratification 


schemes.  Regardless of how data are collected, it is important to have a program design that 


appropriately accounts for all sources of fishing mortality, as well as possible errors due to either 


bias or imprecision.           


In many cases, new ER/EM technologies can be viewed as “enhancements” that facilitate the 


operation of monitoring programs already in place to deliver timelier, more accurate, and more 


cost-effective results.  In other cases, a new technology may make it possible to collect data from 


a different source or to provide additional data detail.  Such technologies provide the opportunity 


to explore different, and perhaps more efficient, survey designs than the ones already in place.  


For example, the development of GPS and VMS technologies has allowed us to collect more 


accurate fishing vessel location and tracking data than we could collect from the reports of at-sea 


observers or vessel operators.  These new technologies also greatly reduce the potential for data 


entry or measurement errors and open the door for an automated design that monitors location 
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without requiring reports from observers or vessel operators.  Research and development of 


ER/EM systems should focus on exploring opportunities for both operational enhancement of 


current survey designs and implementation of new survey designs to improve compliance 


monitoring capabilities, catch accounting, and estimation procedures.             


9.2. The Need for Multiple Data Sources & Data Integration 


Accurate statistics and information on commercial and recreational fisheries are essential for 


effective fisheries management.  Our ability to develop, implement, and regulatory requirements 


depends on credible information about the resources and the people who use or benefit from 


them.  NMFS partners with the councils, interstate commissions, coastal states, and tribes to 


collect data and provide appropriate statistics that support the strategic goals of building 


sustainable fisheries, ensuring recovery and conservation of protected species, protecting and 


restoring living marine resource habitat, as well as protecting fishery-dependent communities.  


Good stewardship requires accurate information about the resource itself, as well as information 


on fishing effort and impacts.  This information includes data on fishing participants, fishing 


effort, targeted resources, spatial and temporal effort distribution, reasons for fishing, fishing 


methods, retained and discarded catches, and interactions with protected species. 


Well-designed data collection programs are needed to ensure the production of accurate fisheries 


statistics on participation, effort, catch, landings, discards, biological characteristics of the catch, 


products, economic value, and socio-cultural impacts.  It is necessary to collect and integrate 


data from a variety of sources to achieve complete coverage of fishing operations and to ensure 


that fisheries statistics are as complete and accurate as possible.  In order to obtain the most 


accurate measures possible for different fishery parameters, we should compare data obtained 


from different sources to reconcile or explain differences and/or estimate appropriate statistics 


that take all of the different data feeds into account.  Data collection programs may have high 


rates of non-response; and data are likely to include self-reporting and measurement errors.  


Therefore, research and development on program design should ensure that we could easily 


access, integrate, and compare information from multiple sources.    


We currently collect commercial fishery-dependent data from a number of different sources in 


order to get a complete and accurate assessment of fishery impacts:   


 Commercial vessel operators - Vessel operators must identify their vessels through 


mandatory permitting or registration programs that require them to report fishing effort, 


fishing locations, and landings.  In addition, permit programs may also require reporting 


of discards and protected species interactions.  Vessel operators also respond to surveys 


to provide economic and sociocultural data.      


 Seafood dealers and processors – Dealers and processors are required to register or obtain 


permits that require them to report landings that they purchase and/or process.  Landings 


must be reported at the trip level so that data can be easily compared with what is 
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reported by vessel operators.  In addition, they are required to report the value of 


purchased landings.  


 Fisheries observers – Professionally trained observers report on fishing activities by 


commercial fishing operations, and coverage may range from a sample of vessel trips to 


100% of the trips in a specific fishery.  Observers report on landings, discards, protected 


species interactions, fishing locations, gear types, fishing effort, and both economic and 


sociocultural data.  They are trained to accurately identify finfish catch, finfish discards 


and protected species bycatch at the species level.  They also typically obtain biological 


data (lengths, weights, otoliths, scales, spines, etc.) on a sample of the catch (landings 


and/or discards) for stock assessment and scientific studies.  Observers are the most 


reliable source of accurate species-specific catch and bycatch information, and they are 


also the most reliable source of biological data on the catch.     


 Shoreside monitors or samplers – Shoreside samplers may be deployed to collect 


landings data and biological data on landings. 


 Vessel monitoring systems (VMS) – VMS provides the most accurate data on fishing 


locations. 


 EM – EM is now being used as a compliance monitoring tool in some fishing operations.  


EM data is currently not as reliable or accurate as observer data However, EM 


technology is being developed and tested to determine if it may prove to be a cheaper 


way to collect some of the data that is now provided by observers and, as the technology 


advances, EM functionality can be reevaluated. 


 


We also collect recreational fishery data from a variety of sources to assess the overall impacts:   


 Recreational anglers – Anglers who fish from shoreline or on private boats are now 


required to register through the new federal registry program or through state 


licensing/registration programs.  Anglers who fish only on for-hire boats are not required 


to register in most states.  Both registered and un-registered anglers provide data on their 


fishing effort by responding to mail or telephone surveys that employ probabilistic 


sampling methods.  In addition, recreational anglers provide data on their catches when 


intercepted by shoreside access point sampling surveys.  Anglers also provide economic 


and sociocultural data in response to off-site and on-site sampling surveys.  


 For-hire vessel operators – Charter boat and headboat operators are required to identify 


either themselves or their vessels through mandatory federal or state registration 


programs.  In response to sampling surveys or mandatory logbook reporting programs, 


they provide data on fishing effort (number of vessel trips and numbers of anglers per 


trip) and/or catch (primarily landings).  For-hire operators may also provide data on their 


catch when intercepted by dockside sampling surveys.   


 At-sea samplers – Trained samplers are deployed on the Atlantic coast to collect data on 


a sample of headboat trips to record accurate counts and obtain biological data on both 
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kept catch and catch released at sea.  Samplers are trained to accurately identify all 


observed finfish catches at the species level.  At-sea samplers are the most reliable source 


of accurate species-specific catch information, and they are also the most reliable source 


of biological data on the catch.     


 Shoreside samplers – Shoreside samplers are deployed through probabilistic on-site 


sampling surveys to collect data on both kept and released catch from interviewed 


anglers.  They also collect biological data on a sample of the observed landed catch.  


Shoreside samplers are the most reliable source of catch data and biological data.  They 


may also obtain economic or sociocultural data from interviewed anglers.  


 


Electronic technologies could facilitate and/or enhance the collection and integration of these 


different types of data.  Future ER/EM R&D should prioritize the data types and sources for 


which timelier delivery of high quality data is most important. 


 


It is important to recognize that the development of new ER/EM technologies may never fully 


automate data collection and still provide information at the level of quality needed to support 


accurate stock assessments and responsible fisheries management.  Non-automated, independent 


sources such as trained at-sea observers or shoreside samplers may always be needed to validate 


automated data feeds even as technologies become more cost-effective.  In the case of EM, video 


is not likely to completely replace observer data.  Rather we could consider using both EM data 


and observer data in a complemented survey design.  As EM technology improves and becomes 


both more reliable and more cost-effective, observer coverage could be scaled back to a 


sampling (rather than census) approach that would serve to complement and validate the EM 


data.     


10. Overview of NMFS ER/EM R&D 


Selections of recent Agency and stakeholder ER/EM technology projects have been based on 


strategic decisions made through a collaborative planning process among several Agency and/or 


non-Agency groups.  These projects have focused on developing, testing, or implementing new 


technologies for ER of commercial fishery landings by seafood dealers or vessel operators, EM 


of fishing vessel movements, video monitoring of fishing operations at sea, and/or ER by vessel 


operators, shoreside samplers or at-sea observers.  It is important that lessons learned from these 


various projects be shared, thus leading to a more efficient, cost-effective approach in assessing 


how we can improve our current monitoring capabilities with existing technologies.  Certainly, 


broader collaboration and communication is necessary to establish minimum requirements and 


set shared funding priorities for future work.   


Within the Agency, several national and regional programs have funded ER/EM projects over 


the last two years.  The National Observer Program (NOP) has funded a number of projects 


focused on developing and testing video monitoring systems to complement observer data 


collections on commercial fishing vessels.  The Fisheries Information System (FIS) Program has 
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funded several projects aimed at developing and testing electronic vessel trip reports (or e-


logbooks) of commercial landings.  The Marine Recreational Information Program (MRIP) has 


funded one project to test the use of video monitoring for the collection of catch data on private 


recreational boats and one project to test the use of electronic logbook reporting of catches by 


charter boat operators.  The Catch Share Program has recently funded projects to develop and 


test both video monitoring and electronic logbook reporting technologies.   


10.1. Selected EM Projects 


To date, NMFS has funded 31 EM pilot projects in the United States (Appendix B, Table 3).  


Alaska alone has completed 14 EM pilot projects across four different fisheries.  They tested EM 


in a number of different applications, including estimating halibut discards, monitoring bin 


activity for presorting, monitoring seabird interactions, and automating the analysis of video data  


Several of these EM pilot projects were considered successful and have resulted in the 


implementation of three video monitoring programs that use video as a compliance monitoring 


tool to accomplish program-specific goals such as providing a “real-time” view for the observer 


to monitor pre-sorting, crew activities related to sorting prohibited species, and crew activity 


related to sorting and weight of catch on a flow scale.   


The focus of recent EM projects has been on the following: 


1. Testing the feasibility of video technology to provide adequate coverage for compliance 


monitoring. 


2. Accurately identifying the bycatch of protected species (birds, marine mammals, turtles, 


etc.) or fishing interactions with protected species. 


3. Accurately identifying finfish species in the discarded catch. 


4. Automating the review of video to make EM data processing and utilization more cost 


effective.  


 of the largest costs associated with video monitoring systems is the amount of time required to 


review the video. In one project that looked to address this topic, NMFS contracted with 


Mamigo, Inc. to test the feasibility of applying machine vision technology to the Rockfish 


fishery in Alaska.  Essentially, this would automate the process of video review to obtain counts 


and lengths of individual halibut prohibited species catch (PSC).  Mamigo, Inc. submitted their 


final report for this project in October 2010, and demonstrated that their software was able to 


automate the count of halibut and performed the counts much faster than if a human completed 


the review.   


In the southeast, two EM pilot studies in 2008 and 2010 have served as a foundation for an 


ongoing EM pilot for the reef fish bottom longline and vertical line fisheries operating in the 


Gulf of Mexico.  On the West Coast, research has focused on the development of an EM 


monitoring hardware platform consisting of a control box, user interface, and a suite of sensors 


including GPS, hydraulic, drum, and cameras.  This research led to the use of added alarm 
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systems that have helped reduce lost coverage and additional cameras that have reduced blind 


spots.  


10.2. Selected ER Projects 


NMFS funded several ER projects in recent years, many of which had multiple phases and are 


still on-going.  Recent ER projects have focused on the following: 


1. Development of more efficient methods for electronically recording data on board a 


vessel. 


2. Development of alternative methods for transmitting recorded data to an appropriate 


shore location for processing. 


3. Development of more cost-effective methods for transmitting data at sea so that 


shoreside sampling could be used to independently validate electronic vessel trip 


reports.  


4. Adapting existing electronic logbook technology for use in other fisheries and regions.  


 


In 2010, NMFS funded a study on the continued development of the Fisheries Logbook Data 


Recording Software (FLDRS) v.2.0, a multi-fishery electronic logbook, and its application to the 


SW Pacific Albacore troll fishery.  In 2012, they funded a related study to field test FLDRS v3.0 


in several northeast fisheries including the groundfish (trawl, longline and gillnet), tilefish 


(longline), scallop (dredge), squid (trawl) and fluke (trawl) fisheries. 


NMFS also funded a two-phase project in 2009 and 2012 on the implementation of electronic 


logbooks on headboats operating in the U.S. South Atlantic and Gulf of Mexico to test the 


feasibility of electronic reporting as an alternative to paper logbooks in the Southeast Regional 


Headboat Survey.  NMFS also funded an electronic logbook pilot study in the Gulf of Mexico 


for censusing or estimating for-hire catch and effort in 2010, which demonstrated that electronic 


logbooks were not a feasible mechanism for censusing for-hire catch and effort but may provide 


utility for estimating catch and effort. 


11. Overview of External ER/EM R&D 


Funding for ER/EM projects has also come from a number of non-NMFS organizations.  The 


National Fish and Wildlife Foundation funded projects through a competitive grant program with 


funding from its Fisheries Innovation Fund.  These programs have been conducted in partnership 


with NMFS and other stakeholder groups. In 2012, NFWF funded four projects on ER and EM, 


including projects on: electronic logbooks in a New England groundfish sector in Maine, video 


monitoring and computer-aided video review software for full retention fisheries in Washington 


and Oregon, development and evaluation of image recognition software for screen video images 


in California, and field-testing new electronic monitoring hardware and software in the small 


boat halibut fishery in Alaska.  In 2011, NFWF funded projects on EM using closed circuit video 


cameras and gear sensor data collection in Gulf of Mexico reef fish, EM for Alaskan halibut and 
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sablefish catch share fisheries, ER for cooperative fishing, and EM to facilitate affordable catch 


shares. 


The Nature Conservancy (TNC) has also funded pilot projects to test video based EM and 


reporting of commercial fishery catches.  Beginning in 2007, TNC began work on an electronic 


reporting system known as “eCatch”. The system now digitizes logbook data and can be used by 


fishermen to monitor catch limits geographic constraints.   


The North Pacific Research Board funded several projects using interest earnings from the 


Environmental Improvement and Restoration Fund as well as funds obtained from the North 


Pacific Marine Research Institute.  One of their recent projects (2007 to 2010) evaluated the 


ability of EM to characterize bycatch in the Pacific halibut fishery.  Although they did not 


conduct this project under commercial fishing conditions, it did demonstrate  the potential to use 


EM to monitor bycatch. 


The Environmental Defense Fund supported projects to test ER systems for both commercial and 


recreational fishery catches.  They funded one of their current projects, the Maryland Blue Crab 


Accountability Pilot Program, through the Blue Crab Fishery Disaster Fund.  The objective of 


this project is to evaluate a new ER system using cell phones, smartphones, and tablets to submit 


catch data electronically from the water each day.  This pilot project allows for real-time harvest 


reporting that the commercial crabbing industry hopes will improve management decisions. 


The International Pacific Halibut Commission (IPHC) supported projects to test video based EM 


of commercial fishery catches.  For example, in 2008, they contracted with Archipelago Marine 


Research Ltd. to study the use of video monitoring in a Bering Sea groundfish factory trawler.  


The system they tested included nine closed circuit television cameras that provided coverage in 


fish handling areas, GPS, and on-board storage.  This system easily detected halibut, but further 


improvements are needed for detailed assessments of catch composition.   


12. Lessons Learned from National and International ER/EM Programs  


It will be useful to look at examples of relatively well-designed ER/EM programs that have been 


developed and implemented in recent years to benefit from lessons learned and to better 


prioritize future research and development projects.  Two domestic examples include the 


integrated reporting systems in Alaska and the Northeast Region.  


 


The Alaska Interagency Electronic Reporting System (IERS) is a joint effort by the Alaska 


Department of Fish & Game, the IPHC, and the NMFS Alaska Regional Office.  The IERS, 


commonly called the “eLandings system”, provides consolidated reporting of commercial fishery 


landings, production, IFQ, and other vessel trip information obtained from fishing vessel 


operators, processors, and dealers.  The system is in use for all rationalized crab, IFQ sablefish 


and halibut, and all groundfish harvest reporting throughout the state, shoreside, and EEZ.  The 


state is currently expanding the system to include coverage of salmon and, in the future, other 
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fisheries in Alaska.  Processors and vessels submit data into the IERS and all three fishery 


management agencies pull the data from a shared repository database.  The system has four 


visible components: 


 


 eLandings - web-based access for seafood processors 


 Agency Interface - locally installed access for NMFS personnel 


 seaLandings - locally installed program which provides email-based access for clients 


with no web access (typically for catcher/processor factory ships which report at sea)   


 tLandings - locally installed program for salmon, shellfish, and groundfish tenders with 


no web access 


 


The current set of electronic commercial fishery reporting applications used in the Northeast 


Region includes VMS, the SAFIS (Standard Atlantic Fisheries Information System) electronic 


seafood dealer reporting system, and  FLDRS (Fishery Logbook Data Recording Software) for 


reporting by vessel operators.  Ongoing work with this system, as described in the “Recent 


Electronic Reporting Projects” section of this document, is developing ways to better integrate 


data from different electronic sources to allow the timely reconciliation of dealer and vessel 


reports needed to validate self-reported vessel trip reports.  Such improvements will better 


support timely management of fisheries with a catch share approach.  


 


It will also be useful to look at solutions developed by other countries, including Norway’s 


electronic reporting system for commercial fishing vessels.  Norwegian fishing vessels greater 


than 24 meters in length are required to carry VMS for position monitoring, and the Ministry of 


Fisheries has developed software for vessel operators to use to record catch and activity data on 


computers while at sea.  They can then transmit data via the internet when the vessel returns to 


shore.  Recent research in Denmark tested the integrated use of VMS, closed circuit television 


cameras, and sensors that gauge the weight of catches; this system tracked caught fish, the size 


and location of the catch, and the species discarded.  Australia has also developed and 


implemented VMS and electronic logbook reporting systems for commercial fishing vessels.   


 


Canada has instituted a variety of ER/EM technologies.  Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO) 


first began using electronic reporting from sea in 1998, and since then has focused on increasing 


the speed, accuracy, and usability of this approach.  Canada’s Pacific electronic logbook 


initiative (E-Log) has been widely implemented for reporting catch information for both 


commercial and recreational fisheries.  The E-Log system has the flexibility to transmit data via 


internet, cellular telephone, satellite telephone, Iridium satellite modem, and Orbcomm satellite 


modem.  Canada has also implemented EM initiatives, such as through the Commercial 


Groundfish Integration Program (CGIP).  This comprehensive program includes multiple 


cameras, sensory devices, and a GPS receiver that measures vessel speed and location.  The 


sensory devices monitor the use of fishing gear, and the cameras record all activities.   



https://elandings.alaska.gov/
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13. Performance Thresholds 


In addition to learning from other ER/EM programs and pilot projects, appropriate performance 


metrics will be needed for program evaluations and to identify opportunities for improvement in 


the following key areas: 


 Timeliness of data delivery 


 Quality of data received 


 Capability for integrating data from different sources  


 Accessibility of data and statistical results to the various customers 


 Costs of operation and maintenance 


Once Councils have developed common metrics, Councils and NMFS should collaboratively 


determine the minimum levels of performance required for effective management of a specific 


type of fishery.  These minimum performance levels should consider trade-offs between further 


gains that may be possible and the increasing costs of making those gains.   


The Agency should review potential new and existing electronic technologies to identify data 


collection improvement opportunities.  Effective sharing of information is important in this 


effort.  As new technologies offering the potential for significant enhancements become 


available, stakeholders should re-assess the trade-offs between possible performance gains and 


increased costs to see if they should adjust minimum performance levels to a higher standard.        


14.  Assessing Priority Areas for Standards Development  


With performance thresholds in place, standards should also be set  in a number of priority areas, 


including: 


 Technical architecture 


 Software 


 Data elements 


 Metadata 


 Timeliness  


 Data checking and error-correction 


 Handling of confidential data 


 


Technical architecture:  The technical architecture of any data collection system should meet 


certain minimum standards set for the fishery.  It is important to create an integrated architecture 


that facilitates the linkage of data feeds (electronic or not) from different sources.  Any 


implemented ER/EM technologies for vessel reports, dealer reports, automated VMS, on-board 


observer reports, or shoreside sampler reports should share some common elements that allow 


easy integration of data into a database management system.  In addition, technology 


implementation should focus on getting the required data and linking data from various 
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components at the closest point to the source as possible rather than relying on post processing 


and reworking (i.e., correcting errors) of the data.  For example, a specific survey design may 


require that the vessel transmit fishing data by satellite before the vessel returns to shore to allow 


error-trapping on data entry and independent verification of reported landings by shoreside 


sampling surveys.    


Software: The software used by any ER/EM technology should meet certain requirements to 


assure compatibility with other data feeds needed for monitoring the same fishery.   The Agency 


should look for open source code or standards rather than locking into a particular suite of 


software (e.g., Oracle, SAS, etc.)  The recent NOAA Environmental Data Management 


Conference emphasized the need for use of open source data archiving and sharing of 


environmental data. 


 


Data elements: Any new ER/EM technology should accommodate the reporting of a certain 


minimum set of data elements needed for accurate monitoring of the specific fishing 


performance measure.  The Agency’s current fishery dependent data collections share many 


common features, data elements, and needs.  These should be identified and form the core of the 


Agency’s ER/EM strategy with regional modules that deal with the unique requirements of each 


region. 


 


As we move forward to implement changes in the tools used to gather data, it will also be 


important to periodically reassess the minimum data elements needed to manage fisheries, as 


well as the best sources of those data.  These fundamentals would inform decisions regarding 


best methods and technologies for the collection of data.  For example, it may be that vessel 


operator reports, dealer reports, and on-board monitoring reports are needed to manage 


commercial fisheries, but an effort should be made to take a fresh look to see if a different 


approach is needed.  Ideally, a new requirements analysis should precede a determination of 


minimum data elements or standards.        


 


Metadata: All new ER/EM technologies should support compliance with the Agency’s standards 


for metadata.  New technologies should not be implemented without complete documentation of 


its design and capabilities for data capture, recording, processing, storage, and transmission. 


 


Timeliness: ER/EM technology should be held to certain standards for the timeliness of data 


capture, data processing, and/or data transmission for the specific fishery survey design that it 


supports.  Due to the potential high costs associated with the implementation of ER/EM 


technologies, such performance standards should only be set as high as necessary to support the 


specific regulatory strategy for the particular fishery.  Fisheries managed under a catch share 


program should have higher standards for timeliness.  Similarly, fisheries managed by in-season 


quota monitoring should have higher standards than those managed with annual or multi-year 


targets.  The particular ER/EM technology applied to any specific fishery should be matched to 
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the timeliness requirement.  More costly ER/EM system components should not be purchased if 


a less costly one is sufficient.    


 


Data and Statistical Quality: It is important to establish minimum standards for assuring and 


maintaining the quality of the fisheries data needed for effective monitoring.  New ER/EM 


technologies should provide capabilities for checking of data and correction of data entry or 


transcription errors at the source.  Faster data are not necessarily better data.  However, faster 


turn-around of data checks closer to the source of the fishing activity can allow for a 


considerable reduction of possible response errors (recorded or reported) or measurement errors.  


Appropriate data checking software should be utilized to assure this in any new ER/EM 


technology that is implemented. 


 


Standard methods for the checking and validation of self-reported data must be established.  


Verification of self-reported data using trained samplers or observers with no vested interest in 


the outcome should be a key consideration.  Are reports by seafood dealers required to validate 


landings reports submitted by vessel operators?  Are observer reports of discards or protected 


species interactions needed to corroborate vessel operator reports?  Are video monitoring 


systems needed to verify compliance with fishing regulations and/or vessel operator reports of 


landings?  Is it necessary to collect both EM records and observer data on at least a sample of 


vessel trips to allow for cross-checking and resolution of potential discrepancies?  These are 


important questions to address.    


 


Confidentiality: Consistent with MSA requirements, it is important to establish standards on 


how to protect and secure confidential data in any new ER/EM component.  ER/EM technologies 


should allow data usage and integration but in a manner that protects the confidentiality of the 


data.  If the data collection is mandatory, then the ER/EM component must appropriately 


transmit data that are either directly linked or can be readily linked to the identity of the permit 


holder from which data were obtained.  If the data collection is voluntary, then the component 


may need to identify the source anonymously, giving it an identifier that cannot be linked to the 


specific person, operation, or vessel for which data were obtained.   
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15. Performance Evaluations 


Once fishery monitoring performance metrics and minimum requirements are established, they 


can be used to predict and track impacts of implementing new ER/EM technologies.  This 


performance monitoring is crucial for assessing the return on investment.  Given that new 


technologies can have significant costs associated with development, testing, and 


implementation, it is important to have a sound basis for decisions on what is implemented.  A 


significant increase in overall performance may justify a significant increase in costs.  However, 


with limited budgets, there is a need to evaluate the trade-offs between costs and performance to 


determine acceptable solutions that may perform well below the maximum levels possible with 


existing technologies.        


16. Assessing Priority Areas for Future R&D  


In order to determine appropriate priority areas for new research on ER/EM technologies, the 


Agency should focus on the need to optimize performance of commercial and recreational 


fishery data collection systems.  Continuous market research is important to identify new 


capabilities that have potential for application in fisheries monitoring.  Staff should be focused 


on monitoring new developments of technologies that could provide better ER/EM solutions.  


The Agency should also take a broader view of the ongoing research activities to see if there are 


redundancies, gaps, or weaknesses.  There are several priority areas for future R&D, including: 


 Reduce redundancies 


 Address performance gaps with existing technologies 


 Require sound experimental designs 


 Emphasize data integration 


 


Reduce Redundancies:  Much of the recent ER/EM technology work focuses on developing and 


testing VMS, electronic video monitoring systems, and electronic trip reporting systems.  Many 


of the projects funded in recent years have been testing similar technologies that perform the 


same functions, but it is not clear if the results have been adequately shared and reviewed to 


determine if we can implement an optimal solution.  There may be a number of possible 


solutions that raise fishery monitoring performance to a similar extent.  It may not be necessary 


to standardize methods across a wide variety of fisheries, and there will always be strong 


arguments for different regions, or different fisheries within a region, having different ER/EM 


needs.  However, there are likely to be significant gains in efficiency that could follow from 


better sharing of information and collaborative planning to develop some degree of 


standardization of ER/EM solutions across regions and fisheries.   


Address Performance Gaps with Existing Technologies:  R&D should be focused on addressing 


known performance gaps in the way data are collected and managed with existing technologies.  


Performance gaps will vary depending on the identified objectives.  The gaps for existing EM 
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technologies depend on whether the objective is better monitoring of on-board fishing 


operations, better monitoring of protected species interactions, better validation of landings totals 


reported by vessel operators, or better accounting of discards at the species level.  The gaps for 


existing ER technologies depend on how important it is to receive a vessel trip report before the 


vessel returns to dock.  For example, it may be desirable to receive data before the vessel returns 


to port so that port agents can check and verify the landings.        


Some of the known gaps in EM technologies that research and development projects should be 


addressing are as follows: 


 Manual processing of video data is highly labor intensive and costly at present; 


 Detection of discards (i.e., catch released at sea) is difficult with current technologies; 


 Accurate recording of weight data is not currently feasible using EM (important for 


catch accounting); 


 Accurate identification of discards at the species level is not currently possible in most 


cases; 


 Coverage and resolution of video images is not always adequate to capture and 


accurately monitor all relevant on board operations; 


 Current technologies may effectively address at least some data needs but are too costly 


to implement on a broad scale; 


 


Some of the known gaps in ER technologies that should be addressed are as follows: 


 Recording of discards is prone to error because it is difficult to record data at the time 


and place where the discards occur.  Accurate reporting of data collected at different 


locations on the boat to a central recording location is very challenging; 


 Most current electronic logbook systems do not link to automated recording devices that 


report accurate location, temperature, and/or fishing depth information; 


 Current mechanisms for transmitting data at sea are not sufficiently cost-effective to 


implement on a broad scale.     


 


Require Sound Experimental Designs:  Many of the previous studies of EM and ER have 


focused on evaluating the performance of a specific technology application and lacked a formal 


experimental design.  This makes it difficult to interpret results and highlights the need for a 


more formal process when designing and implementing future projects.  It is important to 


determine what questions you are trying to answer, what performance metrics you wish to 


measure, and what standards you wish to meet before starting a project.  The design of any 


proposed research study should ensure that specific hypotheses can be tested to determine 


feasibility for applying the technology to address specified needs for improvement.   
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Emphasize Data Integration:  Future research should focus on the development of ER/EM 


solutions that facilitate better integration of both electronic and non-electronic data feeds from 


different sources.  In most commercial fisheries, it is very important to be able to compare data 


obtained from seafood dealers, vessel operators, and at-sea observers in order to get accurate 


statistics on total catch by species.  To do this, data must be quickly obtained from all three 


sources and integrated quickly to reconcile differences in landings numbers (between dealer and 


vessel trip reports) and combine the reconciled landings with the observer-reported discards.  


Designing and implementing appropriate ER/EM technologies for each data source ensures that 


data can be received faster, but it does not ensure that the data can readily be combined unless 


this requirement is incorporated into the program design.    
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1. Key Findings  


 Monitoring fisheries has been highly irregular across geographic areas and fisheries.  


Given the ecological, economic, and social implications associated with the ways 


fisheries are monitored, the Agency needs to develop a more strategic process to 


determine the level and type of monitoring (observer, ER, EM or other) that is needed, 


can be sustainable, and is cost-effective.   


 


 A useful first step in developing a strategic process for establishing or modifying existing 


monitoring programs is to consider the goals and objectives of the fishery management 


plan (FMP) and other mandates (e.g., Endangered Species Act, Marine Mammal 


Protection Act, etc.), and how different monitoring tools can contribute to achieving 


those goals and objectives.   


 


 Stakeholder involvement in the setting of monitoring goals should be as inclusive as 


possible, in order to gain support and insight from the diverse stakeholders of fisheries, 


which includes: fishing managers and scientists, enforcement officers, monitoring 


experts, and industry members.  


 


 There is a need to improve coordination and consistency of monitoring programs across 


regions and fisheries.  Two possible approaches are described: 1) a Council driven 


process and 2) a National Steering Committee driven process. 


 


 In general, the goals and objectives for establishing monitoring programs can be 


categorized as follows: management (e.g., monitoring catch and landings); science (e.g., 


socio-economic and stock assessment needs); enforcement (e.g., compliance, enforcing 


regulations); and cost effectiveness.  These categories are fundamentally connected and 


therefore integrated monitoring approaches are critical. 


 


 A variety of decision-making methods exist to evaluate which monitoring strategies work 


the best to attain the primary goals and objectives of the fishery.  For the purposes of this 


white paper, a utility index was chosen to illustrate a process of identifying which 


monitoring strategies could work the best.   


 


 Once the primary objectives of the monitoring program have been identified, 


stakeholders can use the utility index or another structured decision analysis method to 


determine the most appropriate mix of ER or EM for their purposes.  Although it is 


unlikely that all monitoring objectives can be met by ER or EM programs, this 


methodology should provide the stakeholders with a good indication of whether ER or 


EM is a useful, somewhat useful, or less useful alternative to non-ER or non-EM 


programs. 
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2. Purpose 


This white paper lays out an example of the type of analysis and process that could be used by 


regional fishery management councils, NOAA, states, the industry, and private technology 


developers to align monitoring efforts with regulatory needs.  The paper also describes how to 


develop a monitoring regime for both newly established fisheries/regulations and for adjusting 


regimes, where needed, in those that already exist. 


3. Background 


In January 2012 NMFS Leadership Council participated in an in-depth discussion about the real 


and perceived challenges and opportunities associated with electronic reporting (ER) and 


electronic monitoring (EM).  Although ER and EM of marine fisheries may never supplant the 


need for traditional human- or paper-based monitoring, there is a growing recognition that the 


current system of catch monitoring is neither economically viable nor consistent across fisheries, 


regions, or regulations.  Therefore, a process is needed to examine alternative mechanisms for 


achieving cost-effective and sustainable monitoring programs.  As part of this process, a re-


examination of our regulatory framework may be needed to realign our management alternatives 


and scientific capabilities with our technical and fiscal monitoring capabilities. 


 


To advance the Agency’s understanding and consideration of ER and EM, the Leadership 


Council identified five topic areas needing further exploration:  


 


1. Existing technologies 


2. Enforcement 


3. Research and development 


4. Alignment of objectives 


5. Funding 


 


This document addresses topic four—develop a process for aligning monitoring needs and 


regulations.  


4. Aligning monitoring efforts with regulatory needs 


In the past, the Agency’s approach to monitoring fisheries has been highly irregular across 


geographic areas and fisheries.  For example, in the United States, observer coverage varies 


between 0 and 200%
1
 (NOAA 2007).  In some cases, decisions on coverage, frequency, and 


method of collection can be disconnected from technical feasibility, statistical integrity, and cost-


effectiveness.  Given the ecological, economic, and social implications associated with the ways 


                                                 
1
 Some fisheries require two observers on board at all times, which is sometimes referred to as 200% observer 


coverage. 
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fisheries are monitored, the Agency needs to develop a more strategic process to determine the 


level and type of monitoring (observer, ER, EM or other) that is needed and that can be 


sustainable and cost-effective.   


 


A useful first step in developing a strategic process for establishing or modifying existing 


monitoring programs is to consider the goals and objectives of the fishery management plan 


(FMP) and other mandates (e.g., Endangered Species Act, Marine Mammal Protection Act, etc.) 


(Gregory et al. 2001, Miller and Hobbs 2007, Beechie et al. 2008), and how different monitoring 


tools can contribute to achieving those goals and objectives.  Ultimately, the effectiveness of ER 


or EM or any other monitoring approach depends on the objectives of the program being 


identified and effectively implemented (National Observer Program Advisory Team, in prep).  In 


many cases, a monitoring program will have several goals and objectives, each having differing 


levels of importance to stakeholders that could be prioritized or ranked.  Stakeholders are defined 


here as fishery managers and scientists, enforcement officers, monitoring experts, and fishermen.  


For the purpose of our example, we have categorized the importance of goals into two bins: 


primary and secondary goals.  Primary goals and objectives are vital for attaining the 


management goal of the fishery or NMFS’ mission.   


 


There can be multiple primary goals and objectives and the monitoring approach will need to be 


evaluated holistically.  For example, if a Regional Fishery Management Council adopts a 


monitoring program to ensure that new gear requirements are enforced (e.g., bycatch reduction 


devices), one of the primary goals of the monitoring program is to identify the type of gear being 


used.  Another example of a primary goal, which is not FMP-based, might be to consider the 


adaptability of the monitoring program, so that as new goals and objectives are identified in the 


future, they can easily be incorporated into the existing program.  Secondary objectives of the 


program should only be pursued when the additional costs of such objectives are minimal and 


cost-effective (i.e., when the information cannot be collected through other programs at less 


cost).  Developing integrated monitoring approaches that are capable of collecting the relevant 


data to achieve multiple goals and objectives is critical.  This is not an easy task and will require 


analysis and robust, transparent dialogue with stakeholders. 


 


A variety of decision-making methods exist to evaluate which monitoring strategies work the 


best to attain the primary goals and objectives of the fishery.  The majority of these decision-


making methods can be broken into groupings such as multi-attribute analysis (e.g., Keeney and 


Raiffa 1976, Moffett and Sarkar 2006, Yang et al. 2011), cost-effectiveness and cost-utility 


analysis (e.g., Hughey et al. 2003, Beechie et al. 2008), and cost-benefit analysis (Arrow et al. 


1996, Kemp and O’Hanley 2010).  For the purposes of this white paper, we chose to use a simple 


multi-attribute analysis, which we call a utility index, to illustrate one way of identifying which 


monitoring strategies could work the best.  We chose this method because the process of 


weighing the pros and cons of a monitoring program compared to a management objective is 
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straightforward and easy to score, and the output is an index score that is relatively 


straightforward to interpret (e.g., EM is very useful, somewhat useful, or less useful).  Utility 


indexes are also flexible and can incorporate additional levels of complexity, such as weighting 


of different objectives, if needed.  Critical to the success of evaluating different monitoring 


approaches is the active participation of members of the fishing industry.  The most desirable 


approach would be a utility index developed by individuals with expertise in the fishery or the 


specific monitoring approach being evaluated.   


5. Using a utility index to evaluate monitoring strategies 


We constructed a utility index based on: (1) common primary monitoring objectives and (2) the 


utility of ER or EM strategies for a particular objective.  We chose to describe the utility of ER 


or EM in order to highlight the need for an evaluation process that analyzes the trade-offs 


between different monitoring approaches.  We also considered the technical reliability of ER or 


EM.  Technical feasibility is directly addressed through the “Platform suitability” category of the 


index, which addresses the technical requirements for having ER or EM onboard fishing vessels 


or other uses.  Statistical reliability (e.g., sampling frequency and level of coverage) is not 


addressed in this paper because it is largely dependent on the fishery and objectives of the 


monitoring program; thus, we assumed that such decisions are issues that could be considered 


once the monitoring strategy is selected based on the utility index or other evaluation method. 


Once the primary objectives of the monitoring program have been identified, stakeholders can 


use the utility index to determine whether ER or EM is the best option for their purposes.    


Objectives that are not relevant to stakeholders can be skipped, while those that are relevant 


should be scored.  Although it is unlikely that all monitoring objectives can be met by ER or EM 


programs (see White Paper #1 – Existing Technologies), this methodology should provide the 


stakeholders with a good indication of whether ER or EM is a useful, somewhat useful, or less 


useful alternative to non-ER or non-EM programs.  It should also allow an evaluation of trade-


offs between different types of monitoring approaches, such as comparing electronic logbooks to 


paper-based systems. 


Below we list some of the common monitoring objectives used by stakeholders and review the 


benefits and challenges of ER and EM programs.  We then provide an example of how a utility 


index could be used to evaluate video monitoring technologies, which was selected because this 


technology has been more thoroughly reviewed than other types of ER or EM. The same process 


could be used to evaluate the utility of other monitoring technologies and approaches.  


5.1. Common primary monitoring objectives 


The goals and objectives for establishing monitoring programs have been categorized as follows:  


 


 Management (e.g., monitoring catch and landings) 
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 Science (e.g., socio-economic and stock assessment needs) 


 Enforcement (e.g., compliance, enforcing regulations) 


 Cost effectiveness 


 


However, it is important to note that while we differentiate here among the core goals and 


objectives of fisheries management, in most cases these goals and objectives are highly 


interrelated and in some cases overlap, making integrated monitoring approaches potentially the 


most efficient and effective.  For example, the acquisition of vessel position data can and is used 


by various parts of NMFS in different ways.  Enforcement uses it for monitoring closed areas, 


management uses it for catch by area management, and science uses it to get the specific location 


of catch and bycatch events.  One data point feeds three different users with differing objectives.  


The interrelatedness of goals will not always be synergistic, where the solution to one goal may 


prevent another goal from being achieved (e.g., minimize costs versus gathering important but 


costly information).  Thus, tradeoff or optimization analysis will often be needed when deciding 


on the most appropriate and effective monitoring and reporting program.   


 


Management:  One of the primary management objectives of monitoring programs is to track 


the landings and bycatch/discard of fisheries (i.e., catch).  Often the landings and bycatch of 


species needs to be calculated quickly, especially in catch share programs because these vessels 


are sometimes not allowed to leave port until their remaining quota is confirmed.  In such 


circumstances, catch share programs usually require almost real-time calculation of catch.  In 


other fisheries, the majority of which are managed in-season by NMFS, catch needs to be 


calculated usually within 1 or 2 weeks.  Once catch is recorded, NMFS tracks or projects when 


the fishery will attain its quota and closes it before the quota is exceeded and accountability 


measures are triggered. 


 


Another common management objective is the ability to track the incidental take and/or 


interactions with protected species in fisheries.  Similar to monitoring catch, managers track the 


incidental take of protected species, which includes threatened or endangered fish species, to 


better understand overall mortality, but in some circumstances certain levels of take can cause 


the fishery to be closed.  In addition, the level of interaction can also be critical information to 


collect (e.g., was gear attached when the animal was released).     


 


Science:  The science objectives of monitoring programs often revolve around three main data 


needs: 


 


1. Biological samples and measurements. The collection of biological samples (e.g., fish 


otoliths or scales), determining the sex of the fish, and biological measurements (e.g., 


length and weight) are important to many aspects of fisheries management.  Often these 


samples and measurements are used in stock assessments, or, in the case of protected 
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species, to genetically assign incidental takes to a specific population.  Although such 


information can sometimes be collected dockside or through existing fishery-independent 


surveys, these types of samples or measurements are sometimes needed before the catch 


is culled by the fishermen to get a representative sample of the catch or are needed to fill 


in geographic and temporal data gaps of other surveys. 


2. Fishing effort estimates.  Like managers, scientists also rely on the monitoring programs 


to track landings and bycatch of fisheries (i.e., catch), and other important information 


such as the dates, times, locations, depth, targeted species, trip duration, and type of gear 


used.  Whereas managers use this information to monitor quotas, scientists use it for 


accurate estimates of fishing effort, a critical component of almost all stock assessments. 


3. Socio-economic data.  Monitoring programs, especially those conducted by human 


observers, are one of the most reliable and effective methods of obtaining information on 


the socio-economics of fisheries.  Observer programs collect information on safety 


questions, trip costs, and crew size from fishing vessel captains/crew or fishing 


processing plant managers.  Additional economic information not available during the 


trip may be requested via mail in follow-up surveys.  Some fisheries have mandatory 


socio-economic data collection programs by fishermen directly, though data reporting 


issues have occurred in these situations.  Socio-economic information is used to 


determine the distribution of net benefits derived from living marine resources, as well as 


predict the economic impacts of existing management measures and alternative proposed 


management measures. 


 


Enforcement: Accountability and compliance within a fishery is also critical to the long-term 


sustainability of the fishery.  The level of accountability can vary (i.e., individual versus fleet).  


A number of tools—including at-sea enforcement by the NOAA Office of Law Enforcement 


(OLE) and the U.S. Coast Guard, Vessel Monitoring Systems (VMS), and observer coverage—


are used to identify non-compliance issues in fisheries.  These issues include such things as 


regulations that require the use of certain types of gear in a fishery (i.e., gear compliance), 


regulations on area fished, and the handling and catch of protected species.   


 


Cost effectiveness: It is likely that several types of monitoring technologies will be able to 


achieve the primary goals and objectives of a monitoring program.  How well these primary 


goals are met relative to costs is also an important consideration.  These cost considerations, 


however, should not occur until the utility of various technologies have been evaluated so that 


comparisons among utility and cost-effectiveness can be performed; thus, we do not consider 


cost effectiveness here because only one technology is evaluated.  General cost information for 


most ER and EM approaches is included in Appendix B.   


 


5.2. Utility of ER/EM 
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Although there are many types of catch monitoring systems in place, traditional human observer 


programs are perhaps the most effective.  Collectively, onboard and dockside observers provide 


a method to directly monitor landings and bycatch, collect and process biological samples (e.g., 


species, length, and frequency), and collect socio-economic data about trip costs and revenues, 


crews, and communities more generally. Although observer programs provide invaluable data, 


they also have several drawbacks.  From a logistical and social perspective, there is a certain 


level of unavoidable intrusiveness—for both fishermen and observers.  There are also physical 


safety hazards associated with putting observers on commercial fishing vessels as well as 


potentially high financial costs.  In addition, sampling bias may occur when observer coverage is 


less than 100%, because fishermen may deviate from normal fishing activities when observers 


are onboard.  While this latter challenge can be mitigated by full coverage or other methods, 


there is clearly an added cost associated with this approach. 


ER/EM represents a potential alternative or supplement to observer coverage that may help 


negate some of the existing barriers and reduce the economic burden associated with traditional 


catch monitoring.  However, straightforward replacement of observers with electronic 


technologies is likely not possible or prudent in all fisheries.  Due to the rare nature of 


interactions with protected resources, as well as species identification challenges, EM can be 


difficult to use in fisheries where there is a higher probability of encountering these species.  On 


the other hand, in these same fisheries, the use of ER could facilitate and speed access to 


important protected species data and potentially improve the reporting of interactions.   


The use of video monitoring technologies can also address some compliance issues that could 


not be addressed historically.  For example, Amendment 80 to Bering Sea Aleutian Island non-


pollock trawl fishery requires video recording of sorting activity in bins (or an alternative 


measure) to prevent pre-sorting of the catch before the observer has an opportunity to sample the 


catch.  Cameras record the sorting activities of vessel personnel and provide a record that NMFS 


can use to enforce sorting requirements.  Another example is the use of electronic reporting for 


both dealers and fishermen.  The use of this ER tool can facilitate cross-checks of data. 


Beyond human observer coverage, ER and EM also includes VMS; electronic logbooks and 


dealer reports; video (including cameras, digital recording systems, and monitors); and the 


integration of video with other data sources such as radio frequency identification (RFID) tag 


readers, hydrophones (for testing acoustic pinger functionality), winch sensors, and hydraulic 


pressure monitors, or any combination thereof (NOPAT, in prep.).   


The following is a high-level summary of some of the current tools in use for monitoring U.S. 


fisheries.  For a more detailed description of these tools, including pros and cons, see White 


Paper #1 - Existing Technologies. 
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Electronic Vessel Reporting and E-logbooks: a system of capturing data relative to a vessel’s 


catch and/or landings by way of vessel trip reports or logbooks.  Either of these can be filled out 


and submitted electronically, and a trip report may be based on a logbook. 


Electronic Dealer Reporting: a shoreside reporting system used in some capacity by all regions 


to obtain critical fisheries data.  When dealers use electronic forms to submit these data, it is 


considered electronic reporting. 


Vessel Monitoring Systems (VMS): a satellite-based technology for remote monitoring of at-sea 


fishing vessels.  The program supports a growing number of regulations requiring vessels to 


report GPS positional, pre-landing and declaration data in the VMS, and allows NOAA’s Office 


of Law Enforcement to monitor compliance and track violators over vast expanses of water. 


Video monitoring: the integration of video cameras, gear sensors, and GPS to provide data on 


fishing methods and gears, fishing locations and times, and landings and bycatch. 


The effectiveness of video monitoring was recently described by the National Observer Program 


Advisory Team (NOPAT 2012) and others (e.g., McElderry et al. 2005, Cahalan et al. 2010, 


Stanley et al. 2011).  Other forms of ER and EM have not been described as well in the scientific 


literature, and the benefits and challenges of such programs are being evaluated in Appendix B - 


Electronic Monitoring White Paper Existing Technologies.  Video monitoring is an attractive 


alternative or supplement to traditional monitoring strategies because it is often considered less 


invasive, observer safety at sea issues are absolved, it can be placed on vessels where traditional 


observer coverage is not feasible, it reduces the chances of observer bias if it is implemented on 


all vessels, and, in some circumstances, it can monitor underwater takes and interactions that 


cannot be observed using traditional methods (NOPAT 2012).  However, several current 


challenges exist with the use of this approach. 


The challenges observed to-date in video monitoring programs include: 


 Reviewing the data can be very time consuming and costly; 


 Identifying catch composition, size, and weight is difficult; 


 Catch handling may need to be changed; 


 Collecting biological samples is not possible without crew involvement; 


 Identifying and measuring gear types and actual soak times of the gear can be difficult to 


monitor; 


 Managing video records can be more challenging than paper records because video 


requires infrastructure changes to store, maintain, and evaluate the data; 


 Tampering can be an issue because of exposed cameras and sensors.  


5.3. An example of a utility index for evaluating video monitoring technologies 
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Based on the pros and cons of video monitoring described above, we constructed a utility index 


that lists the benefits of video monitoring in a column format ranging from “very useful” to  “less 


useful,” relative to common monitoring program objectives, which are listed along the rows (see 


table 1).  In some cases, it is known that video monitoring lacks the capability to collect certain 


types of information that traditional human observers can collect.  In these cases, the range of 


pros and cons considered will list “not applicable (N/A)” in the “very useful” category, because 


other sampling programs may be needed to fully meet the primary goals of the monitoring 


program.  It should be noted that this example captures the current state of video monitoring.  To 


the extent that advances in technology change video monitoring capabilities in the future, video 


monitoring would need to be re-evaluated. 


To calculate the utility of video monitoring, stakeholders would review the list of monitoring 


objectives and only score the objectives that relate to their specific interest (i.e., primary 


objectives).  Once the relevant objectives have been reviewed and scored, the average score can 


be used to give a general idea of how useful video monitoring may be for meeting their 


monitoring objectives.  An average score of 1 suggests that video monitoring would be very 


useful, while an average score of 3 suggests that video monitoring is less useful.  In some cases, 


however, stakeholders may find that the majority of the objectives are met by video monitoring 


(i.e., scored 1) but one or more important primary objectives are not met (i.e., scored 3).  For 


these objectives in which video monitoring is less useful, the stakeholders may decide against 


using video monitoring in its entirety, or might find a solution through a hybrid approach that 


includes both video monitoring and traditional monitoring coverage that is cost-effective and 


provides quality data.  In situations where certain objectives/requirements are considered 


fundamental “must haves,” a weighting system for the objectives/requirements could be used. 


Table 1.  An example of a utility index for video monitoring for a sample of potential 


fishery-dependent goals.   


 


 Objectives 1 - Very Useful 2 - Somewhat Useful 3 - Less Useful 


Species 


identification 


(Commercial, 


Recreational, 


or Protected 


Species) 


Species of interest 


can be easily and 


reliably identified 


using video 


monitoring. 


Species of interest 


can be reliably 


identified to the 


genus or family level 


using video 


monitoring. 


Species of interest 


cannot be reliably 


identified (even at the 


family level) using 


video monitoring. 


Catch needs to 


be quantified in 


terms of weight 


at sea.   


Weights of all 


species of interest 


can be easily and 


reliably estimated 


using video 


monitoring. 


Weights from a 


majority of the 


species of interest can 


be reliably estimated 


using video 


monitoring. 


Weights of species of 


interest cannot be 


reliably estimated using 


video monitoring. 
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 Objectives 1 - Very Useful 2 - Somewhat Useful 3 - Less Useful 


Platform 


suitability (e.g., 


small vessels). 


The vessel is 


considered 


inadequate to safely 


deploy observers 


and can meet video 


power 


requirements. 


The vessel can 


support observers or 


video monitoring, but 


only for short 


durations due to 


power requirements. 


 


The vessel is difficult 


to monitor using video 


due to power 


requirements or camera 


angle setup. 


Biological 


tissue samples 


N/A – current 


technology is not 


useful. 


A small percentage of 


fishing trips need 


biological tissue 


samples taken at-sea 


or can be taken by 


other means (e.g., 


dealer sampling, 


existing field surveys, 


etc.) 


A large percentage of 


fishing trips needs 


biological tissue 


samples taken at-sea or 


rare events (e.g., 


endangered species 


interactions) require 


tissue samples. 


Biological 


measurements 


Biological 


measurements of 


weight or length 


can easily be 


calculated using 


video monitoring. 


A small percentage of 


fishing trips need 


biological 


measurements taken 


at-sea or can be taken 


by other means (e.g., 


dealer sampling, 


existing field surveys, 


etc.) 


A large percentage of 


fishing trips need 


biological 


measurements taken at-


sea and video 


monitoring is not a 


viable option. 


Socio-


economic data 


All relevant socio-


economic data can 


be collected from 


video monitoring. 


Some of the relevant 


socio-economic data 


can be collected from 


video monitoring. 


None of the relevant 


socio-economic data 


can be collected by 


video monitoring.  


Effort Effort can be 


reliably monitored 


by video. 


 Fisheries using 


multiple gears (e.g., 


gill nets, pots, hook 


& line) can only be 


partially monitored 


using video. 


Observer coverage is 


required to estimate 


fishing effort, and the 


gear  and/or fishing 


activity cannot be 


reliably monitored by 


video. 


Vessel 


operation 


compliance 


The fishery 


operations (e.g., 


sorting) can be 


video monitored. 


   The fishery operations 


(e.g., sorting) cannot be 


video monitored. 


Gear 


compliance 


The fishery has 


gear requirements 


that can be video 


monitored. 


  The fishery has gear 


requirements that 


cannot be video 


monitored. 
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 Objectives 1 - Very Useful 2 - Somewhat Useful 3 - Less Useful 


Regulatory/ 


Enforcement 


Authority 


OLE has the ability 


to enforce 


regulations with 


video monitoring 


technologies. 


OLE has limited 


ability to enforce 


regulations with 


video monitoring 


technologies 


OLE has no authority 


to enforce regulations 


with video monitoring 


technologies 


    


 


5.4. General observations 


In general, fisheries where video monitoring would be very useful have the following 


characteristics: 


 Landings can be tracked dockside or through dealer/processor reporting mechanisms. 


 Species can easily be identified. 


 Bycatch can be easily identified to species, and the length, number, or weight of bycatch 


can be calculated.  This includes commercial, recreational, and protected species. 


 Representative biological sampling can be taken dockside or through existing surveys. 


 Fishing effort and location can easily be tracked, for both science and enforcement 


purposes. 


 The vessels and gear used in the fishery can be easily monitored with video cameras, and 


the vessel infrastructure can support a video system.  


 Data from video monitoring is not needed for short term (e.g. in-season) monitoring of 


the fishery. 


It is clear from this summary that the utility of video monitoring depends on the primary 


objectives of the monitoring program.  Video monitoring appears to work well for some 


programs that focus on compliance with discarding or tracking the capture of easily identifiable 


species.  However, when catch data are needed in real-time, or catch needs to be calculated in 


terms of weight or biological samples need to be taken, electronic monitoring will be heavily 


dependent on other monitoring approaches to fill the gaps where video monitoring falls short.   


6. The process of setting monitoring goals. 


We have identified the need to be more strategic in establishing or modifying existing 


monitoring programs by considering the primary and secondary goals and objectives of the 


fishery management plan and how different monitoring tools can contribute to achieving those 


objectives.  We have also described one way of evaluating the utility of ER or EM programs for 


meeting these primary or secondary goals through the use of a utility index, with video 


monitoring as an example.  What we have not discussed, however, is the process of setting 


monitoring goals as such: 
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1. Who should be involved in setting monitoring goals? 


2. What type of sources should be considered when developing monitoring goals? 


3. How to improve consistency and better coordinate monitoring programs? 


4. How often should the goals be re-evaluated? 


6.1. Who should be involved in evaluating monitoring tools against management goals? 


Stakeholder involvement in the setting of monitoring goals is fundamental to this process and 


should be as inclusive as possible in order to gain support from the diverse stakeholders of 


fisheries.  These stakeholders include: 


Fishery managers and scientists: to ensure that management and science objectives are 


considered in the development of the monitoring program.  These stakeholders should also 


include IT staff and program managers to ensure the system being developed is user-friendly to 


the end users (e.g., socio-economists, fisheries and protected resources managers, etc.) and those 


submitting information (e.g., fishermen). 


Enforcement officers: to ensure that implemented programs are enforceable and to verify the 


data collected are consistent with the legal requirements for prosecution. 


Monitoring experts: to help ground-truth aspects of the monitoring program. 


Industry members:  to use their knowledge about the fishery to identify monitoring needs and 


develop solutions, and help ensure that the monitoring program selected will be supported by the 


industry. 


Without such involvement, it is unlikely that stakeholders would support a program that their 


own observations do not support. Furthermore, agreement on goals and buy-in for the program 


can lead to fishermen and fishery representatives taking responsibility for various aspects of the 


monitoring programs (Zollett et al. 2011).    


6.2. What type of sources should be considered when developing monitoring goals? 


To identify primary and secondary goals of a monitoring program, stakeholders should consider 


the current or proposed requirements from sources such as: 


 FMPs, 


 Biological Opinions, 


 Take reduction plans,  


 Recovery or rebuilding plans 
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6.3. How to improve consistency and better coordinate monitoring programs? 


There are several ways in which consistency and coordination across the country in the process 


of evaluating monitoring tools against management goals and objectives could be improved.  We 


describe two possible approaches below though other models exist. 


Council Process with Regional and National Approval:  The Regional Fishery Management 


Councils (Councils) serve as a critical component of fishery management in the United States 


through their transparent and deliberative processes.  The existing approach is through the 


Councils’ advisory panels and ad hoc monitoring committees who provide advice throughout the 


design, development, implementation, and review of a monitoring program.  Each region has a 


different approach and the North Pacific offers a possible model with the use of its Observer 


Advisory Committee.  For example, the North Pacific Council and NMFS hosted a workshop on 


EM.  The workshop was followed by a Council sub-committee working with NMFS to establish 


EM goals and direction for future work to integrate EM where appropriate.  Council processes 


involve a diversity of stakeholders, which is an important consideration.   


When monitoring programs are being developed or existing programs are being modified, these 


panels/committees can assist NMFS and the Councils in developing the monitoring program in 


relation to the management objectives.  They can also provide input as to the utility of different 


monitoring programs and perspective on potential costs of monitoring alternatives.  The key is to 


frontload monitoring program discussions as much as possible so all the alternatives can be 


thoroughly vetted before the program is approved by the Council.  In Alaska, this is done by 


analyzing the alternatives in the Environmental Assessment/Environmental Impact Statement 


and Initial Regulatory Flexibility Analysis/Regulatory Flexibility Analysis to examine various 


monitoring options in the specific context of the individual program.  In the end, the 


panels/committees could provide input to NMFS and the Councils’ approach to monitoring and 


monitoring costs, including the distribution of those costs.  Whether the monitoring will be 


funded by industry, NMFS or a combination of both a plan to address funding will need to be 


articulated as part of any monitoring program.  Ultimately, NMFS approves, disapproves, or 


modifies these actions.   


National ER & EM Steering Committee:  Another possible approach is to create a national ER 


and EM monitoring program steering committee. Such approaches are already used in other 


programs like the Marine Recreational Information Program (MRIP) and various stock 


assessment scheduling steering committees.  The duties of the monitoring program steering 


committee, which could be made up of NMFS, Council and Commission representatives, would 


be to review the monitoring needs of federal fisheries each year.  Thus, the role of the Council 


would be to work with its constituents through public meetings or its ad hoc working 


groups/committees to develop monitoring program proposals.  These proposals would be 


submitted to the steering committee for their review and prioritization for NMFS funding.  The 
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steering committee could then advise NMFS about which monitoring programs should be 


funded, or determine whether some synergies could be gained from combining monitoring 


programs or switching to a more cost-efficient method. 


Although this approach is used elsewhere, there are several issues to consider.  In some 


situations, this type of national structure composed of regional representatives can result in 


funding conflicts with representatives only supporting funding for programs in their own area.  


The diversity of participants in any national committee is critical.  Other steering committees like 


MRIP have a very diverse group of representatives including NMFS, state, commission, and 


Council Science and Statistical Committee members.  Finally, such a process would likely delay 


implementation of Council actions or court rulings that require some level of monitoring in order 


to meet the goals of the fishery management plan and other regulations (e.g., ESA, MMPA 


regulations).  Although regulations would be delayed until a decision has been made about the 


feasibility of the monitoring program and funding availability, implementing regulations that 


require a monitoring program that is not feasible would waste resources too. 


6.4. How often should the goals be re-evaluated? 


As time passes, goals change and monitoring technologies improve; thus, the process of setting 


goals should be reviewed on a regular basis.  Internal and external reviews, audits, and 


evaluations can also be conducted to assess the program’s effectiveness at meeting the goals and 


objectives. (Hilborn 1992).  Adjustments should be made as necessary, but it may also be 


important to re-evaluate the entire monitoring program every 3 to 5 years to ensure that the 


system as a whole is working, possibly in concert with other reviews such as optimum yield 


specifications, stock assessment and fishery evaluation reports, safety at sea risk assessments, 


etc. 
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1.  Key Findings 


 Given the current budget climate and the outstanding requirements for additional data and 


science, there is little likelihood that sufficient new Congressional appropriations will be 


forthcoming to satisfy the demand for fishery dependent data collection programs.  In 


addition, the current National economic climate is very challenging.  Rising fuel costs and 


other broader economic trends are impacting the fishing industry, potentially limiting their 


ability to support fishery dependent data collection programs. 


 Recognizing this challenging fiscal climate for both NMFS and industry, opportunities exist 


to work in collaboration to address funding support for electronic technologies in fisheries 


management. 


 While stakeholders in some fisheries partially share the costs of data collection today through 


cost recovery, a further share of financial responsibility beyond the government from 


industry is likely to be necessary to support the costs of future data collection, including the 


adoption of electronic monitoring/electronic reporting (EM/ER) technologies. Without this 


overarching approach, the agency will be unlikely to meet the Council’s desired monitoring 


and reporting requirements.  That may influence the choice of management strategies that 


can be considered.  


  There are several funding models available for consideration of EM/ER based on an industry 


funding/user fee principle. Several successful industry funded models have been developed 


for observer programs and these models could serve as examples for implementing similar 


cost-sharing approaches for EM/ER.  Any such funding model would need to be evaluated 


within the socio-economic context of the fishery.  


 To ensure alignment between data collection policies and funding availability, a protective 


“no unfunded mandates” policy should be considered to protect the industry and the 


government from data collection program decisions that are financially unsustainable. 


 Accurate and complete cost data on existing data collection programs are difficult to come 


by, even though these are the most frequently cited determinants of a choice between EM/ER 


and other data collection methodological options.  Therefore, cost templates should be 


developed and completed to conduct fair and relevant comparisons of future policy options 


for data collection for a particular fishery. There is no one universally “cheapest” 


methodology as costs can vary widely for EM/ER, observers and other methods depending 


on the specifics of the fishery and program design. Initial capital/installation costs for EM/ER 


should be differentiated from operations and maintenance costs as magnitude and duration of 


the requirement will affect the choice of funding option.  


 Split costs: There is likely no one funding option that meets all requirements. Therefore, a 


mix of appropriations and industry-funded sources is recommended, consistent with 


appropriations law. 
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 Flexibility is essential. Funding options should be scalable to account for different business 


sizes and economic circumstances, and opt–in/opt-out industry funding choices should be 


considered and aligned with different management options. 


 There are several existing but unused or underutilized funding authorities under the MSA.  


Efforts should be made to make more/better use of existing authorities to collect user fees as 


a means of cost recovery and to secure a share of resource value for use in funding data 


collection, such as: 


o MSA 303a (d) Auctions/other royalty payments for catch shares 


o MSA 303(b)(11) Set-asides; 


o MSA 305 (h) Central Registry Fees 


o MSA 16 USC 1891b Fisheries Conservation and Management Fund 


o MSA 303(b)(4)  Requiring Certain Equipment 


 New authorities for loan programs should be considered as an option to finance industry debt 


for EM/ER costs, particularly during periods of transition to new management approaches 


and during rebuilding time periods.  


 Seeking new partners/third party funding for data collection should be evaluated, such as 


through: 


o Cooperative Research and Development Agreements (CRADA) for R&D work 


o Value-chain partners to adopt EM/ER for certification/traceability purposes 


o One-time philanthropic endowments   
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2.  Objective/Purpose  


The cost of monitoring is a major concern to the agency and the fishing industry. This white 


paper is focused on funding options for EM/ER programs, and will: 


1. Identify options for funding EM/ER, along with advantages and disadvantages for each 


option and their legal and policy implications. The paper will identify opportunities for 


use of appropriations, industry funding, and other funding sources.  


2. The white paper will discuss funding options in terms of their environmental, economic, 


political, and equity implications, as appropriate.  In particular, a focus on the regulatory, 


policy, and technological implications of each option will be included.   


3. This paper will include the potential impact of each option on the different sectors of the 


industry (e.g., large-scale, gear-based, community-based, etc.), where appropriate.  


Context:  The costs for collecting catch data adequate to meet the science, management, and 


compliance needs of the agency continue to outpace the available budget.  Adoption of 


management strategies that require catch accounting of individual allocations and the adoption of 


annual catch limits in virtually all fisheries has increased the demand for more detailed, more 


precise, and timelier data on catch, bycatch, discards and landings. 


The US economy continues to recover from its struggle with recession conditions where many 


individuals and businesses were negatively impacted. The fishing industry is no exception.  


During this time, the fiscal context for NOAA Fisheries deteriorated. As FY 2013 unfolds, the 


nation is navigating a potential government-wide budget sequestration, challenging federal 


appropriations decisions, and unknown changes in policy priorities as federal and Congressional 


leadership adjusts to the outcome of the 2012 elections and ongoing budget deficits.  Facing this 


landscape, NOAA Fisheries continues to adjust to a substantial contraction of our budget since 


FY 2010. Funding levels for fishery-dependent data collection are supported via several different 


budget line items, but the general trend has been flat or declining amounts for the last 5 years. 


Overall, in the last two years the agency absorbed an eleven percent budget reduction through a 


combination of efficiency gains and program reductions.  Further reductions are likely in FY 


2013 and future years.  Given this context, it seems unlikely to expect an increase in appropriated 


funds to satisfy the increased demand for funding data collection.  Recognizing this challenging 


fiscal climate for both NMFS and industry, opportunities exist to work in collaboration to 


address funding support for electronic technologies in fisheries management.  This paper thus 


looks at alternative sources of budget supply, and briefly considers controlling costs and 


avoiding unfunded mandates. 
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3.  Type of costs to be covered 


The costs of data collection reach far beyond the explicit data collection survey instrument of an 


observer, logbook, or electronic recording device. The costs incurred for a data program are a 


continuum of statistical design, data collection, auditing, analysis, and quality control, 


dissemination and archiving, and represents a substantial amount of personnel time and costs.  


This paper does not directly evaluate the cost-effectiveness or cost efficiency of different EM/ER 


designs or technologies as they are covered in other white papers. Rather, it looks at the policy 


options of alternative sources to cover these costs, whatever magnitude they may be.  However, a 


limited survey of available cost information for existing data collection programs (to identify the 


scale of costs needing to be funded) revealed that such data are fragmentary, not readily available 


and difficult to fairly compare.  This shortcoming needs significant improvement.  


For clarity of analysis of the pros and cons of different funding options, the paper considers two 


categories of costs:  the one-time capital costs associated with a program, and the recurring 


operational and maintenance costs (recognizing that the one-time costs may actually re-occur as 


obsolescence and repair/replacement of devices with limited life-spans may require future 


expenditures). These costs impact both participants and the government.  The advantages and 


disadvantages of various sources of funds also vary depending on if they are used for one-time 


versus recurring cost purposes. 


The other issue related to the type of costs to be covered is the scale/scope of costs the agency is 


looking to cover, i.e., only EM/ER costs in a fishery versus all data collection costs in a fishery.  


The paper was initiated to look at funding options for supporting the general adoption of EM/ER, 


but this task must be evaluated in the larger context of funding other fishery-dependent data 


collections besides EM/ER. Not all fishery-dependent needs will be covered by EM/ER and how 


non-EM/ER programs get funded is an equally important policy decision. Although only certain 


sectors in a fishery may be proposed for adoption of EM/ER technologies, some funding options 


might only be advantageous if applied across all species, all gears types and/or all sectors of a 


fishery. For example, recovering costs through landings taxes to recover EM/ER costs for 


species X only when caught on large vessels or when using otter trawls raises questions of 


fairness, administrative feasibility, return on investment and regulatory/enforcement complexity. 


The following evaluations identify funding options where there is a particular strength or 


weakness in this area of general applicability versus use only for EM/ER. 
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4.  Who bears the burden of funding data collection: government/taxpayer vs. 


industry? 


Who should pay for the costs of data collection? One of the reasons for asking this question is 


that the current burden of paying for data collection costs differs across the agency by region, 


and sometimes within a region by fishery.   


In the United States, most fishery data collection is funded through appropriations of tax dollars. 


In some cases, there is legislative authority under the Magnuson Stevens Act to recover the costs 


of data collection.  Most notably, data collection costs associated with a limited access privilege 


program [MSA Section 303A(e)(2)], or for North Pacific observers [MSA Section 313(a)(2)], 


can be recovered from the industry participating in these fisheries and retained for use by the 


Secretary.  


However, even when there is authority to use cost recovery, in many cases the authority is not 


utilized or is not utilized uniformly in the absence of any explicit policy guidance. The reasons 


for this discrepancy vary.  The degree of discretion allowed in implementing the MSA provisions 


contributes to the situation where some regional offices provide goods and services to the 


industry for “free” (paid for by appropriated funds) whereas in other regions/fisheries the same 


services are charged back to the fisherman in the form of a fee [see for example the notable 


variation in charging for permits under MSA Section 304(d)(1) permit fees].   


The funding of the NMFS observer programs exemplifies the different legal authorities and 


challenges to sustainably managing data collection programs. In the Atlantic coast and Pacific 


coast groundfish fishery, almost all the cost of observers is currently paid via appropriations, but 


the amounts are not sustainable. Ultimately costs are planned to be covered by the industry. In 


the North Pacific, industry funding of observers is the norm. Coverage levels for groundfish 


observers vary for each fishery (ranging from 20-30 percent to 200 percent).  In some fisheries 


certain vessels are exempted from carrying an observer due to their size, gear type, or other 


criteria.  Each different design element has a cost implication, with the industry responsible for 


varying amounts in different fisheries and different Council areas. These differences are driven 


by differing statutory authorities and varying objectives for the respective fishery management 


plans 


The use of cost recovery in the United States is quite different than other major fishing nations 


across the world.  In particular, Canada, New Zealand and Australia have a long and successful 


history of industry funded support for science, management, and enforcement. For example, cost 


recovery has been a fundamental feature of the management of Australia's Commonwealth 


fisheries since the mid-1980s.The commercial industry pays for costs directly related to fishing 


activity while the government pays for activities that may benefit the broader community, as well 


as the industry. The total cost of managing Australia’s Commonwealth fisheries averaged 7.2 per 
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cent of the gross value of production between 1992-93 and 1998-99. The industry contribution to 


the costs of fisheries management has averaged 34 per cent between 1992-93 and 1998-99.
1
 


Countering these authorities that enable the use of cost recovery in the United States are the 


constraints on use of the resulting funds.  In general the recovered costs go into a general 


treasury account rather than being retained by the office or agency executing the service, with no 


assurance that appropriations ultimately reimburse the governing office.  In addition, several 


laws and associated regulations controlling the use of fees default if there is no specific 


authorization permitting the use of recovered fees for specific purposes.  Both the Anti-


Deficiency Act [31 U.S.C. § 1341] and the Miscellaneous Receipts Act [31 U.S.C. 3302(b)] are 


examples of controls on government preventing an augmentation of appropriations.  NOAA may 


not "augment" appropriations either by raising money instead of seeking and getting an 


appropriation or by retaining funds collected and using them instead of receiving an 


appropriation of funds approved by Congress.  Specifically, the Comptroller General must 


provide explicit decisions to agency officials in response to requests involving the use of, and 


accountability for, public funds [31 U.S.C. §§ 3526, 3529].  Under the Miscellaneous Receipts 


Act, if any agency collects a debt, the agency must deposit the funds in the Treasury as 


miscellaneous receipts unless the agency has statutory authority to credit the receipt to an 


approved account. 


This context is a factor to consider when evaluating whether to exercise the authority to charge a 


fee: can it be retained?  If not, how difficult will it be to obtain this authority?  Ideally the ability 


to retain the fee within the agency should not be a factor.  The public policy question is whether 


an individual’s private use of a public/common property fishery resource should be conditioned 


by a requirement to pay for the costs associated with reporting and recordkeeping. However, in 


practical political terms an inability to retain and utilize recovered fees may become the deciding 


point of whether or not to pursue implementing the fee program at all.  


There is a long history of examples of application of the principle of user-fees in non-fisheries 


natural resource management (such as federal oil and gas, timber, and grazing fees, and more 


recently electromagnetic spectrum fees), so there is ample precedent.  In several of the options 


considered below, this principle is applied but tempered by the statutory authorizations and 


constraints on retaining and using the funds for authorized purposes. In such cases a legislative 


remedy to authorize retention of the fees is discussed, and an appropriate remark made in the 


pros/cons evaluation. In addition, since the costs of EM/ER may be only a subset of all the costs 


that may be recoverable, receiving a share or allocation of a broader user fee or other cost 


recovery system might satisfy the EM/ER requirements. Finally, a few examples of third-party 


expenditures to support the costs of fisheries data collection are evaluated in a similar context. 


                                                 
1
 Cost Recovery in Fisheries Management: The Australian Experience, 2000. Anthony Cox, Australian Bureau of Agricultural 


and Resource Economics GPO Box 1563, Canberra, ACT, 2601, Australia. Paper presented at International Institute of Fisheries 


Economics and Trade biennial meeting, Oregon State University July 2000. 



http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Title_31_of_the_United_States_Code

http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/31/1341.html
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5.  Evaluation of the legal and policy implications of various funding options for 


EM/ER  


5.1. Appropriations  


An increase of funds: Given the current economic outlook and the state of NOAA’s budget, the 


outlook for increases in appropriations to fund EM/ER adoption in additional fisheries is not 


optimistic.  While there remains a possibility that a specific fishery may generate Congressional 


support for a directed increase, history has shown that the funds will most likely be redirected 


away from another existing NOAA or NMFS budget line rather than reflect a true net increase in 


the budget appropriation.  Nonetheless, NMFS should consider preparing and have ready a 


requirements analysis and related documentation available for EM/ER.  This would take 


advantage of any opportunities in the regular NOAA/DOC budget formulation process or a 


particular Congressional add-on interest to augment appropriations through the traditional budget 


process.  The absence of a clear and thoroughly documented requirement virtually assures there 


will be no appropriation increase.   


EM has been suggested as a possible substitute for some (not all) of the functions currently 


performed by observers. Some have also suggested redirecting some observer funds to support 


EM, remaining cost neutral to the overall budget. There have been no specific analyses 


conducted to date that support the conclusion that this approach would be programmatically 


feasible and/or cost effective. There are also no authoritative analyses yet on the relative costs 


and benefits of parsing the responsibilities and costs of observer programs into a mix of EM and 


revised observer functions. Programmatically, if observers are retained for a fishery to provide 


unique functions that cannot be obtained through EM (such as biological samples at sea), then 


net cost savings can only accrue if there is a net decrease in coverage (sea days sampled).  The 


majority of costs are incurred once a person is deployed on a vessel, even if the scope of duties 


for a given day at-sea is diminished (as in deferring catch accounting to cameras).  


As a practical matter, it remains to be seen if this potential reduction in costs of some observer 


functions is sufficient to fund deployment of EM since the full costs of EM versus the full costs 


of observers continues to be an elusive but essential factor in this decision. In addition, as a 


policy matter, the agency may already have unmet demand for additional observer days (e.g., for 


functions that cannot be fulfilled by EM) that may be a higher priority for funding than 


redirecting funds to initiate EM.   


Unfortunately, generalizations are not useful in this regard. Very specific benefit-cost analyses 


are needed to accurately assess the specific circumstances of each fishery. Thus, NMFS should 


develop a structured cost-analytical approach in any policy evaluation about  redirecting funds 


away from observers to EM. This would be case-specific and include the full range of design, 


implementation and operational costs for the fishery and the methodological options in question, 


including the larger context of all data collection priorities.  This work should be conducted in 
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light of reprogramming thresholds and other applicable appropriations law and Congressional 


reporting requirements. 


5.2. Fisheries Management Costs – How could costs be recovered? 


The agency faces a significant policy question of whether to continue to rely almost exclusively 


on appropriations to fund EM/ER or to require the industry to contribute more to the costs of 


reporting and recordkeeping.  If the agency chooses to adopt some form of increased industry 


funding, how could those EM/ER costs be recovered? This section presents several options for 


cost recovery, followed by a discussion of options for sharing of the resource value.   


Cost recovery is based on the premise that government costs expended on behalf of an individual 


or group receiving a service or benefit can and should be subsequently recouped from those 


receiving the benefit. The options for cost recovery in fisheries management fall into two basic 


categories: (1) user fees or (2) taxes on revenues.  There have been numerous proposals 


generated in the past to utilize these mechanisms generally, most often to fund one or more 


elements of fisheries science, management and/or compliance, not just for adoption of a data 


collection methodology. The options below are organized into these two categories, with a brief 


description of each option and a discussion of its advantages and disadvantages.  Requirements 


for new legislative authority are noted where appropriate. 


5.2.1. User Fees 


•              Permit fees/Access fees – This option would require the collection of fees, usually from 


fisheries harvesters, based on their access or entry to a fishery.  Specifically, to support the costs 


of EM/ER, harvesters would be required to obtain permits to access or enter a fishery and pay 


fees beyond the administrative cost of issuing the permit (as currently limited by the MSA).
2
  


The amount of the fee could be a fixed amount for all participants or computed as a percentage 


of some economic value to account for differences in ability to pay. Even with the absence of 


individual economic performance data by vessel, a graduated fee based on some harvest quantity 


characteristic could account for gross differences in profit margin among different classes of 


commercial fishermen.  In response to the anticipated questions of equity for cost recovery, 


recreational anglers fishing for federally managed species could also be charged a permit/use fee 


if they are part of the EM/ER design. Because of the large number of recreational anglers, an 


access fee of even a modest amount has the potential to generate significant revenues. For 


                                                 
2 97-453, 104-297 
MSA Section 304 (d) ESTABLISHMENT OF FEES.  


(1) The Secretary shall by regulation establish the level of any fees which are authorized to be charged pursuant to section 


303(b)(1). The Secretary may enter into a cooperative agreement with the States concerned under which the States administer the 


permit system and the agreement may provide that all or part of the fees collected under the system shall accrue to the States. The 


level of fees charged under this subsection shall not exceed the administrative costs incurred in issuing the permits. [emphasis 


added] 
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example, collection of a $20 annual fee per marine recreational angler would generate $260 


million per year from the estimated population of 13 million marine anglers.  The challenge is to 


forge a strong linkage between the chosen EM/ER method (video cameras, electronic logbooks, 


etc.), the affected universe of participants, and the amount of costs seeking to be recovered. 


Advantages – This option is reasonably feasible since permit fees have already been 


implemented in certain fisheries and are familiar to most fishermen.  Administration and 


implementation of these recovery mechanisms is straightforward and involves a one-time or 


annual frequency of collection, and the compliance incentive is clear and strong (no current 


permit = no fishing). On a relative scale a permit fee would be less challenging to implement 


politically than implementing some of the non-traditional cost recovery tools such as landings 


taxes.     


Disadvantages – This option does not easily differentiate among fishermen that heavily exploit a 


fishery versus fishermen that do not, unless the permit fee was tied to some vessel-specific 


revenue parameter.  Setting the appropriate fee is simply based on the capital cost of any initial 


hardware, software and associated government costs for infrastructure, and the annual or 


recurring variable costs of government operations to process and manage EM/ER data.  These 


are the government expenditures to be recovered.  There are no unique disadvantages of this 


method when it comes to recovering the costs of government services associated with the 


EM/ER data collection design, quality control/auditing, communications, data dissemination and 


archiving. A pro rata share of these costs can be recovered on a per capita basis. 


The most significant disadvantage is that fees associated with permits are limited to the 


administrative costs of issuing them under the MSA.  Legislative changes to Section 304(d) to 


allow fees to be charged in excess of the administrative costs, and new authority to retain and use 


those funds within the agency, should be considered to improve the utility of this mechanism. 


•          Vessel fees – A flat fee charged for each commercial and recreational fishing vessel is a 


variant of the permit/user fee.   


Disadvantage – This option is nearly identical to the option of permit/user fees in terms of its 


target population, focusing on one element of fishing effort as an index of potential economic 


performance.  Although owners of multiple vessels would be charged more than single vessel 


owners, the program does not differentiate between fishermen with large fishing vessels and 


small fishing vessels; fishermen would be charged the same fee regardless of how much fish they 


harvest.  Shore-based commercial and recreational fisheries would require another basis for 


charging a fee besides vessel ownership. 


• Processor fees – Using first buyers of fish landings and/or fishing processors to 


accumulate fees in proportion to landings is a frequently cited option for cost recovery/fee 


collection and that case is presented below under “Taxes.”  Conceptually, processors could also 
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be charged a fixed user fee for receiving landings of any magnitude.  Such use would be 


primarily as a convenience of capturing revenues from fewer participants (as there are normally 


fewer processors/dealers than harvesters).  However, their use for recovering costs solely for 


EM/ER is a weaker justification/linkage since the respective processor burden imposed for 


monitoring catch and discards is minimal.  


Advantage – West coast states already impose fees on landings collected at the point of first sale.  


Thus, experience and infrastructure already exists on developing best practices on the 


administrative and technical aspects of financial transactions related to landings. 


Disadvantage – In its processor user fee form, this approach would recover costs from a 


population that has not been targeted in the past for fee collection. These costs would be likely 


passed on to the harvesting sector in the form of reduced ex vessel prices. As a result, there 


would be opposition from both processors and harvesters. The flat rate option would result in 


little cost recovery unless the fee or rate was significant since there are a limited number of 


processors.  For example, if each processing plant had to pay an annual fee of $500, only 


approximately $1.7 million would be generated. The precedent for imposing fees for cost 


recovery on secondary users of a natural resource is also not widespread.  


5.2.2. Taxes  


• Landings tax – This option would recover a percentage of the ex vessel value of landings 


by charging a percentage fee per pound of landings.  A tax rate of two percent on the value of all 


U.S. commercial landings ($3,733 million in 2010) would generate nearly $74.7 million 


annually.  A tax rate of three percent would generate over $112 million annually.  See Table 1 


for computation of landings tax revenue scenarios. 


The current authority to “tax” landings is limited to provisions of cost recovery authorized only 


for Limited Access Privilege (LAP) programs and Community Development Programs under 


MSA and the North Pacific Fisheries Conservation Fund (MSA 313(d)) which is currently being 


used to fund observers.  Legislative changes would be necessary to impose an equivalent 


approach in other fisheries. Determination of the optimal tax rate for supporting just EM/ER 


requirements would require fishery-specific analyses and guidelines for implementation. For 


example, a two-tiered system for covering the initial capital costs and the subsequent anticipated 


lower costs of operation and maintenance would have to be factored into the calculation and 


design. 


Advantage – For LAP fisheries cost recovery is actually mandated by the MSA.  However, this 


may present undesirable incentives to the industry to avoid the adoption of LAPs to avoid paying 
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for cost recovery.  However, it is a NOAA policy to minimize this disincentive by focusing LAP 


cost recovery on the incremental costs attributable to the LAP
3
. 


Disadvantage – Currently cost recovery fees under LAP programs are limited to 3 percent of the 


ex vessel value of the harvest.
4 


• Tax on processed fishing products – If a two percent rate was assessed on the value of 


processed edible fishing products ($8,513 million in 2010) and industrial fishing products ($509 


million in 2010), $180 million annually would be generated (Table 2).  A percent rate of three 


percent on the value of processed edible fishing products and industrial fishing products would 


generate nearly $271 million annually.  Focusing on processed products minimizes the number 


of firms in the collection system. 


Advantage – This option is a progressive fee system since it is directly linked to a quantity 


attribute of harvest.   


Disadvantage – This option discriminates against processed versus unprocessed fisheries 


products.   


 Tax on Imports of Fishery Products – Taxes on the imports of fishery products is not a 


new idea, in fact, it currently generates between $70-110 million annually in offsets to the 


NOAA Fisheries budget under provisions of the Saltonstall-Kennedy Act. The resulting funds 


are intended to be used for industry development.  Based on 2010 import data a 2-3 percent tax 


on the value of just edible fishery products would generate $296-444 million in revenues (Table 


3).     


 


In the last Congress there was interest in modifications to the S-K Act to ensure the full value of 


duties was applied to benefit fisheries rather than used as a budgetary offset to appropriated 


funds. Several bills had been proposed in the House and Senate. One bill, H.R. 4208/S. 2184 - 


Fisheries Investment and Regulatory Relief Act of 2012, had a key feature that proposed the 


creation of Regional Fisheries Investment Committees to develop investment plans to improve 


the sustainability of fisheries. Comprised of Councils and industry members, the investment 


plans created would direct the Secretary to disburse up to 70 percent of S-K receipts via grants to 


                                                 


3
 NOAA Catch Share Policy November 2011, p. 16 “Cost Recovery: It is NOAA policy to compute and recover from 


participants only the incremental operating costs associated with LAPPs.” 


4
 MSA Section 304(d)(2)(B) Such fee shall not exceed 3 percent of the ex-vessel value of fish harvested under any such 


program, and shall be collected at either the time of the landing, filing of a landing report, or sale of such fish during a fishing 


season or in the last quarter of the calendar year in which the fish is harvested. 


(C)(i) Fees collected under this paragraph shall be in addition to any other fees charged under this Act and shall be deposited in 


the Limited Access System Administration Fund established under section 305(h)(5)(B).  
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projects consistent with the focus areas of the revised Act.  One of those focus areas is the 


support of EM/ER as follows: 


“(ii) efforts to improve the collection and accuracy of fishery catch data, including-- 


(I) expanding the use of, and research and development on, catch monitoring and reporting 


programs and technology, both at-sea and shoreside, including the use of electronic 


monitoring devices and satellite tracking systems; and” 


Advantages – If earmarking some proportion of the existing S-K program funds were chosen to 


support EM/ER implementation, the authority and infrastructure to support grants is already in 


place. 


Disadvantages – Fees and tariffs on trade are subject to a broader government review for other 


impacts on trade policies of the United States beyond their benefits for fisheries revenue 


purposes.  The threat of countervailing duties on US seafood products entering foreign markets 


and issues associated with government subsidization of US fishery products confound the 


political ease of proposing a new import tax policy.  Within the existing S-K fund amounts, it 


would not be inconsistent with the original purposes of the Act to have a certain percentage set 


aside for reimbursing the costs of industry (not the government) for some share of the costs of 


fishery management such as EM/ER. 


5.2.3. Utilize Existing MSRA Authorities 


Several of the cost recovery options proposed above, while promising, require new legal 


authorities to fully implement them.  There are, however, a number of existing MSRA authorities 


that are underutilized and bear further exploration to support the costs of implementing and 


maintaining EM/ER programs. 


5.2.3.1 Resource Rents/Royalties – 


Resource rent is defined as a surplus value, i.e., the difference between the price at which a 


resource can be sold and its respective extraction or production costs, including normal returns. 


Reasons to collect resource rent include ensuring a return to the owner of a resource, avoiding 


inefficient allocation, and achieving ethical objectives.
5
  There is existing precedent where the 


Federal government has sought to recover some rent from natural resource exploitation.  These 


include: lease bids, rental fees, and royalty payments for oil and gas leases on submerged lands 


of the Outer Continental Shelf; livestock grazing permits and fees on National Forest Service 


lands; and bidding and periodic payments for timber sale contracts on National Forest Service 


lands.  Rent recovery should not be confused with cost recovery. Cost recovery aims at 


                                                 
5
 The public interest in resource rent, 2006. Sinner, Jim and J rn Scherzer Ecologic Foundation Research Report No. 


8 December 2006. Nelson, New Zealand. 
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recovering a variety of costs that arise from resource use, whereas rent is a return to the owner. 


In the United States the owner of the fishery resources in the EEZ is the federal government, 


acting in trust for the American public.  


The MSA acknowledged this difference between cost recovery and resource rents by authorizing 


the recovery of costs in Section 304(d) while separately authorizing the collection of resource 


rents, (a return to the owner of the resource regardless of whether any public funds were 


expended for their management) in Section 303A(d): 


MSA 303A(d) AUCTION AND OTHER PROGRAMS.— In establishing a limited access privilege 


program, a Council shall consider, and may provide, if appropriate, an auction system or other 


program to collect royalties for the initial, or any subsequent, distribution of allocations in a 


limited access privilege program if— 


(1) the system or program is administered in such a way that the resulting distribution of 


limited access privilege shares meets the program requirements of this section; and 


(2) revenues generated through such a royalty program are deposited in the Limited 


Access System Administration Fund established by section 305(h)(5)(B) and available 


subject to annual appropriations. 


 


This distinction is of more than academic interest because the quantity of resource rents/royalties 


generated via section 303A(d) is not limited by the 3 percent statutory cap on cost recovery. This 


is a direct means currently available to fund the costs of EM/ER. 


Despite this legal authority, no Regional Fishery Management Council has provided for the 


collection of royalties by any means, auctions or otherwise.  In doing so, the Councils have 


forgone any of the improved economic values associated with successful implementation of LAP 


programs.  All these benefits/increases in net revenues are left to accrue to the initial recipients 


of the catch privileges. 


The implications for funding EM/ER and/or other fishery-dependent data methods are apparent. 


The results are a transfer of the value of public resources managed as LAPs to private fishermen, 


meaning this capacity to fund essential monitoring and reporting technologies to ensure 


successful implementation of the LAP is unavailable to the agency. The government is left to use 


general tax revenues to subsidize the fishing industry adoption of EM/ER.   


Advantages - There is current authority to collect and use resource rents to pay for EM/ER start 


up and operational costs.  The level of rents captured is not capped. Financial and programmatic 


guidelines are available to help design responsible and sustainable programs.
6
  


 


                                                 
6
 See for example “The design and use of limited access privilege programs”, 2007.  Lee G. Anderson and Mark C. 


Holliday. NOAA Technical Memorandum NMFS-F/SPO-86 November 2007. 
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Disadvantages – There is a general lack of comfort and understanding among the industry, 


Councils and even the agency regarding the meaning of resource rents and the means to collect 


them, particularly the use of auctions. However, there are other methods to collect these revenues 


besides auctions such as fees on initial allocations and transfers, analogous to some of the permit 


user fees described above.   


An impediment less amenable to an immediate fix is the circumstance where fisheries are 


currently overfished and overcapitalized, a condition where resource rents have been dissipated 


and no surplus presently exists.  It could take a number of years for fishermen to actualize the 


increased value of their allocated privileges, although immediately upon receipt of the privilege 


they have a value that can be capitalized for loan purposes.  This may be more of an impediment 


for EM/ER methods that have higher initial capital costs such as for deployment of video 


cameras. Whether transitional support by the government is needed for start up or the initial year 


remains to be revealed by a specific cost analysis of the fishery in question. 


5.2.3.2 MSA Set-asides –  


Whereas the collection of resource rents/royalties is only authorized for LAP fisheries, the 


application of MSA authority for the adoption of set-asides is not limited to any particular 


management method. The discretionary contents of fishery management plans under MSA 


303(b)(11) states:  


MSA Section 303(b) DISCRETIONARY PROVISIONS.—Any fishery management plan which is 


prepared by any Council, or by the Secretary, with respect to any fishery, may—… 


(11) reserve a portion of the allowable biological catch of the fishery for use in scientific 


research; 


 


Conceptually a set-aside involves a Regional Council taking an amount off-the-top of the 


allowable biological catch and selling it to raise cash or offering it as compensation for scientific 


research purposes. Any Regional Fishery Management Council can use this provision to fund 


implementation of EM/ER in their fisheries. The Mid-Atlantic Council and New England 


Councils have made the most extensive use of set-asides to fund a research program. Funding is 


provided annually by the sale of set-aside allocations for quota managed or days-at-sea (DAS) 


managed fisheries. This can be a fixed poundage, a percentage of the annual quota, or a number 


of the year's total allowed fishing days. Money generated by the sale of the awarded quota funds 


the research grants.  Compensation is also provided for vessels harvesting the quota in the form 


of direct fish sales in the commercial fishing industry or in the form of additional fishing 


opportunities in the for-hire and charter recreational fishing industry. Current set-asides include 


programs for Atlantic sea scallops, Atlantic herring, monkfish, and mid-Atlantic multi species 


which includes Atlantic mackerel, black sea bass, bluefish, butterfish, Illex squid, Loligo squid, 


scup, summer flounder, and tilefish. 
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This variation of a user fee could be used to fund EM/ER catch monitoring and data collection 


that ultimately contributes to stock assessments, a clear scientific research endeavor. 


Advantages - There is current authority to collect and use set-asides to pay for EM/ER start up 


and operational costs.  The costs are borne across all harvesters and in proportion to their original 


share of the annual catch if such allocation measures were in use.  It is applicable to all MSA 


fisheries, not just LAP programs. 


Disadvantages – Depending on the value of the individual species, a resource set aside may not 


have sufficient value to cover the cost of EM/ER and its administration. Derivation of the initial 


set aside amount will be politically contentious, especially in fisheries that are overfished and 


overcapitalized with coincidently small annual allocations to help stocks rebuild.  Ensuring the 


proposed use of EM/ER is justified as scientific research may be challenging if the sole outcome 


is data for compliance monitoring. 


5.2.3.3 MSA Central Registry Fees—  


The MSA currently mandates the collection of certain fees for the registration and transfer of 


title to limited access system permits as follows: 


MSA 305(h) CENTRAL REGISTRY SYSTEM FOR LIMITED ACCESS SYSTEM PERMITS.— 


(5) (A) Notwithstanding section 304(d)(1), the Secretary shall collect a reasonable fee of 


not more than one-half of one percent of the value of a limited access system permit upon 


registration of the title to such permit with the central registry system and upon the 


transfer of such registered title. Any such fee collected shall be deposited in the Limited 


Access System Administration Fund established under subparagraph (B). 


(B) There is established in the Treasury a Limited Access System Administration 


Fund. The Fund shall be available, without appropriation or fiscal year limitation, only 


to the Secretary for the purposes of— 


(i) administering the central registry system; and 


(ii) administering and implementing this Act in the fishery in which the fees were 


collected. Sums in the Fund that are not currently needed for these purposes shall be 


 kept on deposit or invested in obligations of, or guaranteed by, the United States. 


 


The resulting funds would be available to support the initial and ongoing costs of EM. Despite 


being signed into law in the 1996 reauthorization of the MSA, there is no Central Registry 


System in place nor are any fees collected for registration or transfer of limited access system 


permits. 


Advantages - There is current authority to collect and use central registry fees to pay for EM start 


up and operational costs. The funds must be spent in the fishery from which they came, which 


will help garner industry support, and they are available to the Secretary without being subject to 


appropriation or fiscal year limits, two unusually flexible provisions in the current federal budget 


climate. 
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Disadvantages – There may be considerable annual variation in the magnitude of fees collected, 


although it is difficult to forecast exactly because we currently do not monitor these transactions 


across all fisheries. There will likely be substantial start-up costs in producing the registry 


system
7
 and its upkeep and administration will cut into the share of fees available to support EM 


or other activities.  


5.2.3.4 MSA Fisheries Conservation and Management Fund—  


This underutilized provision of the MSA does not generate revenue, but rather provides the 


authority to retain and disburse funds generated from sources in addition to appropriations. Thus 


it fills an important authorization function for accepting and using funds that would otherwise be 


directed to the general treasury. The MSA sets up a fund as follows: 


MSA 16 USC 1891b Fisheries Conservation and Management Fund 


P.L. 109-479, sec. 208 16 U.S.C. 1891b 


 (a) IN GENERAL.—The Secretary shall establish and maintain a fund, to be known as the ‘‘Fisheries 


Conservation and Management Fund’’, which shall consist of amounts retained and deposited into the 


Fund under subsection (c). 


(b) PURPOSES.—Subject to the allocation of funds described in subsection (d), amounts in the Fund 


shall be available to the Secretary of Commerce, without appropriation or fiscal year limitation, to 


disburse as described in subsection (e) for— 


(1) efforts to improve fishery harvest data collection including— 


(A) expanding the use of electronic catch reporting programs and technology; and 


(B) improvement of monitoring and observer coverage through the expanded use of electronic 


monitoring devices and satellite tracking systems such as VMS on small vessels; 


(2) cooperative fishery research and analysis, in collaboration with fishery participants, academic 


institutions, community residents, and other interested parties; 


(3) development of methods or new technologies to improve the quality, health safety, and value of 


fish landed; 


(4) conducting analysis of fish and seafood for health benefits and risks, including levels of 


contaminants and, where feasible, the source of such contaminants; 


(5) marketing of sustainable United States fishery products, including consumer education 


regarding the health or other benefits of wild fishery products harvested by vessels of the United 


States; 


(6) improving data collection under the Marine Recreational Fishery Statistics Survey in 


accordance with section 401(g)(3) of the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management 


Act (16 U.S.C. 1881(g)(3)); and 


(7) providing financial assistance to fishermen to offset the costs of modifying fishing practices and 


gear to meet the requirements of this Act, the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and 


Management Act (16 U.S.C. 1801 et seq.), and other Federal laws in pari materia. 


(c) DEPOSITS TO THE FUND.— 


(1) QUOTA SET-ASIDES.—Any amount generated through quota set-asides established by a 


Council under the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act (16 U.S.C. 1801 et 


                                                 
7
 Initial design requirements of the National Permit System that has been created under the NOAA Fisheries’ 


Fisheries Information System anticipated this requirement as a possible complementary application.  Thus, there 


may be some cost efficiencies available with proceeding with developing a central registry for permits.  
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seq.) and designated by the Council for inclusion in the Fishery Conservation and Management Fund, 


may be deposited in the Fund. 


(2) OTHER FUNDS.—In addition to amounts received pursuant to paragraph (1) of this 


subsection, the Fishery Conservation and Management Fund may also receive funds from— 


(A) appropriations for the purposes of this section; and 


(B) States or other public sources or private or nonprofit organizations for purposes of this 


section. 


(d) REGIONAL ALLOCATION.—The Secretary shall, every 2 years, apportion monies from the 


Fund among the eight Council regions according to recommendations of the Councils, based on regional 


priorities identified through the Council process, except that no region shall receive less than 5 percent of 


the Fund in each allocation period. 


(e) LIMITATION ON THE USE OF THE FUND.—No amount made available from the Fund may be 


used to defray the costs of carrying out requirements of this Act or the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery 


Conservation and Management Act (16 U.S.C. 1801 et seq.) other than those uses identified in this 


section. 


 


The purpose of the fund explicitly identifies funding ER/EM as one of its purposes.  To date, no 


money has been deposited into the fund.  The potential sources of deposits include set-asides and 


appropriations, both of which have already been discussed.  The final categorical source of 


deposits identified (States or other public sources or private or nonprofit organizations) warrants 


some discussion. In the following section on seeking new partners and third-party funding, 


several options are discussed that would generate revenues for use in the start up and recurring 


costs of EM.  This provision of the MSA is an existing authority to utilize those funds without 


the risk of them reverting back to the general treasury or conflicting with laws preventing the 


augmentation of appropriations. 


Advantages – There is current authority to collect and use funds deposited in the Fishery 


Management and Conservation Fund to pay for ER/EM start up and operational costs. The 


option allows for a mix of appropriated and other funds to be intermingled. Set asides and/or 


carryover of unused quota into the fund may be a source of innovative contributions. 


Disadvantages – The disbursement rules for the fund require an apportionment to each Regional 


Council regardless of whether funds were derived from their fisheries or gifts or bequests were 


donated for use in their region of authority.  This may impede deposits in the funds if the 


apparent inability to designate the funds for specific purposes or fisheries is not resolved through 


legal analysis or subsequent legislative change.  The obvious disadvantage is that the fund needs 


to be capitalized before it can become operational. 


5.2.3.5 MSA Contents of Fishery Management Plans- - Requiring Certain Equipment 


This last underutilized provision of the MSA also does not generate revenue streams to pay for 


ER/EM implementation.  However, it does authorize the mandatory use of equipment and 


devices specified in a fishery management plan as follows: 
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MSA Section 303(b)(4) prohibit, limit, condition, or require the use of specified types and quantities of 


fishing gear, fishing vessels, or equipment for such vessels, including devices which may be required to 


facilitate enforcement of the provisions of this Act; 


For example, this is the authority used to require the use of vessel monitoring systems onboard 


vessels in federal fisheries.  These “black boxes” are tamper-resistant hardware devices and 


provide vessel position data via satellite communications to NOAA Fisheries law enforcement 


data centers. Analogous requirements for the use of on-board video recording capabilities or 


electronic logbook hardware and software could be used to deploy ER/EM without the necessity 


of appropriated funds; vessels would have to deploy the necessary equipment at their own 


expense as a condition of participating in the fishery.  


It should be noted that NOAA Fisheries adopted a policy
8
 to reimburse fishermen for the capital 


cost of their first VMS unit, while subsequent replacement and operational costs remained the 


responsibility of the participant.  This policy was in response to concerns regarding the ability of 


fishermen to bear the cost of type-approved VMS units.  The policy remains in effect today and 


the average reimbursement per unit is $3,100. 


Another example is in Alaska where MSA Section 313(b)(2) to require vessels to purchase and 


maintain video equipment and scales for management and enforcement purposes. For this 


equipment, no reimbursement for the initial purchase or the maintenance of this equipment was 


given.  


A Regional Council could adopt through its fishery management plan provisions a requirement 


to install and maintain video technology as specified by the Secretary without the responsibility 


to obtain appropriations to pay for the devices.  This is an indirect form of a user fee that requires 


no transaction between the government and the participant. 


Advantages – This authority currently exists. It can be used immediately to require the adoption 


of EM capabilities without any legal requirement for appropriated funds or requiring any 


financial transactions with the government. The option’s administrative costs are very minimal.  


Disadvantages – Since there is some precedent for reimbursing the costs of VMS units, there will 


need to be a revision or explanation of any contrary policy that does not subsidize the industry 


cost of equipment.  This option does not cover the government costs of program design and 


quality control, editing and archiving of resultant data. 


5.2.4 Existing Authority Questions 


What is currently lacking, and should be a priority for NOAA Fisheries to undertake, is that 


many of the issues and principles associated with user fees for ER/EM must be discussed in the 


                                                 
8
 NOAA Policy Directive 06-102 implemented in 2007 states: “It is NMFS policy to reimburse fishermen for the 


required purchase costs of VMS systems, subject to appropriations.” 



http://www.nmfs.noaa.gov/op/pds/documents/06/06-102.pdf
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larger context of a broad change in public policy, namely, a greater share of industry 


contributions to the costs of management.  While the costs for ER/EM seem likely to be 


coverable by the fishery value, what about the costs for research and administration, do these 


exceed the value of the fishery (i.e., are fishermen able to cover these costs and still make a net 


profit given the fishing costs and revenues of their particular fishery)? Within the United States 


we do not have a rigorous cost accounting of the elements of management, especially relative to 


fishery values.  In a brief survey of four other countries (Newfoundland, Iceland, Norway, New 


Zealand)
9
 the costs of management as a percent of fishery value ranged from 3 to more than 25 


percent. In the United States preliminary analysis of potential LAP fisheries by the Office of 


Sustainable Fisheries showed that the 3 percent cap on cost recovery would be exceeded in some 


fisheries, while the cap would not be reached in the generally higher value fisheries, as has been 


the case in the sablefish and halibut fishery.  The two-part question to be answered is does the 


industry have the ability to pay, and in principle, what share should it pay towards the costs of 


management? 


Until this is answered it will be difficult to justify a change in public policy and garner any 


political support for the large user fees options such as landings taxes and permit fees requiring 


new legislation.  In the interim, better utilization of existing authorities may be the most 


productive strategy.  


5.3.  Seek New Authorities? 


The previous sections looked at a variety of options using existing authorities. This section 


considers potential options for new authorities. One such option would be a national expansion 


of existing funding authority granted to the North Pacific (MSA 16 USC 1862). This authority is 


not subject to fiscal year limits.   


Whether the agency should proceed with any of the options requiring legislative change requires 


a more thorough assessment of other desired changes in the Act competing for attention and 


whether sufficient Congressional, industry, Council, and Administration support for their 


passage could be generated during the next reauthorization.  While the upcoming May 2013 


Managing Our Nation’s Fisheries III conference could be a venue for discussion of various fee, 


resource rent and other EM funding options, the specific topic of EM or monitoring is not on the 


agenda.  


5.3.1. New Loan Authority  


One new authority that may be worth pursuing immediately is the creation of new loan authority 


for fishermen to help them raise capital and amortize the costs of ER/EM over a period of years 


via government backed or subsidized loans. 


                                                 
9
 Cost Recovery and Fisheries Management in New Zealand, 2000. Nick Wyatt, New Zealand Ministry of Fisheries. Paper 


presented at International Institute of Fisheries Economics and Trade biennial meeting, Oregon State University July 2000. 
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A new loan program authority to finance industry debt for ER/EM costs could be part of a new 


suite of financial assistance remedies for harvest sectors which need help in stabilizing cyclical 


fisheries income or dealing with fisheries disasters. Fishing is capital intensive with highly 


variable biological, environmental, and market components, and generally without access to 


private markets for long-term debt capital. This is a recipe for industrial instability. NOAA 


Fisheries could propose to stabilize these cycle component effects by: (1) supplementing the 


private long-term debt capital market through creation of a working capital loan fund, and (2) 


creating loan authority and more effective procedures for fisheries disaster relief. When 


conservation measures (such as implementation of EM) or a fisheries resource disaster reduce 


catches and ex-vessel revenues, variable harvesting costs decrease as harvesting effort decreases, 


but fixed harvesting costs always continue unabated. The net effect is working capital depletion 


(current assets minus current liabilities), leaving those affected unable either to pay current 


liabilities during the course of paying for the conservation measure or waiting out the rebuilding 


cycle/disaster to retain enough working capital to resume fishing.   


A new $150 million loan authority would provide the extra working capital to provide 


transitional relief for those fisheries with rebuilding cycles that require deep cutbacks in fishing 


or faced with paying the costs of observers or EM.  The budgetary impact of creating this loan 


authority would be $250 thousand based on prevailing subsidy rates for other NOAA Fisheries 


loan programs. By extending debt service periods and reducing interest costs, fishermen will be 


more able to absorb income cycles, including the impacts caused by industry funding of 


conservation requirements. 


5.3.2. Review of Disaster Relief and Loan Authority  


Fishery disaster and/or working capital loans are funding options to be considered for supporting 


EM/ER. Overcoming the effects of particularly severe biological and environmental cycles and 


events is the traditional function of fisheries disaster relief. Direct payments and loans have been 


used historically to help fishermen secure more solid financial footing and help pay their costs of 


fishing. This option extends the use of such grants or loan authorities to permit inclusion of 


paying for EM/ER costs.  Current statutory authority allows the Secretary of Commerce to 


declare a fisheries disaster under prescribed rules, however, any funding relief for impacted 


fishermen still requires appropriations from Congress.  Establishing a $100 million loan ceiling 


through statutory modification of disaster relief programs or creation of a working capital loan 


program ensures funds can be quickly and efficiently directed to the appropriate recipients. The 


budgetary impact of creating this loan authority would be based on a subsidy rate derived from 


performance of past loans and could range from zero to $10 million. Proposed legislative 


changes to authorize loan ceilings for short-term working capital loans, and modified procedures 


for distribution of disaster relief funds would need to be developed. 
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Advantages - This approach expands on familiar legal authorities for loan programs and the 


value of the loan(s) is directly proportional to the necessary investments by the industry.  


Administration of the loans requires no transfer of funds between the agency and the industry. 


Disadvantages – New loan authority requires Congressional authorization. 


5.4. Seek New Partners for Third-Party Funding 


Besides federal appropriations and multiple forms of industry funding, a third means to pay the 


costs of EM/ER is through the use of third parties. Several examples are presented that highlight 


the range of motivations for third parties to bring resources to the table that may help fund the 


start up and recurring costs of EM/ER. 


5.4.1. Cooperative Research and Development Agreements 


A Cooperative Research and Development Agreement (CRADA) is a written agreement between 


a private company and a government agency to work together on a project using private capital 


and public commitments to help create and market a new product. Created as a result of the 


Stevenson-Wydler Technology Innovation Act of 1980, as amended by the Federal Technology 


Transfer Act of 1986, a CRADA allows the Federal government and non-Federal partners to 


optimize their resources, share technical expertise in a protected environment, share intellectual 


property emerging from the effort, and speed the commercialization of federally developed 


technology.  


In general the federal partner provides personnel, services, facilities, equipment, or other 


resources toward the conduct of specified research or development efforts. Such research must 


be consistent with the mission of the agency. The CRADA partner contributes all of the above 


and funding to the project.  A CRADA may be of value in advancing research and development 


of a particular EM/ER technology, ranging from the development of video image recognition and 


analysis software to development of videography or electronic logbook hardware and related 


software and communications components.  


Past CRADAs for EM/ER should be evaluated for the lessons learned. For example, n 1997 a 


CRADA was initiated between the Northwest Fisheries Science Center and a private company 


for the development of an electronic logbook.  That project had mixed results. 


Advantages – A CRADA may bring capacity and expertise not available inside the agency to 


assist in the development of an EM/ER solution, and the associated private sector financial and 


economic motivations and incentives to ensure a successful outcome. 
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Disadvantages – Some federal contribution/investment of resources, even if limited to in-kind 


services, is required.   


5.4.2. Collaborate with Value-Chain Partners Interested in Seafood 


Certification/Traceability  


There is expanding interest in the seafood supply chain of documenting the origin and related 


sustainability of fishery products entering domestic and international marketplaces.  Some of 


these interests are the result of legal requirements for country of origin, seafood safety and 


species identification labeling, while others are associated with market demands for sustainably- 


produced seafood products.  In many markets, local, regional or species-specific campaigns are 


underway to trace product from harvester to wholesale/retail points of sale to consumer 


consumption, and they employ a variety of EM/ER-related tools to validate their product claims.   


Third parties such as national supermarkets, exporters, and industrial and food service buyers are 


partnering with harvesters to adopt EM/ER technologies that trace product by individual fish 


through the market chain.  To date NOAA Fisheries has yet to approach these companies (e.g., 


WalMart, Costco, Darden Restaurants, Whole Foods) or trade or marketing organizations (e.g., 


Gulf Wild, National Fisheries Institute, Alaska Seafood Marketing Institute) regarding a 


partnership in funding EM/ER technologies that could both serve the management and science 


needs of the agency and the traceability and marketing needs of these value-chain partners.   


NOAA Fisheries already has a history of tracing and validating certificates of origin for various 


species (e.g., Patagonian toothfish, yellowfin tuna) as part of Regional Fishery Management 


Organization management requirements, and most recently has undertaken new agency 


responsibilities for tracking elements of US trade in seafood as part of the federal 


implementation of the International Trade Data System requirements.   


The relevancy for funding costs of EM/ER is that multiple government and private sector 


missions are looking to track catch and landings by species electronically.  The agency has the 


opportunity to work with government and industry partners on a shared system for fisheries 


management AND value chain purposes – shared in both cost and output of the adoption of 


EM/ER technology. 


Advantages – Economies of scale/cost-sharing, integration of existing regional or species 


specific efforts, and access to latest technologies from the wholesale and retail seafood industry 


on traceability.  


Disadvantages – The magnitude and continuity of funds may be unknown for any given time 


period.  The administration of how funds flow to support EM/ER may have to rely on direct 


third-party to industry partnerships (business to business), facilitated by the Regional Councils 


and the agency, rather than have any funds come directly into NOAA Fisheries.  This would 
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limit the availability of funds for the agency costs of EM/ER implementation unless use is made 


of the Fisheries Conservation and Management Fund. 


5.4.3. One-time Third-Party Endowments 


The societal cause for sustainability of fisheries has a wide appeal and several non-profit and 


philanthropic organizations annually expend significant resources in support of this outcome.  To 


ensure the adoption and success of sustainable management it is possible that such organizations 


may sponsor a grant or reimbursement program to assist the fishing industry in making the 


transition to EM/ER.  To date NOAA Fisheries has not approached such organizations (e.g., 


philanthropic foundations) for their interest in establishing such a program.  These funds could 


be an important investment in covering the capital costs of on-board video technology or the 


deployment of computers, sensors and other technology hardware to improve the timeliness and 


quantity of data used in management.  There is precedent for using third-parties to facilitate 


adoption of new fisheries technology and innovation, as exemplified by Darden Restaurant’s 


Sustainability Initiative via Fisheries Improvement Projects supporting EM innovations in the 


Gulf of Mexico Reef Fish fishery, to the National Fish and Wildlife Foundation grants 


supporting six EM pilot or research and development projects over the last two years.  


Advantages – No new authority is necessary to enable EM/ER adoption if grants and 


reimbursements are made between third parties and the fishing industry or to the Fisheries 


Conservation and Management Fund. The third parties could develop needs tests and other 


eligibility factors to ensure small scale or financially needy operators receive preference for this 


external support if they sponsored direct reimbursement programs. 


Disadvantages – Similar to value-chain partnerships, the target, magnitude and continuity of 


support is outside the direct control of NOAA and the Councils if investments flow straight to 


the industry. 


6.  Policy Context for Approving Fishery-dependent Data Programs and Their Costs 


One of the factors contributing to the need for this white paper is that previous decisions to adopt 


data collection methodologies were not always made with agreement on how the methods would 


be paid for in the long term.  Specifically, the high costs for observers in the Northeast and 


Pacific groundfish fishery management plans, initially paid for by appropriations and planned to 


be transferred over time to an industry funded system, has triggered significant discussion and 


dissention on who should pay these costs, and their ability to pay these costs. 


From the federal agency perspective, there is little guidance on how to evaluate the agency’s 


ability and obligation to pay for implementation of a reporting requirement, and in particular the 


linkage to approvability of a fishery management plan or amendment proposed by a Regional 


Council.  The concern is whether the agency would be approving an unfunded mandate to 


implement an observer program or other data collection program if funds do not exist in the 
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budget to support implementation. Ultimately, program design attributes should not be 


recommended or approved by NMFS or Councils if they create an unfunded requirement.  For 


example, selecting a sampling fraction whose cost exceeds available appropriations funding 


would violate anti-deficiency laws.  Thus, costs of a program design should be chosen carefully 


and stay within projected limits, followed by actual performance tracking over time. The 


relevancy to implementation of EM/ER is that the scope of the funds required for EM/ER need to 


be in proportion to the expected benefit.  Moreover, the agency should not commit to a future 


program of EM/ER or any other fishery-dependent reporting system unless the anticipated costs 


are clearly documented and a means to pay them are identified as part of the policy decision.  To 


ensure alignment between data collection policies and funding availability, a protective “no 


unfunded mandates” policy would help protect the industry and the government from data 


collection program decisions that are financially unsustainable. 


Costs do vary widely for EM, ER, observers, logbooks and other methods depending on the 


specifics of the fishery and the program design. Therefore, it is important that cost templates be 


developed and completed for each particular fishery and program design under consideration to 


ensure fair and relevant cost comparisons of future policy options. 
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Table 1. REVENUES FROM PROPOSED TAXES ON SEAFOOD LANDINGS 


 


 


 


 


TAX ON LANDINGS IN 2010 AMOUNT                                   REVENUE 


AT 2% 


REVENUE 


AT 3% 


All U.S. Commercial Landings*, by 


Pound 


8,230,587,000 $164,611,740  $246,917,610  


All U.S. Commercial Landings*, by 


Value 


$3,733,370,000  $74,667,400  $112,001,100  


    


EEZ Commercial Landings of Fish and 


Shellfish by U.S. Fishing Craft Off  


U.S. Shores, by Pound 


5,292,156,000 $105,843,120  $158,764,680  


EEZ Commercial Landings of Fish and 


Shellfish by U.S. Fishing Craft off  


U.S. Shores, by Value 


$2,661,513,000  $53,230,260  $79,845,390  


    


Commercial Landings of Fish and 


Shellfish by U.S. Fishing Craft in 


International Waters, by Pound 


501,108,000 $10,022,160  $15,033,240  


Commercial Landings of Fish and 


Shellfish by U.S. Fishing Craft in 


International Waters, by Value 


$329,402,000  $6,588,040  $9,882,060  


    


U.S. Marine Recreational Harvest, by 


Pound 


196,824,000  $3,936,480  $5,904,720  


    


EEZ Recreational Harvest, by Pound 53,875,000  $1,077,500  $1,616,250  
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Table 2 TAX ON 


PROCESSED FISHING 


PRODUCTS 


AMOUNT                                   REVENUE 


AT 2% 


REVENUE 


AT 3% 


Edible Products: Fresh and frozen, 


canned, cured, by Value 


$8,512,920,000 $170,258,400  $255,387,600  


Industrial Products: Bait and animal 


food, meal, oil, and other, by Value 


$508,753,000  $10,175,060  $15,262,590  


 


 


Table 3 TAX ON IMPORTS 


FISHING PRODUCTS 


AMOUNT                                   REVENUE 


AT 2% 


REVENUE 


AT 3% 


Edible Products, by Pound 5,456,266,000 $109,125,320  $163,687,980  


Edible Products, by Value $14,807,678,000  $296,153,560  $444,230,340  


    


Source:  


Fisheries of the United States, 2010. 


   


* Includes fish, shellfish, and other 


categories 
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February 14, 2013 


Good afternoon.   


I am forwarding a document entitled “Fisheries Monitoring Roadmap” that may prove useful for 


the upcoming Trawl Catch Share Program Electronic Monitoring Workshop.  Although the 


document is currently undergoing final revisions and formatting, this draft accurately represents 


the scope of work the final “Roadmap” will contain, and could assist workshop participants’ 


preparation in considering monitoring goals and objectives, as well as tradeoffs between 


monitoring tools.    


I believe the Roadmap may prove valuable for this workshop as it outlines a process for 


developing or revising a fishery monitoring program, provides an assessment of the ability of 


different monitoring tools to meet various data needs, and discusses issues and tradeoffs that 


stakeholders are commonly concerned with.   Additionally, it includes four case studies that 


illustrate how similar groundfish fisheries have deployed different monitoring tools, or have 


elected to implement the same monitoring tools in different ways.  I would, however, caution the 


workshop participants and any other readers of this draft that cost data on existing monitoring 


programs has been difficult to come by.   Care should therefore be exercised in comparing the 


relative costs among the case study fisheries in Sections 4 and 5 as complete data were not 


available and conditions affecting costs vary considerably across fisheries.   


The Roadmap is the result of a collaborative effort among a number of organizations, but I 


would be happy to answer any questions you may have, or provide additional clarification if that 


would be useful. Thanks for your assistance distributing this document and for all of your efforts 


preparing for this workshop.   


Best regards- 


Sarah 


PFMC EM Workshop 
Background - Fisheries Monitoring Road Map


February 2013
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Introduction 


During the fall of 2011, a group of fishery experts convened in San Francisco, CA to discuss 


challenges to sustainable fishery management.  One of the key issues identified was the 


implementation of robust and cost effective fishery monitoring programs. New technologies, 


such as camera-based electronic monitoring (EM) systems were identified as a potentially 


valuable tool to meet challenges associated with the increasing costs of monitoring; however, the 


use of such systems was not wide-spread.  A cursory review of the EM pilot studies suggested the 


limited implementation of EM tools was not a result of deficiencies in the tools themselves, but 


by a recurring failure to identify monitoring objectives and explore how EM data could be 


combined with, or complement monitoring data from other sources.  Further, EM has often 


been misconstrued as a wholesale replacement for at-sea observers or at-sea monitors, rather 


than a tool that can be integrated into a monitoring plan that likely employs a variety of 


monitoring approaches.   


 


Electronic Monitoring Tools 


The term “electronic monitoring” or “EM”, as currently used in the context of U.S. fisheries, 


typically refers to closed circuit video cameras, sensors to monitor use of fishing gear, a GPS 


receiver, and a control center to manage, process and store data.   EM tools can also include 


vessel monitoring systems (VMS), which are becoming increasingly sophisticated in the types 


and amount of data they can transmit.   


 
Electronic Reporting Tools 
Electronic reporting tools (ER) include electronic logbooks and electronic fish tickets.  E-


logbooks generally report on fishing activities and catch, while e-fish tickets report on fish 


landed and sold.  E-logbooks are essentially software where catch data, fishing location, gear 


used and details of fishing events are recorded in a standardized format and then submitted 


online or as an email attachment once the vessel returns to port.  As long as internet connection 


is available, e-fish tickets or landing reports can be submitted directly via an online platform.  


 
Need for the Fishery Monitoring Roadmap 
Fishery management goals that require accurate accounting of annual catch levels are increasing 


the need for robust fishery-dependent data.  Limited financial resources to support fisheries 


monitoring, underscore the importance of cost efficiency and transparency in how government 


funds and industry fees are being used.  Fisheries managers and industry stakeholders 


interested in optimizing the economics of their monitoring programs are encouraged to evaluate 


tools currently used to meet monitoring objectives, explore how those tools could be optimized, 


and determine the appropriateness of new or additional monitoring approaches, including EM 


and ER tools.   


 
Incorporating new tools or technologies into a monitoring program is often not as simple as 


trading out one tool for another, but will most likely require modifications to regulatory, data, 


and funding infrastructures.  Additionally, the success of revised monitoring programs will be 


dependent upon collaboration with industry and other stakeholders as these changes are 


enacted.   Incorporating EM or ER into a fishery monitoring program is therefore a multi-step 


process that must be tailored to the specific needs of the fishery, fleet and often vessel.   
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Purpose and Objectives of the Roadmap 
Fishery monitoring tools differ, not only in the type and quality of data they collect, but also in 


their initial and ongoing operational costs, ease of use and ability to meet the diverse needs of 


stakeholders. The Roadmap does not offer recommendations or guidance on which tool or tools 


to employ, but instead outlines a process for designing or revising monitoring programs, 


assuming EM and ER tools are available for use.  The Roadmap is therefore intended to help 


fishery managers and other stakeholders better understand the differences between monitoring 


tools, match monitoring tools with clearly identified management and monitoring goals, and 


ultimately allow for the optimization of fishery monitoring programs.  Specific objectives of the 


Roadmap include: (1) clarifying what EM can and cannot do; (2) outlining a process for 


effectively incorporating EM into a fishery monitoring program; and (3) identifying fishery 


characteristics that will influence the cost of deploying EM and other monitoring tools.  


 


Roadmap Overview 
To accomplish the above objectives, the Roadmap was developed in five different sections.  


Section 1 guides stakeholders through five phases of fisheries monitoring program development, 


which begins with an assessment of objectives and ends in optimal implementation of a 


monitoring program.  Key steps are outlined for each of the five phases, and a list of references 


and resources is included as Section 4 to provide additional perspectives on incorporating EM 


and ER tools into fishery monitoring programs.  The Fisheries Monitoring Matrix and an 


Evaluation and Comparison of Monitoring Tools, Sections 2 and 3, respectively are provided to 


facilitate the assessment process and the selection of fishery-appropriate monitoring tools.   


Case Studies are provided in Section 5 to illustrate how the Fishery Monitoring Matrix can be 


employed, and to simultaneously evaluate monitoring programs already in place.  These case 


studies may also provide useful starting points for how to deploy a combination of monitoring 


tools, while also highlighting how monitoring needs and costs differ among fisheries. 
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 SECTION 1:  Phases of Developing a Fishery Monitoring Program  


The following section provides guidance on the various steps and issues to be addressed when 


considering the use of EM and ER tools for new or existing monitoring programs.  A brief 


description of each Phase and their associated steps is provided below for reference.  Further, 


Figure 1 attempts to illustrate that many of these steps can take place concurrent with each 


other.  While some steps, may not be relevant to every fishery, Phase One: Assessment of Goals 


and Objectives, will be one of the most important components for ensuring proper program 


design.  Without a clear understanding of what is needed to properly manage and execute a 


fishery, it will be difficult for stakeholders to agree on the components of a monitoring program.  


To help guide active participation, stakeholders key to accomplishing each Phase have been 


identified in parentheses.   


PHASE I:  ASSESSMENT OF GOALS AND OBJECTIVES 


There are a number of available monitoring tools, each with their own strengths and 


weaknesses.  Before deciding to incorporate EM or ER tools into a fishery, program goals and 


objectives should be reviewed and updated where necessary.  Once monitoring objectives are 


clearly established, only then can an appropriate combination of monitoring activities and tools 


be identified to successfully achieve these goals.   


 


PHASE II:  OUTREACH AND PROGRAM DESIGN 


During this Phase, options for the monitoring program design are reconciled with the goals and 


objectives identified in Phase I.  Research and initial deployment of selected monitoring tools 


may be carried out to identify and resolve any operational issues and further refine the program 


design. Collaboration with stakeholders and wide dissemination of information and data from 


associated research, including successes and failures, is necessary to ensure successful 


implementation of phases III-V.   


 


PHASE III:  PRE-IMPLEMENTATION 


Once the goals and components of the monitoring program are clearly defined and operational 


issues have been resolved, regulatory and technical infrastructure is either modified or 


developed to support program implementation.  This could include training/hiring personnel, 


scoping necessary regulatory changes, and developing long-term funding strategies.  Some pre-


implementation activities may need to be initiated concurrent with Phase II activities.   


  


PHASE IV: INITIAL IMPLEMENTATION 


This Phase begins with the initial full-scale deployment of the monitoring program and also 


encompasses the first few years following implementation.  As new logistical challenges are 


resolved and industry and managers adapt to the new monitoring program, this Phase will 


include a period of initial program refinements. 


 


PHASE V: OPTIMAL IMPLEMENTATION 


Regular program review and refinements will facilitate the evolution of the program into an 


optimal or fully mature monitoring program.  Technological advances and changes in the nature 


of how the fishery is operating should be considered during program review.  It is during this 


Phase where the most substantial cost savings and operational efficiencies will be realized.  
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Stakeholder Engagement: industry, scientists, enforcement, managers and third party providers 


Phase I: 


Assessment 


Phase II:  


Program Design 


Phase IV: 


Initial Implementation 


Phase III:  


Pre-Implementation 


Phase V: 


Optimal Implementation 


-  Reconfirm monitoring 
goals. 
-  Select appropriate 
monitoring tools. 
-  Develop monitoring 
plan/framework. 
-  Establish methods to 
harmonize/link data. 
-  Establish timeline and 
metrics to evaluate 
success. 
-  Define terms. 
-  Identify regulatory 
changes needed. 


LEGEND    


Stakeholder Engagement 


Program Design  


Deployment of Tools 


Program Improvements 


Program Review 


- Refine infrastructure 
and data processing 
procedures. 
- Identify economies of 
scale and consider 
application of EM/ER 
tools in other fisheries 
as appropriate.  
- Update or upgrade 
tools (equipment, 
software etc.) where 
possible 


- Identify data needs 
and monitoring 
goals. 
- Identify appropriate 
monitoring tools. 
- Discuss trade-offs 
of tools. 
- Discuss financial 
resources available 
and funding options 
for field work. 


-  Refine regulations 
-  Establish 
infrastructure for data 
analysis, program 
administration and 
management 
-  Train and hire 
personnel 
-  Finalize funding plan 
-  Finalize monitoring 
program: which tools 
will be deployed and 
how. 


-  Small-scale deployment or trial 


of new/revised monitoring 


program, if needed. 


-  Develop Vessel Monitoring 


Plans. 


-  Refine data collection and 


processing procedures. 


 


Review metrics of success and revise 
program to ensure monitoring goals 
are being met. 


Figure 1. Summary of the five phases of developing or revising a monitoring program that incorporates electronic monitoring (EM) and electronic reporting 


(ER) tools.  Major steps involved in each phase are identified, with some steps, such as stakeholder engagement, spanning more than one phase. 


-  Review and share information from 
EM/ER research 
-  Review and improve processes for 
data collection 
-  Identify additional infrastructure 
and personnel needs. 


- All components of 


monitoring program in 


place and fully 


implemented.  


-  Fleet wide 


deployment of EM 


and ER equipment  


procedures. 


-  Refine data 


collection and 


processing 
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Phase I:  Assessment 


STEP 1:  ENGAGE STAKEHOLDERS  


 Managers 


 Enforcement 


 Fishing industry members 


 Scientists 


 Third party service providers 


 Environmental organizations 
 


STEP 2:  IDENTIFY DATA NEEDS     (managers, enforcement, industry, scientists) 


 Establish or clarify fishery management objectives  


 Review regulatory framework  and existing data collection programs 


 Outline information needed to support stock assessment and other fisheries-related research 
and/or management requirements 


 Identify appropriate data formats as well as processing and turn-around times  


 Outline enforcement priorities and needs  
 


STEP 3:  EVALUATE SUITE OF MONITORING TOOLS 


(managers, industry) 


 Outline the characteristics of the fishery (e.g., fleet size, 
season duration, discards etc.)  


 Determine if current tools efficiently meet data needs 


 Identify if and how EM tools can be integrated with 
existing monitoring tools 


 Evaluate need for human observers and monitors 


 Evaluate need for fishing logbooks including electronic-
logbooks and other ER tools 


 Identify tools that may be used to fill data gaps 
 


STEP 4:  EXPLORE POTENTIAL TRADE-OFFS  


(managers, enforcement, industry, scientists) 


 Timeliness of data processing and availability 


 Data integrity and comprehensiveness 


 Ease of use, suitability, flexibility and reliability  


 Industry needs and interest 


 Accuracy and reliability of data 


 Considerations for rare events. 


 Implementation timeline and required infrastructure 


 Cost considerations 
 
STEP 5: DISCUSS FUNDING OPTIONS  


(managers, industry, third party providers) 


 Explore options for cost sharing and mechanisms for cost  
recovery where appropriate 


 Scale monitoring to value of fishery 


 Consider industry, public, and government contributions 


 Outline costs for different data review/processing options 


 Identify funding needs and sources for field work (Phase II) 
 


STEP 3 


Refer to Section 2: 
Fishery Monitoring 


Matrix and Section 4: 
Electronic Monitoring 


Resources for 
assistance evaluating 


monitoring tools. 


STEPS 4 AND 5 


Building blocks to 
explore and 


discuss trade-offs 
of monitoring 


tools are provided 
in Section 3: 


Evaluation and 
Comparison of 


Fishery 
Monitoring 
Tools and 
Section 4: 
Electronic 
Monitoring 
Resources  
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Phase II:  Outreach and Program Design 


STEP 1:  GOAL SETTING  (managers, industry, scientists) 


 Clearly identify monitoring goals and objectives necessary to meet the specific management 
goals and data needs outlined during Phase I, step 2. 


 Consider use of a steering committee or neutral third party to coordinate and facilitate 
stakeholder input and objectively evaluate monitoring program needs. 


 Establish goals and metrics to help evaluate the success of the monitoring program.  
 


STEP 2: PROGRAM DESIGN  


(managers, enforcement, industry, scientists, third party providers) 


 Taking into account monitoring tools currently in place, and Phase I analyses, select a 
combination of tools that best balance monitoring goals, resources and other trade-offs. 


 Identify ways in which data from all sources, (i.e., VMS, dockside monitors, logbooks, 
observers, and EM/ER) will be managed and can be integrated with each other, allowing for 
comparison and timely use. 


 Outline data quality control, authentication, and correction/appeal processes, as 
appropriate.   


 Consider incorporating flexibility into program design to ensure efficiencies and allow for 
future refinement and optimization of program performance.  


 Identify any regulatory changes needed and establish a timeline for moving from 
development phase to full implementation that includes a funding plan. 


 
STEP 3: COLLABORATION AND PROGRAM REFINEMENT  


(managers, enforcement, industry, third party providers) 


 Develop and refine vessel operational procedures and control points for gear handling. 


 For gear and vessel types that have not previously tested EM or ER, conduct research to 
determine how these tools can be best deployed.  


 Work with industry to develop Vessel Monitoring Plans (VMPs) to optimize placement and 
use of EM equipment 


 Develop and support communication processes between vessel and land support to help 
refine implementation of EM  


 Develop protocols for handling at-sea EM equipment failure 


 Identify any logistical issues with collecting and transferring EM data from the fishing vessel 
to appropriate management personnel 


 Develop a common understanding or technical definition for relevant regulatory and fishery-
related terms to aid enforcement activities.  Determine what constitutes an infraction, and 
identify an appropriate course of action. 


 
STEP 4: DISSEMINATE INFORMATION   (managers, industry, third party providers) 


 Synthesize and distribute findings of field testing to inform policy decisions 


 Facilitate outreach to fishing industry and other stakeholders.  


If the analysis and discussion of trade-offs under Phase I led to a 
decision to include electronic monitoring tools in a new or revised 


fishing monitoring program, proceed to Phases II-V. 
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Phase III:  Pre-Implementation 


STEP 1: REFINE REGULATORY INFRASTRUCTURE  


(managers, enforcement, industry) 


 Identify changes needed to existing fishing regulations or fishery management plans to allow 


for use of new monitoring tools. 


 Explore new or additional regulations and operational conditions (e.g., full retention) that 


could optimize the use of EM/ER. 


 Ensure that the regulatory framework is not unnecessarily prescriptive and allows for 


technological advances in EM/ER equipment and related processes. 


 Determine the level of coverage the fleet will have for each monitoring tool, i.e., full fleet vs. 


partial fleet. 


 


STEP 2: DATA ANALYSIS AND INFRASTRUCTURE  


(managers, industry, third party providers) 


 Define data management and work flow processes. 


 Train and/or hire additional personnel. 


 Harmonize data formats within and across fisheries where possible. 


 Establish appropriate infrastructure for data entry, management and storage.  


 Ensure data processing timelines correspond with management needs. 


 Identify and address any issues related to chain of custody. 


 


STEP 3: EQUIPMENT SUPPORT INFRASTRUCTURE  


(managers, industry, third party providers) 


 Develop an equipment plan to ensure all vessels are able to be serviced. 


 Train and/or hire additional personnel. 


 Decide upon any necessary equipment specification and hardware/software requirements 


for EM/ER.  


 Work with fishing vessel crew and operators to ensure equipment is deployed according to 


current or revised Vessel Monitoring Plan.  


 


STEP 4: DEFINE FUNDING MECHANISM  


(managers, industry, third-party providers) 


 Develop a funding plan that includes long-term cost sharing and any required cost recovery. 


 Consider how costs of the program and the associated funding mechanism could impact fleet 


diversity. 
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Phase IV: Initial Implementation 


 


STEP 1: COMMUNICATE PLAN TO STAKEHOLDERS  


(managers, industry, third party providers) 


 Develop outreach to inform all stakeholders of the new monitoring plan and how it will be 


implemented. 


 Identify various representatives (managers, industry and third party providers) that can be 


contacted for information or to ask questions regarding the monitoring plan, 


implementation requirements, operational issues, funding, and the ongoing process for 


program refinement.   


 


STEP 2: INSTALL SYSTEMS  


(managers, industry, third party providers) 


 Procure EM/ER related equipment and tools for vessels. 


 Work with industry to install equipment on vessels based on the VMPs and data collection 


standards. 


 


STEP 3: DATA COLLECTION AND INTEGRATION  


(managers, industry, third party providers) 


 Review and analyze EM data 


 Begin to integrate EM data into the fishery management processes. 


 


STEP 4: PROVIDE ONGOING FEEDBACK  


(managers) 


 Communicate on a constant and consistent basis with all stakeholder groups. 


 Evaluate and refine the monitoring program based on metrics established in Phase II.  
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Phase V:  Optimal Implementation 


 


STEP 1: EVOLUTION OF TECHNOLOGY  


(managers, industry, third party providers) 


 Adjust program to match current technological advances to allow for increased cost 


savings.  


  


STEP 2: EVOLUTION OF PROCESSES  


(managers, industry) 


 Review the program on an ongoing basis to ensure that monitoring objectives and data 


needs are being met in the most effective and cost-effective means possible.   


 


STEP 3: ECONOMIES OF SCALE  


(managers, industry, third party providers) 


 Expand the use of EM/ER tools into other related fisheries to further harmonize data 


collection formats and take advantage of efficiencies of scale.  


 


STEP 4: INFRASTRUCTURE REFINEMENTS  


(managers, industry, third party providers) 


 Ensure that the program infrastructure is consistent with the needs of the program and 


procedures for collecting and analyzing monitoring data are optimized for time and other 


costs.  
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SECTION 2:   Fishery Monitoring Matrix 


The purpose of the Fishery Monitoring Matrix is to aid stakeholders in identifying the 
data needs for a fishery, and to provide a visual representation of the relative ability of 
various monitoring tools to meet those needs.  The Matrix is not intended to assess or 
recommend particular monitoring tools as the “best” or “right” approach to monitoring.   
The relative ratings provided for each of the monitoring tools represent the collective 
experience of the authors, and are offered as a starting point for conversations regarding 
the best application of the various tools available to a particular situation. 
 
The matrix is intended to offer a representation of data requirements and fishery 
characteristics, cross referenced with a range of commonly available monitoring tools. 
The Matrix can be tailored to a specific management program and fishery characteristics 
by deleting rows of the Matrix that are not applicable to that fishery.  For example, 
Section 5 contains four case studies each with a unique Matrix table representing how 
that fishery is currently monitored. As currently constructed, each monitoring/reporting 
tool is considered individually; however, combining monitoring tools is usually 
preferred and often necessary.  Using tools in combination can enhance the ability of an 
individual tool to meet a specific management/data need.  For example, if you combine 
logbooks with at-sea observers or camera-based EM systems, the confidence in data 
collected will be improved.  This and other conditions for improved functionality are not 
reflected in the Matrix; however, the Matrix may help determine the circumstances 
under which a combination of monitoring methods may be optimal.  
 
Two categories of monitoring tools are highlighted in the Matrix: Independent 
Monitoring Tools and Self-Reporting Tools.  A brief description of the tools included in 
each of these categories is provided below.  Additionally, a further discussion of the 
distinction between independent and self-reporting tools, as well as an evaluation of 
each of these tools, is included in Section 3: Evaluation and Comparison of Fishery 
Monitoring Tools.   
 
DESCRIPTION OF MONITORING TOOLS 


Independent  


 Vessel Monitoring Systems (VMS) are used to track the location of a vessel.  This 
information is useful in determining if a vessel is operating in a restricted area. 


 Camera-based Systems usually also include GPS and gear sensors in addition to 
multiple cameras.  These systems are designed to record gear deployment and 
retrieval, catch handling, fishing location and document discard events.   


 At-sea Observers are trained individuals placed on the fishing vessel to record catch, 
discards, information on protected species and collect biological data/samples.  At-
sea monitors, which typically only record catch data are also deployed in some 
fisheries, and for the purposes of this document, fall under the category of at-sea 
observers.  


 Dockside Monitors are trained individuals deployed to landing locations to monitor 
and verify landed weights and species.   
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Self-Reporting 


 Logbooks are the captain’s accounts of total catch by species, discarded catch, 
information on protected species interactions, location of fishing activities and gear 
used.  Logbooks are traditionally submitted in paper form, but fisheries are 
increasingly transitioning to electronic logbooks.  


 Hailing/Notifications include many forms of communication between the vessel and 
fishery managers or enforcement officials, but most often entail hailing in and out of 
fishing areas or ports, and notifying managers of intended target stocks or 
approximate amounts of catch. 


 


INSTRUCTIONS FOR USING THE MATRIX 


Objective: To determine how monitoring tools can be combined in the most effective 
and efficient manner to achieve established fishery management goals. 


Step 1:  Fill out the matrix according to the characteristic of the fishery in question and 
the purpose of the monitoring tools currently used. 


Step 2: Evaluate whether current monitoring tools are meeting objectives and identify 
any conditions or circumstances where they are not. 


Step 3: Identify monitoring tools not currently used and that may be appropriate for a 
given data or management need.  


Step 4: Assess the applicability of unused tools and identify any necessary changes to 
the management or monitoring program to optimize monitoring resources.  The 
following “Questions for Consideration” are provided to help initiate the assessment.   


 
QUESTIONS FOR CONSIDERATION:  


1. What is your monitoring and/or data priority? 
2. Is the transfer of monitoring data efficient (time and cost) and are data getting to 


the right people?   
3. Is there a new tool or a different combination of monitoring tools that could be 


employed to meet monitoring needs? 
4. Are there modifications to the current management structure and/or monitoring 


goals that would allow for more effective use of the monitoring tools presently 
used? 


 


DECODING THE MATRIX:  
The Matrix has been color coded according to the average ability of a monitoring tool to 
meet a given data need.  The ratings range from white (highly applicable) to dark grey 
(limited ability to meet data needs).  Because the type and format of data differs among 
tools, some tools are not appropriate for meeting specific data needs.  In those cases the 
cell associated with that tool is black.  Considerations, such as catch handling 
techniques, reporting frequency, or other operational recommendations are included in 
some cells, indicating additional steps needed to ensure the tool is able to perform at the 
rating shown.   
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Data Needs 
Fishery 


Characteristics  


Independent Monitoring Self-Reporting 


Vessel 
Monitoring 


System 


Camera-based 
System  


At-sea 
Observers 


Dockside 
Monitoring 


Logbooks 
Hailing or 


Notifications 


confirm if any 
catch was 
discarded 


full retention   


Requires 
appropriate 
camera coverage. 
Cameras must stay 
on once catch is 
onboard.   


Requires observer 
to be present 
during all catch 
handling events 


requires modified 
catch handling 
procedures 


Can upgrade this 
rating if there is 
incentive to report 
discards  


Ability to notify if 
any catch was 
discarded is high.  
Need incentives to 
ensure accuracy of 
data. 


Discards: 
species and 


amount               
(count, length 


or weight) 


serial or low volume 
catch handling 


  
Discards released 
one at a time in a 
dedicated location 


requires access to 
catch handling 
areas 


  


Given experience 
with the vessel 
and fishing gear, 
vessel operators 
can estimate 
amount of catch 
discarded 
  


Logistically, it may 
be difficult to 
notify discards for 
every event.   


high 
volume 


catch 
handling 


single 
target 


species  
  


Can use bins to 
approximate 
volume of catch 


   


Not optimal as a 
standalone 
reporting 
mechanism.  


multi-
species   


  
Requires discards 
to get sorted into 
bins by species 


 Speciation is 
facilitated if the 
observer can take 
samples for catch 
composition or for 
later identification  
  


     


species difficult to 
differentiate   


         


Retained 
catch: species 
and amount               
(count, length 


or weight)  


serial or low volume 
catch handling 


  
High ability as 
long as camera is 
not obstructed 


   
Can upgrade this 
rating if incentives 
to report are high. 


 Not optimal as a 
standalone 
reporting 
mechanism. 
  


high 
volume 


catch 
handling 


single 
target 


species  
  


Can use bins to 
approximate 
volume of catch 


    


multi-
species   


  
requires modified 
catch handling 
procedures 


requires access to 
catch handling 
areas 


      


species difficult to 
differentiate   


  
requires modified 
catch handling 
procedures 


        


ABILITY TO MEET DATA NEEDS 


  high 


  medium 


  low  


  not applicable 
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Data Needs 
Fishery 


Characteristics  


Independent Monitoring Self-Reporting 


Vessel 
Monitoring 


System 


Camera-
based 


System 


At-sea 
Observers 


Dockside 
Monitoring 


logbooks 
Hailing or 


Notifications 


spatial 
information 
for fishing 


trip 


single 
management 


area 


will depend 
upon 
reporting 
frequency 


Usually 
integrated 
with GPS- 
can show 
location of 
gear 
deployment 
and 
retrieval 
  


     


 Stock area 
fished often 
declared upon 
departing and 
returning to 
port.  


spatial 
information 


by fishing 
event  


multiple 
management 


zones 


can show 
areas fished, 
but no catch 
attribution 
data 


 Record 
fishing 
location 
based on 
vessels GPS 


    


can notify 
changes in 
fishing location- 
catch attribution 
difficult 


details on 
interactions 


with 
protected 


species 


species 
encountered 


    Are trained 
to identify,  
assess 
condition, 
properly 
handle and 
release and 
collect any 
necessary 
samples 
from 
protected 
species 


      


handling 
method 


          


condition at 
release 


          


discarded or 
retained 


      


 Species 
retained can 
be identified 
and sampled 


    


other 
interactions 


            


operational 
details 


gear used             


amount and 
type of bait  


            


economic data             


biological 
data from 


catch 


length 
frequency 


  


only for 
low volume 
batch with 
dissimilar 
species 


  
considerations 
needed for 
discarded 
catch 


    


age           


reproductive 
condition 


          


ABILITY TO MEET DATA NEEDS 


  high 


  medium 


  low  


  not applicable 
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SECTION 3: Evaluation and Comparison of Fishery Monitoring Tools 


OVERVIEW 


Although the specific monitoring goals and data requirements of individual Fishery 


Management Plans will be the driving force behind the tools selected for a given 


monitoring program, there are other considerations, such as cost, data quality and 


enforceability that should be considered during the development and refinement of 


fishery monitoring programs.  The following evaluation attempts to round out the 


discussion of tradeoffs by comparing and contrasting different monitoring tools against 


practical criteria that are important to stakeholders when designing a monitoring 


program.   


 


In considering the suite of monitoring tools available, self-reporting and independent 


monitoring tools are handled separately, with the main focus being a comparison of four 


types of independent monitoring tools.  Examples of self-reporting tools include paper 


or electronic logbooks, hailing in and out of fishing areas or ports, and any other form of 


communication between the vessel and fishery managers or enforcement officials.  Self-


reported data can be audited with data from other self-reporting mechanisms or from 


independent monitoring tools. Independent monitoring tools discussed herein include: 


Vessel Monitoring Systems (VMS), camera-based systems, at-sea observers and 


dockside monitors.  Both self-reported and independent monitoring techniques are 


commonly used in U.S. commercial fisheries, often in combination with each other. EM 


and ER tools, such as camera-based systems and electronic logbooks are continually 


evolving and are of growing interest due to the potential for increased cost efficiency and 


operational practicality.   


 


Regardless of the self-reporting tool implemented, the main limitation with self-


reported data is the need for an independent means of validation, especially where there 


are legal or economic incentives to misreport.  In some cases, the time and effort 


required to accurately report data, rare events, or interactions with protected species, 


may negatively impact operations of the vessel and potentially the rest of the fleet, which 


creates disincentives for self-reporting.  The degree of data validation and the resources 


necessary to implement controls will vary by type of data being collected, the risk or 


tolerance for misreporting, and the cost and funding available to pay for data assurance 


and quality controls.  These trade-offs are similar to the risks-rewards analyses 


associated with selecting and implementing independent monitoring tools such as 


selecting appropriate levels of sample coverage, number and type of data elements, and 


frequency of  reporting. 
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SELF-REPORTING TOOLS 


Self-reporting tools are valuable in that they generally have lower initial costs, are not 


overly complex or difficult to integrate into fishing operations, and are generally more 


acceptable to industry as they give the fishing vessel and crew increased responsibility 


for reported data.  Integration of self-reporting tools with independent monitoring tools 


allows for cross-checking and audit of self-reported data and also increases incentives 


within the industry to provide accurate self-reported data.   


 


The Evolution of Logbooks 


Although upfront costs are low, paper logbooks have proven to create logistical 


challenges in some fisheries.  Paper logs require personnel to manually input catch data, 


which can be burdensome, introduces additional opportunities for data entry errors, 


and often results in significant temporal lags in catch accounting.   


 


Given that timely catch accounting is important to managing fishing effort, especially in 


fisheries where quota is allocated seasonally or among individual vessels, moving 


toward the use of electronic logbooks may be of great benefit. Electronic logbooks not 


only reduce overall time, personnel and resources required to input data, thus 


improving data quality and timeliness, but can be submitted in a format that allows for 


integration with other data sources to monitor fleet catches in close to real-time.  There 


are potentially multiple applications of electronic logbooks, which may contribute to 


increasing the effectiveness of catch accounting and reduce monitoring costs.   


 


The transition from existing paper logbooks to electronic logbooks seems opportune for 


consideration.  The existing data infrastructure, databases and repositories of States and 


Federal governments provides an existing investment that may not require extensive 


revisions or replacement if logbooks are designed to be compatible/consistent with their 


data format. However it is likely that software and mechanisms to integrate data are 


needed. Software that meets government requirements for fiduciary and evidentiary use 


can be supplied in multiple ways: government-furnished, partnerships, or through 


third-party developers. Each will have a different cost and budget implication for 


managers and stakeholders that will need to be evaluated.  


 


Electronic logbooks that are capable of capturing data to satisfy the business and fishing 


data needs of fishermen, as well as the regulatory/compliance needs of managers have 


obvious efficiency and cost-effectiveness advantages.  Electronic logbooks, on their own 


or coupled with sensors to capture geospatial position, sea water temperature, depth of 


gear, or other environmental parameters, can provide scientific insights into the biology 


and ecology of the managed species.  Several fisheries have deployed such electronic 


technologies in pilot studies and cooperative research efforts, demonstrating their 


potential capability for management, compliance/enforcement and science purposes. 
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COMPARISON OF INDEPENDENT MONITORING TOOLS 


In addition to meeting data needs for management purposes, other practical 


considerations are often prioritized when developing a fishery monitoring program.  


Some of the most common priorities include cost, ability to meet enforcement needs and 


data quality issues.  Each of the independent monitoring tools is discussed below in the 


context of these and other considerations.    


 


COST CONSIDERATIONS 


 


Initial Set-up Costs:  These are the costs borne by the industry and relevant 
management entities to purchase and install equipment, and to establish 
infrastructure necessary to properly implement each monitoring tool. 
 


NOTE: Accurate and complete cost data on existing data collection programs are difficult to 


come by, even though these are the most frequently cited determinants of a choice between EM 


and ER versus other data collection methodologies.  Currently, there is no universally “cheapest” 


data collection methodology as costs vary widely for EM, ER, observers, logbooks and other 


methods depending on the specifics of the fishery and the overall program design. Therefore, it 


is imperative that cost templates be developed and completed for each particular fishery and 


program design under consideration to ensure fair and relevant cost comparisons of future 


policy options.  For example, a template would ensure initial capital, installation and other one-


time costs for hardware and software development associated with EM, ER and other methods 


are amortized over the useful life of the inputs.  Operations and long term maintenance costs 


would be identified separately.  Overhead costs (e.g., support personnel, travel, training, 


facilities, IT infrastructure) would be uniformly accounted for if a template were used to 


compare the costs of alternatives. 


 


Vessel Monitoring Systems:  In many U.S. fisheries the National Marine Fisheries 


Service (NMFS) has offset the purchase price of VMS units for vessel owners.  Currently, 


VMS reimbursements are approximately $3,000 per vessel.  As with other monitoring 


tools, total initial costs will depend on the complexity of the VMS program established.  


The specific design of the program will affect the type and frequency of reporting, 


software and hardware requirements, and personnel required to process and maintain 


VMS data.  VMS infrastructure requirements include software to process data, a 


database to store and access formatted data, a communications module to pull position 


data from satellites, and an interface to display VMS position data on a map.  Upper 


estimates for initial set up costs are in the tens of thousands of dollars.  In U.S. fisheries, 


NMFS runs a consolidated data center that handles VMS for a number of fisheries, 


distributing these costs across regions and a number of fleets.    


 


Camera-based Systems:  These systems can include digital or analog cameras, gear 


sensors, data storage, and integrated GPS units.  Initial set-up costs are primarily 
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associated with the purchase and installation of equipment, and the training of 


technicians.  Program planning and design can also be a substantial cost.  The process of 


developing the program components (i.e., vessel monitoring plans and training 


curriculum for vessel crew) can involve many stakeholders and substantial 


outreach/coordination.  The hardware cost of the typical multi-camera system and gear 


sensors can be quite high ($8,000 or more), but this cost is often amortized over the 


expected life of the equipment (five or more years) and fishing vessels often have the 


option of leasing camera systems.  Other initial costs include training of qualified staff 


for both field and data services, and the purchase of related goods, such as hard drives 


and capacity for long-term data storage.  Due to the large quantity of data produced via 


camera-based monitoring, computers dedicated to data processing are usually required.  


 


At-Sea Observers/Monitors: 


The most significant initial cost for establishing an observer program will be associated 


with hiring and training enough observers to cover a fishery’s needs.  Training expenses 


will include travel to the training location, training materials such as fish identification, 


safety protocols, methods for collecting biological samples and appropriate sampling 


techniques. At-sea monitors may require less training as they usually only record catch 


and discards and are not responsible for collecting biological data. 


 


In addition to the observers themselves, personnel costs will include operations staff 


associated with coordinating observer placement, travel and training, data analysts, data 


processing and quality assurance staff, gear technicians, and program management 


personnel.  Following the recruitment of staff, an at-sea monitoring program will also 


require a secure database (with an appropriate backup system) for generated data.  Field 


equipment can range in price from the cost of acquiring foul weather gear to issuing 


individual laptop computers.  Other examples of gear to be purchased include fish picks, 


sampling gear, and zero gravity scales.  There will also be costs associated with 


developing sampling methods based on the specific needs and priorities of the fishery, 


and resources required to develop, duplicate and distribute data collection forms.    


 


Dockside Monitors:   


Like at-sea observers, dockside monitors require training in sampling and reporting 


protocols, as well as species identification.  Training requirements however are usually 


less extensive for dockside monitors than at-sea observers.  Some dockside monitoring 


programs require the purchase of scales and other equipment to independently 


measure/weigh fish, while others allow monitors to observe and verify the fish buyer’s 


catch accounting.  Purchase of electronic reporting equipment (e.g., netbooks or other 


electronic devices) may increase initial costs, but can provide long-term or ongoing cost 


savings by reducing costs associated with printing, finding and correcting duplicative 


data entry, and may also increase the timeliness of data availability.  Infrastructure 
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required for dockside monitors includes software and telecommunications hardware 


associated with data transmittal and processing.  Fish buyers may also need to make 


some up-front investments if modifications to fish handling sites and practices are 


required to create adequate and appropriate space for a monitor to work. 


 


 


Ongoing Operational Costs:  These costs are distinct from the initial investment 


needed to acquire and establish the infrastructure to use a monitoring tool.  Ongoing 


costs represent the recurring costs that cover maintenance, deployment, system 


upgrades, as well as data processing and transfer. Costs to industry and managers 


will vary by region and fishery.   


 


Vessel Monitoring System:  The most obvious ongoing costs associated with the use of 


VMS are transmission fees.  For some fisheries that report hourly, transmissions fees 


are approximately $50/month.    These fees will increase as the frequency of reporting 


and complexity of data transmitted increases.   The type of data required, geography of 


the fishery, size and number of area closures, and fishing gear deployed will affect how 


frequently vessels must transmit data.  Depending on the fishery, VMS units may also 


have to undergo periodic inspection and certification.   


 


Camera-based Systems: Ongoing operational costs of camera-based monitoring 


programs are dependent on the program design, and can be flexible according to 


management needs and resources available. Fishery characteristics, including duration 


of fishing seasons and trips, frequency of trips, and port distribution can have a 


significant impact on the cost of providing field services and retrieving video data. Data 


can be retrieved from the vessels between each trip, or after several trips depending on 


the need for quick turnaround of the data.   Work is currently underway to develop ways 


to transmit video data through high-speed broadband connections, which would 


eliminate the need to pick up the hard drives manually.  Such technology would reduce a 


substantial portion of the ongoing operational costs of camera-based systems.   


 


The required speed of the data review and percent of data reviewed (100% census versus 


partial review or “audit”) are also an important component of the ongoing costs of 


deploying a camera-based system.  If trip data are required immediately, additional data 


processing staff will likely be required. In the British Columbia groundfish fishery, 10% 


of the data are reviewed and processed within five days of the end of a trip.  Data storage 


will also affect ongoing operational costs, with cost increasing as the quantity of data 


and the duration of time required to store data increase.   
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Table 1. Total annual costs and cost per sea day to implement a camera-based EM system in the U.S. 


West coast whiting EFP fishery during 2010 for 35 fishing vessels, 728 trips and 1,269 sea days.  Industry 


covered the majority of monitoring costs for this program.  See Section 5: Case Study #1, for additional 


information on the characteristics of this fishery. Source: Archipelago Marine Research unpublished data. 


Case Study #1:  


West Coast Whiting Fishery  
(2010)   


Camera-based System 


Cost per 
Sea Day 


Total Annual Costs 


Total 
Industry 
Portion 


Government 
Portion 


Logistical Planning $17 $22,000 $0 $22,000 


Project manager $20 $25,472 $14,231 $11,241 


Lease Costs $102 $129,045 $129,045 $0 


Field Services $81 $102,494 $102,494 $0 


Equipment install and Service $42 $53,463 $53,463 $0 


Data Services $45 $56,480 $0 $56,480 


Data Reporting $13 $16,384 $0 $16,384 


TOTAL COST $319 $405,338 $299,233 $106,105 


Proportion of total cost      73.8% 26.2% 


 


At-Sea Observers/Monitors:   


Ongoing programmatic costs of at-sea observer programs usually vary between 


fisheries, which is largely due to differences in the percentage of trips or total sea-days 


observers cover.  The extent of biological sampling required (at-sea monitors versus 


observers) and the entity administering the at-sea program can also affect ongoing 


operation costs.  Even within a given fishery, per vessel costs can vary significantly 


based on duration of fishing trips and how geographically isolated the vessel’s home 


port is.   Costs of observers traveling to ports that are geographically isolated will be 


higher and in some instances may require placing an observer/monitor in temporary 


housing so they can be on-call during the fishing season.  Trips of longer duration 


distribute the costs associated with travel across more observed days at sea.  There can 


also be difference in costs per day observed between large and small vessels, as large 


vessels are able to make longer trips that are pre-planned, while smaller vessels take 


shorter trips that are more likely to be weather dependent.   


 


Ongoing operational costs will in part depend on how the at-sea program evolves over 


time.  As coverage rates, data collected, extent of biological sampling and 


reports/analyses increase so do the overall costs of the program.  In addition to 


maintaining associated staff and infrastructure, at-sea programs usually require annual 


briefings to review safety procedures, fish identification and update sampling protocols.  


Using a third party provider for observers, compared to a government entity, can reduce 


some administrative burden and costs, and provide additional flexibility with respect to 


employment requirements.   
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Table 2.  Average costs associated with deploying at-sea monitors and at-sea observers in the New 


England groundfish fishery during 2010.  Dollar values shown are approximate total annual costs and cost 


per sea day, assuming 4,718 sea-days with monitors and 2,220 sea-days with vessels carrying an observer.  


During 2010 there were approximately 300 vessels in this fishery.  All costs are currently covered by the 


National Marine Fisheries Service. See Section 5: Case Study #2, for additional information on the 


characteristics of this fishery. Source: Northern Economics, Inc. A Review of Observer and Monitoring 


Programs in the Northeast, the West Coast and Alaska. Prepared for Environmental Defense Fund. 


September 2011. 


Case Study #2.   
New England Groundfish 


Fishery 
(2010) 


At-sea Monitors and 
Observers 


At-sea Monitors At-sea Observers 


(17% of trips) (8% of trips) 


Cost per 
Sea Day 


Total 
Annual 
Costs 


Cost per 
Sea Day 


Total 
Annual 
Costs 


Observer/Monitor Cost  $630 $2,972,340  $742 $1,647,240  


Travel  $32 $150,976  $59 $130,980  


Training  $37 $174,566  $40 $88,800  


Other Costs $0 $0  $55 $122,100  


Observer Program Overhead  $218 $1,028,524  $394 $874,680  


Science Center Overhead $0 $0  $198 $439,560  


Total Cost $917 $4,326,406  $1,488 $3,303,360  


 
Dockside Monitors:   


Costs associated with deploying dockside monitors will vary depending on a number of 


factors, including: the number of offloading sites, the distance monitors travel to reach 


offloading sites; the number and frequency of fish deliveries; a buyer’s ability to 


coordinate offloadings from multiple vessels; and other fishery-specific characteristics 


and regulatory requirements.  In some programs, at-sea observers serve as the dockside 


monitor during offloading which can reduce travel costs, but may not be appropriate if 


monitors are intended to verify or cross-check at-sea retained catch estimates.  Dockside 


monitors may be paid on an hourly or daily basis, or can be included as part of the daily 


at-sea observer rate if one person is performing both duties.  Other ongoing costs 


include personnel needed to process data, periodic debriefing of monitors, ongoing 


training of new dockside monitors as needed, and site checks of buying stations.   
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Table 3. Costs associated with monitoring offloading and sale of fish (“dockside monitoring”) in the 


Pacific groundfish IFQ fishery during 2011.  Costs shown are annual costs of the program for 


approximately 108 active fishing vessels. 1,604 trips and 45 offloading locations. See Section 5: Case 


Study #3, for additional information on the characteristics of this fishery.  Source: Personal 


communication Pacific States Marine Fisheries Commission. November 7, 2012. 


Case Study #3:   


Pacific Groundfish Fishery  
(2011)   


Dockside Monitors 


Cost per 
Sea Day 


Total Annual Cost 


Total 
Annual 


Cost 


Industry 
Portion 


Government 
Portion 


Monitor Cost $47 $247,700 $24,769 $222,931 


Travel  $3 $13,780 $1,378 $12,402 


Training  $67 $351,297 $35,129 $316,167 


Administration and data 
processing 


< $1 $1,653 $0 $1,653 


Total Cost $118 $614,430 $61,276 $553,154 


Proportion of Total Costs      9.97% 90.03% 
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Summary of Ongoing Operational Costs 


Table 4.  Summary of costs associated with the implementation of monitoring tools in four different 


fisheries.  Values displayed are costs per sea day. See Section 5: Case Studies, for more details on each of 


the monitoring programs and for additional information on the characteristics of these fisheries. The level 


of observer coverage and amount of EM data auditing differs among these fisheries, which should be 


taken into consideration when comparing program costs. 


Summary of Case Studies and Costs Associated with Monitoring  
Cost per Sea Day 


Fishery 
West Coast               


Whiting            
New England 
Groundfish 


Pacific 
Groundfish  


B.C. 
Groundfish 


Fishing Year 2010 2010 2011 2009-2010 


Number of Sea Days 1,269 27,750 5,225 11,545 


Number of Trips  728 11,213 1,604 1,023 


Number of Fishing Vessels 35 300 108 202 


VMS $89  $11  $59 n/a 


Camera-based System $319  n/a n/a $149  


At-sea Observers and Monitors n/a $1488* $337 n/a 


Dockside Monitors   n/a $118 $51  


Logbooks   $10    $5  


Total Monitoring Costs $408  $1,509  $514  $205  


* The cost per sea day for an at-sea monitor in this fishery is $917.  Total monitoring costs per sea day for 


vessels carrying an at-sea monitor is $938. 


NOTE: The above table contains examples of costs from existing monitoring programs, each of 


which are included in Section 5: Case Studies.  Care should be exercised in comparing the 


relative costs among these fisheries as complete data were not available and conditions affecting 


costs vary considerably across fisheries.  While informative, these relative costs should not be 


considered authoritative of what deployment costs would be in every fishery.  Moreover, costs 


should always be viewed in the context of the relative benefits they accrue, and should not be the 


sole determinant of a data collection methodology choice. 


 


DATA CONSIDERATIONS 
 


Data Processing and Timeliness:  Each monitoring tool described herein collects a 
combination of similar and unique data.  The type and complexity of data collected 
will determine the system and type of infrastructure needed to transfer, process and 
store data.  Additionally, the format and volume of data collected may affect how long 
it takes to process information into a format that is meaningful for management, 
science and enforcement purposes.   
 


Vessel Monitoring Systems:  Data formats may vary among satellite providers.  


Generally, VMS data are received in a text format that is transcribed before it is placed 


in the VMS database.  Despite these steps, data are viewed in almost real-time.  As long 


as there is no interruption in data flow, VMS data can be viewed within 10 minutes of 


transmission.  Given the automatic nature of data transmission from vessel, to satellite, 
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to land station, to network, only one person is needed to administer a program for a fleet 


of 350 vessels.   Newer VMS units have a computer unit associated with them that 


enable fishermen to send and receive email, access and submit fisheries forms, and send 


declarations.  For these new VMS units, which transmit more than just positional data, 


additional staff would be required to monitor and manage data.    


 


Camera-based Systems: These systems provide independent, archival, electronic data.  


Camera-based EM tools can generate significant amounts of data, presenting challenges 


for analysis. Concerns regarding the amount of time necessary to process, review, and 


provide catch data have undoubtedly hindered the adoption and implementation of this 


technology.  Despite the large volume of data generated, video footage (data) of interest 


can be reviewed in a fraction of real-time operations. Depending on the application of 


the system, data needs and program design, camera-based catch data can have a turn-


around time ranging from hours to many weeks.   Well-planned data systems, training 


of data analysts and managers, and adequate storage infrastructure are highly 


recommended.  Data processing can also be facilitated with specialized software, 


adoption of fishery-appropriate audit rates, and integration with data from other fishery 


monitoring tools.  


 


At-Sea Observers: 


Currently, at-sea observer programs (with some exceptions) generally collect data on 


paper forms, which are then entered into a computer once the fishing vessel returns to 


port.  Physical and electronic data storage is required for at-sea programs, as both the 


original hard copy reports and electronic submissions are archived.   This is in addition 


to any biological samples that must be processed and stored.  Although data quality 


assurance procedures may result in revisions to some of the catch or discard data, at-sea 


observer or monitor data can be uploaded and submitted to the relevant fisheries 


authorities within 48 hours.  Some at-sea programs are starting to explore the use of an 


online database that observers access once they return to port to upload data collected at 


sea.  This would reduce data turn-around and processing times.   


 


Dockside Monitors: 


If dockside monitors have the ability to transmit data electronically and, particularly if 


the data are also recorded on an electronic device, data transmission is very timely.  


However, some fisheries do not have specific requirements for when landings data must 


be submitted, which can result in delays in data submission and processing.  In fisheries 


where the dockside monitor is also acting as the at-sea observer, submission of landings 


data can be delayed if the individual is re-deployed on another fishing trip.  


Additionally, if dockside monitoring is used to verify other sources of data (e.g., fish 


tickets submitted by fish buyers, or at-sea estimates of landed catch), processing times 
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will be dependent on when these sources of data become available and the extent to 


which there are discrepancies to resolve.   


 


Accuracy and Reliability of Data:  Fishery monitoring tools differ in the type of 


data collected, the manner in which it is collected and frequency of collection.  


Likelihood of errors and corruption or loss of data also varies among tools, with some 


requiring additional processing steps to ensure data are accurate.  Other important 


considerations when evaluating accuracy and reliability of data include consistency in 


how data are collected, and the ability to resolve discrepancies and revisit data in the 


future, if necessary.   


 


Vessel Monitoring Systems: VMS data contain information regarding the location and 


duration of fishing and transiting activities and are generally very accurate and reliable.  


VMS provides locational information within 100m of accuracy, and because data are 


transmitted real-time via satellite, there is little concern regarding corruption of data.  


Initially some fisheries experienced problems with vessels turning off units, but two-way 


communications has decreased incidences of deactivated units.   


 


Camera-based Systems: This type of EM tool creates a comprehensive record of fishing 


activity that can be stored long-term when necessary. Overall accuracy is dependent 


upon crew adherence to vessel monitoring and catch handling plans as well as the 


training and expertise of data processors and analysts.  Camera-based data quality does 


not degrade overtime time and can be independently audited or referenced at a later 


date to ensure accuracy and clarify any discrepancies.  Furthermore, should a new data 


need arise; footage can be mined for data that may not have been required previously.  


Camera-based systems collect data in a consistent manner, but are currently unable in 


some circumstances (i.e., high volume fisheries targeting multiple species) to provide 


accurate and reliable data on catch composition, especially for fish discards.  In those 


instances data from video footage should be cross-checked with another data source(s).   


Consequently, this tool alone may not be adequate to reliably differentiate and account 


for discards of species that are very similar in form and color.   


 


At-Sea Observers: Observer programs in the United States typically include quality 


control and quality assurance steps to ensure accuracy and reliability of data.  Part of 


this process includes a structured briefing and debriefing process.  Debriefing occurs at 


the end of a trip to clarify discrepancies or problems with the data or sampling 


procedures and to discuss any concerns or notable events that occurred during the 


fishing trip.  After data are finalized and submitted it may undergo an additional quality 


assurance process.  Because at-sea observers do not always have the opportunity to 


weigh every fish, observers in some programs may be required to perform calculations 


to determine the total weight of discards and retained catch.  Some variability may occur 
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between observers in the application of sampling protocols and estimation techniques, 


although training, debriefing and quality control measures help to reduce this as a 


source of variance in data.  It has been suggested that in fisheries with only partial 


observer coverage, fishing operations may proceed differently when an observer is not 


on board. This “observer effect” may affect data quality if the observer data cannot be 


extrapolated accurately to all vessels in the fishery.  Regardless, in well-structured and 


well-funded programs, overall, accuracy and reliability of observer data is high.   


 


Dockside Monitors:  The accuracy and reliability of data collected by dockside monitors 


is high, it should be noted however, that information on discarded catch or rare events 


cannot be addressed with this tool.  Likewise they are unable to independently confirm 


where catch originated.  Compared to data collected at-sea, the conditions and pace of 


monitoring dockside is more conducive for accurately reporting retained catch by 


species.  Dockside monitors can also collect size frequency data and biological samples, 


such as otoliths and gonads.   


 


INDUSTRY CONSIDERATIONS 


Industry acceptance and buy-in of a given monitoring tool is very important.  Wide 
acceptance of a monitoring program and its components is expected to increase 
compliance and effective use, and thus the accuracy and reliability of data collected.  
Relative costs to industry of different monitoring tools will be the most important 
consideration for industry stakeholders.  The ease of use and adaptability of a given 
tool are also high priorities.  Ease of use of a given monitoring tool will affect fishing 
operations, morale, and consequently the economics of fishing operations.  Ideally, 
fishery monitoring programs will allow fishing to proceed with minimal disturbance 
or changes to normal operations, while also maintaining accountability and 
confidence in data collected on a timely basis.   
 


Vessel Monitoring Systems:  VMS does not impact the ability of the crew to operate as 


usual.  Very little space is required for VMS systems, and other than testing the unit 


prior to leaving port, no additional attention or effort is generally required during 


fishing operations.  VMS does require access to vessel power, and some VMS monitoring 


regimes are coupled with hailing requirements when leaving or returning to port.  These 


are usually automated, resulting in minimal impact on timing of fishing trips, or ability 


to change fishing strategies and adjust to changing conditions.  Some fisheries require 


periodic certification of VMS, which may necessitate having the vessel at a designated 


port during a specific time.    


 


Camera-based Systems:  Somewhat more complex to install, camera systems require 


additional support from vessel personnel compared to other monitoring tools.  Gear 


sensors and video-cameras require custom placement and deployment for each fishing 


vessel.  Depending on the vessel, and characteristics of the fishery (high volume, multi-
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species, etc.) use of camera-based systems may require changes to fishing behavior or 


operations to ensure that all catch handling is captured on video.  In some cases, the 


crew must modify where they stand and how they handle catch to ensure video cameras 


capture necessary footage.  Camera windows/enclosures should also be periodically 


checked to ensure that they are clean and unobstructed.  Like VMS, these systems 


require reliable vessel-supplied power to operate.   


 


Some potential advantages to the industry are that camera-based systems take up very 


little space on board a vessel, and can provide additional flexibility in timing of fishing 


trips.  Camera-based systems can monitor multiple areas of the vessel at once, and are 


highly customizable to specific boat and fishery characteristics. However, the ability to 


use multiple gears within one trip may be limited if different camera positions are 


needed to effectively monitor the catch and/or discards.     


 


At-Sea Observers/Monitors:  Managing the costs and availability of human observers 


requires advance scheduling of trips, which can be challenging in unpredictable weather 


conditions as changing the location and timing of fishing trips may result in a significant 


cost increase.   At-sea observers have the potential to impact regular fishing operations 


as they must be provided with a sleeping area, food, and work space, which can be 


particularly challenging on small vessels where bunk space is at a premium and may 


require displacing a needed crew member.  Despite these considerations, in fisheries 


where observer coverage is evenly distributed, industry has expressed support for use of 


observers as they “level the playing field” by ensuring all fishery participants are playing 


by the same rules.   This is also true for the deployment of camera-based systems and 


other monitoring tools.   If costs for carrying an at-sea observer could be reduced, 


industry participants would likely be supportive of including observers as part of a 


monitoring program.   


 


Dockside Monitors:  Dockside monitors can provide assurance to offloading vessels that 


the species and weight of fish they are offloading and selling is accurate.  In some 


fisheries where dockside monitors are not required, industry members pay for a “weigh 


master” to document fish weights as they are being landed and sold.  In some fisheries, 


at-sea observers also act as the dockside monitor for the fishing vessel.  One advantage 


to this approach is that the dockside monitors will already be familiar with the crew, 


vessel, and type of catch retained during a given trip.  The dual role also eliminates the 


need to coordinate or schedule the deployment of a catch monitor to the dock.  Some 


industry members suggested having someone associated with the fishery, such as a 


retired fisherman, fulfill dockside monitoring duties.  This could reduce overall 


monitoring costs and provide part-time employment opportunities for an important 


sector of the fishing community.   
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ABILITY TO MEET ENFORCEMENT NEEDS 


 


Among other responsibilities and duties, fisheries enforcement officials are responsible 
for enforcing laws and carrying out statutes to help fishing communities and other 
stakeholders benefit from marine resources to the greatest extent possible.  Monitoring 
programs must therefore be designed to detect potential violations of fishery 
regulations.  Furthermore, the data collected must be from a reliable source of high 
quality and conform to numerous evidentiary standards when used in the prosecution 
of alleged violations.   
 


Vessel Monitoring System:   While there were initial challenges to using  VMS as a tool  


in the prosecution of  fishing violations, case law has now been developed allowing the 


introduction of VMS track data as credible information to support allegations of fishing 


in a closed area or time.   However, refinement of case law and the use of VMS as a “sole 


source” of evidence is an ongoing process. This is especially true in State court 


jurisdictions where the burden of proof required is “beyond a reasonable doubt” for 


most offenses, versus the Federal system where the burden can be less. While VMS can 


only provide information on spatial and temporal vessel movements, its value as a 


monitoring and investigative tool should not be underestimated.   For example, VMS 


can track vessels and determine when and where gear is being deployed.  VMS data may 


also contribute to enforcement goals and objectives by allowing enforcement officials to 


identify when and where fishing activity is concentrated, allowing for efficient use of 


limited patrol resources.   


 


Camera-based Systems: Camera set ups can monitor multiple areas of the vessel at once, 


but are unable to provide information on intent, or other situational evidence that may 


be useful in charging cases.  The use of camera-based or video data for enforcement 


purposes is expected to increase as this technology advances.  For example, other 


gear/vessel sensors that may provide information on vessel activities, such as the state 


of a vessel’s hydraulic systems, engines or the status of a vessel’s net are being developed 


by fishery type, with the intention that this data would be captured and recorded (or be 


transmitted) electronically as part of a camera-based or VMS system.  With increased 


confidence in camera-based data, these tools are likely to become more main stream and 


increasingly useful for enforcement purposes.  Currently, there is limited case law in 


which video data has been used as evidence; however, a private association and the 


Crown in British Columbia have used EM data to support settlements in fisheries 


litigation.  In these cases, the video evidence led to timely resolution of claims.   


 


At-Sea Observers:  Given the ability to have a live witness testify regarding the intention, 


actions and circumstances around a potential fishery violation, human observers are 


often the standard against which other monitoring tools are compared considering 


enforcement needs.  Human observers however often have many tasks, in addition to 
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monitoring compliance with fishery regulations.  Some consideration should be given to 


the extent to which observers are required to multi-task, as the relationship between the 


observer and vessel crew, and thereby the quality of scientific data collected, can be 


compromised if observers are perceived as compliance officers.  While human observers 


remain the best source of evidentiary-quality information, they have on occasion been 


subjected to bribes or threats.   From a practical standpoint, a single observer is limited 


in the physical amount of the vessel and fishing operations they can observe at any given 


time. 


 


Dockside Monitors:  Similar to at-sea observers, dockside monitors as their presence 


serves as a deterrent and witness to any illegal activities taking place in port, and are 


able to provide a first-hand account of the quantity and species of fish landed.  As with 


the at-sea observer program, how of the dockside monitor is perceived will affect how 


they are viewed and treated by the fishermen and/or buyers they are monitoring during 


offloads.  Oftentimes the monitor is tasked with both biological sampling and 


compliance monitoring.   


 


ABILITY TO MEET SCIENCE NEEDS 


 


Scientific data are an important component of the ongoing evaluation and sustainable 
management of fisheries.  Determining the abundance and productivity of fish stocks, 
species distribution, abundance, growth, maturity, size and age, and catch per unit 
effort are all key to fulfilling scientific objectives.  Additionally, monitoring activities 
need to document interactions with protected species to ensure interactions remain 
within accepted biological limits.  Such information can also contribute to the 
development of modified fishing gear and fishing behaviors to minimize impacts on 
protected or overfished species.   
 


Vessel Monitoring System:  VMS does not capture biological data directly but it supports 


meeting biological data needs of fisheries when its position data are used in conjunction 


with other monitoring tools.   VMS can provide spatial data regarding locations where 


fishing effort may or may not be concentrated.  Additionally, distributional data coupled 


with oceanographic information can contribute to understanding fish-habitat 


relationships and the ecology of target and bycatch species.  


 


Camera-based Systems: Video data can remain available for independent audit, 


verification, or subsequent review, offering both science and management the 


opportunity for truly random subsampling of data. Protected species interactions have 


been documented with cameras, including providing an index of sea bird abundance 


and monitoring for use of required mitigation gear/practices.  It should be noted that 


image quality is not always sufficient for species identification, although emerging use of 


digital technology will improve this.  Additionally, cooperation with the vessel’s crew is 
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an important component of effectively using cameras to document interactions with 


protected species and other rare events.  The ability to detect rare events will decline as 


the amount of video data reviewed decreases.  Audit rates (e.g. 100%, 25%, 10%) 


therefore should be informed by the need to and probability of documenting rare events 


in a particular fishery.    


 


At-Sea Observers:  At-sea observers are most commonly employed to collect data 


relevant for meeting scientific goals and objectives.  A significant advantage of observers 


is their ability to collect complex biological data and to collect and manage physical 


samples.  In some fisheries, small vessels and limited space to accommodate an 


additional person have reduced the ability to deploy at-sea observers to collect scientific 


data.   


 


Dockside Monitors:  In addition to confirming quantities and species of landed catch, 


dockside monitors can serve a useful role in collecting biological or genetic samples, as 


well as age and growth data.  However, dockside monitors are unable to provide 


scientific data on discarded catch, rare events, protected species interactions, or samples 


from unsorted (pre-sorted) catch. 
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SECTION 4: Electronic Monitoring Resources 


Table 5.  Studies, conference and workshop proceedings, documents from meetings of Regional Fishery Management Councils and other reports 


related to the use of electronic monitoring and electronic reporting tools in fisheries. To aid in the evaluation of monitoring tools and consideration 


of tradeoffs, relevant phases of the Roadmap (see Section 1) are identified. 


   


  Author(s) Year Source Title 
 Phases in  
Roadmap 


Focus Area Gear Type 


1 Baker Jr MS, et al. 2012 


NMFS Cooperative 
Research Program 
Award # 
NA06NMF4540059. 


Evaluation of electronic monitoring (EM) as a 
tool to characterize the snapper grouper 
bandit fishery 


Phase I: step 4   
Phase II: step 2   
Phase II: step 3 


Pilot Study - 
General 


Bandit Gear 


2 Brady C 2012 NOAA Fisheries 2012 Electronic Monitoring Feasibility Plan Phase II 
Pilot Study – 
General  


Trawl 


3 
Environmental 
Defense Fund 


2012 
PFMC Apr 2012 I.4.d 
Supp. Public 
Comment 2 


Electronic Monitoring: Lessons Learned and 
Recommendations for Further Development 


Phase I: step 3  
Phase II: step 2 


Information 
Gathering 


Longline, 
Gillnet, 
Trawl, Fixed 
Gear 


4 
Marine 
Management 
Organisation 


2012   
Catch Quota Trials 2011 Final Report: April 
2012 


Phase II 
Pilot Study – 
General 


Trawl, 
Gillnet, 
Longline 


5 McElderry H 2012 Archipelago  
Technology-based monitoring options for 
commercial fisheries 


Phase I: step 3  
Phase II: step 2 


Monitoring 
Program 
Design 


Not specific 
to a type of 
fishing gear 
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  Author(s) Year Source Title 
 Phases in  
Roadmap 


Focus Area Gear Type 


6 McElderry H 2012 Archipelago  Moving Towards an Operational EM Program Phase I: step 3 
Monitoring 
Program 
Design 


Not specific 
to a type of 
fishing gear 


7 
National Marine 
Fisheries Service 


2012 
NOAA Technical 
Memorandum 
NMFS-F/SPO-123 


National Observer Program FY 2011 Annual 
Report 


Phase I: step 3  
Phase II: step 2 


Observer 
Coverage 


Not specific 
to a type of 
fishing gear 


8 
Pacific States 
Marine Fisheries 
Commission 


2012 
PFMC Apr 2012 I.4.b 
Supp. PSMFC Report 


Pacific States Marine Fisheries Commission 
Report on Electronic Monitoring 


Phase II 
Pilot Study – 
General 


Trawl, Fixed 
Gear 


9 
Pacific States 
Marine Fisheries 
Commission 


2012 
PFMC Jun 2012 
D.6.a Supp. 
Attachment 2 


Electronic Monitoring Update Phase II 
Pilot Study – 
General 


Trawl, Fixed 
Gear 


10   2012 
PFMC Jun 2012 
G.7.a Attachment 6 


Possible Regulation Amendment Process for 
Consideration of Electronic Monitoring as a 
Replacement for the 100% Observer Coverage 
Requirement 


Phase III 
Monitoring 
Program 
Design 


Trawl, Fixed 
Gear 


11 
Bryan J, Ramos 
MJP, McElderry H 


2011 
Archipelago; The 
Nature Conservancy 


Use of an electronic monitoring system to 
estimate catch on groundfish fixed gear vessels 
in Morro Bay California -- Phase II 


Phase II: step 2  
Phase III: step 2 


Pilot Study - 
Catch 
Estimates 


Fixed Gear 


12 Evans R, Molony B 2011 
Department of 
Fisheries, Western 
Australia 


Pilot evaluation of the efficacy of electronic 
monitoring on a demersal gillnet vessel as an 
alternative to human observers 


Phase II: step 2  
Phase III: step 2 


Pilot Study - 
Observers 
vs. EM 


Gillnet  
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  Author(s) Year Source Title 
 Phases in  
Roadmap 


Focus Area Gear Type 


13 Faunce CH  2011 
ICES Journal of 
Marine Science 


A comparison between industry and observer 
catch compositions within the Gulf of Alaska 
rockfish fishery 


Phase I: step 3  
Phase I: step 4 


Research - 
Catch 
Estimates 


Trawl 


14 
Faunce CH, 
Barbeaux SJ 


2011 
ICES Journal of 
Marine Science 


The frequency and quantity of Alaskan 
groundfish catcher-vessel landings made with 
and without an observer 


Phase I: step 3  
Phase I: step 4 


Research - 
Observer 
Effect 


Trawl, Fixed 
Gear 


15 Hartley, M.L. et al. 2011 
Northern 
Economics, Inc. 


A Review of Observer Monitoring Programs in 
the Northeast, the West Coast and Alaska 


Phase II: step 2 
Information 
Gathering 


Trawl, Fixed 
Gear 


16 
Kindt-Larsen L, 
Kirkegaard E, 
Dalskov J 


2011 
ICES Journal of 
Marine Science 


Fully documented fishery: A tool to support a 
catch quota management system 


Phase II 
Pilot Study - 
General 


Trawl, 
Gillnet, Seine 


17 Kubiak CJ 2011 


Central Coast 
Sustainable 
Groundfish 
Association 


Electronic Monitoring Proposal for the IFQ 
Trawl Rationalization Program 


Phase II 
Pilot Study - 
General 


Trawl 


18 Lanning JM 2011 NOAA Fisheries Sector ASM Coverage Requirements 
Phase II: step 2  
Phase III: step 3 


Observer 
Coverage 


Not specific 
to a type of 
fishing gear 


19 MRAG Americas 2011 
Environmental 
Defense Fund 


Development of Effective Monitoring Programs Phase II 
Monitoring 
Program 
Design 


Not specific 
to a type of 
fishing gear 
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  Author(s) Year Source Title 
 Phases in  
Roadmap 


Focus Area Gear Type 


20 
National Marine 
Fisheries Service 


2011 
NPFMC Feb 2012 B-
2 


The Use of Electronic Monitoring (EM) 
Technologies in Alaskan Fisheries 


Phase I: step 4 
Phase II: step 2 


Information 
Gathering 


Trawl, 
Longline 


21 
Pria MJ, Bryan J, 
McElderry H 


2011 


Northeast Fisheries 
Science Center 
Contract EA133F-
10-SE-0949 


New England Electronic Monitoring Project 
2010 Annual Report 


Phase II 
Pilot Study - 
General 


Trawl, 
Gillnet, 
Longline 


22 Stanley, R.D. et al.  2011 
ICES Journal of 
Marine Science  


The Advantages of an Audit Over Census 
Approach to the Review of Video Imagery in 
Fisheries Monitoring 


Phase I: step 5 
Phase III: step 1 
and 2 


Video 
Analysis 


Fixed Gear 


23 
Aggarwal M, Lautz 
C 


2010 Mamigo 
Final Report Trainable Video Analytic Software 
(HA133F10SE1558) 


Phase III: step 2 
Video 
Analysis  


Trawl 


24 Bonzon K. et al.  2010 
Environmental 
Defense Fund 


Catch Share Design Manual.  Appendix A: 
Monitoring and Data Collection Approaches 


Phase I: step 3 
Monitoring 
Program 
Design 


not specific 
to a gear 
type 


25 Calahan JA, et al.  2010 
NOAA Tech. Memo. 
NMFS-AFSC-213 


Bycatch characterization in the Pacific halibut 
fishery: A field test of electronic monitoring 
technology 


Phase II 


Pilot Study - 
Discard 
Estimates, 
Observers 
vs. EM 


Longline 


26 
McElderry H, et 
al. 


2010 Archipelago 
Electronic monitoring in the New Zealand 
inshore trawl fishery: A pilot study 


Phase II 
Pilot Study - 
Protected 
Species 


Trawl 
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  Author(s) Year Source Title 
 Phases in  
Roadmap 


Focus Area Gear Type 


27 
McElderry H, et 
al. 


2010 Archipelago 
A pilot study using EM in the Hawaiian Longline 
Fishery 


Phase II 
Pilot Study - 
General 


Longline 


28 Rienecke S, et al. 2010 
Archipelago; The 
Nature Conservancy 


Morro Bay/Port San Luis Exempted Fishing 
Permit Electronic Monitoring Pilot Project 
Progress Report for the Pacific Fisheries 
Management Council 


Phase II 
Pilot Study - 
General 


Fixed Gear 


29 Benoit HP, Allard J 2009 
Canadian Journal of 
Fisheries and 
Aquatic Sciences 


Can the data from at-sea observer surveys be 
used to make general inferences about catch 
composition and discards? 


Phase I: step 3  
Phase I: step 4 


Research - 
Observer 
Effect 


Trawl, Seine, 
Longline, 
Gillnet 


30 
Bonney J, 
Kinsolving A, 
McGauley K 


2009 
Alaska Groundfish 
Data Bank; NMFS 


Continued Assessment of an Electronic 
Monitoring System for Quantifying At-sea 
Halibut Discards in the Central Gulf of Alaska 
Rockfish Fishery 


Phase II 
Pilot Study - 
General 


Trawl 


31 Conners ME, et al. 2009 
NOAA Technical 
Memorandum 
NMFS-AFSC-199 


Sampling for Estimation of Catch Composition 
in Bering Sea Trawl Fisheries 


Phase II: step 2  
Phase III: step 2 


Pilot Study - 
Observers 
vs. EM 


Trawl 


32 
Dalskov J, Kindt-
Larsen L 


2009 
DTU Aqua report 
no. 204-2009 


Final Report of Fully Documented Fishery Phase II 
Pilot Study - 
General 


Trawl, 
Gillnet, Seine 


33 
Stanley RD, Olsen 
N, Fedoruk A 


2009 
Marine and Coastal 
Fisheries 


Independent validation of the accuracy of 
yelloweye rockfish catch estimates from the 
Canadian Groundfish Integration Pilot Project 


Phase II: step 2 
Research - 
Catch 
Estimates 


Fixed Gear 
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  Author(s) Year Source Title 
 Phases in  
Roadmap 


Focus Area Gear Type 


34 
Alaska Fisheries 
Science Center 


2008   
Electronic Fisheries Monitoring Workshop 
Proceedings 


Phase I: step 3  
Phase II: step 2 


Conference 
Proceedings 


Not specific 
to a type of 
fishing gear 


35 
Bonney J, 
McGauley K 


2008 
Alaska Groundfish 
Data Bank; EFP 07-
02 Final Report 


Testing the Use of Electronic Monitoring to 
Quantify At-sea Halibut Discards in the Central 
Gulf of Alaska Rockfish Fishery 


Phase II 
Pilot Study - 
Discard 
Estimates  


Trawl 


36 
McElderry HI, 
Reidy RD, Pahti DF 


2008 
Archipelago; IPHC 
Tech Report 51 


A pilot study to evaluate the use of electronic 
monitoring on a Bering Sea groundfish factory 
trawler 


Phase II 
Pilot Study - 
General 


Trawl 


37 Pria MJ, et al.  2008 Archipelago 
Using electronic monitoring to estimate reef 
fish catch on bottom longline vessels in the 
Gulf of Mexico: A pilot study 


Phase II 
Pilot Study - 
Catch 
Estimates 


Longline  


38 Pria MJ, et al.  2008 Archipelago 
Use of a Video Electronic Monitoring System to 
Estimate Catch on Groundfish Fixed Gear 
Vessels in California: A pilot study 


Phase II 
Pilot Study - 
Catch 
Estimates 


Fixed Gear 


39 
Ames RT, Leaman 
BM, Ames KL 


2007 
North American 
Journal of Fisheries 
Management 


Evaluation of Video Technology for Monitoring 
of Multispecies Longline Catches 


Phase III: step 2 
Video 
Analysis 


Longline 


40 
McElderry H, et 
al. 


2007 
DOC Research & 
Development Series 
264 


Pilot study to test the effectiveness of 
electronic monitoring in Canterbury fisheries 


Phase II 
Pilot Study - 
Protected 
Species 


Trawl, Seine 
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  Author(s) Year Source Title 
 Phases in  
Roadmap 


Focus Area Gear Type 


41 Kinsolving A 2006 
National Marine 
Fisheries Service 


Discussion Paper on Issues Associated with 
Large Scale Implementation of Video 
Monitoring 


Phase III  
Information 
Gathering 


Not specific 
to a type of 
fishing gear 


42 McElderry H 2006 


ICES Annual Science 
Conference 2006 
Session CM 
2006/N:14 


At-Sea Observing Using Video-Based Electronic 
Monitoring 


Phase II 
Pilot Study -
General 


Longline, 
Trawl 


43 Ames RT 2005 
IPHC Scientific 
Report No. 80 


The efficacy of electronic monitoring systems: 
a case study on the applicability of video 
technology for longline fisheries management 


Phase II 
Pilot Study - 
General 


Longline 


44 
McElderry H, et 
al. 


2005 Archipelago 
Electronic Monitoring of the Cape Cod 
Haddock Fishery in the United States A Pilot 
Study 


Phase II 
Pilot Study - 
General 


Longline 


45 


McElderry H, 
Reidy R, 
Illingworth J, 
Buckley M 


2005 Archipelago 
Electronic Monitoring of the Kodiak Alaska 
Rockfish Fishery A Pilot Study 


Phase II 
Pilot Study - 
General 


Trawl 


46 
McElderry H, et 
al. 


2004 
NOAA Tech. Memo. 
NMFS-AFSC-147 


Electronic Monitoring of Seabird Interactions 
with Trawl Third-wire Cables on Trawl Vessels - 
A Pilot Study 


Phase II 
Pilot Study - 
Protected 
Species 


Trawl 


47 
Cusick J, LaFargue 
J, Parkes G 


2003   NMFS Small Boats Workshop 
Phase I: step 3  
Phase I: step 4  
Phase II: step 2 


Conference 
Proceedings 


Longline 
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  Author(s) Year Source Title 
 Phases in  
Roadmap 


Focus Area Gear Type 


48 
McElderry H, 
Schrader J, 
Illingworth J 


2003 
Research Document 
2003/042 


The Efficacy of Video-Based Electronic 
Monitoring for the Halibut Longline Fishery 


Phase II 
Pilot Study - 
General 


Longline 
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Section 5: Case Studies 


The following four case studies are intended to help illustrate how the Fishery 
Monitoring Matrix (see Section 2) can be tailored to a given fishery.  Additionally, the 
case studies demonstrate how similar fisheries have tailored the use of a given 
monitoring tool and have elected to deploy different combinations of monitoring tools. 
Understanding that monitoring costs are of particular interest to stakeholders, the case 
studies provide an outline some of the costs associated with implementing each 
monitoring tool.   Some costs such as administration/overhead and training costs for 
some fisheries were not readily available.  Additionally, because VMS is implemented as 
a national program identifying costs for individual fleets was not possible in some 
instances.  Care should therefore be exercised in comparing the relative costs among 
these fisheries as complete data were not available and factors affecting costs vary 
considerably across fisheries. Although the cost information presented herein is limited, 
the case studies help demonstrate and how the details of the monitoring program, such 
as coverage level, audit rates and the number of monitoring tools used can affect the 
cost of a monitoring program.  Additionally, the case studies can be used as guidance, 
outlining the different categories of costs to be considered for implementing a specific 
monitoring tool.    
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Case Study #1: 


West Coast Shoreside Whiting EFP Fishery (2010) 


 
GEAR USED 


 Midwater trawl 
 


FISHERIES CHARACTERISTICS 
 Multiple stock areas can be fished in a single trip 
 Single target species fishery 
 Multispecies rockfish  bycatch, some of which are challenging to differentiate from each 


other 
 Discards of salmon prohibited 
 Fleet-wide limits for overfished rockfish species 
 Maximum retention standard for all of the rockfish species 
 Vessels stop fishing for the year once the fleet-wide limits are reached 
 Approximately 35 vessels  


 
MAIN MONITORING OBJECTIVE 
To document at-sea fishing activities, ensure no discards of salmon occurred and that overfished 
rockfish species were retained.  
 
MONITORING TOOLS USED 


1. VMS 
 document stock areas fished 


2. Logbooks  
 Document gear used 
 Record stock areas fished and approximate catch, by species, for each area 
 Record quantity and size of discarded “sector” species 


3. Hailing/Notifications 
 Notify when vessel is leaving port 
 Notify intention to fish in specific stock areas 
 Upon return to port, indicate approximate catch from each stock area 


4. Camera-Based Systems 


 Monitor fishing handling and ensure all salmon are retained and that overfished 


rockfish species were retained to the greatest extent possible.   


 
MONITORING PROGRAM DETAILS 
Initially this fleet also deployed at-sea observers, covering 10% of trips.  Electronic monitoring 
(camera-based) systems were deployed initially to examine observer-biases in data, i.e. the 
presence of an observer altering fishing behavior and to test accuracy of speciation with 
cameras.  Eventually, the fleet went to 100% EM to monitoring for full retention of catch, with 
all catch accounting and speciation taking place dockside.  
 
ONGOING MONITORING RESEARCH 
The overall fishery monitoring program was revised as the fleet began fishing under an 
Individual Transferable Quota (ITQ) during 2011.  A handful of vessels are deploying camera-
based systems (along with required observers) to help refine the components of Vessel 
Monitoring Plans for this fleet and also identify audit rates for video footage that produce 
comparable results to observer data.  Additional details on this monitoring project can be found 
on the Pacific Fishery Management Council’s website.      
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MONITORING COSTS 


Table 6.  Monitoring costs for the West coast shoreside whiting EFP fishery during 2010 for 35 fishing 


vessels making 728 trips for a total of 1,269 sea days.  Starting January 2011, this fishery was 


incorporated into the Pacific groundfish IFQ fishery.   


  
COSTS PER 


SEA SAY 


ANNUAL MONITORING COSTS  


  Total INDUSTRY GOVERNMENT  


VMS Costs 


purchase price $75 $390,600   $390,600 


transmission  $14 $75,600 $75,600   


monitoring software         


monitoring technicians         


VMS Subtotal $89 $466,200 $75,600 $390,600 


Dockside Monitor Costs 


(compliance) monitors         


training         


travel         


administration/ overhead         


Dockside Monitor 
Subtotal  


  
 


  


Camera-Based System Costs 


logistical planning $17 $22,000 $0 $22,000 


project manager $20 $25,472 $14,231 $11,241 


lease costs $102 $129,045 $129,045 $0 


field services $81 $102,494 $102,494 $0 


equipment install and service $42 $53,463 $53,463 $0 


data services and review  $45 $56,480 $0 $56,480 


data reporting $13 $16,384 $0 $16,384 


Camera-Based EM 
Subtotal 


$319 $405,338 $299,233 $106,105 


Logbook Costs 


printing         


handling/data entry 
 


      


quality assurance         


Logbook Subtotal 
 


      


TOTAL MONITORING 
COSTS           


$409 $871,538 
$374,833 $496,705 


43% 57% 
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FISHERY MONITORING MATRIX 
 
 
 
 
 


Data Needs 
Fishery 


Characteristics and 
Requirements 


Independent Monitoring Self-Reporting 
Tools Not 


Used 


Vessel 
Monitoring 


System 


Camera-based 
Systems 


Dockside 
Monitoring 


Logbooks 
Hailing or 


other 
Notifications 


At-sea 
Observers 


Discards: 
species and 


amount               
(count, length 


or weight) 


high 
volume 


catch 
handling 


single 
target 


species  
  


Monitored haul back 
and fish handling.  
Reviewed to detect 
presence/absence of 
discard events and the 
magnitude (based on 
approx. weight) of 
discards 


      


The fleet initially 
started out with 
10% observer 
coverage, but there 
we no observer 
coverage required 
during 2010. 


multi-
species   


            


species difficult to 
differentiate   


  


Some of the groundfish 
"bycatch" were difficult 
to differentiate.   
Documented any 
circumstances under 
which rockfish species 
were discarded 


  
Required to record 
all discard events 
if any 


    


Retained 
catch: species 
and amount               
(count, length 


or weight)  


high 
volume 


catch 
handling 


single 
target 


species  
            


multi-
species   


      


Species and 
approximate 
pounds of catch 
were reported in 
paper logbooks 


  
 


species difficult to 
differentiate   


            


 


Ability to meet data needs 


  high 


  medium 


  low  


  not applicable 
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Data Needs 


Fishery 
Characteristics 


and 
Requirements 


Independent Monitoring Self-Reporting Tools NOT Used 


Vessel 
Monitoring 


System 


Camera-based 
Systems 


Dockside 
Monitoring 


Logbooks 
Hailing or 


other 
Notifications 


At-sea 
Observers 


spatial 
information 
for fishing 


trip 


single 
management area 


All vessels were 
required to operate 
VMS outside of port 


    


Paper logbooks 
required- used to 
record fishing 
locations among 
other data. 


  


The fleet initially 
started out with 
10% observer 
coverage, but there 
we no observer 
coverage required 
during 2010. 


details on 
interactions 


with 
protected 


species 


species 
encountered 


          


handling method             


condition at 
release 


            


discarded or 
retained 


  


Monitored fish 
haul back and fish 
handling to 
ensure salmon 
were not 
discarded.  


        


other, non-gear 
interactions 


            


operational 
details 


gear used             


amount and type 
of bait used 


            


economic data             


biological 
data from 


catch 


length frequency           10% of trips with 
observers 
collecting 
biological samples 
for scientific 
purposes.   


age           


reproductive 
condition 
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Case Study #2: 


New England Multi-species Sector Fishery (2010) 


 


GEAR USED 


 Bottom trawl 


 Gillnet 


 Hook and line 
 
FISHERIES CHARACTERISTICS 


 Multispecies fishery
 Approximately 300 vessels  
 Revenue for 2010 was just over $80 million for 63.9 million pounds landed.  
 Fish are allocated on an area basis with four broad stock areas 
 Multiple stock areas can be fished in a single trip 
 Minimum size limits for 9 species 
 Mandatory discard requirements for 6 non-allocated species  
 Some species, such as flounder species are difficult to differentiate  


 
MAIN MONITORING OBJECTIVE 
To monitor discards and landings to ensure catch does not exceed allocated amounts, to enforce 
area-specific management measures, and determine fishing effort and fishing mortality.   
 
MONITORING TOOLS CURRENTLY USED 


5. VMS 
 document stock areas fished 


6. At-sea Observers and Monitors 
 Collect biological samples (observers only) 
 Document amount and species of fish discarded 
 Document amount and species of retained catch 
 Document interactions with protected species 


7. Logbooks (paper or electronic) 
 Document gear used 
 Record stock areas fished and approximate catch, by species, for each area 
 Record quantity and size of discarded “sector” species 


8. Hailing/Notifications 
 Notify when vessel is leaving port 
 Notify intention to fish in specific stock areas 
 Upon return to port, indicate approximate catch from each stock area


 
MONITORING TOOLS NOT USED 


 Camera-based Systems 


 Dockside Monitors 
 
MONITORING PROGRAM DETAILS 


 The coverage of both the at-sea Observers and at-sea Monitors is decided on an annual 
basis, depending on funds available to support fishery monitoring activities.   


 Currently vessels may submit either paper or electronic logbooks, referred to in this 
fishery as Vessel Trip Reports (VTRs).   Logbooks are submitted to both the Sector 
manager as well as NMFS.  When paper logbooks are used, both the Sector manager and 
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NMFS must input this data manually into an electronic form. Furthermore, a separate 
logbook (VTR) must be completed for each area fished on a single trip.   


 All discarded catch of undersized sector species counts against that vessel’s quota.  For 
vessels not carrying an observer, a sector, area and gear-specific discard rate is applied to 
that vessels quota account.   


 Information on retained catch comes from logbooks, dealer reports and in some 
instances at-sea monitors (17% of trips), or observers (8% of trips).  


 Landings are not currently monitored.  Dealers submit reports, but no other data are 
currently used to verify landings.  State enforcement officials, through the Joint 
Enforcement Agreement (JEA) perform spot checks at the docks. 


 
ONGOING MONITORING RESEARCH 
The fishery is currently testing the ability of electronic monitoring (EM) tools to record the size, 
number and species of retained and discarded catch.  Preliminary results of this research can be 
found at: http://www.nefsc.noaa.gov/fsb/ems/ 
 



http://www.nefsc.noaa.gov/fsb/ems/
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MONITORING COSTS 


Table 7. Monitoring costs for the New England multi-species sector fishery, comprised of approximately 
300 fishing vessels, which made 11,213 trips, for a total of 27,750 sea days during 2010. Level of at-sea 
observer and at-sea monitoring coverage is variable each year and dependent upon budget availability. 


Sources: OMB Paperwork Reduction Act, Revision of Currently Approved Collection, 201o. Northern 


Economics, Inc. A Review of Observer and Monitoring Programs in the Northeast, the West Coast and 


Alaska. Prepared for Environmental Defense Fund. September 2011.   


  COSTS PER 
SEA DAY 


ANNUAL MONITORING COSTS   


  Total INDUSTRY GOVERNMENT  


VMS Costs 


salary etc $8 $230,000 $0 $230,000 


equipment and supplies $1 $31,000 $0 $31,000 


internet connection and 


backup 
$2 $46,460 $0 $46,460 


software and licensing < $1 $3,500 $0 $3,500 


training and travel < $1 $8,000 $0 $8,000 


VMS Subtotal $11 $318,960 $0 $318,960 


At-sea Monitor Costs (17% of trips) 


salary etc. $630 $2,972,340 $0 $2,972,340 


travel $32 $150,976 $0 $150,976 


training $37 $174,566 $0 $174,566 


other costs $0 $0 $0 $0 


observer program overhead   $218 $1,028,524 $0 $1,028,524 


science center overhead $0 $0 $0 $0 


At-sea Monitor Subtotal $917 $4,326,406 $0 $4,326,406 


At-sea Observer Costs (8% of trips) 


salary etc. $742 $1,647,240 $0 $1,647,240 


travel $59 $130,980 $0 $130,980 


training $40 $88,800 $0 $88,800 


other costs $55 $122,100 $0 $122,100 


observer program overhead   $394 $874,680 $0 $874,680 


science center overhead $198 $439,560 $0 $439,560 


At-sea Observer Subtotal $1,488 $3,303,360 $0 $3,303,360 


Logbook Costs 


printing $2 $51,300   $51,300 


handling and data entry $1 $27,600   $27,600 


quality assurance $7 $192,900   $192,900 


Logbook Subtotal $10 $271,800 $0 $271,800 


Total Costs (At-sea 
Monitor) 


$938 $4,917,166 $0 $4,917,166 


Total Costs (At-sea 
Observer) 


$1,509 $3,894,120 $0 $3,894,120 
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FISHERY MONITORING MATRIX 
 


Ability to meet data needs 


  high 


  medium 


  low  


  not applicable 


Data Needs 
Fishery 


Characteristics and 
Requirements 


Independent Monitoring Self-Reporting Tools NOT in use 


Vessel 
Monitoring 


System 


At-sea 
Observers 


Logbooks 
Hailing or 


other 
Notifications 


Camera-
based 


Systems 


Dockside 
Monitoring 


Discards: 
species and 
amount               
(count, length 
or weight) 


high 
volume 


catch 
handling 


multi-
species   


  


ITQ species are 
not required to be 
retained.  5-6 non-
ITQ species must 
be discarded.  
There are also 
minimum size 
restrictions for 
some species that 
must be 
discarded.   


Discards from 
each stock area 
are reported by 
species.  


      


species difficult to 
differentiate   


            


Retained 
catch: 
species and 
amount               
(count, length 
or weight)  


high 
volume 


catch 
handling 


multi-
species   


  


At-sea monitors 
and observers 
estimate amount 
of each allocated 
species.  Do not 
verify quantity 
and species of 
landed catch. 


All vessels 
required to 
submit logbooks 
(vessel trip 
reports VTRs) for 
each stock area to 
NMFS and the 
Sector manager.  
Can be either 
paper or 
electronic 
logbooks.  


Must notify type 
and approximate 
amount of catch 
from each stock 
area prior to 
landing.  


    


species difficult to 
differentiate   


  


Flounder species 
are difficult to 
differentiate from 
each other. 
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Data Needs 
Fishery 


Characteristics and 
Requirements 


Independent Monitoring Self-Reporting Tools NOT in use 


Vessel 
Monitoring 


System 


At-sea 
Observers 


Logbooks 
Hailing or 


other 
Notifications 


Camera-
based 


Systems 


Dockside 
Monitoring 


spatial 
information by 


fishing event  


multiple 
management zones 


all vessels required 
to operate VMS 


12% of trips 
covered by at-sea 
monitors.  8% of 
trips covered by at-
sea observers.  


All vessels required 
to submit logbooks 
(vessel trip reports 
VTRs) for each 
stock area to NMFS 
and the Sector 
manager.  Have the 
option of submitting 
either paper or 
electronic logbooks.  


Prior to leaving port 
vessels must notify 
which stock areas 
they will be fishing 
in. 


    


details on 
interactions 


with protected 
species 


species encountered             


handling method             


condition at release             


discarded or retained             


other, non-gear 
interactions 


            


operational 
details 


gear used             


amount and type of 
bait used 


            


economic data             


biological data 
from catch 


length frequency             


age             


reproductive 
condition 
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Case Study #3:  


Pacific Groundfish IFQ Shore-Based non-whiting Trawl Fishery (2011) 


GEAR USED 


 Bottom trawl 


 Fixed gear (bottom  longlines, pots and traps) 
 


FISHERIES CHARACTERISTICS 


 Multispecies fishery, including many rockfish that are difficult to differentiate and are 
found in similar habitats 


 Individual fishing quotas (IFQ) for approximately 60 species, 22 of which are the main 
target species.   


 Six IFQ species are overfished which constrains fishing activities


 Discards permitted, but all catch counts against quota 


 Discard of halibut and salmon mandated.  Halibut catch is deducted from an individual 
bycatch quota (IBQ) 


 Limited entry trawl permit required, but vessels are permitted to “gear-switch”   


 No minimum landing sizes or retention requirements.  


 Approximately 126 vessels and 50 processing/landing sites.   Total revenue during 2011 
was near $53 million. 


 Minimal interactions with protected species.  
 
MAIN MONITORING OBJECTIVE 


 To record retained and discarded catch by species and estimate mortality rates of 
discarded halibut  


 
MONITORING TOOLS CURRENTLY USED 


9. VMS 
 Documents areas fished 


10. At-sea Observers 
 Record fishing effort information  
 Estimate retained and discarded weight of overfished IFQ species 
 Estimate discard rate of non-overfished IFQ species  
 Sample Pacific halibut for viability 
 Biological information and collect samples from non-IFQ and protected species 


11. Dockside Monitors 
 Verify delivery vessels and document landings 
 Observe sorting and weighing of catch 
 Submit species specific catch data  
 Collect biological data from salmon 


12. Logbooks (paper or electronic) 
 Vessels record information on time and location of fishing activities and estimates of 


catch composition in hard copy logbook 
13. Hailing/Notifications 


 Notify when vessel is leaving port 
 Upon return to port, indicate approximate catch from each stock area 


 
MONITORING TOOLS NOT USED 


1. Camera-based Systems 
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MONITORING PROGRAM DETAILS 


 100% at-sea observer and shoreside monitor coverage 


 Observers contracted through any of five companies 


 Restricted landing hours to reduce costs  


 Submission of economic information from vessels mandatory for ongoing research 


 Industry portion of monitoring costs increasing on an annual basis.  Expected to cover 
100% of monitoring costs by 2015. 


 Cost recovery from industry for program management, up to 3% of ex-vessel revenue, 
scheduled for 2013. 


 
ONGOING MONITORING RESEARCH 
This fishery is currently testing the ability of electronic monitoring (EM) tools to accurately 
document discards.  Various review rates (100%; 50%; 25% and 10%) are also being tested to 
determine the amount of EM data that must be analyzed to achieve a high level of confidence in 
reported data.   Details and preliminary results of this research can be found on the Pacific 
Council website.  
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MONITORING COSTS 


Table 8.  Monitoring costs of the Pacific groundfish (non-whiting) IFQ fishery during 2011 for 


approximately 108 active vessels with 1,604 trips for a total of 5,225 sea days.  Monitoring costs vary by 


year, with the industry portion of total costs increasing each year since 2011.  Source: Personal 


communication, Pacific States Marine Fisheries Commission, November 7, 2012 and December 21, 2012.  


  COSTS PER 
SEA DAY 


ANNUAL MONITORING COSTS  


  Total INDUSTRY GOVERNMENT  


VMS Costs 


purchase price $49 $258,340   $258,340 


transmission  $10 $50,001 $50,001   


monitoring software         


monitoring technicians         


VMS Subtotal $59 $308,341 $50,001 $258,340 


Dockside Monitor Costs 


dockside (compliance) 
monitors 


$47 $247,700 $24,769 $222,931 


travel $3 $13,780 $1,378 $12,402 


training $67 $351,297 $35,129 $316,167 


administration / data 
processing 


< $1 $1,653 $0 $1,653 


Dockside Monitor Subtotal $118 $614,430 $61,276 $553,154 


At-sea Observer Costs (100% of trips)  


travel         


training         


observer fees $337 $1,763,030 $160,275 $1,602,754.86 


observer program expenses          


 science center expenses         


Observer/Monitor Subtotal $337 $1,763,030 $160,275 $1,602,755 


Logbook Costs 


printing         


handling/data entry 
 


      


quality assurance         


Logbook Subtotal 
 


      


TOTAL  MONITORING 
COSTS           


$514 $2,685,802 
$271,553 $2,414,249 


10% 90% 
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FISHERY MONITORING MATRIX 
 
 
 
 


Data Needs 
Fishery 


Characteristics and 
Requirements 


Independent Monitoring Self-Reporting 
Tools Not in 


Use 


Vessel 
Monitoring 


System 
At-sea Observers 


Dockside 
Monitoring 


Logbooks 
Hailing or other 


Notifications 


Camera-
based            


Systems 


Discards:        
species and 


amount               
(count, length or 


weight) 


fixed gear = serial or 
low volume catch 


handling 
  


100% observer 
coverage on all 
vessels.  record 
amount and species 
of IFQ discards  


  
approximate 
amount of IFQ 
species discarded 


Hailing/notification 
of species and  
amount of discards 
not required 


 


trawl = 
high vol. 
catch 
handling 


multi-
species   


  


100% observer 
coverage on all 
vessels.  Focus on 
discard events, but 
also record retained 
catch.  


  


species and 
approximate 
weight of IFQ 
species retained 


  


species difficult to 
differentiate   


      


Retained catch: 
species and 


amount               
(count, length or 


weight)  


fixed gear = serial or 
low volume catch 


handling 
  


species and 
approximate weight 
of IFQ species 
retained  


Confirm catch 
is sorted to 
IFQ level.  
Record 
weights by 
species.  Help 
link buyer 
reports (e-
fish tickets) to 
landings.   


Each state with 
different 
requirements. No 
coast-wide 
logbook currently 
in place for fixed 
gear vessels. 


    


trawl = 
high vol. 
catch 
handling 


multi-
species   


  


  
Approximate 
volume of retained 
catch recorded 


Hailing/notification 
of species and  
amount of discards 
not required 


  


species difficult to 
differentiate   


    


Ability to meet data needs 


  high 


  medium 


  low  


  not applicable 
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Data Needs 


Fishery 
Characteristics 


and 
Requirements 


Independent Monitoring Self-Reporting 
Tools Not 


in Use 


Vessel 
Monitoring 


System 
At-sea Observers Dockside Monitoring Logbooks 


Hailing or 
other 


Notifications 


Camera-
based         


Systems 


spatial 
information 


for fishing trip 


single 
management 


area 


records vessel 
location and 
transit pattern 


100% of all fishing 
trips are observed.   


  


time and 
location of 
fishing events 
recorded 


report stock 
area(s) fished  
before returning 
to port  


  


details on 
interactions 


with 
protected 


species 


species 
encountered 


  


Catch and condition 
of halibut is  
recorded to estimate  
mortality 


  


details on 
interactions with 
protected 
species recorded 


    


handling 
method 


  Details for all 
interactions with 
protected species 
are recorded. 


       


condition at 
release 


         


discarded or 
retained 


    


Based on landings and 
reported catch can 
determine if/what was 
discarded.  


     


other, non-gear 
interactions 


           


operational 
details 


gear used       gear is recorded, 
other 
operational 
details are 
voluntary and 
rarely reported.  


    


amount and 
type of bait used 


          


economic data           


biological 
data from 


catch 


length 
frequency 


  


collect all necessary 
biological samples 
for the fishery 


Do not collect 
biological data.  Port 
samplers collect 
samples according to 
State needs and 
requirements. 


      


age         


reproductive 
condition 
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Case Study #4:  


British Columbia Hook and Line Groundfish Fishery (2009-2010) 


GEAR USED 


 Rod and Reel  


 Troll 


 Horizontal Longline 
 
FISHERIES CHARACTERISTICS 


 Multispecies fishery 
 Approximately 200 vessels  
 During the 2009-2010 fishing year, the ex-vessel value of catch from this fleet was over 


$75 million.  
 Multiple stock/fishing  areas  
 Spatial restrictions to fishing activity, i.e. no fishing inside [rockfish conservation areas] 
 Several species have minimum size limits.  
 Required to retain all rockfish species 
 Many of the rockfish species are difficult to differentiate from each other 
 Some concerns about seabird interactions.   


 
MAIN MONITORING OBJECTIVE 
To document species-specific catch within an area-specific Individual Transferable Quota (ITQ) 
management program.   
 
MONITORING TOOLS CURRENTLY USED 


1. Camera-based System  
 Document amount and species of fish discarded 
 Document amount and species of retained catch 
 Used to audit logbooks 


2. Logbooks (paper) 
 Piece counts of catch by species 
 Approximate weights of some species 


3. Dockside Monitors 
 Validate all species offloaded 
 Validate piece counts of certain species 


4. Hailing and other Notifications 
 Indicate areas and species intended to fish when leaving port 
 Notify approximate catch and species when returning to port 


 
MONITORING TOOLS NOT USED 


1. VMS  
2. At-sea Observers (optional, but not currently used) 
 


 
MONITORING PROGRAM DETAILS 


 Fishers have the option of using at-sea observers instead of EM systems; however, 100% 
of vessels have opted for EM during recent years.   


 A crucial part of the video footage is imagery of catch being released back into the water. 
Each fish must be held in front of a measuring board in clear view of the camera, which 
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allows for size verification and species identification.  This allows for mortality to be 
attributed to any catch released of legal-size. 


 A minimum of 10% of EM fishing data is reviewed and used to audit logbook records.  
Dockside monitor reports are also compared against catch reported in the logbook. 


 Data processing and comparison of data among EM, dockside monitors and logbooks is 
completed within 5 days.   


 Fishers are currently retrieving and submitting EM directly to Archipelago Marine 
Research Ltd., allowing for a reduction in cost of field services.   This is the first fishery to 
employ these data retrieval and submission protocols. 


 
ONGOING MONITORING RESEARCH 
This fishery is involved in ongoing research  to refine EM data review and procedures for 
auditing data.  
 
MONITORING COSTS 


Table 9. Monitoring costs for the British Columbia hook and line groundfish Fishery.  Costs below are for 


monitoring a fleet of approximately 202 vessels, which  made a total of 1,323 trips for a total of 11,545 


sea days. Source: Stanley RD, et al. 2011.  ICES Journal of Marine Science.  The Advantages of an Audit Over 


Census Approach to the Review of Video Imagery in Fisheries Monitoring.  68(8), 1621-1627 


  


COSTS PER 
SEA DAY 


ANNUAL MONITORING COSTS 


Total INDUSTRY GOVERNMENT  


Camera-based System (10% audit) 


equipment $30.79 $355,520 $215,090 $140,430 


field services $68.04 $785,578 $475,275 $310,303 


data services $50.58 $583,982 $353,309 $230,673 


Camera-Based Total $149 $1,725,080 $1,043,673 $681,407 


Dockside Monitor Costs 


dockside (compliance) 
monitors 


        


training         


travel         


administration         


Dockside Monitor 
Subtotal 


$50.57 $583,780 $583,780 $0 


Logbook Costs 


printing         


handling/data entry 
 


      


quality assurance         


Logbook Subtotal $5.46 $63,024 $63,024 $0 


TOTAL  
MONITORING COSTS           


$205 $2,371,884 
$1,690,477 $681,407 


71% 29% 


.
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FISHERY MONITORING MATRIX 
 
 
 
 
 


Data Needs 


Fishery 
Characteristics 


and 
Requirements 


Independent Monitoring Self-Reporting Tools not in Use 


Camera-based 
Systems 


Dockside 
Monitoring 


Logbooks 
Hailing or 


other 
Notifications 


Vessel 
Monitoring 


System 


At-sea 
Observers 


Discards:              
species and 


amount               
(amount = 


count, length, 
or weight) 


serial or low 
volume catch 


handling 


All catch items are 
recorded by total 
piece count, 
species and 
utilizations 
(retained, 
discarded) and 
size (legal/sub-
legal). 


  


All catch items are 
recorded by total 
piece count, 
species and 
utilizations 
(retained, 
discarded) and 
size (legal/sub-
legal). 


Discards not 
reported by 
hailing 


  


Observers 
are an option 
for this fleet, 
but fishing 
vessels have 
opted for EM 
instead. 


species difficult 
to differentiate   


        


Retained 
catch: 


species and 
amount               


(amount = 
count, length, 


or weight)  


serial or low 
volume catch 


handling 


All catch items are 
recorded by total 
piece count, 
species and 
utilizations 
(retained, 
discarded) and 
size (legal/sub-
legal). 


All landed catch 
recorded by total 
piece count, and 
species. 


All catch items are 
recorded by total 
piece count, 
species and 
utilizations 
(retained, 
discarded) and 
size (legal/sub-
legal). 


Fishers report 
landed catch by 
species and weight 


    


species difficult 
to differentiate   


Rockfish are 
recorded to the 
species group 
level, and verified 
by dockside 
monitor 


 


Rockfish are 
recorded to the 
species group 
level, and verified 
by dockside 
monitor 


Fishers report 
landed catch by 
species and weight 


    


 


Ability to meet data needs 


  high 


  medium 


  low  


  not applicable 
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Data Needs 


Fishery 
Characteristics 


and 
Requirements 


Independent Monitoring Self-Reporting Tools not in Use 


Camera-based 
Systems 


Dockside 
Monitoring 


Logbooks 
Hailing or 


other 
Notifications 


Vessel 
Monitoring 


System 


At-sea 
Observers 


spatial 
information 


by trip 


single 
management area 


Records the start 
and end of each 
fishing trip 


  
Fishers record start 
and end of each 
trip. 


Hail in and out for 
each trip and  total 
landed catch by 
species and areas 
fished 


 The camera-
based EM 
includes GPS 
data 


Observers are 
an option for 
this fleet, but 
fishing vessels 
have opted for 
EM instead. 
  


spatial 
information 


by fishing 
event  


multiple 
management 


zones 


Records the time 
date and location of 
each fishing event. 


  


Time, date and 
location of each 
fishing event 
required as well as 
Groundfish 
Management Area 
fished. 


Fishers hail in and 
out for each trip 
and report total 
landed catch by 
species and areas 
fished 


  


details on 
interactions 


with 
protected 


species 


species 
encountered 


Recorded by EM   
Recorded in 
logbook 


Not reported during 
hail in or hail out 


    


handling method 


Visible, but not 
documented by 
reviewer unless 
mishandled 


  
Not recoded in 
logbook 


     


discarded or 
retained Recorded by EM 


Only when these 
species are landed 
(very uncommon) 


Recorded in 
logbook 


     


other interactions         


operational 
details 


gear used Recorded by EM 
Recoded by 
dockside monitor Recorded in 


logbook 


Fishers report gear 
type during hail in 
and hail out. 


    


amount and type 
of bait used 


Not recorded by 
EM 


Not recorded by 
dockside monitor 


    


biological 
data from 


catch 


length frequency 


Length recorded 
above/below 
specified lengths 
(legal, sublegal and 
marketable, 
unmarketable) 


Not recorded by 
dockside monitor 


      


  


age         


reproductive 
condition 


        


 








   PFMC EM Workshop Agenda Item D.1.a 
 Attachment 1 – Preliminary Feasibility Matrix – NWFSC 
  February 2013 
 


Preliminary Thoughts on Observer Functions and the 
Corresponding Abilities of Electronic Monitoring 


(Northwest Fishery Science Center (NWFSC) Response) 
 
Council staff asked various offices within NMFS to provide: 


1. A list of  
a. the functions or data that you rely on and is currently provided by the observer 


program, and 
b. your initial thoughts about the ability of vessel based electronic monitoring to 


address those needs, and  
2. A list of functions or needs not met by the current observer program which may be 


met by vessel based electronic monitoring. 
 
The attached matrices were provided to facilitate response.  This document contains the 
responses provided by the NWFSC as the preliminary thoughts of Jon McVeigh. 
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1. Midwater Trawl for Catcher Vessels Delivering At-sea 
 
Central Assumptions Regarding Electronic Monitoring Hardware and Regulations  
 e.g. camera placement, hatch sensors, maximum retention regulations. 
Hardware: Tamper Proof System, Secure/Watertight Data Storage, Digital Cameras, Encrypted Data, Sensors, Deck/Stern Lighting, Bridge 
Monitor, GPS, VMS, Geo Fencing, E Log Book (These were borrowed from Danya’s matrix) 
 
Regulations: 100% retention, No night fishing, Observer or shoreside sampling requirements, protected resource take protocols and authorities 
 
General Assumptions:  100% retention fishery with no discarding allowed at sea, restrictions on night fishing unless all catch can be tracked and 
accounted for at night, continued observer coverage on C/Ps and Motherships.  This is likely a very good candidate for EM. 
 
Note: Any fishery that operates under 100% retention with a shoreside sampling component has the potential to lose important haul specific 
catch information that is captured by at-sea observers.  This is due to the likely mixing of catch if multiple hauls are retrieved during a trip.  
Catch could not then be attributed to individual hauls, only at the trip level.   
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Table 1.a  McVeigh’s initial thoughts on ability of electronic monitoring to provide data/functions currently provided through 100% observer 
coverage for midwater trawl for catcher vessels delivering at-sea. 


 
1. 


Functions and/or Data 
Provided by Current On-


Board Observers 


2. 
Related 


Management 
Objective 


3. 
Can be 


Provided 
by 


Electronic 
Monitoring


?(Y/N) 


4. 
If Electronic Monitoring =Yes 


Any comments in addition to central assumption? 


5. 
If Electronic Monitoring = No or 


Presents Difficulty 
4a. 


Comments on Camera or 
Other Coverage Required to 


Meet Need 


4b. 
Type of Regulatory 


Modifications 
Needed 


5a. 
Priority of Need. 


5b. 
Alternative 


Adjustments 
1. Catch composition and 
accounting (when sorting at 
sea – not common) 


NS-2, FMP-
O1, FMP-O3, 
FMP-O11, 
A20-O1, 
perhaps 
others 


N   High Full retention with 
continued A-SHOP 
sampling 


2.Compliance monitoring  Y Cameras must be vessel 
specific and carry the full 
array of electronics necessary 
(listed above).  Data 
processing and infrastructure 
needs to be in place to handle 
and process data. 


100% retention, no 
night fishing, 
continued A-SHOP 
sampling 


  


3.Biological Sampling (when 
sorting at sea – not 
common) 


NS-2, FMP-
O1, FMP-O3, 
FMP-O11, 
A20-O1, 
perhaps 
others 


N   Very High Full retention with 
continued A-SHOP 
sampling.  100% 
retention does not 
promote reduced 
mortality for Pacific 
Halibut or other 
species. 


4.Protected Resource 
monitoring and sampling 


ESA and 
BiOp RPMs 


N   Very High  
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Table 1.b.  .  McVeigh’s initial thoughts on other needs which electronic monitoring might meet, not currently met by 100% observer coverage. 
 


1. 
What Else Can Vessel Based Electronic 


Monitoring Do to Meet Data and 
Monitoring Needs? 


2. 
Comments on Camera or Other Coverage 


Required to Meet Need 
3. 


Comments on type of Regulatory Modifications Needed 
1.Electronic Logbook Would need to work with camera system if 


deployed.  Could work standalone and 
increase efficiency and timeliness of logbook 
data. 


Require electronic logbooks. 


2.VMS If more accurate and dependable, could help 
inform science of actual areas being fished 
instead of start and end points. 
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2. Midwater Trawl for Catcher Vessels Delivering Shoreside 
 
Central Assumptions Regarding Electronic Monitoring Hardware and Regulations  
 e.g. camera placement, hatch sensors, maximum retention regulations. 
Hardware: Tamper Proof System, Secure/Watertight Data Storage, Digital Cameras, Encrypted Data, Sensors, Deck/Stern Lighting, Bridge 
Monitor, GPS, VMS, Geo Fencing, E Log Book (These were borrowed from Danya’s matrix) 
 
Regulations: 100% retention, No night fishing, Observer or shoreside sampling requirements, protected resource take protocols and authorities 
 
General Assumptions:  100% retention fishery with no discarding allowed at sea, restrictions on night fishing unless all catch can be tracked and 
accounted for at night, shoreside observer/sampling program.  This is likely a very good candidate for EM. 
 
Note: Any fishery that operates under 100% retention with a shoreside sampling component has the potential to lose important haul specific 
catch information that is captured by at-sea observers.  This is due to the likely mixing of catch if multiple hauls are retrieved during a trip.  
Catch could not then be attributed to individual hauls, only at the trip level.   
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Table 2.a  McVeigh’s initial thoughts on ability of electronic monitoring to provide data/functions currently provided through 100% observer 
coverage for midwater trawl for catcher vessels delivering shoreside. 


 
1. 


Functions and/or Data 
Provided by Current On-


Board Observers 


2. 
Related 


Management 
Objective 


3. 
Can be 


Provided 
by 


Electronic 
Monitoring


?(Y/N) 


4. 
If Electronic Monitoring =Yes 


Any comments in addition to central assumption? 


5. 
If Electronic Monitoring = No or 


Presents Difficulty 
4a. 


Comments on Camera or 
Other Coverage Required to 


Meet Need 


4b. 
Type of Regulatory 


Modifications 
Needed 


5a. 
Priority of 


Need. 


5b. 
Alternative 


Adjustments 
1. Catch composition and 
accounting 


NS-2, FMP-
O1, FMP-O3, 
FMP-O11, 
A20-O1, 
perhaps 
others 


N   High Full retention with 
shoreside sampling or 
integrated observer 
sampling program at 
an appropriate level to 
be determined by 
science need. 


2.Compliance monitoring  Y Cameras must be vessel 
specific and carry the full 
array of electronics necessary 
(listed above).  Data 
processing and infrastructure 
needs to be in place to handle 
and process data. 


100% retention, no 
night fishing, 
shoreside sampling 


  


3.Biological Sampling NS-2, FMP-
O1, FMP-O3, 
FMP-O11, 
A20-O1, 
perhaps 
others 


N   Very High Could be met with 
100% retention and 
shoreside sampling or 
integrated observer 
sampling program at 
an appropriate level to 
be determined by 
science need.  100% 
retention does not 
promote reduced 
mortality for Pacific 
Halibut or other 
species. 


4.Protected Resource 
monitoring and sampling 


ESA and 
BiOp RPMs 


N   Very High  
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Table 2.b.  .  McVeigh’s initial thoughts on other needs which electronic monitoring might meet, not currently met by 100% observer coverage. 
 


1. 
What Else Can Vessel Based Electronic 


Monitoring Do to Meet Data and 
Monitoring Needs? 


2. 
Comments on Camera or Other Coverage 


Required to Meet Need 
3. 


Comments on type of Regulatory Modifications Needed 
1.Electronic Logbook Would need to work with camera system if 


deployed.  Could work standalone and 
increase efficiency and timeliness of logbook 
data. 


Require electronic logbooks. 


2.VMS If more accurate and dependable, could help 
inform science of actual areas being fished 
instead of start and end points. 
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3. Bottom Trawl (large and small footrope, including flatfish trawl) 
 
Central Assumptions Regarding Electronic Monitoring Hardware and Regulations  
 e.g. camera placement, hatch sensors, maximum retention regulations. 
Hardware: Tamper Proof System, Secure/Watertight Data Storage, Digital Cameras, Encrypted Data, Sensors, Deck/Stern Lighting, Bridge 
Monitor, GPS, VMS, Geo Fencing, E Log Book (These were borrowed from Danya’s matrix) 
 
Regulations: Retention requirements, discard protocols and equipment, observer coverage 
 
General Assumptions:  This could also be implemented as a 100% retention fishery, but that is unlikely due to the amount of sorting and 
discarding currently happening in the fishery.  To allow for discarding, sophisticated systems would need to be in place to speciate and quantify 
discards, which are currently unproven. Restrictions on night fishing unless all catch can be tracked and accounted for at night.  A continued 
observer program would be necessary to obtain biological samples and likely catch composition for non-IFQ species and protected resource 
monitoring/sampling.  This is likely to be a very challenging and/or expensive fishery to implement EM in with while allowing discarding at sea. 
 
Note: Any fishery that operates under 100% retention with a shoreside sampling component has the potential to lose important haul specific 
catch information that is captured by at-sea observers.  This is due to the likely mixing of catch if multiple hauls are retrieved during a trip.  
Catch could not then be attributed to individual hauls, only at the trip level.   
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Table 3.a  _____’s initial thoughts on ability of electronic monitoring to provide data/functions currently provided through 100% observer 
coverage for bottom trawl (large and small footrope, including flatfish trawl). 


 
1. 


Functions and/or Data 
Provided by Current On-


Board Observers 


2. 
Related 


Management 
Objective 


3. 
Can be 


Provided 
by 


Electronic 
Monitoring


?(Y/N) 


4. 
If Electronic Monitoring =Yes 


Any comments in addition to central assumption? 


5. 
If Electronic Monitoring = No or Presents 


Difficulty 
4a. 


Comments on Camera or 
Other Coverage Required to 


Meet Need 


4b. 
Type of Regulatory 


Modifications 
Needed 


5a. 
Priority of 


Need. 
5b. 


Alternative Adjustments 
1. Catch composition and 
accounting 


NS-2, FMP-
O1, FMP-O3, 
FMP-O11, 
A20-O1, 
perhaps 
others 


N   High Full retention with 
shoreside sampling or 
integrated observer 
sampling program at an 
appropriate level to be 
determined by science 
need. 


2.Compliance monitoring  Y Cameras must be vessel 
specific and carry the full 
array of electronics necessary 
(listed above).  Data 
processing and infrastructure 
needs to be in place to handle 
and process data. 


100% retention, no 
night fishing, 
shoreside sampling 


  


3.Biological Sampling NS-2, FMP-
O1, FMP-O3, 
FMP-O11, 
A20-O1, 
perhaps 
others 


N   Very High Could be met with 100% 
retention and shoreside 
sampling or integrated 
observer sampling program 
at an appropriate level to be 
determined by science 
need.  100% retention does 
not promote reduced 
mortality for Pacific Halibut 
or other species. 


4.Protected Resource 
monitoring and sampling 


ESA and 
BiOp RPMs 


N   Very High  
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Table 3.b.  .  McVeigh’s initial thoughts on other needs which electronic monitoring might meet, not currently met by 100% observer coverage. 
 


1. 
What Else Can Vessel Based Electronic 


Monitoring Do to Meet Data and 
Monitoring Needs? 


2. 
Comments on Camera or Other Coverage 


Required to Meet Need 
3. 


Comments on type of Regulatory Modifications Needed 
1.Electronic Logbook Would need to work with camera system if 


deployed.  Could work standalone and 
increase efficiency and timeliness of logbook 
data. 


Require electronic logbooks. 


2.VMS If more accurate and dependable, could help 
inform science of actual areas being fished 
instead of start and end points. 
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4. Vessels Participating in Trawl Rationalization Program Using Fixed Gear 
 
Central Assumptions Regarding Electronic Monitoring Hardware and Regulations  
 e.g. camera placement, hatch sensors, maximum retention regulations. 
Hardware: Tamper Proof System, Secure/Watertight Data Storage, Digital Cameras, Encrypted Data, Sensors, Deck/Stern Lighting, Bridge 
Monitor, GPS, VMS, Geo Fencing, E Log Book (These were borrowed from Danya’s matrix) 
 
Regulations: Retention requirements, discard protocols and equipment, observer coverage 
 
General Assumptions:  100% retention fishery with no discarding allowed at sea (one issue that has not been resolved with fixed gear is the issue 
of drop-offs.  Fish often are not able to be brought aboard or retrieved and are dead.  A camera system would need to be able to speciate and 
quantify discards which is currently a challenge for rockfish in particular), restrictions on night fishing unless all catch can be tracked and 
accounted for at night, shoreside observer/sampling program.  This is likely a good candidate for EM if the drop-off issue is addressed. 
 
Note: Any fishery that operates under 100% retention with a shoreside sampling component has the potential to lose important haul specific 
catch information that is captured by at-sea observers.  This is due to the likely mixing of catch if multiple hauls are retrieved during a trip.  
Catch could not then be attributed to individual hauls, only at the trip level.   
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Table 4.a  _____’s initial thoughts on ability of electronic monitoring to provide data/functions currently provided through 100% observer 
coverage for fixed gear vessels. 


1. 
Functions and/or Data 


Provided by Current On-
Board Observers 


2. 
Related 


Management 
Objective 


3. 
Can be 


Provided 
by 


Electronic 
Monitoring


?(Y/N) 


4. 
If Electronic Monitoring =Yes 


Any comments in addition to central assumption? 


5. 
If Electronic Monitoring = No or Presents 


Difficulty 


4a. 
Comments on Camera or 


Other Coverage Required to 
Meet Need 


4b. 
Comments on type 


of Regulatory 
Modifications 


Needed 
5a. 


Priority of Need. 
5b. 


Alternative Adjustments 
1. Catch composition and 
accounting 


NS-2, FMP-
O1, FMP-O3, 
FMP-O11, 
A20-O1, 
perhaps 
others 


N   High Full retention with 
shoreside sampling or 
integrated observer 
sampling program at an 
appropriate level to be 
determined by science 
need. 


2.Compliance monitoring  Y Cameras must be vessel 
specific and carry the full 
array of electronics necessary 
(listed above).  Data 
processing and infrastructure 
needs to be in place to handle 
and process data. 


100% retention, no 
night fishing, 
shoreside sampling 


  


3.Biological Sampling NS-2, FMP-
O1, FMP-O3, 
FMP-O11, 
A20-O1, 
perhaps 
others 


N   Very High Could be met with 100% 
retention and shoreside 
sampling or integrated 
observer sampling program 
at an appropriate level to be 
determined by science 
need.  100% retention does 
not promote reduced 
mortality for Pacific Halibut 
or other species. 


4.Protected Resource 
monitoring and sampling 


ESA and 
BiOp RPMs 


N   Very High.  Fixed 
gear has a 
history of seabird 
interactions/takes 
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Table 4.b.  .  McVeigh’s initial thoughts on other needs which electronic monitoring might meet, not currently met by 100% observer coverage. 
 


1. 
What Else Can Vessel Based Electronic 


Monitoring Do to Meet Data and 
Monitoring Needs? 


2. 
Comments on Camera or Other Coverage 


Required to Meet Need 
3. 


Comments on type of Regulatory Modifications Needed 
1.Electronic Logbook Would need to work with camera system if 


deployed.  Could work standalone and 
increase efficiency and timeliness of logbook 
data. 


Require electronic logbooks. 


2.VMS If more accurate and dependable, could help 
inform science of actual areas being fished 
instead of start and end points. 
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  PFMC EM Workshop Agenda Item B.2.a 
  Attachment 1 – FMA Project 
  February 2013 
 


National Fish and Wildlife Grants 
to the 


Fishermen’s Marketing Association 
 


February 13, 2013 
 


 
The Fishermen’s Marketing Association (FMA) received two grants from the National 
Fish and Wildlife Foundation to address and explore issues related to the placement of 
video cameras on commercial fishing boats. 
 
The first grant was awarded to the FMA in 2011. This grant placed cameras on trawlers 
located in Astoria, Brookings, and Eureka. The purpose of this project was to obtain 
video images to determine whether the images could capture the same information that 
an observer would record, with special emphasis on the identification of the species of 
fish which could be discarded. The field work for this project ended in 2012 and the final 
report is due in March 2013. 
 
It became obvious early on that with the new IFQ program and having an observer on 
board the vessel, any behavior involving discarding that may have occurred in the past 
was not going to be occurring at the same level. However, the camera clearly captured 
the observer going about his or her business and discarding fish that were not be 
retained, once they had been sampled. 
 
To record images of fish which could be discarded, there was a dedicated camera with 
the fish placed upon a white mat with a grid marked with 10 cm squares. Lighting was 
issue, but not as expected. Video cameras automatically adjust to bright light by 
reducing the aperture in the lens. The result was to cause the image of the fish to 
darken, making visual identification difficult. 
 
At the completion of the field work a “test video” was prepared using a selection of video 
images collected. The test video was prepared in five formats (avi, wmv, mpg, mov, and 
asf). Volunteers to take the test were solicited from NMFS, the three States, fishermen, 
and one observer company. In total 20 individuals volunteered to take the test. Some of 
these people were currently port samplers, some had worked on groundfish in the past, 
and some were more involved in management and had not had field exposure in many 
years. The results of the test varied greatly. Perhaps some people should not have 
taken the test. Observers and current port samplers did much better than others. 
 
Correct answers ranged from 49% to 89% for all species, and from 48% to 93% when 
only including FMP species. The percentage correct increased dramatically when 
evaluated at the genius and at the family level. 
 
One problem related to the issue of lighting was that several of the images were very 
dark. Nearly every person taking the test commented on the darkness of some of the 







 
 


images. It was learned that the lightness/darkness quality is also influence by which file 
format is being viewed and which media player is being used to view the video. These 
are two issues which were not anticipated going into the testing. 
 
The second grant was awarded to the FMA in 2012. The goal of this second project is to 
develop image recognition software that will scan video images from cameras installed 
on commercial fishing boats. There are two tasks in this project – the first is to develop 
software to identify discard behavior occurring on the back deck of the fishing boats; the 
second task is to identify species of fish that could be discarded as they pass below a 
dedicated camera focused on a discard table, chute, or deck mat.  
 
The image recognition software is being developed by Dr. Sinisa Todorovic and one 
graduate student at Oregon State University in Corvallis, OR.  
 
The software will be tested and the results made available to the National Marine 
Fisheries Service, law enforcement, fishery managers, and the fishing industry. This 
project has great potential to significantly reduce the cost to fishermen of placing on-
board observers on fishing vessels. 
 
Going into this project, it was believed that detection of discard activity would be the 
simpler of the two tasks and that species identification would be the more difficult. 
 
Preliminary results show that this assumption is not true. Identifying discard behavior on 
the back deck is the more difficult task. First with the IFQ program and the presence of 
observers onboard, discarding is a rare event, so the amount of discard information in 
the videos is small. Second the motion involved in discarding a fish over board is in 
many cases the same motion which would be used to sort fish into bins or baskets. 
Therefore the work has to focus on pixel disruption at the plane near the rail of the boat. 
This results in many false positive “hits”. This could be caused by a bird or a splash. But 
at the same time, true positive hits are also being captured. 
 
Species identification is progressing well and an effort is underway to increase the 
number of species which have been collected. 
 
 
 
Peter Leipzig 
Executive Director 
 
Fishermen’s Marketing Association 
1585 Heartwood Dr. 
Suite E 
McKinleyville, CA 95519 
 
707-840-0182 








  PFMC EM Workshop Agenda Item F 
  Attachment 1 – Draft Calendar 
  February 2013 
 


DRAFT Possible Regulation Amendment Process for Consideration of  
Electronic Monitoring  


 
Time Process Considerations Comments 


Apr 2013 • Consider results of 2012 PSMFC EM study 
• Consider results of EM workshop and 


recommendations 
• Provide comment on 2013 PSFMC EM study 


design 
• Adopt regulatory process plan 
• Adopt goals and objectives. 
• Provide guidance on development of scoping 


package. 
• Request special studies, as needed. 


Consider whether any 
regulatory changes should be 
pursued, if the NMFS/PSMFC 
field project demonstrates 
potential feasibility (for just 
Whiting catcher vessels?) 


Spring 2013 • NMFS/PSMFC finalize 2013 study design  
June 2013 • Full scoping session on EM.  
Summer 2013 • Execute at-sea and shoreside field studies  
Sept 2013 • Review results from special studies and provide 


guidance on alternative development (if 
necessary) 


 


Nov 2013 • Consider initial results of NMFS/PSFMC 2013 
field season 


• Adopt alternatives for analysis 


 


June 2014 • Consider full analysis of alternative  
• Select preliminary preferred alternative 


 


Sept 2014 • Select final preferred alternative  
Sept 2014 
through 2015 


• Secretarial approval process and implementation, 
including 
 Regulation drafting and paperwork reduction 


act submissions 
 Securing contracts for video review 
 Commercial installation and testing 
 Observer program adjustments 


 


 


 








Mr. Mark Cedergreen 
Chairman 
Pacific Fishery Management Council 
7700 NE Ambassador Place, Suite 101 
Portland, Oregon 97220-1384 
May 18, 2011 


RE:  Electronic Monitoring Pilot Study Report for West Coast Groundfish Trawl ITQ Program 


Dear Mr. Chairman, 


The purpose of this letter is to submit to the attention of the Pacific Fishery Management Council 
a report summarizing results and recommendations from the Electronic Monitoring (EM) pilot 
study that was conducted as part of the recent Exempted Fishing Permit work off of Morro Bay, 
California.  The stated goal of this research is to help in the development of an objective, reliable 
and cost-effective monitoring program based on individual accountability using video based 
Electronic Monitoring tools, as well as to explore how Electronic Monitoring could be 
implemented in the West Coast Groundfish Fishery.  


Over the last several years Council members and staff have demonstrated great leadership and 
innovation in designing an ITQ program and addressing the top concerns that come with this 
management transition.  The Council’s work on Community Fishing Associations and Risk 
Pools to help resolve community stability and overfished species management issues are 
examples of the strong work being done by the Council on this program.   These efforts are 
having a national impact as other fisheries look to the West Coast Groundfish Fishery for 
examples and models of how to best design and implement Catch Share management programs.   


Just as crucial to the success of this ITQ program will be designing cost effective methods for the 
fishery to achieve its monitoring goals.   In this first year of the ITQ program, the fishery relies 
on federal assistance to support monitoring costs.  As we all know, once that assistance in no 
longer available, the additional cost placed on the industry will have significant consequences, 
particularly on small vessels and vessels engaging in gear switching.  It is very likely that the 
additional costs could be the tipping point for many smaller scale fishery operations and 
communities that have traditionally participated in the fishery.  It is imperative that the fishery 
makes progress on the design of more cost effective monitoring now, so to prepare for this 
inevitable cost burden.  We and many other fishery stakeholders believe that Electronic  
Monitoring will be an important component of the solution.   


The attached report describes the Electronic Monitoring pilot work that included video and 
sensor data  that was collected from six vessels and monitored by this equipment over a 5 ½ 
month period including a total of 332 hauls for over 125 sea days. This robust data set compared 
piece counts for the number of fish recorded from 3 different sources collected independently of 
each other: observer, fishermen logbooks, and EM. Overall agreement was strong between the 3 
sources, with Electronic Monitoring being comparable to both observer and fishermen logbook 


PFMC EM Workshop Agenda Item B.2.b 
Attachment 1 - Fixed Gear Vessels - Morro Bay 


 February 2013







data.  EM data had 1% less pieces than observer data, with high agreement on piece counts for 
sablefish (1% difference) and grouped rockfish (4% difference). There was a 0% difference in 
piece counts between EM and logbook data, and 1% more and 4% less for sablefish and 
rockfishes respectively. Out of 329 fishing events captured on video, only one was unusable due 
to poor lighting during a night haul when the deck lights failed. 
 
At this moment in the development of the ITQ structure, we encourage the Council to work with 
NMFS to take the action necessary to begin the implementation of the new Electronic 
Monitoring program for this fishery.  We would also submit the following recommendations, 
which we feel would facilitate the start of an Electronic Monitoring program and improve the 
chance for long terms success.   
 


 While we believe Electronic Monitoring can be useful in the monitoring of all types of 
groundfish vessels, it is clear that lower volume operations, such as fixed gear boats, 
make for an easier operation to monitor.  In order to get a start with Electronic 
Monitoring and develop more experience with these systems, we would encourage that 
the Council pursue a “low hanging fruit” strategy and allow fixed gear boats to be the 
first to utilize a new Electronic Monitoring system. 


 We would encourage the use of depth and other spatial restrictions for the early 
implementation of Electronic Monitoring to help separate the development of this 
program from the complexity of the most severe overfished species concerns. 


 We urge implementation of an Electronic Monitoring pilot program in the West Coast 
Trawl ITQ program beginning no later than Jan. 1, 2012 to minimize the dislocation that 
will occur in the trawl ITQ program due to the cost of existing 100% human observer 
coverage.  There is real urgency in this recommendation as we know that many long term 
business planning decisions will be made by fishermen in the first two years of the Trawl 
ITQ program, and immediate implementation will reduce cost inputs in business 
planning, reducing the negative community impacts from consolidation of the smaller 
boat operations.  


 We request that the council pursue development of a trailing amendment, including 
criteria that an authorized EM system would need to meet, under the next round of 
trailing amendments to the trawl rationalization program. 


Thank you for your continued efforts to design and implement an ITQ program that will meet the 
objectives of the many fishery stakeholders that participate in this fishery.  This Council’s 
leadership has been the key ingredient to all progress in this program to date, and we strongly 
encourage you to take up Electronic Monitoring as a top priority for your future efforts.   
 
Sincerely,  
Michael Bell 
Senior Project Director 
The Nature Conservancy of California 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
 
Bryan, J, Pria, M.J. and H. McElderry, 2011. Use of an Electronic Monitoring System to Estimate 
Catch on Groundfish Fixed Gear Vessels in Morro Bay California- Phase II. Unpublished report 
prepared for The Nature Conservancy by Archipelago Marine Research Ltd., Victoria British 
Columbia, Canada. 51 p. 
 
In 2010, TNC contracted with Archipelago to expand upon a 2008 pilot project in Morro Bay 
and test an EM system’s capability to accurately record fishing events to meet the catch 
monitoring needs for the IFQ in an economically marginal fishery. This 2010 study represents a 
unique opportunity to gain further insight on how to develop an objective, reliable and cost-
effective monitoring program for a fixed gear, small vessel fleet based on individual 
accountability using video based electronic monitoring (EM) tools as well as to explore how an 
audit-based monitoring system could be implemented in order to decrease the cost burden for 
individual fishermen.   
 
EM systems consisted of up to four closed circuit television cameras, a GPS receiver, a hydraulic 
pressure transducer, a winch rotation sensor, and a system control box. EM sensor data, 
comprised of date, time, location, pressure and rotation sensor readings and EM system 
metadata, were recorded continuously while the system was powered, which was for the entire 
duration of the fishing trip (i.e. from the time the vessel leaves port to engage in fishing to the 
time that the vessel returns to port). Readings from the GPS, pressure and rotation sensors were 
used to detect fishing activity and triggered video recording. All of the sensor data and video 
footage was subsequently reviewed to create a complete characterization of fishing effort and 
catch and discards for participating vessels, which then could be compared to data from 
observers and fishing logs. 
 
Six vessels were monitored over a five and a half month period and for a total of 332 hauls 
detected over 125 days at sea. EM system data collection was 91% overall for all participating 
vessels and trips and the majority of the data lost was of low risk since it occurred during transit 
to and from the fishing grounds. Every vessel carried an observer and skippers filled out a haul-
by-haul fishing logbook for every trip. The EM data collected was matched up and used for catch 
assessment comparisons with 97% of all hauls recorded by observer and fishing log.  
 
EM and observer fishing event and catch data were available for over 105,000 total fish catch 
items and a total of 276 fishing events. EM data had 1% less pieces of catch than observer 
overall, with high agreement on piece counts of sablefish (1% difference) and grouped rockfish 
(4% difference), the two most important species groups of this study (for market and 
conservation reasons, respectively). There were 328 events compared between EM and fishing 
log data. The total piece comparison between EM and fishing log data was very good, since 
fishing log data contained 0% different total catch items and 1% more and 4% less items for 
sablefish and rockfishes respectively.  Out of 329 fishing events captured on video, only one was 
unusable due to poor lighting during a night haul when the deck lights failed and the catch was 
processed using headlamps. While sun glare and backlighting by deck lights during night hauls 
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can adversely affect video quality, determining catch count and composition was typically 
unimpacted. 
 
Development of an EM based audit methodology was one of the deliverables of this project. 
Since EM data collection and data processing and analysis occur at different stages, the 
technology allows for capture of all fishing activity at-sea without the need to engage in data 
interpretation for all of it.  However, since EM captures all of the fishing activity, it can be used 
to fully reconstruct a fishing trip in cases where the fishing log is not deemed accurate.  Benefits 
of an audit-based monitoring program include (Stanley et al., in press): cost and logistically 
effective 100% data capture, fishermen with a vested involvement in reporting, transparent and 
trusted catch estimates, financial motivation to comply, and an independent estimate of catch. 
 
The proposed audit methodology follows the example presently in use in BC, Canada. Fishing 
logbook entries for retained and discarded catch for an agreed percentage of hauls are compared 
to the EM monitoring results. Dockside monitoring programs are used to check the amount and 
composition of retained catch when a vessel returns to port. The fishing log is compared to the 
EM and dockside monitoring data and scored on its accuracy, and has to meet several pass/fail 
standards as well. As long as the fishing log data is accurate, an update to that fishing licence’s 
quota is issued and the vessel is free to resume fishing. If there are discrepancies in the fishing 
log, a series of escalating actions occur to resolve the discrepancies and encourage future 
compliance and then an update to that fishing licence’s quota is issued. Estimates of the cost for 
such a program would be difficult to determine for the West Coast fishery presently, primarily 
due to uncertainties regarding the level of video review, frequency of data collection and 
turnaround time for updated vessel quota reports needed to support adequate monitoring needs. 
These in turn would have to be determined by fishery managers who would set guidelines on the 
appropriate level of video review and data collection needed to meet the monitoring 
requirements for this fishery. The only system to currently compare it to is an audit-based EM 
program that delivers a finished data product integrating hail, fishing log, dockside monitoring, 
EM data and reporting for a yearly average cost per vessel of 194 $CND per seaday (~200 
$USD) for a British Columbia hook and line fishery.  The EM only portion of that is 136 $CND 
(~140 $USD). The costs for an operational EM program along the U.S. West Coast fishery could 
potentially be higher or lower than this estimate depending on management requirements. 
 
Consistent with the findings of the 2008 study, EM has been demonstrated to be an effective tool 
for at sea monitoring, delivering fishing effort and catch data comparable to on-board observers.   
There is no need for continuing to concentrate future research efforts on comparing EM data 
with observers. Next steps should concentrate on developing a comprehensive monitoring 
program involving the tools previously mentioned such as further testing of an audit-based 
comparison between fishing logbooks and EM with verification on retained fish from the 
dockside monitoring component and supplemental observers as necessary. Operationally, this 
will include incorporating vessel specific monitoring plans, formalized feedback protocols for 
both technicians and fishermen, maintaining full retention rules for rockfish, providing in season 
updates for fishermen, consideration of management needs, and the associated decreased risk of 
fishing below 200 fathoms for this fishery were all recommended.  
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Further work involving EM as an audit-tool should concentrate on defining the audit process.  
The audit framework described herein should be used as a basis for discussion on how a program 
of this type would work not only for just the Morro Bay fixed gear fishery, but for other fixed 
gear vessels and port communities that will participate in the IFQ trawl rationalization program 
elsewhere along the West Coast.  Fisheries managers would be required to establish the 
requirements of the program and fishermen would then be able to engage on how to achieve 
those requirements.  Some of the questions that require an answer from fisheries managers 
include: which species should be tested in the logbook audit, what is the desired turnaround time 
for audit results, and what should the incentives and disincentives be to achieve the desired data 
quality from logbook data?   
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
In 2005, a U.S. non-governmental organization, The Nature Conservancy (TNC), purchased 
thirteen federal limited entry trawl-endorsed permits. Starting in 2008 TNC has licensed or 
leased six of these permits to up to six local fishermen to explore the economical and 
environmental feasibility of establishing a fixed gear fleet (longline and trap) off the coast of 
Morro Bay and Port San Luis, California under a community based fishing association (CBFA).  
In order to do so, TNC received an exempted fishing permit (EFP) each year that allowed, 
among other things, the use of these permits on fixed (both long line and pot/trap) gear as an 
alternative to trawl gear. The fishery mainly concentrated on targeting sablefish and shortspine 
and longspine thornyheads although the permit’s quota included other catch like flatfish, dogfish, 
and lingcod. 
 
As part of the EFP regulations, all fishing trips were required to carry a human observer on board 
to record fishing effort and catch information. Of particular importance was documenting full 
retention of rockfish, since the weights of all species were recorded at the time of offload to 
ensure that the strict hard quota caps for these species are not exceeded.  A fishing logbook was 
also designed for the EFP, and fishermen kept fishing effort and catch records for all species 
retained and released on each fishing event for every trip.   
 
The West Coast Groundfish Trawl Fishery recently implemented a new management program in 
January 2011 with the transition to a catch share program, also known as trawl rationalization or 
Individual Fishing Quotas (IFQ). Under this program, 100% observer coverage is required for all 
vessels in this fishery. Due to the great uncertainty surrounding the financial viability of a small 
groundfish fleet paying for 100% observer coverage, the EFP project proponents believed it was 
important to invest in and test alternative monitoring methods such as Electronic Monitoring 
(EM). 
 
Over the past decade, Archipelago Marine Research Ltd. has pioneered the development of EM 
technology and a number of pilot studies have been carried out to test the efficacy of this 
technology. To date there have been over 30 studies spanning diverse geographies, fisheries, 
fishing vessels and gear types, and fishery monitoring issues.  The capabilities of EM have been 
reviewed in McElderry (2008).  Also, over the last six years Archipelago has been involved in 
the designed and implementation of an audit-based EM catch program in the British Columbia 
(BC) hook-and-line fishery.   
 
TNC contracted with Archipelago to test the feasibility of implementing an EM program to 
monitor the Morro Bay fixed gear fishery.  Archipelago had conducted a pilot study with this 
fishery in 2008 and the results had demonstrated EM was an effective tool for monitoring fishing 
effort and catch data for the Morro Bay fixed gear fishery (Pria et al., 2008).  This 2010 pilot 
study sponsored by TNC represented a unique opportunity to gain further insight on how to 
develop an objective, reliable and cost-effective monitoring program for a fixed gear small vessel 
fleet based on individual accountability EM and create a framework for how an audit-based 
monitoring program could be applied.  
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The three main objectives of the 2010 Morro Bay EM pilot study were to: 
 expand the scope of data collected with EM from the Morro Bay fixed gear fishery to 


include more vessels and a longer time period of data collection; 
 compare fishing effort and catch data from EM with observer and fishing log data; and 
 create a framework on how an audit-based monitoring program could be implemented in 


the fishery. 
 
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 


2.1 EM DATA CAPTURE TECHNIQUES 
 
 EM System Specifications 
 
Six vessels participated in this study, referred to by the letters A to F in order to protect their 
privacy.  Vessels A to D used long line gear and vessels E and F used trap pot gear to fish. Each 
vessel was provided with a standard electronic monitoring system consisting of a control box, a 
suite of sensors including GPS, hydraulic pressure transducer and/or a drum rotation sensor and 
up to four waterproof armoured dome closed circuit television (CCTV) cameras (Figure 1). All 
six vessels used hydraulic winches to haul their gear, therefore having a pressure sensor trigger 
the recording was the most efficient method of collecting imagery data of fishing activity. Vessel 
E had a pressure sensor attached to its hauler but since it also used a drum to wind the ground 
line on, a drum rotation sensor was placed on the vessel towards the end of the study to test if 
sets could be detected that way.   
 
The control box continuously recorded sensor data (comprised of date, time, location, vessel 
speed hydraulic pressure, rotation sensor readings, and EM system metadata), monitored 
performance and controlled imagery recording according to programmed specifications, as well 
as provided continuous feedback on system operations through a user interface. Detailed 
information about the EM system is provided in Appendix I. 
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the electronic monitoring system, which can record video data from up to 
four cameras per vessel. 
 
The EM system’s GPS receiver was mounted to existing structures above the cabin away from 
other electronics and provided independent information on vessel position, speed, heading, and 
time. The electronic pressure transducer was installed on the supply side of the hydraulic system 
and provided an indication when hydraulic equipment (winches, pumps, lifts, etc.) were 
operating.  CCTV cameras were mounted on each vessel in locations that provided unobstructed 
views of catch and fishing operations.   
 
EM control boxes, monitors, and keyboards were mounted in a secure dry area in the vessel 
cabin. Sensor cables were run through bulkheads where hydraulic and electrical lines were 
already in place standard operation of the vessels.  The control box software was designed to 
boot up immediately when powered on or automatically after power interruption.  
 
EM data capture specifications 
 
EM sensor data were recorded continuously while the EM system was powered, which was 
intended to be for the entire duration of the fishing trip (i.e. from the time the vessel leaves port 
to engage in fishing to the vessel’s return to port).  Sensor data were recorded every 10 seconds 
with a data storage requirement of 0.5 MB per day. The control box software was set up to 
trigger image capture when hydraulic pressure exceeded threshold levels set by the technician or 
the winch sensor detected rotation.  Image recording ended 20 minutes after the sensor trigger 
ceased for all vessels and all imagery included text overlay with vessel name, date, time, and 
position.  
 
Each EM system was capable of receiving video inputs from up to four CCTV cameras at 
selectable frame rates (i.e., images per second).  Using a frame rate of 5 fps the data storage 
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requirement was 60–100 MB per camera per hour, equating to a system capacity of roughly 83 
days of continuous recording when using three cameras and a 500 GB hard drive.  
 
Field Operations 
 
Planning for the EM project component began in July 2010 with a meeting in San Luis Obispo, 
California with by participating fishermen and staff from TNC, Tenera Environmental Ltd. 
(Tenera) and Archipelago.  The meeting included an overview presentation of EM technology 
and discussions surrounding project timelines, vessel requirements, project communications, and 
project methodology.  It was also an opportunity for Archipelago’s staff to meet with the local 
subcontractor, Tenera, and discuss each others roles and responsibilities.  
 
The field component began in the second week of July 2010 and continued through late 
December 2010.  An Archipelago senior EM technician installed the EM systems on five of the 
vessels while training two staff from Tenera to be qualified field technicians who then installed 
the last Vessel in the project on their own. The EM service technician’s responsibilities included 
the retrieval of all EM data, troubleshooting EM systems at the dock, and contacting Archipelago 
if any system problems arose.  Staff at TNC also contributed to data retrieval from study vessels. 
All data collected during the project were treated with complete confidentiality. 
 
Installations began with EM technicians and the vessel’s captain discussing EM system 
component placement, wire routing, fishing deck operations, and the vessel’s power supply.  
Hydraulic pressure transducers were installed on the pressure side of the hauler circuit and out of 
the way from vessel operations and the pressure threshold was tested.   The GPS receivers were 
fixed to existing structures above the cabin roof, and the control box, monitor and keyboard were 
all secured in the vessel cabin.  Due to the characteristics of the participating vessel’s gear, only 
vessel E was installed with a drum rotation sensor in addition to a pressure sensor.  This was 
done only for the last three trips recorded to explore if such a sensor could be used to detect gear 
setting by a pot gear vessel in addition to the hauling events detected by the pressure sensor 
installed.  
 
Power to the EM system was supplied as 120V AC by each vessel’s inverter.  Upon completion 
of the installation, the EM system was powered up and sensors and cameras tested to ensure 
functionality.  The skipper was also given an overview of the EM user interface and basic EM 
functionality.  The skippers were asked to monitor the status of the EM system throughout 
fishing trips and left with a laminated user reference card. 
 
Vessels participating in the pilot project carried an EM system for 6 to 28 fishing trips each.  The 
on-site EM technician or TNC staff monitored EM system performance during data retrieval or 
service events between the fishing trips.  Servicing included several operational checks of the 
equipment and retrieval of the sensor and imagery data collected. The first data retrieval was 
after two weeks to catch any problems with new installs quickly, after which data collection and 
took place every 4 weeks.  Since memory requirements were relatively small for each trip, data 
retrieval intervals could have been extended to include up to 80 days of fishing. 
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During the initial service adjustments to sensor placements, threshold settings, and camera angles 
were sometimes necessary since sensor signatures resulting from at sea activity did not always 
reflect those encountered at dockside and the camera views selected did not always completely 
capture the activities intended.  The sensor data retrieved was uploaded to a secure ftp site and 
imagery data were backed up on Tenera’s servers for archiving and a 2.5” 1 TB external hard 
drive for shipping.  The 1 TB hard drive was packaged and sent back to Archipelago’s head 
office in Victoria, BC every other month. 


2.2 EM DATA INTERPRETATION AND ANALYSIS 
Data interpretation protocols were designed and communicated to the data technicians involved 
in the study before any of the data were processed and were based on the study’s objectives, 
project methodology talks during the project planning stage, and experience accumulated from 
similar studies carried out in the past.  Sensor data interpretation was carried out before image 
interpretation to access imagery from haul start times directly without having to review all of the 
imagery for a trip.  The observer and fishing log data were not received until all of the EM data 
were interpreted to ensure unbiased interpretation.   
 
Staff at Tenera was trained in the use of EM Interpret (EMI) and Video Analyser, two pieces of 
proprietary software created by Archipelago for interpreting the data collected by EM systems. 
The sensor and image data interpretation, described below, was performed almost exclusively by 
two part time staff hired from the local university campus as a way of providing opportunities 
and expanding the pool of skilled labour in the area. After the first couple months of the project, 
a series of work orders for the six Vessels were also reviewed by experienced viewers at 
Archipelago’s headquarters in Victoria, BC, Canada as a form of QA/QC and the results were 
disseminated via an internal document.   
 
 Sensor Data Interpretation 
 
All of the sensor data collected during the project were interpreted. Sensor data were imported 
into EMI and analysed to determine the completeness of each data set by checking for time 
breaks in the data record, as indicated by the duration between records exceeding the expected 
10-second time interval. Sensor data were then analysed to interpret the geographic position of 
fishing operations and distinguish key vessel activities including transit, gear setting, and gear 
retrieval.   
 
EMI facilitated sensor data interpretation as illustrated in Figure 2.  Vessel speed and hydraulic 
pressure often correlate uniquely for various activities such as transit, setting, and hauling. Gear 
setting is indicated by medium vessel speed with a constant heading for a short period of time 
while on the fishing grounds and an absence of hydraulic pressure readings, usually preceded by 
a sharp turn or circle. Gear hauling is typically indicated by a spike in hydraulic pressure and a 
very slow speed, but the track of the vessel may or not be straight as the line is pulled in. Sets 
and hauls were defined as extending from the first float to the last float. The spatial plot provided 
a perspective on the various activities in relation to one another and was useful to help associate 
specific setting and hauling events.  Setting and hauling events were matched to each other by 
interpreting physical proximity and timing. When displayed in this manner, the analyst reviewed 
the trip, interpreted vessel activity, and made annotations in the sensor record for haul and setting 
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events. Haul start and end times from sensor data interpretation provided an initial reference for 
accessing image data. Catch assessments were only performed for hauls which we had complete 
data for, since comparing results from incomplete imagery data would obviously return 
erroneous findings. 
 
Part of the sensor data interpretation also involved the evaluation of the EM system sensors.  The 
electronic pressure transducer and drum rotation sensor signals were evaluated for completeness 
throughout each trip.  The quality of the GPS receiver was evaluated to determine reliability of 
position and time signal. Poor GPS receiver signal is usually the result of an intermittent GPS 
signal caused by interference or a large satellite error in determining position.  For each trip, each 
sensor’s signals were rated as follows: 
 
• Complete. The sensor performed to its full capacity. 
 
• Incomplete. The sensor experienced intermittent failures or false readings. 
 
• No data.  The sensor did not operate during the trip. 
 


 
Figure 2. Example of sensor data from one of the project vessels for a trip.  The time series graphs (lower) 
show vessel speed (knots), and hydraulic pressure (psi).  Setting activity for horizontal longline was associated 
with constant and relatively high speed, relatively constant heading, and physical proximity to a haul.  


Set


Haul


SetSet Haul Haul
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Hauling for horizontal longline was associated with high hydraulic pressure and relatively low speed.  The 
spatial plot (upper) shows the vessel’s cruise track for the same period, with setting highlighted in green and 
hauling in red. 
 


Image Data Interpretation 
 
Image data were interpreted using Video Analyser, a proprietary software product that provided 
synchronised playback of all camera images and a data entry form for recording catch 
observations in a sequential manner.  This application outputted the catch composition data in 
XML files that were then loaded into a relational database for the catch comparison analysis 
between EM and observer and fishing log data. 
 
Since catch data can only be compared across different data sources for complete fishing events, 
image data interpretation was done for all hauls captured completely by EM. The first step of 
image interpretation was to assess whether all the intended imagery was recorded properly.  This 
was achieved by comparing the haul start and end times from the sensor data with those available 
for image data.  The hauls that were deemed to have complete imagery were reviewed for catch 
assessment and image quality. 
 
The EM data technicians counted and identified target and non-target catch to the lowest 
taxonomical grouping possible and also kept track of catch disposition.  EM catch disposition 
data included: retained, released, and drop-off (catch that fell off the gear before the fisherman 
had control over it). 
 
Image quality was assessed as an average for each haul event viewed, according to the rank scale 
illustrated in Figure 3 and defined as follows: 
 
• High. The imagery was very clear and the viewer had a good view of fishing activities. Focus 


is good, light levels are high and all activity is easily seen. 
 
• Medium. The view was acceptable, but there may be some difficulty assessing discards. 


Slight blurring or slightly darker conditions hamper, but do not impede analysis. 
 
• Low. The imagery is difficult to assess. Some camera views may not be available. Imagery is 


somewhat blurred or lighting has largely diminished.  Some factors such as the fishing line 
going out of camera view or crew standing between the catch and the camera for extended 
periods of time may have also occurred. 


 
• Unusable. The imagery is poorly resolved or obstructed such that fishing activity cannot be 


reliably discerned.  
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Figure 3. Example imagery to illustrate the different image quality assessments.  From left to right, top to 
bottom: high, medium, low and unusable.  Image quality is determined as an average of all cameras 
throughout an entire haul.  Some cameras may yield a better angle and image clarity than others within the 
same haul but it is the overall ability to meet imagery review objectives that ultimately determines the 
imagery quality rating. 
 


Data Analysis  
 
Data checks were in place throughout the data interpretation steps and mainly involved the use of 
validation rules with minimal ad-hoc double-checking of some data.  The data analysis itself was 
done once all of the sensor and image data were interpreted. 
 
The data processing, tracking and management was done using Excel while the data outputs 
from all sources (sensor, imagery, observer data, and fishing log data) were available in 
relational databases allowing all the data analysis to be carried out using an MS Access database. 
 
As one of the main goals of the study was to compare EM, observer, and fishing log estimates of 
catch species, it was important to appropriately match the three data sets. Fishing event matching 
between observer, fishing log and EM was done using the set start and haul end date and time as 
determined by each data source. 
 
As part of the standard QA/QC process, a selection of EM imagery was viewed by a second data 
technician and the results were compared with both the EM and observer results used in this 
report. Fish counts and species identifications used in this report are referred to as “EM data” or 
“primary” and data resulting from secondary data technician review is referred to as 
“secondary”. The hauls reviewed were not chosen at random, as is typically done, but 
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represented a 10% sample size of the hauls for each boat that focused on the greatest percentage 
mismatches between EM and observer total counts by haul to focus on problem areas. 
 
3. RESULTS 


3.1 EM TRIALS ON FISHING VESSELS 
 
 EM System Deployments and Data Captured 
 
EM system deployment results are summarized in Table 1 and completely displayed in Appendix 
II due to the volume of data for 6 vessels. The data collection for the pilot study spanned a five 
and a half month period and each vessel completed between 6 and 28 fishing trips for a total of 
125 days at sea.  Every vessel carried an observer and filled out a haul by haul fishing logbook 
for every trip to allow data comparisons between the three sources.  EM collected a total of over 
2729 hours of sensor data at sea, and 762 hours of haul imagery associated with 332 fishing 
events.   
 
The overall sensor data capture success was 91%, ranging from 4% to 100% per trip (two trips 
had 4% and 8% data capture and the rest had over 65%). Gaps in the sensor data record occurred 
most commonly during the vessel’s initial or final transit from the fishing grounds to port.  
  
Table 1. Summary of EM data collected by vessel. 


Vessel 
ID 


Number 
of Trips 


Data Collection 
Period 


Days 
at-sea 


Sensor 
Data 


Collected 
(Hours) 


Sensor Data 
Complete 


(%) 


Haul 
Imagery 


Collected 
(Hours) 


EM 
Detected 


Hauls 


A 28 12 Jul to 24 Dec 28.7 654.1 95% 182.2 63 


B 24 21 Jul to 23 Dec 26.5 516.7 81% 171.3 29 


C 14 7 Jul to 31 Oct 18.8 450.7 100% 150.8 39 


D 14 14 Jul to 7 Oct 19.2 410.4 89% 124.2 30 


E 11 26 Jul to 25 Sep 17.1 399.3 97% 43.4 67 


F 6 14 Jul to 20 Aug 14.4 297.9 86% 90.9 104 


Totals 97   124.6 2729.1 91% 762.7 332 


 
Sensor performance was high across all vessels (Table 2) with the hydraulic and drum rotation 
sensor working properly for 100% of the trips where they were installed and the GPS providing 
complete data for 95 of 97 trips.  The two trips were there was a loss of GPS data (i.e. location 
and speed) occurred in a single vessel.  In one instance GPS data was available for 16% of the 
trip but positional information was available for 2 of 3 hauls (classified as incomplete data).  In 
the other instance GPS data was available for 23% of the trip but only during the transit to port 
with no location for the fishing event available (classified as ‘no data’).  GPS errors in these two 
trips did not impact imagery data triggering or detection of sets and hauls in the sensor data. 
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Table 2.  Summary of sensor performance for all trips throughout the pilot study. 
Vessel ID GPS Drum Sensor Hydraulic Sensor 
Complete 95 3 97 


Incomplete 1 0 0 
No Data 1 0 0 


Not Installed 0 94 0 
Totals 97 97 97 


 
Table 3 shows the total number of hauls recorded by the observer and fishing log for each trip 
and the EM capture success for them. Observer data were collected for a total of 286 hauls, 
fishing log data for 338 hauls and 332 hauls were detected by EM and where hauls matched 
between either EM and observer or EM and fishing log data, comparisons were performed.  
Observers did not differentiate individual hauls for three multiday trips on Vessel F, recording 
one event per day instead for a total of 7 events.  Fishing log and EM recorded individual hauls 
resulting in a large total haul difference between these and observer data.  Six hauls were not 
captured by EM due to power interruption to the system which explains the remaining 
differences between hauls recorded by each data source. Five of the non-captured hauls 
corresponded to the same trip in which the EM system was only powered for 1.4 hours at the 
fishing grounds. The remainder non-captured hauls occurred in Vessel F.   
   
Hauls were considered to be complete when EM data (sensor and imagery) were available for 
review for the entire haul. Only hauls with complete EM sensor data could be compared, as the 
incomplete hauls would have resulted in inconclusive catch comparisons.  Vessel B had two 
hauls with time gaps at the start or end so only had 27 of 29 hauls detected complete, while 
Vessel F had one haul with a time gap at the end. This resulted in 329 of the 332 hauls that EM 
detected being classified as complete for further analysis.   
 
Table 3. Summary of hauling events captured by observer, fishing log and EM.  


Vessel ID Trips 
Observer 


Recorded Hauls 
Fishing Log 


Recorded Hauls 
EM Detected 


Hauls 
EM Sensor 


Data Complete 


A 28 63 63 63 63 


B 24 30 30 29 27 


C 14 39 39 39 39 


D 14 35 35 30 30 


E 11 67 67 67 67 


F 6 52 104 104 103 


Totals 97 286 338 332 329 


Note: For vessel F, OBS recorded hauls by day rather than discreet events during some trips, thus the 
final event count was much lower.   


 
Table 4 shows the total number of hauls with complete and usable video data and how many had 
catch records compared to observer and fishing log recorded hauls. Imagery data from one haul 
on Vessel B could not be used due to poor lighting during a night haul. This resulted in EM data 
being used for catch comparisons for a total of 328 hauls.  The 328 hauls with usable video data 
had to be lined up with the corresponding haul entries from the observer (n=286) and fishing log 
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(n=338) data in Table 3. When this was done, there were 276 comparisons between EM and 
observer data and 328 comparisons between EM and fishing log data.   
 
The different approach for recording hauls for three trips for Vessel F resulted in 58 EM hauls 
being summed by day and compared to 7 observer entries. To further complicate matters, one of 
those days contained a haul that was missed by EM. Since no catch data was available for that 
haul, it created a situation where the other six EM hauls in that day had to be disregarded from 
further analysis. This is why the number for EM imagery data to observer data comparisons for 
Vessel F (and the grand total) is 51, much less than the total number of usable hauls from EM 
imagery. 
 
Table 4.  Imagery data totals based on Sensor data complete events (n=329) 


Vessel ID 
EM Imagery 


Data 
Complete 


EM Imagery 
Data Usable 


EM Imagery 
Data 


Unusable 


EM Imagery Data to 
Observer  


Comparisons 


EM Imagery Data 
to Fishing Log  
Comparisons 


A 63 63 0 63 63 
B 27 26 1 26 26 
C 39 39 0 39 39 
D 30 30 0 30 30 
E 67 67 0 67 67 
F 103 103 0 51 103 


Totals 329 328 1 276 328 


 
 
Aligning EM hauls with observer and fishing log data was mostly based on date and time of the 
hauls.  However, this had to be manually verified due to inconsistencies in observer and fishing 
log data, as some haul information related to the beginning of the haul and the rest related to the 
start of the haul.   


3.2 EM DATA  
    


Interpretation of EM sensor data 
 
The interpretation of EM sensor data was based on recognizing ‘signatures’ in the data collected. 
One of the most obvious was the high constant speed and lack of pressure sensor associated with 
a vessel transiting to and from the fishing grounds. While there are slight variations from vessel 
to vessel, hauling events were characterized by high hydraulic pressure and relatively low vessel 
speed, with both pressure and speed tending to fluctuate corresponding to work associated with 
catch retrieval.  There were no specific sensors capable of detecting setting events since the 
vessels set the gear by hand directly from tubs.  However, the combination of relatively high and 
constant speed, consistent heading, and geographical proximity to the haul was a reliable way to 
determine setting for horizontal long line events.  Trap sets were often very hard to determine 
when they did not occur within the same fishing trip but EM data was used on occasion as 
supplemental information to link sets to hauls from the fishing logbooks by TNC.   
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Interpretation of EM imagery data 
 
Image quality ratings for all 328 usable hauls are shown in Table 5.  Image quality was rated as 
high or medium for 96% of the hauls reviewed and while there is a distinction made between 
high and medium quality video imagery, they both provide the ability to count, speciate and 
assign utilization to catch items.   Low image quality was assigned to 4% of the hauls analyzed 
due to increased difficulties keeping track of catch dispositions as well as lower than usual image 
clarity for the purpose of speciation.  Low image quality ratings were mostly due to back lighting 
from deck lights and camera pixilation during night hauls.   
 
Table 5. Summary of EM imagery data quality assessments.  


Vessel 
ID 


High Medium Low Total 


A 13 47 3 63 
B 3 21 2 26 
C 19 19 1 39 
D 3 21 6 30 
E 0 67 0 67 
F 97 4 2 103 


Totals 135 179 14 328 


 
Image playback speeds during interpretation varied from about 0.5 to 4 times real time according 
viewer experience, catch density, and image quality.  Average viewing analysis ratios are shown 
in Table 6 and expressed as the length of the haul divided by how long it took to review the 
associated video. While the overall viewing ratio for the project was 0.59, for long line vessels 
the average ratio was 0.66 (range: 0.47 to 0.76) and for pot/trap vessels the average ratio was 
0.31 (range: 0.28 to 0.33). Trap pot boats have a noticeably lower viewing ratio due to the very 
long interval between the first float and the first pot not needing to be watched for catch handling 
and all the fish coming aboard relatively quickly in a gang of fish pots. Imagery review was most 
efficient when image quality was high or medium, fish came on board one by one and always in 
camera view, fish handling on board was consistent, and discarding took place in camera view 
and in a way that facilitated piece counting.  Hauling fish partially out of the close up camera 
view, gear tangles, inconsistent fish sorting, and fish discarded partially outside camera view 
and/or en mass required imagery playback to be slowed down or paused and rewound to 
minimize the likelihood of missing something.   
 
 Table 6. Summary of EM imagery viewing and hauling times 


Vessel ID View Time 
Haul 
Time 


Average 
Viewing 


Ratio 


A 141.75 186.38 0.76 
B 76.20 160.61 0.47 
C 102.80 150.79 0.68 
D 91.92 124.21 0.74 
E 21.43 65.29 0.33 
F 25.50 90.39 0.28 


Totals 459.60 777.67 0.59 
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Comparison of EM and Observer Catch Observations 
 
Catch comparisons between EM and observer data (Table 7) were done for the 276 hauls that 
were comparable with observer records.  From these hauls, observer and EM fish catch data were 
compared across of a total of 39 catch categories including 28 species, 1 genus, 7 families, 1 
class and 1 category for ‘unknown fish’. The more general classifications to genera and unknown 
categories by EM correspond to a lower ability to speciate some catch compared to the 
observers.   
 
Similar to the 2008 EM study, EM did not attempt to distinguish between 2 species of 
thornyheads (Sebastolobus spp.) as previous experience has shown that the confidence in this 
identification is very low.  Due to this, observer entries for shortspine (Sebastolobus alascanus) 
and longspine (Sebastolobus altivelis) thornyheads were grouped for comparison to EM.  EM 
interpreters attempted to speciate all other catch. 
 
The overall fish catch comparison between observer data and imagery data shows catch by 
species (or species categories) and two indices of abundance.  Percent occurrence reflects the 
percentage of analyzed hauls where the species were detected and gives an idea of how common 
a species is.  Table 7 also shows total pieces as recorded by observer and EM along with the total 
piece difference (observer pieces - EM pieces) and a percent difference calculated as (observer 
pieces - EM pieces)/observer pieces. This percent difference value is only shown if the number 
of observer pieces was greater than 50 to prevent arbitrary inflation of the percentage in small 
samples. Displaying both percent occurrence and total number of pieces allows the reader to 
calculate the average number of pieces per haul for any given species or group. Only the most 
common fish species are listed in the table and all others are shown as species group totals for 
general comparison purposes.  A table with all the associated species names can be found in 
Appendix III.   
 
Both observer and EM data contained over 105,000 total fish catch items with sablefish 
(Anoplopoma fimbria) being the most common species in both data sets, followed by 
thornyheads (Sebastolobus spp.).  Most importantly, overall EM data contained only 1% less 
catch items than observer data. 
 
For target catch, there was high level of agreement between observer and EM piece count data 
for sablefish with EM having 1% less, and overall rockfishes (Sebastes and Sebastolobus sp.) 
with 3% less difference (observer-EM). This is especially important, since they are highly 
valuable market and conservation species respectively. There were however differences in total 
pieces by species category for both sharks, flatfishes and ‘other’ fish.   
 
EM detected 8% more skates than observers and of those it did identify, EM could only 
confidently speciate about 50% of them, failing to spot sandpaper skates (Bathyraja interrupta) 
as in the observer data.  Speciation for sharks was not consistent in the two data sets either, with 
EM greatly over representing brown cat sharks and failing to detect three species of shark 
identified by the observer. This created a 17% difference in count between observer and EM data 
at the total sharks level. 
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While EM categorized just over 1000 catch items as unknown fish, this accounted for only 1% of 
all EM records.  Most of these catch items were hard to identify due to either night hauls 
(especially dusk/dawn fishing on Vessel D or crew blocking the field of view).   
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Table 7. Summary table showing the comparison of observer and EM total catch by species or species group. 
Species Name Obs Percent 


Occurrence 
EM Percent 
Occurrence 


Obs 
Pieces 


EM 
Pieces 


Total Piece 
Difference 


Percent 
Difference 


Thornyheads * 65% 59% 12,906 12,074 832 6%
Blackgill Rockfish 9% 1% 696 43 653  
Aurora Rockfish 9% 0% 107 0 107  
Chilipepper 
Rockfish 


0% 0% 1 0   


Pinkrose Rockfish 0% 0% 1 0   
Rosethorn Rockfish 0% 0% 1 0   
Rockfish 
(unidentified) 


0% 23% 0 1,117 -1,117  


Total Rockfish   13,712 13,234 478 3%
       
Sablefish 100% 100% 83,872 82,834 1038 1%
       
Dover Sole 54% 4% 579 55 524  
Deepsea Sole 0% 0% 2 0 2  
Flatfish 
(unidentified) 


0% 47% 0 408 -408  


Total Flatfish   581 463 118 20%
       
Filetail Cat Shark 41% 0% 5,518 0 5,518  
Longnose Cat 
Shark 


17% 0% 359 0 359  


Brown Cat Shark 7% 0% 60 166 -106  
Cat Sharks 0% 46% 0 4,772 -4,772  
Total Cat Sharks   5,937 4,938 999 17% 
Spiny Dogfish 
Shark 


15% 6% 89 28 61  


Sharks 
(unidentified) 


6% 11% 35 68 -33  


Blue Shark 5% 2% 31 6 25  
Pacific Sleeper 
Shark 


1% 5% 4 19 -15  


Total Other Sharks   159 121 38 24% 
Total Sharks   6,096 5,059 1,037 17%
       
Longnose Skate 39% 7% 1,322 215 1,107  
Black Skate 10% 0% 164 8 156  
Sandpaper Skate 7% 0% 89 0 89  
Skate (unidentified) 1% 42% 14 1,488 -1,474  
Total Skates   1,589 1,711 -122 -8%
       
Pacific Grenadier 9% 0% 660 0 660  
Giant Grenadier 14% 1% 239 25 214  
Grenadier 
(unidentified) 


2% 14% 16 681 -665  


California Grenadier 1% 0% 6 0 6  
Popeye Grenadier 0% 1% 0 97 -97  
Total Grenadiers   921 803 118 13% 
Unknown Fish 0% 46% 0 1,076 -1,076  
Total Other Fish   921 1,879 -958 -104%
       
Overall Totals   106,771 105,180 1,591 1%
* Thornyheads are grouped in this table as EM did not differentiate shortspine and longspine thornyheads.  
However, observer data had these species broken down and included one piece of longspine thornyhead. 
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On the basis of individual fishing events, the scatter plot shown in Figure 4 indicates that for 
almost every haul there was a very close agreement in the total number of pieces between 
observer and EM.  This is despite there being two distinct gear types (and hence catch handling 
procedures) and three orders of magnitude change in total catch. When comparing EM to 
observer counts, there would ideally emerge a 1:1 ratio of counts over a great number of hauls. 
While this trend is achieved for the most part, there is the complication of comparing piece 
counts that range from single to triple digits per haul. For hauls that contain over 30 pieces of 
fish (regardless of species) using percentages makes sense, while for hauls with smaller piece 
counts using the difference is more appropriate (For context: 2 fish are 2% of 100 fish but 50% 
of 4 fish).  
 


 
Figure 4. Scatter plot of observer data total catch versus EM data total catch per fishing event showing all 
Vessels and hauls.  Only fish species were considered for this analysis.  
 
Piece count differences by selected species and species categories at the haul level follow the 
trends seen in the total catch results (Figure 5).  As the most important market species, Sablefish 
were very important to the fishery and piece count differences between EM and observer data 
show a very high level of agreement, with EM piece count being 3.76 pieces less than observer 
average of 304 fish per haul.  Rockfish are an important species for conservation reasons and EM 
was accurate at reporting them, only under reporting an average haul of 75 fish by 2.72 pieces. 
 
Sharks and flatfish were all slightly underrepresented by EM.  Shark piece counts were 7.86 
under the average observer count of 42 and flatfish were 0.78 pieces under the average observer 
count of 4 per haul. Skates were recorded by EM more often than by observers (0.98 more skates 
per average haul of 13) and seen on 125 of 328 hauls. The category for ‘other’ fish held a variety 
of species, including, but not limited to, Grenadiers, Hagfish, Ratfish and unknown fish. Despite 
the wide variety of species, EM tended to over represent this group by 3.67 fish per average haul 
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of 16. The bulk of this category was the ‘unknown fish’ group at close to 50% of the piece 
counts. 
 
Observers and EM image viewers used slightly different categories for catch disposition when 
catch was not retained.  Observers recorded non-retention disposition as ‘Released’, whereas 
viewers categorized non-retention either as ‘Released’ or ‘Drop-off’.  The ‘Drop-off’ disposition 
was given to catch that dropped off the gear before the fisherman had taken control of that 
particular catch item. Due to the differing detail in non-retained catch, catch disposition was 
compared after grouping EM “drop off” and “released” catch.  Observer data recorded 87% of 
the fish catch as retained. Catch disposition comparisons of EM and observer data for total fish 
catch per haul are shown in Figure 10.  EM slightly over-represented retention and 
underrepresented non-retention. Most of the outliers in the non-retained graph correspond to 
non-target species that EM detected when it was brought onboard, but was not detected when 
discarded. The discrepancy between discarded numbers for EM and observers may be inflated 
visually by the scale of the second graph and readers should keep in mind that the overall piece 
count for all species and vessels only differed by 2%. 
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Figure 5.  Scatter plots for EM data catch versus observer data total catch per fishing event for Sablefish, the 
most common target species, grouped rockfish and the most common bycatch species group.  Each plot also 
shows the average observer minus EM piece difference and the total number of events compared for each 
species or species group. Legend for Vessel symbols is the same as Figure 4. 
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Figure 6. Scatter plot of retained and non-retained observer data total fish catch per haul versus EM data 
total catch per haul.   The legend is the same as Figure 4. 
 


Catch Comparison of EM and Fishing Log Observations 
 
In the 328 events compared between EM and fishing log data, fishing logs categorized catch into 
23 species, 1 genus, 7 families, 1 class and 1 unknown fish category. This was quite similar to 
the species list of the observer to EM comparison, except there were five fish species that 
observers speciated that fishers did not.  The more general classifications by EM correspond to 
rockfish and flatfish species, while fishing log data assigned more general categories to bycatch 
species.   
 
Table 8 shows the total piece comparison between EM and fishing log data (here it is calculated 
as ‘EM – fishing log’ since that is how an audit would work) by species or species category.  
Again the comparisons overall were good and fishing log data contained 0% different fish catch 
items and 1% more and 4% less items for sablefish and rockfishes respectively.  Fishing log 
counts for flatfish, skates and sharks were less in line with EM counts, at 9% more, 13% less and 
14% more respectively. Again, EM was not able to identify about 1% of the catch that was 
identified in the fishing log and grouped them to unidentified fish. While it is tempting to re-
allocate those fish to the missed shark category, they could in fact be from any of the species 
listed.  
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Table 8. Summary table showing the comparison of fishing log and EM total catch by species or species 
group. (n= 328) 


Species Name FLog Percent 
Occurrence 


EM Percent 
Occurrence 


FLog 
Pieces 


EM Pieces Total Piece 
Difference 


Percent 
Difference 


Thornyheads * 51% 50% 11,908 12,074 166 1%
Blackgill Rockfish 8% 1% 666 43 -623  
Aurora Rockfish 7% 0% 98 0 -98  
Chilipepper Rockfish 0% 0% 1 0 -1  
Pinkrose Rockfish 0% 0% 1 0 -1  
Rosethorn Rockfish 0% 0% 1 0 -1  
Rockfish (unidentified) 0% 19% 0 1,117 1,117  
Total Rockfish   12,675 13,234 559 4%
       
Sablefish 100% 100% 83,930 83,330 -600 -1%
       
Dover Sole 42% 4% 506 55 -451  
Deepsea Sole 0% 0% 0 0 0  
Flatfish (unidentified) 0% 40% 0 408 408  
Total Flatfish   506 463 -43 -9%
       
Filetail Cat Shark 0% 0% 0 0 0  
Longnose Cat Shark 0% 0% 0 0 0  
Brown Cat Shark 0% 1% 0 166 166  
Cat Sharks 0% 39% 0 4,772 4,772  
Total Cat Sharks   0 4,938 4,938  
Spiny Dogfish Shark 13% 5% 759 28 -731  
Sharks (unidentified) 39% 9% 5,006 68 -4,938  
Blue Shark 0% 2% 0 6 6  
Pacific Sleeper Shark 0% 5% 0 20 20  
Total Other Sharks   5,765 122 -5,643  
Total Sharks   5,765 5,060 -705 -14%
       
Longnose Skate 0% 6% 0 215 215  
Black Skate 0% 0% 0 8 8  
Sandpaper Skate 0% 0% 0 0 0  
Skate (unidentified) 36% 35% 1,494 1,488 -6  
Total Skates   1,494 1,711 217 13%
       
Pacific Grenadier 3% 0% 377 0 -377  
Giant Grenadier 0% 1% 0 25 25  
Grenadier (unidentified) 15% 12% 383 681 298  
California Grenadier 0% 0% 0 0 0  
Popeye Grenadier 0% 1% 0 97 97  
Total Grenadiers   760 803 43 5% 
Pacific Flatnose 0% 1% 0 18 18  
California Slickhead 5% 0% 260 0 -260  
Pacific Hagfish 0% 1% 0 3 3  
Hagfish (unidentified) 11% 3% 49 12 -37  
Pacific Pomfret 1% 0% 24 1 -23  
Spotted Ratfish 1% 1% 3 4 1  
Pacific Hake 0% 1% 0 20 20  
Unknown Fish 0% 38% 1 1,076 1,075  
Lamprey 0% 0% 0 1 1  
Total Other Fish   1,097 1,938 841 43%
       
Overall Totals   105,467 105,736 269 0%
* Thornyheads are grouped in this table as EM did not differentiate shortspine and longspine thornyheads.   
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Total catch by haul comparisons are shown in Figure 7.  The average EM minus fishing log piece 
difference for all vessels is 0.16 pieces on or 0% of the average number pieces (322) per event. 
One outlier was identified in the total catch per event comparisons and was displayed with a red 
circle on Figure 7. This outlier corresponding to vessel C was the result of a haul total difference 
of 150 fish that were classified as ‘unknown’ by EM when none were recorded by the fishing 
log.   
 


 
Figure 7. Scatter plot of EM versus fishing log data total catch per haul.  Only fish species were considered 
for this analysis. Outliers displayed with a red circle are described in the text. 
 
Similar to the EM to observer comparisons, piece count differences by species (Figure 8) for 
fishing logs to EM (EM – Flog) at the haul level also follow the trends seen in the total catch 
results.  There was very high agreement between fishing log and EM piece counts for sablefish 
and rockfishes, with sablefish within 1% of the average number of pieces per set and rockfishes 
3.23 pieces lower than the average haul size of 39.  Sharks, skates and flatfishes were all very 
close, being 0.25 and 1.32 fish higher and 0.32 fish lower for an average haul respectively. While 
the panel for ‘other’ fish show a much larger difference between fishing logs and EM, the 
average difference of 4.68 pieces is greatly inflated by only a few hauls.  
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Figure 8.  Scatter plots for fishing log data catch versus EM data total catch per fishing event for sablefish, 
grouped rockfish, and the most common bycatch species groups.  Each plot also shows the average EM minus 
fishing log piece difference and the total number of events available for each comparison. The legend is the 
same as Figure 7. 
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Catch disposition comparisons of EM and fishing log data for total fish catch per haul are shown 
in Figure 9.  Fishing log data recorded 90% of the fish catch as retained while EM recorded 91% 
as retained. EM slightly over-represented retention and underrepresented non-retention. Most of 
the scatter in the non-retained graph corresponded to bycatch that EM detected when it was 
brought onboard, but was not detected when discarded as it was discarded by observers outside 
of camera view. Discrepancies between discarded numbers for EM and fishing logs may be 
inflated visually by the scale of the second graph and readers should keep in mind that the 
overall piece count difference between EM and fishing logs for all species and Vessels was 0%. 
 


 
Figure 9. Scatter plot of retained and non-retained fishing log versus EM data for total fish catch per haul.   
The legend is the same as Figure 7. 
 


Viewer Comparison and Quality Control 
 
Twenty-six hauls were reviewed a second time by experienced viewers at Archipelago. Of that 
sample, only 1 was rated low quality for viewing. Two questions were asked when comparing 
the primary and secondary viewing data: 1) Compared to observer data, did secondary viewing 
improve on the data from that of primary viewing. Here we use ‘improved’ to mean that the 
difference between observer and secondary counts was smaller than the difference between 
observer and primary counts. 2) Were the secondary counts consistent with the primary counts. 
Here ‘consistent’ means that there was less than or equal to a 3% change in value between 
secondary and primary. 
 
In the majority of cases, (Table 9) secondary viewing resulted in catch counts that were closer to 
the observer’s count than primary. Of the 18 hauls where the counts were improved, 16 of them 
also had piece counts that were inconsistent with the primary viewing. This means that 16 of the 
26 hauls recounted had piece counts that were closer to the observer’s count and more than 3% 
different from the primary count. 
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Table 9. Comparing the catch count between primary and secondary viewers for 26 hauls 
stratified across all 6 participating vessels. 
Event ID Image 


Quality 
Observer Primary 


Viewing 
Secondary 
Viewing 


Consistent Compared to Obs


1 M 409 467 456 Consistent Improved 
2 M 125 105 121 Inconsistent Improved 
3 M 183 149 181 Inconsistent Improved 
4 M 179 161 177 Inconsistent Improved 
5 M 985 876 965 Inconsistent Improved 
6 L 759 642 807 Inconsistent Improved 
7 M 246 197 225 Inconsistent Improved 
8 M 180 93 190 Inconsistent Improved 
9 M 58 35 58 Inconsistent Improved 


10 M 145 75 145 Inconsistent Improved 
11 H 74 46 70 Inconsistent Improved 
12 H 35 26 33 Inconsistent Improved 
13 H 61 47 61 Inconsistent Improved 
14 M 804 815 815 Consistent Equal 
15 M 1196 1181 1229 Inconsistent Unimproved 
16 M 793 798 816 Consistent Unimproved 
17 M 1022 1069 1069 Consistent Equal 
18 M 606 681 671 Consistent Improved 
19 H 517 538 546 Consistent Unimproved 
20 H 278 316 317 Consistent Unimproved 
21 M 290 436 450 Inconsistent Unimproved 
22 M 947 904 962 Inconsistent Improved 
23 M 946 875 973 Inconsistent Improved 
24 H 366 357 371 Inconsistent Improved 
25 M 815 823 827 Consistent Unimproved 
26 M 1263 1173 1345 Inconsistent Improved 


 
This points out an important aspect of both this project and any planned implementation of EM 
monitoring for fisheries management; proper training and ongoing QA/QC is an essential 
component of these programs. The catch comparisons by total count and species composition for 
the EM data used in this report were well aligned with observer results. However, these results 
were gathered by staff that had been recently trained to build local capacity and were only able to 
receive an amount of training appropriate to a pilot project. Continued work experience and 
additional time spent on training would improve these results.  
 


4. DEVELOPMENT OF A FISHING LOG AUDIT METHODOLOGY 
 
EM data can be used as a stand alone at-sea monitoring system when catch is estimated by 
reviewing all fishing events.  In this census-style program the resulting effort and catch data 
derived from EM would be directly used for quota management.  An alternative use of EM data 
is with an audit-based monitoring program. Since EM data collection and data processing and 
analysis occur at different stages, the technology allows to for capture of all fishing activity at-
sea without the need to engage in data interpretation for all of it.  However, EM captures all of 
the fishing activity and it can be used to fully reconstruct a fishing trip in cases where the fishing 
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log is not deemed accurate.  Benefits of an audit-based monitoring program include (Stanley, in 
press): 
 


 Cost and logistically efficient monitoring since 100% coverage is achieved but only a 
portion of the data needs to be interpreted and analyzed when no data quality issues are 
detected 


 Compels fishers to be involved in data reporting resulting in higher industry engagement 
and incentivizes improving the quality of the data provided. 


 Provides catch estimates that are transparent, intuitive, and trusted by fishers since they 
are derived from self-reported records. 


 Provides motivation for compliance since random selection of events acts as a ‘radar 
trap’. 


 The random sample of EM data reviewed serves as a virtually independent and unbiased 
estimate of catch (Stanley et al., 2009). 


 
Over the last six years, Archipelago Marine Research, Ltd. has been highly involved in the 
development and implementation of this type of audit program in the British Columbia, Canada 
hook-and-line and trap fishery.  Based on this experience and the findings from the 2008 and 
2010 Morro Bay EM pilot studies, we propose the following framework to serve as a starting 
point for developing an audit program for the Morro Bay fixed gear fishery in particular and the 
West Coast groundfish fishery in general. 
 
The design of an audit depends largely on the objectives of the monitoring program.  This audit 
framework is based on our perceived catch monitoring needs to: 
 


 account for all catch by species (both retained and released) in the fishery;  
 account for all fishing activity (time and location); and 
 monitor compliance of full rockfish retention. 


 
In addition to using EM data, we strongly suggest considering using dockside monitoring data to 
further validate the fishing log for retained catch, for example in terms of ensuring all catch 
recorded as retained in the fishing log are landed and confirming identification of similar species.  
For this reason we have included the use of dockside monitoring data in the proposed audit 
framework. 
 
The audit would be composed of three different comparison categories (Figure 10).  First, we 
recommend that all sensor data be interpreted to determine data completeness, EM system 
performance, and time and location for all fishing activity.  Second, a certain proportion of 
fishing events would then be randomly selected to account for catch.  The BC hook-and-line 
fishery, for example, selects 10% of fishing events per trip with a minimum of one event (i.e., if 
the total events are less than 14, one fishing event is reviewed; if the total events are between 15 
and 24, two fishing events are reviewed, etc.).  Finally, total pieces recorded as retained in the 
fishing log would be compared to piece counts from the dockside monitor data.  An additional 
phase of verification involving prioritizing certain fishing events considered high risk or where 
rare events have been reported (e.g. fishing in closed areas) could also be added as the program 
matures.   
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Figure 10.  Conceptual audit model of the proposed comparisons to verify fishing log data. 
 
To evaluate the data quality of logbooks against EM, the data would be put through several tests 
and we propose using the three different layers of evaluation methods described below. The tests 
shown in Table 10 are presently in use in BC and could be used as a starting point in designing 
the audit-based monitoring program validation for NOAA in the West Coast groundfish fishery.  
Further details on scores, standards and vessel history rules are described in Appendix III. 
 
Catch evaluation is a primary focus of  the monitoring program in the Morro Bay fixed gear 
fishery and the West Coast groundfish fishery in general and likely the most complex aspect of 
the audit system.  This complexity is inherent in monitoring a mixed-species fishery, since there 
are several different species retained and/or released in a given haul and each of them has a 
different priority from a conservation and fisheries management perspective.  The audit program 
must be sensitive to this level of complexity in the fishery.  To start with, not all species need to 
be tested (even if catch information is still recorded for all), and of those tested, not all need to be 
tested to the same level of detail.  A nested approach to testing catch would therefore be 
appropriate, i.e., some species may be tested separately while all catch items are pooled and 
tested at the haul or trip level. 
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Table 10. Suggested tests and evaluations to be performed in a fishing log audit using EM data. 


Test Evaluation Method Score/Standard 
Example 


Result 


Fishery management issues  


Species / Species 
Groups 
by Utilization 


Scoring; 
Standard met or not 
met; 
Score matrix. 


Score based on piece 
counts for quota 
species (Table IV.1); 
Standard based on 
risk- further discussion 
needed 


Feedback for first two 
years, then feedback 
and consequences. 


Fishing time* Standard met or not 
met 


Within one hour Feedback 


Fishing location* Standard met or not 
met 


Within one nm Feedback 


Fishing management 
area* 


Standard met or not 
met 


Match Feedback 


Data Completeness issues 


EM data captured Scoring; 
Standard met or not 
met; 
Score matrix. 


Score based on 
amount of data lost and 
risk (e.g. transit vs. 
data loss at fishing 
grounds) 


Feedback for first two 
years, then feedback 
and consequences. 


All fishing events 
recorded in the Fishing 
Log 


Scoring using dockside 
monitoring data; 
Standard met or not 
met 
 


Score based on piece 
counts for quota 
species (Table IV.1); 
Match 


 


Fishery Rules issues 


Full retention of all 
rockfish 


Standard met or not 
met 


No rockfish species 
observed as discarded 


Feedback for first two 
years, then feedback 
and consequences. 


* Further discussion is needed to determine if both set and haul information would be required or just one 
or the other. 
 
The structure of the proposed audit program is a series of steps that include collecting data, 
evaluating data, and providing feedback.  Each stage of the program involves both fishers and 
managers, so that communication is ongoing.  The structure of the program is outlined in a 
conceptual model (Figure 11).  The process begins with a skipper completing a fishing trip, 
recording catch in the fishing logbook, and using EM equipment to collect data.  Both the EM 
and fishing logbook data sets would then be used for processing, auditing and scoring of the trip. 
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Figure 11.  Conceptual model of the feedback that could be generated from the fishing log audit process to the 
different user groups. 
 
Following review of the EM data, fishers and managers would be provided with a trip report 
summarizing the trip data and any comments on the logbook data quality.  If the audit did not 
meet standards NOAA would make a decision on whether a full review of EM data was 
necessary for use in quota management.  At the same time, the skipper would be given an 
opportunity to explain any discrepancies.  If necessary, information would also be provided to 
the EM technician to make adjustments to the EM equipment onboard.  The fisher then would 
take another fishing trip and the process begins again.  The feedback loop allows fishers, and 
managers as required, the opportunity to get feedback on a continual basis and make adjustments 
so that data collection and quality improves. 
 
Based on previous experiences with other similar fisheries, this feedback loop is integral to 
ensuring success of the program.  We have seen that fisher logbooks can become a highly 
reliable source of data if the appropriate checks and feedback loops are put in place.  The success 
of an EM audit-based monitoring program will be dependent on industry buy-in from an early 
stage, and the process and end result needs to be transparent so that all stakeholders will trust the 
resulting data.  The collection of data for monitoring depends on fishermen completing forms, 
running equipment, adjusting certain catch handling behaviour, and reporting data.  Findings 
from the 2010 Morro Bay EM Pilot Study show strong industry involvement in data collection: 
100% compliance in filling out complete fishing logs, and high compliance in maintaining the 
EM equipment running (332 out of 338 hauls captured by EM and overall close comparisons of 
fishing log catch data per haul to EM). 
 
It is advisable that an audit-based monitoring program be implemented in stages, and that during 
the first one or two years the emphasis is on providing feedback to industry, polishing the 
process and analyzing the information gathered to understand where most of the data quality 
issues or risks are.  For the first year, scores and standards may be more like guidelines for each 
vessel, so that skippers are able to understand where their data records sit within the set out 
expectations.  It would not be advisable to begin implementing consequences for poor data 
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quality until the program is well understood by industry and vessels operators know where they 
sit in relation to the standards and within overall fleet performance.  The goal of an audit-based 
program is to obtain good quality data from industry by setting challenging but realistic goals. 
 


5. COST STRUCTURE CONSIDERATIONS FOR EM PROGRAMS  
 
Many factors influence cost in a monitoring program (Table 11).  Some of them are determined 
by how the fishery operates (external factors) and others are directly related to decisions made 
around how the program itself operates (internal factors).  It is important to note that although 
the same factors would need to be considered when structuring costs for any monitoring 
program, observer or EM, different monitoring programs may have different degrees of 
sensitivity to a particular factor.  For example, an EM program would be less impacted by highly 
erratic fishing schedules than an observer program due to the ability of ensuring an operational 
EM system at all times and little to no cost to the program in the case of a cancelled trip vs. 
ensuring observer availability at all times and the costs associated with cancellations.  In 
contrast, an observer program would be less sensitive to higher requirements for service 
decentralization than an EM program due to the higher infrastructure requirements needed to 
service equipment and retrieve data.  Most of the internal factors that would influence cost on an 
operational EM program for the Morro Bay fixed gear fishery remain to be defined. 
 
The cost structure of the Morro Bay EM pilot study does not provide an accurate representation 
of monitoring costs as the pilot study was structured very differently than a mature operational 
EM program would.  The cost of the pilot study should be much larger than the cost of an 
operational EM program for three main reasons.  The first reason is that the current pilot study 
was staged from Canada and focused on building local capacity, which resulted in expensive 
travel and training costs as well as necessary duplication of labour between Tenera and 
Archipelago staff as both groups needed to be tracking the same information related to the 
management of the project.  These capacity building costs are expected to be the highest during 
pilot studies and decrease noticeably as EM programs are implemented.  
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Table 11. Factors that influence the cost structure of an EM and observer program. 


Factors Examples 


External  


Fishery activity Number of vessels, landing, fishing events and seadays 


Port use patterns Temporal and spatial distribution of the fishery 


Internal  


Analysis and reporting 
requirements 


Data product delivered 


Overall maturity of data model Integration of data from different sources and flow of monitoring 
data to quota system 


Degree of program centralization Management of the program operations centralized vs. 
replication necessary at various levels 


Cost recovery method Division of cost responsibilities between government and 
industry as well as within industry 


Program responsiveness Reporting timelines 


Feedback and outreach processes Reports, meetings, one-on-one feedback 


Performance tolerances Data quality requirements.  If audit-based: additional analysis 
required based on initial results 


Audit method and coverage level * Amount of data that requires interpretation as well as level of 
detail within interpreted data 


* Only a factor for audit-based programs 


 
Equipment costs are the second reason cost structures would be significantly different between a 
pilot study and an operational program.  This project leased equipment for the entire duration of 
the study whereas in an operational program equipment is often purchased and, although upfront 
capital costs are high, the cost of equipment is amortized across the total seadays for the lifespan 
of the equipment.  Given that EM systems have historically lasted for up to 10 years of 
operation, this amortization can be significant. 
 
The third reason for differences in cost structure was that for this study, as is true for other pilot 
studies, reporting requirements were complex including the writing of an interim and a formal 
final report with ad hoc data analysis and summaries.  Once reporting requirements for an 
operational EM program are defined, reporting is done in a standardized way for all trips.  This 
has the added benefit of ensuring that trips with high quality data follow a streamlined process 
with little or no additional time needed for further investigation to provide feedback whereas 
trips with fair or poor data quality follow a different path in which additional time is needed for 
investigation or feedback and may cause a delay in reporting along with additional expenses for 
the fisherman in question. 
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The best insight into cost structure for an EM program comes from analyzing data from existing 
mature EM programs for which all inputs and outputs have been defined; such as the BC hook-
and-line catch monitoring program (Table 12).  The BC hook-and-line monitoring program is an 
audit-based EM program that delivers a finished data product for a yearly average cost per vessel 
of 194 $CDN (~200 $USD) per seaday or 3.2% of the landed catch value on average (median 
4.7%) (Stanley et al., in press).  Beyond EM monitoring, this cost also includes hail, fishing log 
and dockside programs as well as data editing and consolidation for all these separate programs. 
The monitoring program includes all data collection, interpretation and reporting to generate a 
finished data product, i.e. audit report and appropriate quota deductions. Some of the external 
and internal factors for this fishery are: 
 


External 
 202 active vessels, 1,323 trips, 11,545 seadays and 23,192 fishing events per year 
 Total landed weight of 11,789 tons with a value of 75 million Canadian dollars 
 Operates out of six main ports but service is provided for a total of close to 30 ports 


across the BC coast. 
 


Internal 
 EM data must be retrieved after every fishing trip. 
 Finished data product must be available to industry and fisheries managers within five 


days of landing, unless audit fails to meet standards. 
 
Table 12. Summary of BC hook-and-line catch monitoring program costs for the 2009/2010 programme year, 
including funding from both industry and the Department of Fisheries and Oceans Canada and covering on 
average 3.2% of the landed catch value (median 4.7%) for each vessel. (Stanley et al., in press). 
 


Monitoring programme 
Average cost vessel–1 year–1 


($CDN) 
Hail programme $236 
Logbooks $312 
Dockside monitoring $2 890 
   EM equipment  $1 760 
   EM field services $3 889 
   EM data services $2 891 
   EM subtotal $8 540 
Total programme costs $12 053 
Cost per trip $1 840 
Cost per sea-day $194 
Cost per kg landed $0.21 


 
When all cost factors are equal, independent at-sea monitoring program options in order of 
lowest to highest cost are audit-based EM programs, EM census programs, and observer 
programs.  The EM portion of the BC hook-and-line program accounts for ~70% or roughly a 
yearly average cost per vessel of 136 $CDN (~140 $USD) per seaday.  Stanley et al. (2009) 
estimate that, using the same external and internal factors already defined in the BC hook-and-
line catch monitoring program, if the audit-based program was substituted with an EM census 
program (i.e. 100% review of all video) the EM costs would increase to 274 $CDN (~280 $USD) 
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per sea day, and logistical challenges and potential additional costs would be introduced in order 
to meet the five day turnaround timeline.  The closest estimate we have as to what an observer 
program would cost for this fishery comes from the offshore trawl fishery in BC which is 580 
$CDN (~597 $USD) per seaday (although the BC offshore trawl fishery operates with 50 vessels 
and 4,500 seadays per year).  Although these numbers are estimates, they offer valuable insight 
on the differences that could be expected from considering these different methods. 
 


6 . DISCUSSION 
 
The findings involving fishing activity time and location interpretation, catch comparisons, 
image quality, and catch handling, are consistent with previous work done for the 2008 EFP.  
Our recommendations are geared towards implementing an audit-based monitoring program 
using EM in the Morro Bay fixed gear fishery in particular and the West Coast groundfish 
fishery in general. 
 


6.1 TECHNICAL ASSESSMENT OF EM SYSTEM 
The 2010 study successfully expanded the data collected in the 2008 study by deploying 
equipment on six vessels for a collective total of 97 fishing trips, over 124 days at sea of EM 
data, and a total of 332 fishing events detected by EM.  Data collected in the 2010 study 
represents double of that collected in 2008 by number of vessels and fishing events.  Overall 
sensor data capture success was about 91%, however, if the equipment had not been manually 
turned off at the beginning and end of some trips, the capture success could have been increased 
and that data lost is of low risk. Six hauls were not captured by EM due to power interruption to 
the system and five of those corresponded to the same trip in which the EM system was only 
powered for 1.4 hours at the fishing grounds.  
 
System performance and data collection success from the 2008 and 2010 studies show that it is 
possible to achieve virtually complete data from fishing activity using EM (97% of hauls were 
complete and usable for comparisons in both studies and in 2010 EM was compared to 97% of 
hauls detected by observers or fishing logs). More rigorous checking of the system performance 
before a trip starts and during the trip can further decrease the likelihood of data loss.  These 
checks can be achieved through adequate rules within an operational monitoring program. 
 
A further expansion in the data collection for the 2010 study was the addition of two pot/trap 
gear vessels in addition of longline gear vessels.  Although detecting hauls from EM data was 
straightforward for longline gear, pot/trap vessels proved to be more challenging for detecting 
gear setting and matching it to hauls.  One of the vessels also proved to be much more 
challenging for catch assessment than the other pot/trap vessel and all of the longline ones.  This 
was caused mostly by the way catch was handled (more than one person sorting catch out of the 
hopper simultaneously) and periods of time when the camera view of the hopper being partially 
blocked by a rope.  This particular challenge illustrates that not only gear differences need to be 
taken into account when setting up EM equipment on a vessel, but that vessel specific deck 
layouts and the associated catch handling are key considerations.   
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EM interpretation of hauls was straightforward for both longline and pot/trap gear.  Overall there 
were few issues detected around imagery quality and catch handling.  The number of medium 
and low quality imagery was largely due to crew and observer behaviour and inadequate lighting 
during night hauls in one of the longline vessels, a problem that is easily addressed in operational 
EM monitoring systems by providing feedback to the fishermen and making proper lighting a 
requirement. In fact, EM was able to successfully determine individual hauls for pot/trap gear 
which was problematic for the skippers and observers at first.  Based on EM data early in the 
study it was possible to adjust the methodology for recording pot/trap fishing events in the 
fishing log and correct some of the observer data records.  Although hauls were easy to detect, 
sets were only consistently detected for longline gear but inconsistent for pot/traps.  Difficulties 
for detecting pot trap setting were primarily due to gear being set in different trips from when it 
was hauled as well as the short duration of those sets (five minutes for Vessel F).   
 


Recommendation #1: We recommend developing an audit-based monitoring program 
structure with clear expectations for complete EM data collection (i.e. EM systems 
continually powered while the vessel is at sea).  The program may require system checks 
before every fishing trip and for skippers to report any issues to the service provider.  Rules 
around procedures in the case of system problems while the vessel is at-sea will need to be 
discussed. 


 
Recommendation #2: We recommend that a document be created for each vessel that details 
the EM system setup (including camera views), accepted catch handling procedures to ensure 
they are aligned with EM cameras, deck lighting, etc.  This ‘Vessel Monitoring Plan’ would 
be based on the initial install interview with the skipper and would serve as the basis for any 
feedback from data processors.  The document would be a valuable reference to the EM 
service provider and the fishermen. 


 
Recommendation #3: We recommend that the feedback mechanism between EM service 
providers and fishermen be based on the ‘Vessel Monitoring Plan’ and include information 
on amount of data collected per trip, catch handling procedures, and other items related to 
EM data quality that may affect interpretation.   
 
Recommendation #4: If EM detection of setting activity was deemed a necessary 
component of at-sea monitoring program, we recommend experimenting with the use of 
radio frequency identification (RFID) tags to mark each line of gear.  This would allow video 
triggering during setting to confirm sensor data time and location of setting activity for pot 
trap vessels and would enable connecting set and hauls together, even across different trips. 


 


6.2 EFFICACY OF EM FOR CATCH ACCOUNTING 
The basic study design to measure the accuracy of EM data used observer data as a benchmark. 
The assumption in this design was that observer data are currently the accepted standard in at-sea 
monitoring so the evaluation consisted of determining how well EM results would match 
observer data. However, a key problem with the method is that observer data also contain errors 
(Karp and McElderry, 1999).  Observer error was not measured in this study but should be kept 
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in mind in interpreting the results of this study.  The lack of agreement between observer and EM 
catch results can be partly attributed to unknown amounts of observer error.   
 
Both observers and EM recorded over 105,000 pieces of catch.  Fish catch was lower in observer 
data than in EM data with a 2% overall piece difference.  These results were consistent with 
other studies in longline fisheries in British Columbia (McElderry et al., 2003), Antarctic 
(McElderry et al., 2005), New England (McElderry et al., 2007), New Zealand (McElderry et al., 
2008), Florida (Pria et al., 2008) and Hawaii (McElderry et al., 2010). 
 
The two most important species groups were rockfishes, including thornyheads, and sablefish, 
for their conservation and market values respectively. EM was very successful at detecting both 
and identifying catch to species groups when compared to observer data. Rockfishes had an 
overall difference of -4% and sablefish 1% (observer-EM).  In terms of rockfish identification, 
EM was not able to speciate thornyheads due to the similarities between the two species and 
classified them as a group.  Non-retention of rockfish in this study was small, with 92% of the 
thornyhead catch retained according to observer data.  EM data for this study only had 1% 
identified as drop offs as well, showing that this is not a very common occurrence. 
 


Recommendation #5: We recommend establishing a full rockfish retention rule as it was 
done in this study’s EFP as it creates a situation where rockfish species identification can be 
done at the time of landing by a dockside observer since they have the advantage of handling 
the specimens to ensure proper identification.  Rockfish discarding during transit back to port 
can be detected by comparing the total number of retained rockfish in the fishing log versus 
the number of rockfish counted at the dock.  The verification of fishing log data using 
randomly selected EM events ensures that retained rockfish are properly accounted for at the 
fishing event level (mainly for area fishing information).  Additionally, we recommend 
exploring the possibility of using depths associated with each fishing event to better 
determine rockfish species due to their vertical segregation in the water column. 


 
Flatfishes and non target species also had high agreement at the species group level, but EM did 
not account for the full species diversity as compared to observer data. Flatfishes and bycatch 
also accounted for most of the discrepancies in catch disposition.  Although total catch per haul 
had high agreement between observer and EM data, overall EM had more catch recorded as 
retained compared to observer data likely meaning that EM was able to detect the catch as it 
came on board but not its disposition.  This was mainly due to catch handling procedures on deck 
as not all points of discard were in camera view and the observer often discarded catch en mass 
from a basket, not allowing for proper piece counting.  The best way to deal with this problem 
would be through the development of more standardized catch handling procedures and 
modifying the camera positioning to best match these catch handling practices, or compare total 
catch from EM to dockside counts as the difference can be accounted to discarding.  In a project 
setting where there is no observer on board, some of these problems would be also be eliminated 
as catch would not have to get put aside for sampling and the observer would not be trying to 
discard catch away from fishing operations to minimize obstruction.   
 


Recommendation #6:  We recommend that a subset of trips without observers be considered 
for participating vessels. This will allow the examination of the effect that observers have on 
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EM catch accounting, catch handling behaviour and fishing log entries. This will be a highly 
important step in any transition to any fisheries management procedure using EM systems.  It 
would be advisable to begin this with a lower-risk section of the fishery, for example vessels 
that are targeting deep water species and are less likely to encounter overfished rockfish 
species. Using these criteria, many of the trips monitored as part of this study could be 
selected for inclusion in this test. 


 
Recommendation #7: Once EM is monitoring non-human observed trips, there will be a 
period for fishermen to establish consistent catch handling processes to facilitate catch 
disposition detection by EM, which would increase efficiency of the imagery review and 
could also improve efficiency of catch processing.  Feedback from EM data processors will 
play a key part in achieving this as well as the documentation process for the Vessel 
Monitoring Plan. 
 


6.3 EFFICACY OF EM FOR AUDITING FISHING LOG DATA 
An improvement seen from the 2008 study was that in the current study all fishing events were 
recorded by the fishing log.  Although ensuring proper alignment between EM and fishing log 
data using date and time information was still challenging in some cases, all fishing events 
captured by EM were able to be aligned with fishing log records.  In an audit-based monitoring 
program where fishermen are paying for at least part of the processing cost, there are economic 
incentives for providing data that facilitates adequate alignment with EM. 
 


Recommendation #8: Improved data collection can be achieved by providing in season 
feedback to the fishermen using the audit framework proposed in this report.  Alignment 
between the two data sets can also be aided through the proposed feedback from EM data 
processors, using the event marker function available in the EM system to mark sets and 
hauls in the EM data record, and the use of electronic fishing logs that facilitate data 
merging. 


 
Fishing log data had very high agreement for target species catch records with EM, with fishing 
log underestimating both rockfish and sablefish pieces per set by 2% of the EM average piece 
counts.  Another improvement from the 2008 study was better alignment in catch between EM 
and fishing logs, especially as it related to released catch.  Even though there is room for 
fishermen to improve their data for released catch, modifications in the fishing log design since 
2008 allowed for better records of discarded catch in the fishing log and are reflected in this 
study’s results.  This was most notably in the degree to which released catch was speciated in the 
fishing log but also in some improvement on the pieces recorded per species.   
 
The audit framework proposed in this report is intended to act as a starting point in discussions 
as many details would still need be to worked out.  Discussions around implementing an audit-
based monitoring system  
 


Recommendation #9:  We recommend that further work towards implementing an audit-
based monitoring program includes discussions about which species will be tested.  Species 
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with quotas and those with higher conservation risks should be considered.  Other species 
may be incorporated into the audit evaluation as the program matures. 


 


6.4 CONCLUSIONS 
Implementing monitoring programs using EM technology with the fixed gear fishery in Morro 
Bay and other parts of West Coast should start with discussions between all stakeholders since 
the monitoring program must meet the needs of fisheries managers, while buy-in from industry is 
essential to the success of the program.  An audit-based program to validate fishing log data 
using EM and dockside monitoring would be the most valuable approach for the reasons 
described above; including its potential for cost-effectiveness, providing transparent catch 
estimates, and engaging industry in the monitoring of their fishery. This project has led to two 
key conclusions for moving forward in developing an audit-based model of fishing log data: 
 
1. Consistent with the findings of the 2008 study, EM has been demonstrated to be an effective 


tool for at sea monitoring, delivering fishing effort and catch data comparable to on-board 
observers.   There is no need for continuing to concentrate future efforts on comparing EM 
data with observer data.  Next steps should concentrate on developing a comprehensive 
monitoring program involving tools such as fisher logbooks, dockside monitoring, EM, and 
supplemental observers as necessary.  Lower-risk parts of the fishery could be monitored 
with EM at first, such as trips where fishing activity is concentrated exclusively in deep 
waters. 


 
2. Further work involving EM as an audit-tool should concentrate in continuing to define the 


audit.  The audit framework described above should be used as a basis for discussion on how 
a program of this type would work in the Morro Bay fixed gear fishery and elsewhere in the 
West Coast.  Fisheries managers would be required to establish the requirements of the 
program and fishermen would then be able to engage on how to achieve those requirements.  
Some of the questions that require an answer from fisheries managers include: which species 
should be tested, what is an appropriate turnaround time for audit results, what should the 
incentives and disincentives be to achieve the desired data quality from logbook data.   
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APPENDIX I – EM TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
 


Overview of the EM System 
 
The EM systems operate on the ship’s power to record imagery and sensor data during each 
fishing trip.  The software can be set to automatically activate image recording based on preset 
indicators (e.g. hydraulic or winch threshold levels, geographic location, time of day,). The EM 
system automatically restarts and resumes program functions following power interruption, or if 
a software lockup is detected.  The system components are described in the following sections. 
 


Control Box 
 
The heart of the electronic monitoring system is a metal tamper-resistant control box (approx. 
15x10x8” = 0.7 cubic feet) that houses computer circuitry and data storage devices.  The control 
box receives inputs from several sensors and up to four CCTV cameras.  The control box is 
generally mounted in the vessel cabin and powered from the vessel electrical system (Figure I.1).  
The user interface provides live images of camera views as well as other information such as 
sensor data and EM system operational status.  The interface has been designed to enable vessel 
personnel to monitor system performance.  If the system is not functioning properly, technicians 
can usually troubleshoot the problem based on information presented in the screen display. 
 
EM systems use high capacity video hard drives for storage of video imagery and sensor data. 
The locked drive tray is removable for ease in replacement.  Depending upon the number of 
cameras, data recording rates, image compression, etc., data storage can range from a few weeks 
to several months.  For example, using the standard recording rate of 5 frames per second, data 
storage requirements are 60-100 megabytes per hour, depending upon the image compression 
method.  Using a four-camera set up and 500-gigabyte hard drive, the EM system would provide 
continuous recording for 52-86 days. 
 


 
Figure I.1 EM control box and user interface installations on two different vessels.   
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EM Power Requirements 
 
An EM control box should be continuously powered (24hr/day) while the vessel is at sea. The 
EM system can use either AC or DC electrical power, however, DC is recommended.  In the case 
of AC power, the control box is generally fitted with a universal power supply (UPS), to ensure 
continuous power supply.  The recommended circuit capacity for an EM system is 400 watts if 
using 110-volts AC, or 20 amps with 12-volts DC.  The EM system amperage requirements vary 
from about 6 amps (at 12-volts DC) when all cameras are active, to less than 3 amps without 
cameras (sensors only), and about 20 milliamps during the ‘sleep cycle’.  The EM system 
continuously monitors the DC supply voltage and can be set to initiate a sleep cycle to save 
power when the vessel is idle and the engine is off, and shut off completely when vessel power 
drops below critical levels.   During the sleep cycle the EM system box will turn on for 2 minutes 
every 30 minutes to check status and record sensor data. The EM system will resume functions 
when the engine re-starts.  
 


CCTV Cameras 
 
Waterproof armoured dome cameras are generally used (Figure I.2), as they have been proven reliable 
in extreme environmental conditions on long-term deployments on fishing vessels. The camera is 
lightweight, compact and quickly attaches to the vessel’s standing structure with a universal stainless 
steel mount and band straps. In general, three or four cameras are required to cover fish and net 
handling activity and areas around the vessel.  In some cases it is necessary to install a brace or davit 
structure in order to position cameras in the desired locations (Figure I.3).   
 
Color cameras with 480 TV lines of resolution and low light capability (1.0 lux @ F2.0) are generally 
used. A choice of lenses is available to achieve the desired field of view and image resolution.  The 
cameras have an electronic iris that adjusts automatically to reduce the effects of glare or low light 
levels on image quality.  The output signal is composite video (NTSC) delivered by coaxial cable to 
the control box and converted to a digital image (480 x 640 pixel resolution). Electrical power (12 volt 
DC) is carried to the camera on conductors packaged in a single sheath with the coaxial cable. 
 


 
Figure I.2 CCTV camera installations on three different fishing vessels.  Each camera has a mounting bracket 
and stainless steel mounting straps.   
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Figure I.3 Installation showing a swing arm camera mount.   


 
 


GPS Receiver 
 
Each EM system carries an independent GPS, integrated receiver and antenna, which is wired directly 
to the control box (there is no attached display interface).  The GPS receiver is fixed to a mount on top 
of the wheelhouse away from other vessel electronics (Figure I.4).  
 
The GPS receiver is a 12 channel parallel receiver, meaning it can track up to 12 GPS satellites at once 
while using 4 satellites that have the best spatial geometry to develop the highest quality positional fix.  
The factory stated error for this GPS is less than 15 metres (Root Mean Square).  This means that if 
the receiver is placed on a point with precisely known coordinates, a geodetic survey monument for 
example, 95% of its positional fixes will fall inside a circle of 15 metres radius centered on that point.  
 
The GPS time code delivered with the positional data is accurate to within 2 seconds of the Universal 
Time Code (UTC = GMT).  The EM control box software uses the GPS time to chronologically 
stamp data records and to update and correct the real time clock on the data-logging computer.   
 
When 12 volts DC is applied the GPS delivers a digital data stream to the control box that provides an 
accurate time base as well as vessel position, speed, heading and positional error.  Speed is recorded in 
nautical miles per hour (knots) to one decimal place and heading to the nearest degree. 
 


 
Figure I.4.  GPS receiver installed in the rigging of a vessel and a close up photograph of the mounted GPS. 
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Hydraulic Pressure Transducer 


 
An electronic pressure transducer is generally mounted into the vessel hydraulic system (Figure 
I.5 left image) to monitor the use of fishing gear (e.g., winches, line haulers, etc.).  The sensor 
has a 0 to 2500 psi range, high enough for most small vessel systems, and a 15,000 psi burst 
rating. The sensor is fitted into a ¼ inch pipe thread gauge port or tee fitting on the pressure side 
of the hauler circuit.  An increase in system pressure signals the start of fishing operations such 
as longline retrieval. When pressure readings exceed a threshold that is established during system 
tests at dockside, the control box software turns the digital video recorder on to initiate video 
data collection. 
 


Drum Rotation Sensor  
 
A photoelectric drum rotation sensor is generally mounted on either the warp winch or net drum 
to detect activity as vessels often deploy gear from these devices without hydraulics. The small 
waterproof sensor is aimed at a prismatic reflector mounted to the winch drum to record winch 
activity and act as a secondary video trigger.  (Figure I.5 right image).  
 


 
Figure I.5.  A hydraulic pressure sensor installed on the supply line of a vessel line hauler (left).  Drum 
rotation sensor (right) mounted on pelagic longline vessel, showing optical sensor and reflective surface.   
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APPENDIX II – EM DATA COLLECTED 
 
Table II.1 EM data collected by Vessel, trip and haul. Departure is the date a trip started, Duration is the time from leaving port to returning in a trip, 
Time Gap is the amount (if any) of missing video data during a trip, Time Gap Category is the classification for the time interval that was missing (B- 
beginning, M- middle, E- end, N- none),  Sensor  Data collected should correspond to the number of hours in a trip and is also expressed as a 
percentage, Haul Imagery Collected reports the number of hours of video collected for that trip and the number of hauls that were recorded on video. 


  Vessel ID Trip Number Departure 
Trip 


Duration 
(Hours) 


Time Gap
(Hours) 


Time Gap 
Category 


Sensor 
Data 


Collected 
(Hours) 


Sensor Data 
Completeness 


(%) 


Haul 
Imagery 


Collected 
(Hours) 


Hauls 
Captured 


 A 1 12-Jul-10 20.4 0.00 N 20.4 100% 7.1 3 
 A 2 21-Jul-10 22.0 5.42 B 16.6 75% 7.8 3 
 A 3 23-Jul-10 19.9 0.00 N 19.9 100% 6.6 2 
 A 4 26-Jul-10 21.6 0.00 N 21.6 100% 7.1 2 
 A 5 28-Jul-10 23.9 0.00 N 23.9 100% 6.5 1 
 A 6 01-Aug-10 19.7 0.00 N 19.7 100% 7.3 2 
 A 7 06-Aug-10 18.9 0.03 M 18.9 100% 6.0 2 
 A 8 08-Aug-10 20.9 0.00 N 20.9 100% 7.2 2 
 A 9 24-Aug-10 42.3 0.03 M 42.3 100% 11.0 4 
 A 10 01-Sep-10 33.1 0.00 N 33.1 100% 7.8 3 
 A 11 06-Sep-10 27.1 0.00 N 27.1 100% 5.3 2 
 A 12 11-Sep-10 32.8 9.07 M 23.8 72% 6.2 3 
 A 13 24-Sep-10 25.3 0.00 N 25.3 100% 6.6 3 
 A 14 06-Oct-10 30.1 0.00 N 30.1 100% 7.0 3 
 A 15 12-Oct-10 27.3 0.00 N 27.3 100% 7.1 3 
 A 16 16-Oct-10 23.9 0.04 M 23.8 100% 6.4 3 
 A 17 20-Oct-10 5.3 0.00 N 5.3 100% 0.0 0 
 A 18 21-Oct-10 21.7 5.89 B 15.8 73% 7.0 2 
 A 19 31-Oct-10 17.9 4.36 B, M 13.6 76% 5.7 2 
 A 20 04-Nov-10 25.3 0.00 N 25.3 100% 8.5 2 
 A 21 15-Nov-10 31.6 0.00 N 31.6 100% 4.1 2 
 A 22 17-Nov-10 25.5 1.16 M 24.4 95% 6.9 2 
 A 23 26-Nov-10 27.2 0.03 M 27.2 100% 7.1 2 
 A 24 29-Nov-10 32.9 7.86 M 25.0 76% 7.1 2 
 A 25 02-Dec-10 25.8 0.03 M 25.7 100% 6.1 2 
 A 26 07-Dec-10 25.1 0.11 M 25.0 100% 6.2 2 
 A 27 15-Dec-10 18.5 0.00 N 18.5 100% 5.8 2 
 A 28 23-Dec-10 22.2 0.02 M 22.2 100% 4.7 2 


Vessel Totals  688.1 34.0 654.1 95% 182.2 63
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  Vessel ID Trip Number Departure 
Trip 


Duration 
(Hours) 


Time Gap
(Hours) 


Time Gap 
Category 


Sensor 
Data 


Collected 
(Hours) 


Sensor Data 
Completeness 


(%) 


Haul 
Imagery 


Collected 
(Hours) 


Hauls 
Captured 


 B 1 21-Jul-10 20.5 7.50 B,E 13.0 63% 5.6 1 


 B 2 24-Jul-10 60.3 55.71 B,M,E 4.6 8% 1.0 1 


 B 3 28-Jul-10 23.8 0.62 M 23.2 97% 5.7 2 


 B 4 31-Jul-10 24.8 0.00 N 24.8 100% 7.2 2 


 B 5 06-Aug-10 24.7 0.00 N 24.7 100% 8.2 2 


 B 6 23-Aug-10 22.1 1.76 B 20.4 92% 6.3 2 


 B 7 25-Aug-10 21.7 0.00 N 21.7 100% 6.0 2 


 B 8 01-Sep-10 21.7 5.25 B,M 16.5 76% 5.7 1 


 B 9 03-Sep-10 22.7 0.00 N 22.7 100% 6.4 1 


 B 10 08-Sep-10 22.8 0.53 M 22.2 98% 6.8 1 


 B 11 14-Sep-10 23.1 0.05 M 23.1 100% 8.0 1 


 B 12 18-Sep-10 25.1 1.97 B 23.1 92% 7.7 2 


 B 13 20-Oct-10 23.6 0.00 N 23.6 100% 6.6 1 


 B 14 03-Nov-10 29.0 9.98 M 19.0 66% 7.2 1 


 B 15 05-Nov-10 23.2 4.18 B 19.0 82% 7.5 1 


 B 16 11-Nov-10 27.5 1.86 B 25.7 93% 7.6 1 


 B 17 15-Nov-10 25.4 0.00 N 25.4 100% 8.2 1 


 B 18 18-Nov-10 26.0 0.00 N 26.0 100% 9.3 1 


 B 19 22-Nov-10 15.6 0.00 N 15.6 100% 0.0 0 


 B 20 26-Nov-10 31.9 0.00 N 31.9 100% 9.3 1 


 B 21 01-Dec-10 30.5 0.00 N 30.5 100% 16.6 1 


 B 22 06-Dec-10 34.4 16.43 B,M 17.9 52% 8.0 1 


 B 23 14-Dec-10 29.3 2.97 B 26.3 90% 9.4 1 


 B 24 22-Dec-10 26.0 10.33 B 15.7 60% 7.0 1 


 Vessel Totals  635.8 119.1  516.7 81% 171.3 29 
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  Vessel ID Trip Number Departure 
Trip 


Duration 
(Hours) 


Time Gap
(Hours) 


Time Gap 
Category 


Sensor 
Data 


Collected 
(Hours) 


Sensor Data 
Completeness 


(%) 


Haul 
Imagery 


Collected 
(Hours) 


Hauls 
Captured 


 C 1 07-Jul-10 32.0 0.00 N 32.0 100% 9.9 3 


 C 2 12-Jul-10 27.0 0.00 N 27.0 100% 9.0 2 


 C 3 20-Jul-10 34.2 0.05 M 34.2 100% 10.3 3 


 C 4 24-Jul-10 27.4 0.00 N 27.4 100% 10.1 2 


 C 5 10-Aug-10 34.1 0.00 N 34.1 100% 10.5 3 


 C 6 17-Aug-10 28.3 0.00 N 28.3 100% 10.4 2 


 C 7 01-Sep-10 38.5 0.00 N 38.5 100% 12.8 3 


 C 8 07-Sep-10 36.7 0.00 N 36.7 100% 13.1 3 


 C 9 12-Sep-10 35.8 0.00 N 35.8 100% 11.9 3 


 C 10 17-Sep-10 34.2 0.00 N 34.2 100% 11.3 4 


 C 11 29-Sep-10 32.8 0.00 N 32.8 100% 9.7 3 


 C 12 06-Oct-10 35.1 0.00 N 35.1 100% 12.7 3 


 C 13 13-Oct-10 32.6 0.00 N 32.6 100% 11.2 3 


 C 14 30-Oct-10 22.2 0.00 N 22.2 100% 7.8 2 


 Vessel Totals  450.7 0.0  450.7 100% 150.8 39 
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  Vessel ID Trip Number Departure 
Trip 


Duration 
(Hours) 


Time Gap
(Hours) 


Time Gap 
Category 


Sensor 
Data 


Collected 
(Hours) 


Sensor Data 
Completeness 


(%) 


Haul 
Imagery 


Collected 
(Hours) 


Hauls 
Captured 


 D 1 14-Jul-10 24.7 0.00 N 24.7 100% 6.8 2 


 D 2 21-Jul-10 44.1 0.02 M 44.0 100% 11.0 3 


 D 3 25-Jul-10 32.4 0.05 M 32.3 100% 10.6 2 


 D 4 28-Jul-10 30.0 0.00 N 30.0 100% 10.2 2 


 D 5 08-Aug-10 27.4 0.00 N 27.4 100% 9.1 2 


 D 6 10-Aug-10 39.7 0.00 N 39.7 100% 11.6 2 


 D 7 17-Aug-10 31.6 0.00 N 31.6 100% 10.5 2 


 D 8 24-Aug-10 28.8 0.00 N 28.8 100% 8.9 2 


 D 9 02-Sep-10 34.9 0.00 N 34.9 100% 10.2 3 


 D 10 11-Sep-10 28.0 0.00 N 28.0 100% 10.3 3 


 D 11 14-Sep-10 26.1 0.00 N 26.1 100% 6.6 3 


 D 12 24-Sep-10 33.8 32.48 B,E 1.3 4% 0.0 0 


 D 13 29-Sep-10 43.0 18.16 B,E 24.8 58% 7.8 2 


 D 14 06-Oct-10 36.7 0.00 N 36.7 100% 10.6 2 


 Vessel Totals  461.2 50.7  410.4 89% 124.2 30 
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  Vessel ID Trip Number Departure 
Trip 


Duration 
(Hours) 


Time Gap
(Hours) 


Time Gap 
Category 


Sensor 
Data 


Collected 
(Hours) 


Sensor Data 
Completeness 


(%) 


Haul 
Imagery 


Collected 
(Hours) 


Hauls 
Captured 


 E 1 26-Jul-10 15.8 0.00 N 15.8 100% 4.4 2 


 E 2 28-Jul-10 32.4 0.00 N 32.4 100% 0.0 0 


 E 3 31-Jul-10 44.4 0.00 N 44.4 100% 6.7 8 


 E 4 04-Aug-10 14.1 0.00 N 14.1 100% 0.0 0 


 E 5 09-Aug-10 61.0 0.00 N 61.0 100% 10.5 10 


 E 6 14-Aug-10 26.2 0.00 N 26.2 100% 5.5 6 


 E 7 17-Aug-10 29.3 0.00 N 29.3 100% 5.9 6 


 E 8 24-Aug-10 53.5 0.00 N 53.5 100% 9.5 10 


 E 9 12-Sep-10 72.3 7.49 B 64.8 90% 12.5 12 


 E 10 18-Sep-10 39.2 0.00 N 39.2 100% 6.0 7 


 E 11 25-Sep-10 22.0 3.46 B 18.5 84% 5.3 6 


Vessel Totals  410.2 10.9  399.3 97% 43.4 67 


 F 1 14-Jul-10 57.0 5.38 M 51.6 91% 14.7 16 


 F 2 19-Jul-10 47.9 0.00 N 47.9 100% 10.2 12 


 F 3 31-Jul-10 53.0 9.64 M 43.4 82% 13.3 15 


 F 4 05-Aug-10 72.7 17.34 M 55.4 76% 21.2 25 


 F 5 12-Aug-10 55.2 0.00 N 55.2 100% 17.1 19 


 F 6 18-Aug-10 59.6 15.28 M 44.4 74% 14.4 17 


Vessel Totals  345.6 47.6  297.9 86% 90.9 104 


Overall Totals 97  2991.6 262.5  2729.1 91% 762.7 332 


 The duration of time gaps at the beginning or end of a trip were obtained from observer data. 
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APPENDIX III – SCIENTIFIC AND COMMON NAMES OF ENCOUNTERED 


SPECIES AND GROUPS 
 
Table III.1 Scientific and common names for all fish species and groups recorded in the observer, fishing log 
and EM data sets. 
Species Name Scientific Name 
Aurora Rockfish Sebastes aurora 
Black Skate Bathyraja trachura 
Blackgill Rockfish Sebastes melanostomus 
Blue Shark Prionace glauca 
Brown Cat Shark Apristurus brunneus 
California Grenadier Nezumia stelgidolepis 
California Slickhead Alepocephalus tenebrosus 
Cat Sharks Scyliorhinidae 
Chilipepper Rockfish Sebastes goodei 
Deepsea Sole Embassichthys bathybius 
Dover Sole Microstomus pacificus 
Filetail Cat Shark Parmaturus xaniurus 
Flatfish (unidentified) Pleuronectidae 
Giant Grenadier Albatrossia pectoralis 
Grenadier (unidentified) Macrouridae 
Hagfish (unidentified) Myxinidae 
Lamprey Petromyzontidae 
Longnose Cat Shark Apristurus kampae 
Longnose Skate Raja rhina 
Pacific Flatnose Antimora microlepis 
Pacific Grenadier Coryphaenoides acrolepis 
Pacific Hagfish Eptatretus stouti 
Pacific Hake Merluccius productus 
Pacific Pomfret Brama japonica 
Pacific Sleeper Shark Somniosus pacificus 
Pinkrose Rockfish Sebastes simulator 
Popeye Grenadier Corphaenoides cinereus 
Rockfish (unidentified) Sebastes/Sebastolobus 
Rosethorn Rockfish Sebastes helvomaculatus 
Sablefish Anoplopoma fimbria 
Sandpaper Skate Bathyraja kincaidii 
Sharks (unidentified) Chondrichthyes 
Skate (unidentified) Rajidae 
Spiny Dogfish Shark Squalus acanthias 
Spotted Ratfish Hydrolagus colliei 
Thornyheads Sebastolobus 
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APPENDIX IV – DETAILS OF A PROPOSED FISHING LOG AUDIT 


METHODOLOGY 
  
This appendix contains a description of three possible audit evaluation methods as well as the 
specific examples currently used in the British Columbia hook-and-line and trap fishery audit. 
 


Scores: Scores are assigned to individual comparisons (e.g., retained piece differences 
between EM and fishing log for a specific species).  Table IV.1 shows the scoring methodology 
for the BC hook-and-line fishery as an example.  Results are calculated based on total piece 
differences or percentage of piece differences depending on the total number of pieces compared.   
Percentages are a powerful way of comparison when dealing with a large total number of pieces 
but become meaningless when comparing small numbers.   
 
Table IV.1.  Scoring scale used in the British Columbia hook-and-line audit-based catch monitoring program. 


Score 
Difference when  


Pieces < 30*1 
Difference when  


Pieces ≥ 30*1 


10 0 Pieces 0 - 2% 


9 1 – 3 Pieces 2 - 10% 


8 4 – 6 Pieces 10 - 20% 


7 7 – 9 Pieces 20 - 30% 


5 10 – 12 Pieces 30 - 40% 


3 13 – 15 Pieces 40 - 50% 


0 Over 15 Pieces > 50% 


 *1 Where the number of pieces is determined by EM or Dockside Monitoring. 
 
 Standards: Standards involve binary decisions (Table IV.2), i.e., met or not met.  The 
standard itself can be based on a particular score, an average of scores, or some other comparison 
result (e.g., set starts need to be within one hour).   
 
Table IV.2.  Standards used in the British Columbia hook-and-line audit-based catch monitoring program. 


Comparisons Pass Value Interpretation 


DMP to Fishing Log 9 All of the tests must be 9 or better to obtain a “pass” in the audit 


Video to Fishing Log 
(including rockfish) 


8 
The average score of video to fishing log pieces must be equal to or 


greater than 8 to obtain a “pass” in the audit 


Video to Fishing Log 
Rockfish Scores 


7 
All of the scores for the video to fishing log rockfish pieces must be 


equal to or greater than 7 to obtain a “pass” in the audit 


Management Area fished Match 
If these areas do not match, the EM area will be used for quota 


deductions. 


Position of set start point Within 1 nm Informational only. No consequence. 


Date/Time of set start 
point 


Within 1 
hour 


Informational only. No consequence. 
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 Score Matrix:  A score matrix is the last layer in the evaluation methodology and is used in 
cases when the fishing log for a trip is deemed to have low data quality and failed to meet set 
standards.  The premise is that a skipper that has consistently underperformed should have 
greater consequences than someone who has consistently provided good data but failed to on a 
single trip.  A ‘Trip Score’ is obtained by averaging all scores (each score weighted based on 
number of pieces per test).  This trip score is then compared to the vessel’s history in the form of 
its average of all trip scores for the previous calendar year using a matrix such as the one shown 
in Figure IV.1. Depending on where a trip falls within the matrix, consequences may range from 
a warning to full review of all catch events in order to determine catch for the trip. Given that 
fishers pay for a portion of the reviewing costs, this incentivizes accurate logbook entries. 
 
For a vessel history matrix to be meaningful and transparent it is necessary to gather a couple of 
years worth of data from the fleet, then plot a distribution of trip scores and decide what should 
the cut off for each of the categories be based on the overall performance and perceived risks.   
 
Figure IV.1.  Example of the score matrix used in the British Columbia hook-and-line audit-based catch 
monitoring program to rate trips based on vessel performance. 
 











